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Part One

MEETING OF THE AD HOC GROUP OF EXPERTS ON DEMOGRAPHIC PROJECTIONS



I. BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

Upon a recommendation of the Population Commission, at its nineteenth
session, in January 1977, the Secretary-General of the United Nations convened an
Ac" Hoc Group of Experts on Demographic Projections from 7 to 11 November 1977 at
United Nations Headquarters to discuss the methodology used for demographic
projections and to consider the future prospects of the rapidly changing fertility
and mortality trends which are at present taking place in both the developing and
developed countries of the world. The Expert Group was also requested to provide
guidelines and make recommendations to the Secretary-General on how to incorporate
demographic changes into the methodology to be used for the next round of world
population projections to be prepared by the Population Division of the Department
of International Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations Secretariat.

The experts who participated in the meeting in their personal capacity were:
Mr. J. Bourgeois-Pichat (France); Mr. William Brass (United Kingdom;;

Ur. Ansley J. Coale (United States of America). Fr. Paul Demenv (United States of
iH,crica): '.1r. Ita I. hlanem (Nigeria) Mr. A. M. Farr-- (177ypt) Mr. T;athen Keyfitz
(United States of Am-rica)' Mr. 71ilo F.-.c= (Yu-osl-via)' hr. Jacob Siegel
(United States of America) . Er. Jorge SomozaChile) Mr. K. S. Srikantan (India)
Ms. Hilde Wander (Federal Republic of Germany ; Mr. Charles Westoff (United States
of America); Mr. K. C. Zachariah (India). The Expert Group elected
Mr. William Brass Chairman, Mr. A. M. Farrag Vice-Chairman, and
Mr. Jacob Siegel Rapporteur.

The discussions were confined strictly to population projections by sex and
age and other concomitant indicators such as annual rate of growth, crude birth-
and death-rates. Sectoral projections such as labour force, urban/rural
population, household and families, agriculture and non-agricultural population,
and school enrolment were excluded from the discussions. The four areas covered
were:

The current status of demographic projections;

Methods for improving the assumptions of demographic projections with
reference to fertility, mortality and migration;

The incorporation of population policies and other socio-economic
factors into demographic projections;

Alternatives for long-range projections.

The papers prepared by members of the Expert Group are reproduced in this
publication, together with the background papers prepared by the Population
Division. The recommendations of the Expert Group are also included.



II. RECOMMENDATIONS

General considerations 

The Group unanimously a.reed that the United Nations population projections
are an extremely important and irreplaceable tool for demographic and economic
analyses at the global, regional and national levels. There are at least four
reasons for their great value:

Projections are included for every country and territory of the world;

The projections are internationally comparable

More than two thirds of the countries, accounting for about three fourths
of the world's population, have never prepared official projections of their own,
and the United Nations has been filling the gap;

The methods, assumptions and basic demographic parameters of the
projections are presented uniformly.

The Group strongly recommended, therefore, that the present activities at the
United Nations in the field of demographic projections should be not only
continued but also strengthened. The estimation of basic demographic parameters
from incomplete data is an essential part of this work.

The Group also felt that the population projections should be brought up
to date at least once every five years and that an interim report should be
published whenever population trends and the projections become perceptibly
inconsistent. Efforts should be made by the Secretariat to bring the
projections up to date more frequently in order to keep up with the rapidly
changing demographic situation in the world. At the same time, the Group felt it
desirable for the Secretariat to maintain a programme of continuous updating of the
benchmark estimates of basic demographic parameters for use in the revision of
the projections when required. Furthermore, to assure that these interim revisions
receive as wide circulation as the princi pal publication, they should be made
available in a regular publication series.

The Group considered it desirable that the results should be published more
promptly than in the past. However, in view of the fact that the projections
become somewhat out of date even during the period between their calculation and
their publication, it would be desirable to include in the report some guides by
which users could adjust projections to take account of the latest data. The
development of such guides (for example, in the form of nomograph y ) would enable
the user readily to incorporate alternative assumptions or new information into
the projections and, in particular, to allow for the deviation of actual from
projected trends as they occur.



It was agreed ab  initio that since the evaluation and estimation of basic
demographic parameters from defective data is a major area for deliberation in
itself, the Group would deal only incidentally with the issues relating to it.
(In fact, much of the work of the Secretariat in the field of projections has
actually been concerned with the evaluation and estimation of past and present
demographic parameters, rather than with projections.) However, since the majority
of the developing countries lack adequate current data on which to base population
projections and since improvement of the base data on trends is a most important
factor in improving projections, the Group recommended that more effort should be
directed to that area. Current data on demographic trends can be improved in many
ways, one of which is to take censuses and demographic surveys more frequently (for
example, quinquennially). More intensive exploitation of existing data in both
developing and developed countries, particularly through the use of the newer
methods for analysing trends, is one of the more effective methods of strengthening
the capacity for improving projections.

The Group wished to call attention to the need for the exploitation and
improvement of existing data on the interrelationships between socio-economic
variables and demographic processes. More research on the relationship between
socio-economic variables and demographic changes is also greatly needed. Such
information and the results of such research would be of considerable value in
making assumptions regarding future population changes and in interpreting the
resulting population projections.

In view of the fact that the terminal year of the previous roT,ulation
projections - namely, the year 2000 - is only 21 years away and that many types of
planning require at least rough indications of probable population growth for a
longer period, the new round of population projections should be extended to the
year 2025, representing a projection period of about 50 years beyond the proposed
new base datE. Although the figures for the total population become subject to
relatively large errors after only a few decades, the figures for the age cohorts
born before the base date may be quite accurate for several decades. Even though
the projections would extend to the year 2025, it was believed by some experts that
the period of the next 10 or 15 years should be given special attention and was
crucially important for planning and other purposes.

Most members of the Group felt that three principal variants should continue
to be prepared. A quite extensive discussicn was held with respect to the
necessity of providing a range of uncertainty for the projections . Although it
would be desirable for the "high" and "low" variants to be equal to a range of
probabilistic errors - say, within one or two standard deviation units - there is
as yet neither a methodological nor an empirical basis for such an exercise. The
Group recommended, however, that the United Nations Secretariat should draw the
attention of users to the problems of uncertainty in the use of the projections.

The United Nations Secretariat should review and evaluate its past experience
in making population projections and incorporate its findings in summary form in
any publication presenting new projections. One practical and simple approach to
this task is to take only the medium projections made by the United Nations - but
for all countries and past years - and compare them with the "actual" figures.
Another is to tabulate the frequency with which the current figures fall within the
high/low range of past United Nations projections. (The analyst should be aware
of the possibility of a built-in bias resulting from the fact that some current



estimates may have been designed to agree with earlier projections or with
desirable trends.) In carrying out such a study, in so far as possible, separate
attention should be given to the components of change, sex/age groups, and the
length of the projection period. The causes of significant deviations of the
projections from the observed situation should be carefully documented. Systematic
evaluation of projections has been neglected and more work should be done in this
field.

The Group endorsed the use cf the general system of projections methodology
now being employed by the United Nations Secretariat. Specifically, the present
component method of producing projections of population and its sex/age
distribution should be reapplied for the next round of population projections.

Demographic trends in the recent past are an important guide to changes in the
near future End, hence, should be given considerable weight in making projections
in the short term, as was done in the previous set of United Nations projections.
The interpretation of the nature and probable continuation of these trends must be
made in the context of the consideration of socio-economic trends and policy
developments.

In designing the assumptions regarding future population changes, the role of
socio=economic factors (e.g., urbanization, socio-economic group differentials)
and of intermediate variables (e.g., marriage, family planning practices), as
reflected in the findings of the microsimulation model (to be discussed below),
should be taken into account. In this connexion, the results of the World
Fertility Survey should prove particularly valuable and should also be taken fully
into acouunt.

The contents of the next United Nations publication presenting world
population projections should be extended to include additional (i.e., five-year)
sex/age detail, bey-rd that Ehown in the previous rublication. 1/ Although such
sex/age detail has been made available in special working papers and in the form
of a computer tape, most users cannot gain access to these materials very
readily and they would be better served if five-year age detail, at least for
selected years, were incorporated directly into the main publication. Moveover,
it would be desirable to include figures for single ages in some age ranges,
particularly in the earlier years of the projection period.

Improving assumptions of projections 

Mortality 

Alternative series of mortality projections should be employed both for the
developed and developing countries. It was noted that in some developed countries
recent substantial reductions in mortality in later life have occurred, and there
is the possibility of continuing and even accelerating reductions. At the same
time the rates of decrease in mortality in many developing countries were less than
expected earlier. With the decline of fertility in some areas and its
stabilization at a low level in others, mortality changes will tend to have a

1/ World Population Prospects as Assessed in 1973, (United Nations
publication, Sales No. E.76.X111.4).
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4	 1

larger impact on the age distribution of populations than in the past.
Nevertheless, it would not be desirable to include, in the principal set of
nrojections, series of projections based on every ccmbination of fertility and
mortality assumptions developed for the study.

Constant changes in life expectancy at birth over time are not necessarily
a satisfactory way of formulating an assumption on future changes in mortality.
The United Nations should take into account the empirical evidence that increases
in life expectancy tend to fall as life expectancy rises. In generating its
projections of mortality, the United Nations Secretariat should take careful
account of the document on mortality prospects submitted by a member of the
Group 2/ in setting its ultimate levels of total mortality and male/female
differences.

The Group agreed that cause-of-death analysis is one of the essential
approaches for improving the formulation of mortality assumptions and
interpretative evaluation of the projections for the developed countries, and it
should be applied in determining the long-term improvement expected in mortality
where appropriate data of good quality are available and make this approach
feasible. Cause-of-death analysis may be valuable in setting targets of ultimate
values beyond that achieved by any country but it may also be useful in charting
the prospective trajectory towards any set of ultimate values.

For developing countries, mortality data are generally so weak that primary
attention will have to be given to them. Ascertaining the current level of
mortality and the trends of recent mortality present extremely difficult problems.
The limited cause-of-death data that are available are not commonly usable for
projection purposes. Where information on mortality is not available, a principal
possibility is to make use of supplementary information on health services.

Fertility

The United Nations Secretariat should follow the general procedures used
previously to project fertility but should give attention to achieving greater
standardization among them.

Because the present period is one of particular uncertainty in the demographic
situation of the developing countries, the United Nations Secretariat should
carefully consider whether the range between the high and low assumptions of
fertility might not be widened.

It was recognized that quite different approaches might have to be followed
in formulating assumptions on fertility for the developed countries, on the one
hand, and some of the developing countries, on the other. In the case of some
of the developed countries, the continuation of fertility at below-replacement
level for a considerable period of time is a real possibility. Therefore,
approaches different from the simple hypothesis of monotonic progress towards
fertility stabilisation at the replacement level should be applied. In the
developing countries, identifying the time of onset of fertility decline could be

2/ Jean Bourgeois-Pichat, 'Future outlook for mortality decline in the world".
See Chap. XV of the pl,,con+
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improved through better estimation of current demographic trends, including the
development of better techniques and the collection of better data. The Group
agreed that many elaborate hypothoses devised in the developed countries cannot
be meaningfully applied to the developing countries.

Given adequate data and a cultural setting where marriage is defined
unambiguously, some experts felt that the introduction of marriage and marital
status as parameters, and the use of marital fertility rates, in the derivation
Df fertility estimates would provide a more realistic framework for the projection
results and enhance their interpretative value. The Group agreed that marriage
factors could be incorporated for countries which have adequate data. It was noted
that because of the growing focus of attention on the status of women, changes in
their composition according to marital status may become more important than in
the past in influencing the level of and changes in fertility.

Taking cognizance of the fact that some countries are important in the scheme
of United Nations projections because of the sheer size of their populations and
their contribution to world population growth and that those countries present
special estimation problems because of their size and heterogeneity (e.g., India),
the Group felt that it would be useful if variations in fertility among subnational
areas in those countries, such as urban/rural areas and major subregions, could be
studied more fully where relevant data are available. The results of such studies
could then be taken into account in developing projections of fertility for the
subnational areas and the countries where improvement in projections from this
source seemed likely.

The Group was of the opinion that the United Nations Secretariat should not
undertake elaborate and time-consuming studies designed to apply the cohort-
fertility method of projecting fertility except, perhaps, for a limited number of
countries where the patterns of reproductive behaviour as well as of marriage and
divorce tend to change radically and where satisfactory data exist.

Migration

International migration is currently or potentially an important component of
population change, and its possible contribution to population change should be
considered for each country.

International migration is, perhaps, the most neglected area in projections
studies as well as in analytical research on national population change, and the
Group strongly recommended that more effort should be made to develop adequate
data on this matter. Data can be secured through censuses and surveys for both the
receiving and sending countries, registration data for both the receiving and
sending countries and estimation on the basis of consecutive censuses. The
possibility of introducing appropriate new questions in forthcoming censuses should
be considered.

Because of the variety of migration patterns, the situation in each country
must be considered separately. Where possible, net migration should be
disaggregated into immigration and emigration, particularly when the relative size
of these directional movements are expected to shift in the future. Age/sex
patterns may also vary widely, even with similar levels of gross or net migration
for the total of all ages. The impact of the age/sex pattern of migration may be
more or less important, depending on the volume of migration in relation to the
size of the population and the level of the growth rate of the population.
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At the same time it may be possible to identify typical flows and patterns of
migration on the basis of data from the developed countries and to evaluate this
material in the light of current and prospective social and economic developments.
The outcome of such analyses could be applied to other areas, as seers appropriate.

Consideration of socio-economic and policy factors: models 
and long-range projections 

Although the importance of socio•economic factors in determining population
growth and its components - fertility, mortality, and migration - is well
established, the Group felt that the time is not yet ripe for making efforts to
incorporate those factors into projections in a formal way, particularly for the
developing countries. A thorough study of the relation of socio-economic factors
to population growth is needed for improving judgements regarding future
changes in fertility, mortality, and migration. The Group suggested that some
disaggregation of fertility, mortality, and migration may he useful for improving
the assumptions, for example, by considering urban/rural distribution or other
socio-economic variables, such as the educational status of a population, when
making projections of fertility.

Some of the Group expressed a concern about the consistency of the
disaggreP.ated projections (e.g., urban/rural population) with the projections
of total population and about the failure to employ the urban/rural projections
or other disaggregated projections in a feedback model to improve the projections
of total population. The projections of total population in sex/age croups
prepared by the United Nations Secretariat are the basis for projections of
urban/rural population and for other types of diasggregated projections. Up to the
present, hcwever, no attempt has been made to employ the urban/rural projections
to develop Projections of the total population or to consider the implications of
the proec-Aons of the urban/rural population for the projections of total
population. Some experts recommended that research should be carried out in this
dir,cticn,	 order to improve the techniques of projecting the total population.

The Group recommended that the United Nations Secretariat should attempt to
identify promising models for use in population projections in the context of
social chknge and economic development. The Group agreed that the microsimulation
model of fertility developed by the United Nations Secretariat 3/ is useful for
this pur2ose and recommended that further efforts should be expended to refine the
model. Such additional aspects of fertility analysis as the interaction between
the demographic and biological factors already included in the model should be
ccnsicered. It was also suggested that the model should be tried out for several
,:;eveloping countries with appropriate data, perhaps data from the World Fertility
survey. Specifically, it was suggested that the microsimulation model be expanded
and disaggregated as far as possible using information from the World Fertility
Survey. The Group strongly recommended that further experimentation be conducted
with the model, using additional data and countries.

The Microsimulation model of the United Nations was designed particularly for
policy-making purposes, if one assumes that the policy is successful. Conversely,

3/ 'Choice of population policy measures to affect population prospects:
computer microsimulation study of fertility". (ESA/P/AC.10/18), 28 October 1977.
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the model could be especially useful for dealing with policy packages consisting
of multicompositional parts or for evaluating comparative effectiveness of different
policy packages or options, assuming that policy goals can be turned into policy
effects. A question arose as to whether the model should be used only in connexion
with countries with explicit family planning policies or extended to others without
explicit policies. Some experts recommended that, after some modification,
including possibly an elimination of some segments, the computer programme should
be applied more extensively to those developing countries with good data and with
sufficiently elaborated national population policies and family planning programmes.

Recognizing that population projections were of major interest to users, the
Group examined alternative scenarios that could either provide a frame for the
study of changing demographic interrelationships and their effects on the size
and composition of the population or be used for projecting the socio-economic
characteristics of populations reflecting different patterns of social and economic
development.

Models designed to simulate hypothetical changes in the components of
population growth should be used for further exploration of conditions leading to
a stationary population, with special attention being given to the effects of
changing nuptiality, alternative family patterns, and changes in other factors
conducive to low fertility. Several varieties of assumptions should be formulated
in addition to the fertility stabilization model, including highly speculative
assumptions for analytical purposes reLlting to mortality and miFration as well as
fertility. For example, the effect of eliminating certain endoencus diseases or
extending life expectancy well beyond the limits experienced by any country to
date should be evaluated, and the effects of hypothetical migration patterns on
the size and structure of receiving and sending populations should be studied.

The specialized or disaggregated population projection prepared by the
United Nations and specialized agencies were referred to as some of the immediate
uses of population projections by sex and age, although the Group ab initio did
not intend to have an extensive discussion on this subject. The Group noted with
satisfaction that a comprehensive set of demographic projections, consisting of
six major types of projections, were developed by the United Nations and its
specialized agencies. These projections are for the population classified by sex
and age groups, the economically active population (labour force supply), the
agricultural and non-agricultural population, the urban and rural population, the
population in educational categories (school enrolment), and households and
families. These projections are consistent with respect to the choice of sex/age
groups, geographical coverage, and dates of reference. Most of the projections
were derived by use of sex/age-specific "participation" ratios, such as labour
force participation rates or headship rates, which were applied to the population
projections distributed in sex/age groups; hence, they are consistent with one
another in a limited way.

The Group felt that the system of six projections provided a wealth of
information needed for the study of the socio-economic characteristics of
populations and the changes in the socio-economic factors affecting population
changes. It recognized that the system was highly exogenous and could, therefore,
be improved. With improvement, it could serve a variety of analytical purposes.
The Group recommended, therefore, that:

(a) The consistency of the assumptions embodied in the sex/age specific-ratios
be studied with the goal of improving the consistency of the system as a whole;
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Efforts be made to disaggregate further the critical sex/age ratios
describing the specific characteristics of the population;

The interaction (feedback effects) of the changes in socio-economic
characteristics of the population and the changes in mortality and fertility be
studied and the need for adjusting the assumptions to achieve consistency in the

whole system be considered.

The Group recommended that the United Nations Secretariat study the population
changes that are expected to take place as a result of a gradual establishment of
the New International Economic Order, as postulated by Leontief in The Future of the 
World Economy. 4/ It was felt that the Leontief study provided an economic
framework in which the possible changes in population, labour force, employment,
education etc. could be projected. At least the six types of demographic projections
listed earlier, supplemented by the projections of labour force demand, should be
experimented with in this manner. The objective of the study should be to assess
the implications of the New International Economic Order in such areas as fertility,
mortality, population growth, family patterns, employment, education and the like,
and thus provide needed insight into the linkages between population and socio-
economic development.

The labour force supply under conditions of declining fertility deserves
further study. The focus should be on the economic and social conditions (including
the demand for labour) which, in combination with the changing age structure,
determine the pattern of labour force participation ratios. The Group felt that
the Leontief study provides a useful economic framework for this purpose and
recommended that new projections combining both demographic and socio-economic
factors be developed.

Further review of research programmes 

It was thought that the Secretary-General should convene another meeting of
experts when appropriate, possibly during the biennium 1980-1981 with a view towards
reviewing and assessing the progress of work undertaken in the field of demographic
projections and towards improving the methods and assumptions employed. The agenda
of the next meeting should also include methods of estimating basic parameters
from defective data.

4/ Wassily Leontief and others, The Future of the World Economy (New York,
Oxford University Press, 1977).
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Part Two

PAPERS OF THE EXPERT GROUP



Background papers prepared by the United Nations Secretariat*

III. DEVELOPMENT OF THY METHODOLOGY USED IN THE
UNITED NATIONS GLOBAL PROJECTIONS

We cannot plan without looking ahead, and we cannot
look ahead except in so far as the light of
experience illuminates the future for us." 1/

Introduction 

The present paper attempts to describe some aspects of the current state of
the art in the field of demographic projections. More precisely, it undertakes to
discuss the current status of methodology in demographic projections and some
problems arising in the preparation of the United Nations projections for individual
countries. However, it has several limitations. First, it does not deal with the
question of the evaluation and adjustment of census and vital statistics, which are
usually important preparatory steps in any projection programme. 2/ Secondly, it
does not encompass subnational and sectoral projections, such as those of individual

Population Division, Department of International Economic and Social Affairs.

1/ Arnold J. Toynbee, Change and Habit: The Challenge of Our Time (New York,
Oxford University Press, 1966), p. 3.

2/ The majority of the worker-months spent in compiling the United Nations
projections, as assessed in 1973, were actually devoted to evaluating and adjusting
inadequate demographic data in the developing countries. Recently, remarkable
developments have taken place in methodology, and that field now represents one of
the most rapidly advancing fronts in demography. For example, the following
studies have contributed to advancing the methodology for estimating basic
demographic parameters where data are lacking or defective: Manual IV: Methods 
of Estimating Basic Demographic Measures from Incomplete Data (United Nations
publication, Sales No. 67.XIII.2); William Brass, Methods for Estimating Fertility 
and  Mortality from Limited and Defective Data (Chapel Hill, Carolina Population
Center, University of North Carolina, 1975); Norman Carrier and John Hobcraft,
Demographic Estimation for Developing Societies: A Manual of Techniques for the 
Detection and Reduction of Errors in Demographic Data (London, London School of
Economics, Population Investigation Committee, 1971); Ansley J. Coale,
Allan G. Hill and T. James Trussell, "A new method of estimating standard fertility
measures from incomplete data", Population Index, vol. 41, No. 2 (April 1975),
Pp. 182-210; Lee-Jay Cho, The own-children approach to fertility estimation:
an elaboration', Report of the International Population Conference, Liege, 1975,
vol. 2, pp. 263-279.



states, urban/rural population, labour force, households and families, agricultural
and non-agricultural population, and school enrolment, or their respective
interrelationships with total population projections. Those topics, though
extremely important in their own right, should be the focus of another paper. The
present paper - like the meeting of the Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Demographic
Projections, is mainly concerned with the projections of total population and its
components of change - namely, fertility, mortality and migration - and with the
relationships between those demographic factors and social, economic and policy
factors on the global, regional and country level. 3/

Since the Second World War, a number of factors, such as the emergence of new
independent nations, the drive for the development of economically less developed
countries, and the rebuilding of economies devastated by the War, have stimulated
national planning and development efforts on an unparalleled scale. One of the
results has been a corresponding demand by national Governments and planning
agencies for all types of demographic projections, including projections of
population totals and of subgroups by sex and age as well as by area, economic
activity, rural and urban residence, school enrolment, and household and family. 4/
With the increasing awareness of the importance of demographic factors to economic
and social development planning, work on demographic projections has been given
increasing attention in recent years. Indeed, the importance of projections was
re-emphasized strongly at the World Population Conference held at Bucharest from
19 to 30 August 1974. 5/ Population factors have traditionally been exogenous
inputs in economic and business forecasts and, in the United Nations, are one of

3/ In addition to the United States of America, the United Kingdom, France
etc., the United Nations and its specialized agencies have made large
contributions in the field of subnational and sectoral projections by country.
For example, the United Nations has been working on the urban/rural population and
households and families, the International Labour Organisation on the labour force,
the Food and Agriculture Organization on the agricultural and non-agricultural
population, and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization on population by educational characteristics. See Labour Force
Estimates and Projections, 1950•2000 (Geneva, International Labour Office, 1977)
6 volumes; Food and Agriculture Organization, 'Projections of agricultural and
non-agricultural population", (Rome, 1977), mimeographed; United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, "Development of school enrolment:
world and regional statistical trends and projections, 1960-2000 97 ,
(ED/BIL/CONFINED/36/4/Ref.2), paper submitted to the International Conference on
Education, XXXVI session, neld at Geneva, 30 August-8 September 1977; "Trends and
prospects in urban and rural population, 1950-2000, as assessed in 1973-1974'
(ESA/P/WP.54, 25 April 1975), 'Urban agglomerations, 1950-2000, as assessed in
1973•1975" (ESA/P/WP.58, 21 November 1975), and "Projections of the number of
households and families- (ESA/P/WP.35, 19 October 1970).

4/ The Determinants and Consequences of Population Trends, Vol. I, Demographic
Projections (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.71.XIII.5), P. 557.

5/ See Report of the United Nations World Population Conference,  1974
(United Nations publication, Sales No. E.75.XIII.3), para. 78 (e).
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the basic inputs to the International Development Strategy for the First and
Second United Nations Development Decades. 6/

Demographic projections are used to obtain a clearer understanding of
demographic phenomena as well as for planning purposes. They provide quantitative
measures of the potentialities of the present demographic situation and of
demographic processes which are under way. Since they are prepared on the basis
of assumed trends in the various components of population growth, the results
present the net outcome of the interactions among those trends. For instance,
given certain fertility and mortality assumptions, the projection technique makes
it possible to determine the effect of different sex/age structures on the numbers
of births and deaths and hence on the growth of the population. Similarly,
projections provide a means of studying, the effects of changes in birth and death
rates on the age structure, dependency ratios etc. It has also been suggested
that projections may be used to evaluate the effect of change in population
policy. 7/

In addition to such "realistic" projections, which represent assessments of
future demographic change, there are also "benchmark'' or ''analytical"
projections. 8/ Benchmark projections are designed to illustrate the demographic
consequences of certain events which are not actually expected to take place
during the period covered by the projections. One example is the "constant
fertility" variant of the United Nations projections, used to study what would
happen to the population of countries, regions and the world if fertility remained
at a constant level. Another is the projection which assumes an instantaneous
decline in fertility to the replacement level in every country in order to see
what level the world population might reach by the year 2000 or beyond. 9/

, A few wcrds must be said at this point on the terms "projection', "prediction'
and ''forecast". Thompson and Whelpton, who are considered in many respects the
pioneers of national projections, sent out a warning in 1943, after they had
prepared population projections for the United States:

"Some care must be exercised in the use and interpretation of these
estimates. It is to be emphasized that they are not predictions of future
population size, nor are they to be assumed to indicate the probable sex
and age structure. They are, strictly speaking, merely statements of what

6/ The International Development Strategy, First Over-all Review and 
Appraisal of Issues and Policies (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.73.II.A.6).

7/ Leon Tabah, °New emphases in demographic research after Bucharest?",
Population Bulletin of the United Nations, No. G (1976) (United Nations publication,
Sales No, F.76.XIII.3), P. 12.

8/ The Determinants and Consequences of Population Trends, vol. I ..., p. 557.

9/ World population projections under an assumption of instantaneous declines
in fertility were prepared in 1974 by the Population Division of the Department of
International Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations Secretariat. See
Concise Report on the World Population Situation in 1970-1975 and its long-range 
implications (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.74.XIII.4), pp. 65-66. The
calculations have recently been renewed on the basis of new data.
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the size and the sex, age, color and nativity composition of the population
would be at specified future times if birth rates, death rates and
immigration were to follow certain specified trends." 10/

This cautious disclaimer in many ways still represents the attitude of not
only the United States Bureau of the Census but also of many other countries and
of the United Nations. Few countries now use the words ''prediction" and "forecast''.
however, since a fairly large number of the Governments and organizations that
have produced projections have prepared "high'', "medium" and "low" projections and
have labelled the "medium" variant most plausible while considering the "high' and
'low" variants as the approximate range within which future population would fall,
most readers today assume that this disclaimer is merely a polite bow to scientific
caution 11/ and do not take it very seriously.

After reviewing the existing literature on national and international
projections, including the projections made by the United Nations Secretariat, one
must unfortunately conclude that the state of the art in the field of demographic
projections is not very good. This is partially due to the relative recency of
national population projections undertaken by Governments and international
organizations, partially to the lack of available data for projections, and at
the same time clearly reflects a certain amount of underdevelopment in the science
of demography, which still lacks the necessary systematic theory fully to describe
and explain relationships between the components of population growth and, in
turn, between each component and related socio-economic and policy factors. Take,
for example, the theory of "demographic transition", which might be taken by
projectionists as the only useful conceptual framework for projections for both
developed and developing countries. Yet, it is not able to provide an adequate
explanation for recent fertility trends in both the developed and developing
countries. The "threshhold hypothesis" 12/ seems vague and has not been entirely
successful in explaining recent declines in fertility in some countries; the theory
of multiphasic response put forward by Kingsley Davis 13/ still seems to be
qualitative in nature and its predictive power is limited. According to Westoff,
the demographer does not have any sound basis either for inferring that a change

10/ Warren 'Thompson and Pascal K. Whelpton, Estimates of Future Population of 
the United States, 1940-2000  (Washington, D.C., United States National Resources
Planning Board, 1943), pp. 3-4.

11/ Harold Dorn, 'Pitfalls in population forecasts and projections', Journal
of the American Statistical Association, vol. • 45 (September 1950), p. 313. In the
field of economics, the term - forecasting" is commonly used, though the word
"prediction" is also used. See, for example, Robert S. Pindyck and
Daniel L. Rubinfeld, Econometric  Models and Economic Forecasts (New York,
McGraw-Hill, 1976), p. 156.

12/ ,1_-th special reference to conditions end trends of fertility in the 7orld,
see Population Bulletin of the United. :lotions, 7o. 7 (19r4) (7nited nations
publication., Sales 7o. 64.7111.2), pp . 1*-151.

13/ Kingsley Davis, The theory of change and response in modern demographic
history', Population Index, vol. 29, No. 4 (October 1963), pp. 345-367.
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of a particular magnitude in a given social or economic variable will produce a
change in fertility or for predicting how likely such changes are to occur. 14/

The methodology of demographic projections

The major problem area of demographic projections has been and continues to
be that of formulating - on the basis of observations already made - assumptions
concerning future trends. According to Shryock and Siegel, there are two classes
of methods of preparing national projections of total population: mathematical,
and component. 15/ The component methods are the ones most widely used in
formulating national projections as well as those prepared by international
organizations such as the United Nations. However, the mathematical methods -
except when they are used for extrapolating the size of the total population in
the absence of data on sex/age composition - are also employed in projecting
components of population projections. For example, by the application of logistic
or other modified exponential curves, they may be used to estimate future trends
of total fertility rates, of age-specific birth rates or of life expectancies at
birth for males and females. When a method is labelled ''component", it is often
combined with elements of mathematical methods. Therefore, the above
classification is only a matter of convenience.

Mathematical methods 

When no data on births, deaths or migration are available, projections of
total population can be made by a simple mathematical method often with a single
equation. The standard method is the extrapolation of the rate of growth. For
practical purposes, polynominal forms, including linear extrapolation, have little
application over the long term. Various exponential forms are widely used, however.
These include the geometric curve, with annual or continuous expounding, and the
logistic curve. 16/ Numerous other modified exponential forms could be used for
projection.

An annual or continuous compounding formula has sometimes been used in the
intercensal estimates of population. During the 1920s and 1930s the logistic
curve was used extensively in making projections of total population. 17/ The
drawbacks are, of course, that it is quite mechanistic and cannot be adequately
applied to a projection over too long a period. Another weakness is that the
procedure completely disregards the structure of the population, particularly by
sex and age, and the influence of that structure on the growth of the population.

14/ Charles F. Westoff, The predictability of fertility in developed
countries'', paper presented to the Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Demographic
Projections (ESA/P/AC.10/4, 6 October 1977), p. 3. See chap. XIII of the present
publication.

15/ Henry S. Shryock and Jacob S. Siegel, The Methods and Materials of 
Demography (Washington, D.C., United States Bureau of the Census, 1971), vol. 2,
p. 776.

16/ Shryock and Siegel, op. cit., p. 777.

17/ The Determinants and Consequences of Population Trends, vol. I 	 p. 560.
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Despite the above short-comings, the various forms of modified exponentials
may be found useful in extrapolating certain specific parameters, such as life
expectancy at birth in the mortality projection or sex/age specific headship
rates in the household projections, where some finite upper limits are usually
assumed.

Component methods

As comparable data from censuses and from vital registration became
increasingly available in the 1920s and 1930s, the component methods of projection
came into use. Special mention should be made of the early contributions of Farr
and Cannan to this approach. In 1873 Farr used a component method to project a
population backwards into the eighteenth century, and in 1095 Cannan used a
procedure which was essentially the component method to prepare projections for
England and Wales and to show that the results were substantially different from
those obtained by using a constant rate of growth.

The component methods of population projection are usually understood to
consist of separate projections of the numbers of males and females in each age
group of the population. Separate projections for the urban and rural population
or for any other segments into which the population may be divided - may also be
regarded as component projections. The cohort-component method for instance, uses
crude rates of birth, death, immigration and emigration. 18/ Since
Pascal K. Whelpton established it about 50 years ago, 19/ the cohort-component
method has been the principal method for a majority of national and international
population projections. It has been modified, and subroutines have been developed,
subject to the availability of better and more detailed data, particularly with
regard to the fertility component. It has also been interpreted and stated
mathematically in terms of matrix algebra. 20/

In the cohort-component method, the computations are carried out separately
for sex/age groups on the basis of a separate allowance for each component of
change. Specifically, the calculations start with the population distributed by
sex and age at the base date, applying assumed sex/age-specific survival ratios
and age-specific fertility rates or birth probabilities for females, and making
allowance for net migration. The base population should be the latest dependable
post-censal estimate of the national population distributed by sex and age.
Five-year life table survival rates can be applied to this base population, to be
brought forward every five years in order to allow for deaths in the interval
by five-year age cohorts. Births are usually computed by applying five-year age-
specific fertility rates to the women of child-bearing age at the middle of each

18/ This method has been used for intercensal estimates, for example, by the
Bureau of Statistics of Japan.

19/ P. K. Uhelpton, "Population of the United States, 1925 to 1975", American 
Journal of Sociology, vol. 34, No. 2 (1928), pp. 253-270.

20/ Nathan Keyfitz, Introduction to the Mathematics of Population (Reading,
Pa., Addison-Wesley, 1960), pp. 74-94.



five-year time interval. In some countries, notably in the United States and
Canada, because of the rising demand for such details, the above process is
performed on a single-year basis. 21/

The schedules of fertility and mortality are either held constant through
all or part of the projection period or are allowed to change according to
specified models. The determination of the prospective changes in fertility and
mortality involves, however, a considerable degree of arbitrariness.

It is the projection of future trends of fertility which represents the
'aighest degree of uncertainty methodologically. In addition to the conventional
9eriod-fertility method, the so-called cohort-fertility method has been developed
.n the United States and is now employed in several other developed countries.
=‘. brief explanation of the latter method will be given in another section of this
paper.

Component projections of a population with respect to characteristics other
;ban sex and age do not require any departure from basic method, although such
.projections demand increasingly complex procedures and at times have to take into
account the behaviour of non-demographic factors. The procedure for projecting
any one population segment may be identical to procedures for projecting combined
population, except where transfers and interactions between one segment and
another must be taken into account, as in the case of migration between rural and
urban areas, change in status between the single and the married population, the
married and the widowed population etc. It was pointed out at the meeting of the
Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Demographic Models held in December 1975 that, given
adequate data, in a cultural setting of non-ambiguous marriage, the introduction
of marital status, together with the use of legitimate fertility rates to derive
fertility, would provide a more realistic - although not necessarily more
accurate - framework for the projections° results. 22/ In both developed and
developing regions in countries where thL, patterns of m'Irriage and divorce are
rapidly changing and the decline in adult mortality is reducing widowhood for
both males and females, and where the institutions of the family and legal marriage
are becoming somewhat more flexible, population projections by marital status, in
addition to the conventional sex and age classification, will become a useful tool
for understanding population dynamics. Moreover, several countries have used
sex/age and marital status-specific population projections as the basis for

21/ Statistics Canada, Population Projections for Canada and the Provinces,
1972-2001 (Ottawa, Information Canada, 1914) United States Bureau of the Census,
"Projections of the population of the United States: 1977 to 2050" in Current 
Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 704 (Washington, D.C., Government Printing
Office, 1977).

22/ "Meeting of the Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Demographic Models: report
of the Secretary-General' (E/CN.9/329), p. 5.
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projections of the number of households and families, on the ground that marital
status provides an important dimension for analysing the formation, growth and
dissolution of the family and household. 23/

Methods used in the United Nations projections 

Since 1968 the United Nations has prepared two series of world population
projections by country. 24/ The methods of projection used in the two series were
variations on the cohort-component method and were practically identical to one
another. Since the details with respect to their conceptual framework and
assumptions are shown in the recent report on the 1973 projections, 25/ this
section will present only a flow chart (Figure I) describing the basic steps
involved in preparing the projections, for both the developed and the developing
countries, pointing out the various input and output factors and their interaction
processes, and indicating mathematical expressions for methodologies which have
not been published elsewhere.

In order to clarify the projection methods prepared by the United Nations,
particularly those purporting to have a close nexus with computer programming, the
major methodological steps are expressed below in algebraic equations. The
population is subdivided into three age groups: beginning, 0-4; central, 5-79;
and open-ended, 80 and over. Accordingly, three equations are shown as
representing each of the major methodological steps in population projections. In
these equations, the symbol I signifies age in terms of an integer equal to the
i-th order of the age group (five-year age groups here). The symbol J indicates
sex, and the symbol T denotes time in terms of a quinquennial integer ending in
either 0 or 5. The symbol K represents the period between I and T + 1. For the
age group 5 to 79:

P(I+1, J, T+1) = P(I,J,T) x S(I,J,K) + M(I+1,J,K) 	 (1)

For the age group 80 and over

P(17,J,T+1) = P(16,J,T) x S(16,J,K)

+ P(17,J,T) x S(17,J,K) + M(17 ),J,K)	 (2)

23/ For example, see United States Bureau of the Census, "Projections of the
number of households and families: 1975 to 1990" in Current Population Reports,
Series P-25, No. 607 (Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office, 1975);
Statistics Canada, Household and Family Projections for Canada and the Provinces
to 2001 (Ottawa, Information Canada, November 1975) S. Hemery and others,
"Projections demographiques pour la France avec migrations exterieures",
Les Collections de 1'INa0R, serie D, no. 21, avril 1973.

24/ World Population Prospects as Assessed in 1968 and World Population 
Prospects as Assessed in 1973 (United Nations publications, Sales Nos. E.72.XIII.4
and E.76.XIII.4).

25/ World Population Prospects	 1973 ....



For the age group 0-4:

10
B(3,K) = E	 1/2 /7(1,2,T) + P(I,2,T+1)7x 5ASFR(I,K)

=4

where, if necessary, the ASFR is derived from

ASFR (I,K) = GRR(K) x (1 +SRB) x PASFR (I,K) x 1
500

Finally

P(1,J,T+1) = B(3,K) x PRB(J) x SB(J,K) + M(1,J,K)

Identification of the symbols 

P(I,J,T): Number of persons in age I, of sex J, at the date T.

The symbol I covers from 1 to 17, 1 = age group 0-4

2 = age group 5-9

3 = age group 10-14

4 = age group 15-19

5 = age group 20-24, etc.

16 = age group 75-79

17 = age group 80+

The symbol J naturally covers only 1, 2 and 3.

1 = males

2 = females

3 = both sexes combined

The symbol T covers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

1 = 1970 5 = 1990

2 = 1975 6 = 1995

3 = 1960 7 = 2000

4 = 1985

The symbol K is T to T+1 and covers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

1 = 1970-1975 4 = 1985-1990

2 = 1975-1980 5 = 1990-1995

3 = 1980-1985 6 = 1995-2000

S(I,J,K):	 Survival ratios for the persons from age group I to age group I+1 of
sex J during the period K. These ratios are p(x) found in life table.

SB(J,K):	 Survival ratios from the number of births of sex J born during the
period K to population aged 0-4 at the end of the period K.
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B(J,K):

ASFR(I,K):

PASFR(I,K)

GRR(K):

PRB(J):

SRB:

Number of net migrants who survive until T+1 (it may be negative)
in age group I, of sex J, during period K.

Number of birth of sex J, during period K.

Age-specific fertility rate for women in age group I, during
period K.

Percentage of age specific fertility rate for women in the age
group I, during period K.

5 x ASFR(I,K) 
PASFR(I,K)	 x 100.

= Tctal fertility rate (K)

Female gross reproduction rate during period K.

Proportion of births for sex J.

Sex ratio at birth = PRB(1) 
PRB(2)

Projections of mortality

Extrapolation of past trends 

In most countries with good series of data, future mortality is estimated
by extrapolating the trends in age-specific death rates or in life expectancies
at birth, by means of more or less explicitly fitted curves. This is usually done
by means of exponentials, in order to avoid the possibility of negative rates or
unreasonable levels of future mortality, and sometimes done to improve the
compatibility among changes in the contiguous age group. 26/ Frequently the
target rates were set for the same reasons. Such targets may be reached in
different years for different sex/age groups. They may be derived in a number of
different ways:

By the use of the rates already attained in some advanced geographical
subdivision of the country;

By the use of the rates already attained in another more advanced
country, one which is similar to the given country with respect to certain
socio-economic factors but which has a better public health system and lower
mortality rates. 27/ Not infrequently, the world's lowest experienced mortality
rates - derived from those countries which are most advanced in terms of public
health and social welfare, and separately obtained for each age group - are
employed.

26/ W. Brass, "Perspectives in population prediction: illustrated by the
statistics of England and Wales", in Journal of the Royal Statistical Society,

Series A (General), vol. 137, part 4 (1974), p. 547.

27/ Shryock and Siegel; op. cit., p. 778.
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By analysis of age-specific death rates in terms of components, such
as principal causes of death, which leads to hypothetical life expectancies at
birth if one assumes that mortality from principal causes of death are eliminated
or reduced by some proportion. 28/

By the determination of the lowest biological limit for mortality at
each age on the basis of present knowledge, and the date by which this limit will
be achieved. 29/

Although the above methods may work reasonably well, they require a number
of rather arbitrary judgements about such aspects as the lower limits of mortality
and the relationships between the various measures at different stages.

Mortality models 

In many population projections, particularly for the developing countries,
the model life tables which have been constructed as a means of estimating age-
specific mortality rates for countries lacking adequate and usable data have also
been used for projecting future levels of life expectancies, age-specific mortality
rates and survival rates. The United Nations model life tables prepared in 1955
were also designed on the assumption that an annual gain of 0.5 years in
expectation of life at birth would occur whenever the expectation was less than
55 years. When the life expectancy is above 55 years, the gain increases and then
declines. Twenty-four model tables (males and females for each model) are
presented, reflecting differences of 2.5 years in expectation of life at birth
(up to 55 years) over each five-year time period and covering a time span of
115 years. 30/

The Coale-Demeny regional model life tables do not consider implied timing
of the progression of mortality improvement, as did the United Nations model life
tables, but they may none the less be used for projecting mortality in developing
countries. The Coale-Demeny model life tables are equipped with four sets of life
tables with expectation values of from 20.0 to 77.5 years, at intervalF of
2.5 years. 31/ Once a number of assumptions regarding the improvement in mortality

28/ See the exercises done separately by Keyfitz and Preston for the United
States at different dates. Nathan Keyfitz, Applied Mathematical Demography (New
York, John Wiley and Sons, 1977), pp. 213-215; Samuel Preston, Mortality Patterns 
in National Population (New York, Academic Press, 1976), pp. 165-170. Preston
also presented analytical population projections on the assumptions of such
eliminations. Elaborate studies of disease-specific mortality trends and their
future extrapolations were made for the projections of mortality for Canada, and
subsequent construction of future life tables. K. S. Gnanasekaran, "Mortality
trends and projections for Canada and the provinces, 1950-1985", in Statistics
Canada, Technical Report on Population Projections for Canada and the Provinces,
1972-2001 (Ottawa, Information Canada, July 1975	 chap. 4, pp. 83-140.

29/ Shryock and Siegel, op. cit., p. 778.

30/ Manual III: Methods for Population Projections by Sex and Age (United
Nations Publication, Sales No. 56.XIII.3), pp. 70-81.

31/ There are no extensions beyond 77.5 years for females and 74 years for
males in all four families, but the mechanistic extension may not be difficult to

derive by computers.
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in a given country have been developed, however, this model can be effectively
employed to implement these assumptions. 32/ Several other systems of model life
tables such as those prepared by Lederman and Breas and by Lederman and LeBras, 33/
might also be used for mortality projections.

The logit system, developed by Brass, is based on the findings that the
survivorship proportions from birth to age x in two tables (where 1 0 = to = 1) are

linearly related as logit (1 - lx) = a + b logit (1 - 1) where logit

p = 2(ln 	 p)). This system is quite flexible since aX b and 1* can all be

varied. Since two parameters are flexible enough to describe a realistic rage of
possibility, this system provides a useful tool for the projections of future
mortality from the past trends. 34/ One of the advantages is that no specification
of ultimate levels is required. On the basis of mortality experience in England
and Wales over 100 years, Brass gave an example of how to use the logit system
effectively for the projections of mortality for those two countries. 35/

Projections of mortality in the United Nations 

The methods and assumptions of the latest United Nations projections were
illustrated in the report on the 1973 world population prospects. 36/ However, it
might be worth mentioning that for practically all of the developing countries, the
mortality projections were based on either the United Nations model life tables or
the Coale-Demeny regional model life tables but used a modified series of model
progressions of mortality improvement which was considerably slower than the scheme
of the time paths set out in the United Nations model life tables. This was done
as a result of the fact that mortality improvements registered in those countries
with reliable death statistics have suggested that the rapid increase in life
expectancy which occurred during the 1950s was not repeated during the 1960s. That
finding was anticipated in those countries where the level of mortality was
already low in the 1960s. In addition, however, theere was some evidence to
suggest that those developing countries which still had a moderately high mortality
level at the outset of the 1960s did not experience declines during the decade as
rapid as those anticipated in the 1950s by other developing countries, where the
transition to lower mortality levels had begun earlier.

In view of these observations, the pattern of decline in mortality which was
used in the earlier United Nations projections was modified in the current
projections. According to the new working model, in the United Nations model life

32/ Shryock and Siegel, op. cit., p. 731.

33/ S. Lederman and J. Breas, "Les Dimensions de la mortalit y", Population,
vol. 14 (1959), pp. 637-682 S. Lederman, Nouvelles tables - type de mortality,
INED., Travaux et documents cahier 53, (Paris, Presses Universitaires de
France, 1969).

34/ W. Brass, "On the scale of mortality" in Biological Aspects of Demography,
W. Brass, ed., (London, Taylor and Frances, 1971), p. 108.

35/ W. Brass, "Perspectives in population prediction", loc. cit., pp. 548-550.

36/ World Population Prospects ... 1973.
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tables a quinquennial gain of 2.5 years in life expectancy at birth was assumed
until life expectancy had reached 55 years. After having attained this level,
however, the quinquennial improvement was gradually reduced. It was further
assumed that the highest male life expectancy was 72.6 years, the value given as
maximum in United Nations model life tables, and the highest female life expectancy
was 77.5 years, the value given as maximum in the Coale-Demeny regional model life
tables.

Projections of fertility 

Period-fertility method 

This is the most conventional method of projecting fertility. It has been used
most widely in those developed and developing countries that fit into the above-
mentioned scheme of cohort-component projections, and is currently the method used
by the United Nations. In the period-fertility method, also called the age•
specific birth-rate method, assumptions concerning future fertility rates are
stated in terms of calendar-year or period age-specific birth-rates, period total
fertility rates, or period gross reproduction rates. The general procedure
consists essentially of calculating and analysing a time series of birth-rates for
each age group (mostly five-year but sometimes single-year) of the female population;
holding the most recent rates constant over the projection period or projecting the
rates on the basis of various assumptions to some future date, either by
mathematical extrapolation or by setting up realistically attainable target rates
either at the end of the projection period or before; and applying the Projected
schedule of rates to the projected female population for a given year to obtain
the corresponding number of births. The period-fertility method is very simple to
apply operationally, but it does not always yield reasonable levels of implied
family size. Furthermore, there is no good logical basis for projectin r, the trend
of annual fertility, and the levels assumed for various dates in the projection
period are extremely arbitrary. 37/

37/ An observation of the recent trends in mortality in the developed
countries reveals that increases in life expectancy at birth for males have been
slower than those for females. Gnanasekaran noted that even during the 1960s,
slower improvement in life expectancy had taken place among males than among females.
See Gnanasekaran, op. cit., pp. 86-88. The gaps between female and male life
expectancies have become wider in many developed countries than those re ported in
the previous United Nations model of mortality projections (Manual III ...), and
one of the questions for the present Group to consider is whether or not such a
widening trend will continue in the foreseeable future and extends to the
developing countries, whose mortality levels are rapidly approaching those of the
developed countries.

Shryock and Siegel, op. cit., p. 785.
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Cohort-fertility method 

This is the method which the United States Bureau of the Census started to use
for the first time in 1964 38/ in order to overcome some of the methodological
weaknesses that had been revealed during the early 1960s, partly because of
substantial changes in the timing pattern of nuptiality and later reproductive
behaviour. At present, several other countries employ this method to cope with
problems similar to those experienced in the United States. 39/

The key assumption in this method is the average number of children a cohort
of women will bear during its life span. The completed cohort fertility rate is
the number of children born to a cohort of 1,000 women upon completion of child-
bearing. The ultimate completed cohort rate is assumed to indicate the level to
be attained by cohorts of women who have not yet entered or completed the
child-bearing span.

In the cohort-fertility approach, the fertility assumptions are directly
formulated in terms of the completed fertility of real cohorts of women, so that
unreasonable or unlikely assumptions concerning completed family size may be
avoided. 40/ This method may be further elaborated by adding new dimensions, such
as information on the expressed child-bearing intentions of married women and their
expectations of completed family size, by taking into account marital status and
the birth order of children, in addition to age, or by employing new models such
as a model of the stochastic type, in which fertility is considered as a random
variable, 41/ or a population-wave type of model which provides a negative
feedback mechanism with respect to recent fertility. 42/

38/ See U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P, No. 286
(Washington, D.C., Government "trinting Office), pp. 12-33.

39/ Canada, the United Kingdom, France and Sweden have been using similar
cohort-fertility methods for birth projections. See, for example, Statistics Canada.,
Technical Report on Population Projections for Canada and the Provincies, 1972-2001 
op. cit., July 1975 Government of the United Kingdom, Office of Population Censuses
and Surveys, Population Projections by Sex, Age and Marital Status for United 
Kingdom and Constituent Countries, from mid 1974. Series PP2, 1o. 5 (London, Her
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1975)7 S. Hemery, op. cit.; Sveriges officiella
statistik 'Befolkningsprognos fOr 1976-2000", Information i prognosfrogor, vol. 3
(1976).

40/ Shryock and Sie gel, ol. cit., p. 785.

41/ Zenas M. Sykes, Jr., "Some stochastic versions of the population projection
matrix'', Journal of the American Statistical Association, vol. 5, Mo. 64,
(March 1969), pp. 111-131; and Ronald D. Lee, "Forecasting births in post-transition
populations: stochastic renewal with serially correlated fertility', Journal of the 
American Statistical Association, vol. 69, No. 347 (September 1974), pp. 607-617.

42/ Ronald D. Lee, "Demographic forecasting and the Easterlin typothesis",
Population and Development Review, vol. 2, Nos. 3 and 4 (September/December 1976),
pp. 459-468.
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In spite of the obvious advantage of the cohort-fertility approach to
projections of fertility, as compared with the period-fertility method, it is not
without its weaknesses. First, there are serious difficulties in determining the
future level of completed fertility of each cohort; 43/ yet the results depend
heavily on these assumptions. The cohort-fertility approach involves many similar
types of problems - as does the period-fertility approach - with respect to the
future course of fertility. The expressed expectations with respect to future
births and desired family size are concepts which may be unreliable and unrealistic
as a result of rapidly changing social and economic circumstances, particularly
for young women who have recently married but have not begun bearing children or
for those who have not yet married or even entered the child-bearing ages, for
whom such data are not available. This approach may be more useful for short-term
projections, but for long-range projections it presents as many problems as the
period-fertility approach.

Secondly, as Ronald Lee has maintained, although the method of cohort fertility
is far more complex than the period-fertility approach, the implied projections
do no vary greatly from those which would have been produced had base-period rates
been held constant. 44/ Hence, it might not be a particularly good approach
considered from a cost/benefit perspective. Even such a sophisticated methodology
was not fully able to predict the recent rapid decline in fertility in the
United States of America.

Thirdly, from the practical perspective of preparing population projections
for the developing countries, where there is the likelihood that census and vital
statistics are deficient and that there may have been only one census, the cohort-
fertility approach is difficult to use because of the absence of a data base.
Even many of the developed countries have not adopted this approach in preparing
their national projections, due largely to the lack of data extending for a
sufficiently long period into the past.

Marriage-parity-interval-progression method 

This is essentially an elaborate method related to the above-mentioned
cohort fertility approach which takes into account the variables of marriage,
parity and birth interval, in addition to age. The method employs fertility rates
in the form of probabilities and essentially operates in an attrition fashion,
using the progressively smaller numbers of women who have experienced each
successive type of event. 45/ Though perhaps useful for short-range projections,

43/ Shryock and Siegel, (-)p cit 	 p. 7G9.
44/ Ronald D. Lee, 'Demographic forecasting and the Easterlin hypothesis"

loc. cit., pp. 459-460.

45/ Jacob S. Siegel and others, "Projections of the popuation of the United
States by age and sex, 1964-1935, with extensions to 2010" in Current Population 
Reports, Series P-25, No. 226 (Washington, D.C. Government Printing Office, 1964).
Also see Shryock and Siegel, op. cit., pp. 739-791.



where marriage patterns and timing patterns of fertility by age and birth interval
may rapidly change, this method may be more of a macromodel of fertility than a
realistic projection method. Essentially, this method of projecting fertility
still needs to be refined.

Projections of fertility in the United Nations 

As in the case of mortality projections, the methods and assumntions of the
latest United Nations projections were illustrated in the previously mentioned
report, World Population Prospects as Assessed in 1973. The latest United Nations
projections are based essentially on the theory of demographic transition. In the
long term, corresponding to the social and economic development of each nation,
the fertility level was expected to decline continuously and to reach replacement
level, regardless of whether the country was developed or developing. 46/

At the same time, an important consideration is that existing or anticipated
family planning policies and related efforts in a given country would sneed the
process of fertility decline in the developing countries. This factor is
particularly relevant when one is selecting a specific curve of fertility decline
from the model paths of fertility decline prepared for the 1973 projections.

Serious consideration was also given to various cultural factors. Although it
was not difficult to quantify cultural factors and put them into a multiple-
regression equation, this factor was carefully considered during the selection of
a particular path in the above-mentioned fertility projection model. Still
another consideration was made with respect to the relative size of the population
of a given country. Other things being equal, a country with a larger population
may have a more heterogeneous population, with larger social distances between
subgroups, which may prevent the smooth transmission and acceptance of new ideas
and information on family planning and fertility control.

In the 1968 revision of population projections, a general model for describing
the speed of fertility decline was prepared. It assumed that once the
decline had begun, fertility as measured by the gross reproduction rate would
decrease by 5 per cent during the first five-year period, by 10 per cent in each
of the next two five-year periods and by 15 per cent during each of the next three

46/ This assumption - long-cherished in the previous United Nations
projections - now seems to need revision in the face of the recent emergence and
continuity of the unprecedentedly low fertility rates in some Western European
nations, the United States and Japan. In 1975 the secretariat of the Economic
Commission for Europe prepared two types of theoretical projections for the four
European regions and the USSR. One type assumes that the decline in fertility will
continue until 1985, when it will level off at a gross reproduction rate equal to
0.750. See Economic Survey of Europe in 1974 (United Nations publication,
Sales No. E.75.1I.E.16), part II Post-war demographic Trends in Europe and the 
Outlook Until the Year 2000. See also Jean Bourgeois-Pichat, "The economic and
social implications of demographic trends in Europe up to and beyond 2000' in
Population Bulletin of the United Nations, No. 8 (United Nations publication,
Sales No. E.76.XIII.3), pp. 34-88.
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quinquennial periods, after which it would decline more slowly. This general model
was again used in the current projections for a number of countries in which the
Fertility decline in the 1960s has followed the described pattern.

The model used in the 1968 projections was principally based on the experience
of fertility declines in certain countries of East Asia. For the 1973 projections,
a set of expanded models of fertility decline was formulated, allowing for
the experience of fertility decline outside the East Asian countries, and that set
was applied to the majority of developing countries. The new models utilize the
patterns of fertility decline observed in those countries where fertility was high,
at 3.0 or more, as measured by the gross reproduction rate, in the early part of
the twentieth century, but where it has now been reduced to a level near those
characteristic of the currently more developed countries. The models also took into
consideration the trends of fertility decline in some East Asian countries where
fertility was originally high, about 3.0 in terms of gross reproduction rate, but
has been declining drastically in recent years. In the former group, the data show
that the transformation from a gross reproduction rate of 3.0 or over to
replacement level took or would take about 70 years; in the latter group, it was
expected to take about 30 years. It was hypothesized that fertility in the
developing countries would fall to replacement level in from 30 to 70 years from
the onset of fertility decline.

The paths of fertility decline of the two groups mentioned above were then
used to derive two hypothetical curves, each resembling a reverse logistic curve
and serving as the lower and upper boundaries. The first curve describes a decline
of fertility from a gross reproduction rate of 2.9 to replacement level in 30 years,
and the second describes a decline from a rate of 3.5 to replacement level in
70 years.

A multitude of intermediate curves could be drawn by combining different
onset levels, for example, 3.5, 3.3, 3.1 and 2.9, in terms of gross reproduction
rate, with different numbers of years, for example, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 to reach
the gross reproduction rate of unity. If there are four onset levels and five
durations corresponding on the Y and X axes just as mentioned above, there would be
20 possible combinations connecting each of the onset levels with each of the
durations. It should be mentioned in this connexion that in this model the number
of years required to attain replacement level does not necessarily depend upon the
onset level. It is schematically possible, for instance, that over a 50-year
period fertility would decline from any of the levels (3.4, 3.3, 3.1 or 2.9) to
replacement level. Similarly, fertility at the onset level of 3.1, for example,
could decline to replacement level in any length of time - 30, 40, 50, 60 or
70 years. Value can be interpolated on both the onset level and the duration to
obtain, for example, a series of gross reproduction rates which decline from an
onset level of 3.2 to 1.0 in 55 years.

Given the current fertility level of a country and assuming the number of years
of fertility decline needed to reach replacement level, the anticipated decline of
gross reproduction rate can be determined by a curve in the model. The choice of
the tempo of decline - that is, the choice of the number of years to reach the
replacement level - may be determined by considering the factors previously
mentioned.



Another important feature of fertility is the variation in its age patterns

with different general levels of fertility, different regions and possibly different
cultures. The Population Division, United Nations Secretariat, recently
constructed the first preliminary tables of regional model fertility rates for
nine geographical and cultural regions which can furnish model percentage
distribution of age-specific fertility rates by age groups of women according to
various levels of gross reproduction rate for those countries where pertinent data
on age-specific fertility rates are not available. 47/ On the basis of a large
number of schedules of age-specific fertility rates collected from various
countries and covering an adequately long period of time, Pearsonian Type I was
applied to each schedule and the latter was converted into key variables, namely,
a mean age and model age of fertility. Tables were thus constructed so as to
provide model age patterns of fertility according to different levels of gross
reproduction rate and different cultural regions. The model age patterns of
fertility described above have been fairly extensively used for the countries of
Africa and Asia, as well as those of Oceania, excluding Australia and New Zealand,
where national age patterns of fertility were difficult to determine due to the
paucity of pertinent data.

In this connexion, a mention should be given to the recent projection exercise
by the aorld Bank, in which the three variants of fertility, namely, high, medium,
and low, for specific countries, prepared in the 1973 United Nations projections,
were reassessed by referring to two criteria: the level of per capita income;
and the strength of family planning programmes in each country.

Consideration of social, economic and policy factors 

The preceding discussion has been about population projections seen in the
light of changes in demographic variables, as if population growth could be treated
as a perfect self-generating process. Since about 1960, there have been a number
of important studies on the relationships between changes in socio-economic
factors and fertility trends. 48/ But in the field of demographic projections,

47/ At the time of the projections as assessed in 1973, the Coale-Trussell
model fe- rtility schedules had not come to our attention. See Ansley J. Coale and
T. James Trussell, "Model fertility schedules: variations in age structure of
childbearing in human populations", Population Index, vol. 40, No. 2 (April 1974),

pp. 185-258.

48/ For reviews of the literature, see, for example, The Determinants and 

Conseque- nces of Population Trends, vol. I ..., chap. IV; Harvey Leibenstein,
An interpretation of the economic theory of fertility: promising path or blind
alley?", Economic Literature, vol. XII, No. 2 (June 1974), pp. 457-479;
"Measuring the impact of socio-economic factors on fertility in the context of
declining fertility: problems and issues" (ESA/P/AC.0/2), paper prepared by the
Population Division, Expert Group Meeting on Demographic Transition and
Socio•Economic Development, held at Istanbul, 27 April -4 Hay 1977. On mortality, see
The Determinants and Consequences of Population Trends, vol. I ..., chap. V;
Samuel H. Preston, Mortality Patterns in National Populations, 1976.



little has been done so far to incorporate socio-economic factors within the
framework of population projections, especially with respect to future fertility
and mortality levels, an area where some useful application of this approach
might well be made. 49/ The reluctance to incorporate socio-economic factors
into actual projections can be traced to the factors discussed below.

Lack of guiding theories 

Theories attempting to explain the determinants of fertility and mortality
levels and trends are still weak, particularly with respect to change. Many
country projections made by national Governments or by the United Nations and
other international organizations have employed, whether explicitly or implicitly,
the general conceptual scheme of demographic transition 50/ or the socio-economic
threshhold hypothesis of fertility decline, which imply that there will be a
decline in fertility as countries make progress in economic and social development.
However, as Coale has stated, the weakness of the concept of demographic
transition is associated with the difficulty of defining a precise threshhold
(a checklist of essential characteristics or a combined score on some
socio-economic s-,ale) of modernization that will reliably identify a - population in
which fertility is ready to fall". 51/

In a number of early studies of this nature, no conclusive evidence as to the
influence of economic factors on fertility was found. The findings were sometimes
contradictory 52/ and did not reveal a consistent positive or negative effect of
income on fertility. One author concluded that economic variables explained only
a small part of fertility variation in the United States. 53/ Although
micro-economic theories of fertility have contributed greatly to a better
understanding and more systematic treatment of the factors involved in fertility
decisions at the household level, a purely economic theory of fertility will fall
short of its goal as a comprehensive framework for fertility explanation unless
it makes explicit allowance for the consideration of other factors - demographic,
biological and sociological, as well as cultural. 54/ Furthermore, most studies,

49/ Except in some specialized projections such as those of labour force,
where consideration was given to the relationships between labour-force
participation and school enrolment etc., and in some subnational projections,
where multiple regressions with socio-economic variables have been applied to
population to determine growth rate and net migration rates.

50/ See, for example, World Population Prospects as Assessed in 1968 

51/ A. J. Coale, The demographic transition", in Report of the International 
Population Conference, Liege, 1973, vol. 1, pp. 64-65.

52/ Robert J. Willis, "Economic theory of fertility behaviour" in
Economics of the Family: Marriage, Children and Human Capital,
Theodore W. Schultz, ed. (Chicago, University of Chicano Press, 1)74), pp. 25-75.

53/ Deborah Freedman, "The relation of economic status to fertility" in
Amercian Economic Review, No. 53 (June 1963), pp. 414-426.

54/ "Measuring the impact of socio-economic factors on fertility ...", p. 13.



to date, have used data from the developed countries whose relevance to the
situation in developing countries is still unclear and perhaps unwarranted. And,
of course, to what extent these micro-economic theories are useful for projections
is another question.

In the past numerous studies have tried to assess the relationship between
fertility measures (crude, general, or total fertility rates and their recent
changes), on one hand, and socio-economic factors, on the other, by using simple,
multiple or partial regression methods and multivariate factor analysis, on the
basis of intercountry or intra-country (interstate or intercommune)
differentials. 55/ Although interesting, the results have at times been somewhat
contradictory. In developing countries, the only consistent factor found was
that of female education, which was always inversely related to fertility. 56/
Increasing sophistication and refinement in the structure and methodology of
models has resulted in the attainment of more meaningful results. Most
noteworthy is the recent tendency to treat more dynamic features of fertility
change in relation to changing socio-economic factors and to include various
family planning variables in multiple regression analysis. 57/ It remains to be
seen how useful the results of studies along a similar line may prove to be in
terms of their practical application to the preparation of national or international
projections. According to Brass, the possibility of accurately forecasting
economic fluctuations and, through them, the corresponding changes in fertility
seems quite remote. 58/

A series of papers recently done by Ronald Lee would seem to throw new
light on the question of linking economic aspects with demographic projections. 59/
Using the Easterlin hypothesis of the population wave - that is, smaller cohorts
tend to produce many children and larger cohorts tend to produce a smaller number
of children in response to an economic or business cycle - Lee suggested the
preparation of a supplementary series of projections by the United States Bureau of

55/ See, for example, David Heer, ''Economic development and fertility",
Demography, vol. 3, No. 2 (1966), pp. 423-444; I. Ekanem, "A further note on the
relation between economic development and fertility", Demography, vol. 9, No. 3
(August 1972), pp. 383-398; P. Boyer and A. Richard, "Elements d'analyse de la
transition demographique", Population, No. 4-5, juillet-octobre 1975, pp. 825-847;
D. S. Kleinman, "Fertility variation and resources in rural India", Economic
Development and Cultural Change, vol.21, No. 4, part 1, July 1973, pp. 679-696;
Hiroshi Kawabe,"Shusho-ryoku-suijun no chiikasa o motarasu yoin ni tsuite",
Jinko Mondai Kenkyu Sho Nempo, No. 21 (1976), pp. 19-22.

56/ "Measuring the impact of socio-economic factors on fertility ...", p. 18.

57/ Gouzi M. Farooq and Varan Tuncer, "Fertility and economic and social
development in Turkey: a cross-sectional and time series analysis", Population 

Studies, vol. 21, No. 2 (July 1974), pp. 263-276; R. Lesthaeghe and E. van de Walle,
"Economic factors and fertility decline in France and Belgium" in Economic Factors 
in Population Growth, Proceedings of a Conference held by the International 
Economic Association at Valescure, France, Analey J. Coale, ed., (New York,

John Wiley and Sons, 1976), pp. 203-228; W. Parker. Mauldin and Bernard Berelson,
"Cross-cultural review of the effectiveness of family planning programmes" in
Report of the International Population Conference, Mexico, 1977, vol. 3, pp. 163.

56/ Brass, 'Perspectives in population prediction', loc. cit., p. 567.

59/ Ronald D. Lee, "Forecasting births in post-transition population ...",
loc. cit.; The formal dynamics of controlled populations and the echo, the boom

and the bust", Demography, vol. II, No. 4 (November 1974), pp. 563-585.
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Census. Such an approach might compensate for demographically oriented fertility
projections which have been considered less than totally successful in the
United States and elsewhere. 60/

Lack of adequate data 

Another difficulty which prohibits the meaningful inclusion of socio-economic
factors in population projections is the lack of relevant demographic and
socio-economic data in developing countries and even in a large number of
developed countries. For example, the majority of countries in Africa have either
had no census or have just conducted one, and thus it is difficult to make proper
benchmark demographic estimates concerning them. It should be remembered that
most theoretical studies involving a micro-economic approach have been done with
data from the United States.

Still another problem is that, in general, accurate demographic data are
more easily available than socio-economic data, and their trend is more stable.
Since social and economic indicators tend to change more rapidly than demographic
indicators, it is understandable that the long-range social and economic factors,
which should be the inputs for demographic projections, will be far more
difficult to project than the demographic factors. It may be that only in the
short term will projections be able to take into consideration this association
with economic factors. Long-range projections may have to settle merely for the
inclusion of some obvious environmental or resource constraints. Therefore, in
view of the current state of the theory and the availability of data, it is
perhaps too early for demographers to relate socio-economic and other variables
meaningfully to population projections.

Use of simulation models for projections 

Since the early 1960s, with the increasing access to computers, a number of
developments have taken place with respect to simulation models, particularly
rnicrosimulation models. 61/ Nearly all of such models have been concerned with
fertility, and their most useful role has been to provide a means of assessing both
the short- and long-term implications of any given set of assumptions concerning
the level of fertility and of interrelationships and changes in fertility
determinants. 62/ Large programmes such as POPSIM and REPSIM have been available
for evaluating the effect of family planning programmes in bringing about a
decline in fertility (which may or may not include the determinants of birth
intervals in the model).

60/ Ronald D. Lee, "Demographic forecasting and the Easterlin hypothesis",
loc. cit.

61/ For comprehensive reviews of simulation models, see Jane A. Menken,
"Current status of demographic models", Population Bulletin of the United Nations,
No. 9 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.78.XIII.3); Jane A. Menken,
"Simulation studies- in Measuring the Effect of Family Planning Programmes on 
Fertility, C. Chandrasekaran and A. I. Hermalin, (Dolhain, Ordina Editions, 1975)9
chap . 10, pp. 351379.

62/ Jane A. Menken, "Current status of demographic models", loc. cit.
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To our knowledge, an application of macro- and microsimulation models to
population projections has been surprisingly unsuccessful. Of course it might be
considered that the present cohort-component approach of population projections
by sex and age, stands, in its own right, as a kind of deterministic macrosimulation
model and this approach has been used widely to evaluate the effects which have
resulted from changes in variables.

The Population Division has been preparing a microsimulation study with a
biological approach to fertility in order to assess changes in various fertility
measures by assuming different levels and conditions of the variables that can
be affected by population policies and programmes. 63/ Such variables include
mean age at marriage, contraceptive practice rate, the level of contraceptive
use-effectiveness, abortion and sterilization, and desired number of children.
The most salient point is that, probably for the first time, this microsimulation
model of fertility has been geared to the system of cohort-component projection;
variations in variables may be directly considered as fertility assumptions in
the population projection. One important conclusion of the study is that if
a family planning programme is meant to promote the use of contraception,
sterilization and/or induced abortion on a voluntary basis, it may not be able to
bring the fertility level down significantly in a country, such as Pakistan, where
couples prefer large families. As shown in table 9 of the paper on the
microsimulation study, a tremendous increase in the contraceptive practice rate -

from the current level of 21 per cent to 95 per cent - would decrease the
current total fertility rate in Pakistan from 7.1 to 4.8 and the crude birth-rate
from 47 to 33. This reduction is about 30 per cent, but might still be
considered too high. Dramatic declines can occur only if a desire for
substantial reduction in desired family size in each household can be combined
with changes in a number of other factors - in the age at marriage, the
contraceptive practice rate, and contraceptive use-effectiveness.

The question of the evaluation of projections 

In the area of economic forecasting, the question of evaluation has been of
great importance. In demographic projections, however, this has been one of the
most neglected and underdeveloped of topics. 64/ This is due partly to the fact
that the very concept of accuracy becomes less than meaningful when several
series of projections are prepared by a Government and none is designated as the
most reasonable "forecast', 65/ and partly to the fact that some types of errors
cannot be treated as statistical sampling errors.

63/ "Choice of population policy measures to affect population prospects:
a micro-simulation study of fertility" (ESA/P/AC.10/3).

64/ Recently Keyfitz presented an interesting discussion of this matter. See
Nathan Keyfitz, "On future population", Journal of the American Statistical
Association, vol. 67, No. 336 (June 1972), pp. 359-361; and Nathan Keyfitz,
Applied Mathematical Demography, pp. 227-236.

65/ Shryock and Siegel, op. cit.
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When a particular projection has been designed as a forecast or prediction,
it seems appropriate to measure its accuracy by a subsequent comparison with a
census count or current estimate. To achieve a limiter,: evaluation of a set of
projections, one may compare them with a revised set of projections made in
subsequent years. For this purpose, table 1 has been constructed to illustrate
the extent to which and frequency with which past projections of population and
actual population trends for the world, which have been prepared by the United
Nations Secretariat, have differed, as well as to suggest the probable direction
of errors of the longer-term projections.

From table 1, it may be noted that after 1951 the United Nations projections
were revised upwards until the assessment of 1973, when an appreciable downwards
revision was made.

A few demographers have considered the problem of developing probabilistic
measures of accuracy of projecting analogous to the sampling error of estimates
derived from sample surveys so that the range between "high' and " `low"" variants
may straddle the same confidence interval. This issue has been discussed most
extensively by Muhsam and Sykes. 66/ Muhsam believes that demographers should
provide probability statements for each of their projections. Those who use
forecasts should determine a quantitative loss function which would indicate the
loss incurred when the forecasts used err by a stated amount.

World population prospects beyond the year 2000

An overview

During the past few years, there has been growing general interest in
long-range projections of the world population beyond the year 2000. 67/ Indeed,
the year 2000 is not in the very distant future. The purpose of the present
section is to present a series of speculative world population projections beyond
the year 2000, by eight major areas and by the more developed and less developed
regions. Such projections are based on the extrapolations of the population

66/ H. V. Muhsam, "The use of cost functions in making assumptions for
population forecasts', in World Population: Challenge to Development (United
Nations publication, Sales Ho. 66.XIII.4), vol. III, pp. 23-26; and
Zenas M. Sykes, Jr., op. cit.

67/ There have been several studies and others, dealing with the long-range
speculative projections, including D. H. Meadows and others, The Limits of Growth:
A Report for the Club of Rome's Project on the Predicament of Mankind (New York,
Universe Books, 1972 ; T. Frejka, The Future of Population Growth. Alternative
Paths to Equilibrium (Hew York, John Wiley and Sons, 1973); Mihailo Mesarovic and
Edward Pastel, Mankind at the Turning Point. The Second Report to the Club of Rome 
(hew York, Dutton, 1974); Herman Kahn and others, The Next 200 Years: A Scenario
for America and the World (New York, Morrow, 1976); Gary Littman and Nathan Keyfitz,
The Next Hundred Years (Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Center for
Population Studies, 1977), Working Paper No. 101. In 1974, the United -Nations
also prepared long-range projections; see Concise Report of the World Population
Situation in 1970-1975 and its Long-range Implications (United Nations
publication, Sales Mo. E.74.XIII.4), pp. 37-70.
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Table 1. Summary of world population projections*

(Millions)

Year of
Variant	 assessment	 1960	 1965	 1970	 1975	 1980	 1985	 1990	 1995	 2000

Medium	 1951 a/
	

3 277
1954 b/
	

2 768
	

2 951
	

3 153
	

3 378
	

3 628
1958 c/
	

2 910
	

3 180
	

3 480
	

3 830
	

4 220
	

4 66o	 5 140	 5 68o	 6 28o
1963 d/
	

2 998
	

3 280
	

3 592
	

3 944
	

4 330
	

4 746	 5 188	 5 648	 6 130
1968 e/
	

3 289
	

3 632
	

4 022
	

4 457
	

4 933	 5 438	 5 061	 6 494
1973 f/
	

2 986
	

3 288
	

3 610
	

3 968
	

4 374
	

4 816	 5 280	 5 763	 6 254

High	 1951 a/
	

3 636
1954 b/
	

2 823
	

3 052
	

3 318
	

3 628
	

3 990
1958 c/
	

2 920
	

3 180
	

3 500
	

3 860
	

4 280
	

It 770	 5 360	 6 060	 6 900
1963 d/
	

2 998
	

3 306
	

3 659
	

4 070
	

4 551
	

5 096	 5 690	 6 326	 6 994
1968 e/
	

3 289
	

3 654
	

4 o84
	

4 589
	

5 151	 5 761	 6 415	 7 104
1 973 f/
	

3 610
	

3 981
	

4 414
	

It 907	 5 445	 6 024	 6 638

Low	 1951 a/
	

2 976
1954 b/
	

2 714
	

2 853
	

2 996
	

3 144
	

3 295
1958 c/
	

2 900
	

3 120
	

3 350
	

3 590
	

3 850
	

4 110	 It 370	 It 620	 4 880
1963 d/
	

2 998
	

3 266
	

3 545
	

3 840
	

4 147
	

4 463	 4 783	 5 109	 5 448
ON	 1968 e/
	

3 289
	

3 613
	

3 966
	

4 347
	

4 748	 5 156	 5 566	 5 977
1973 f/
	

3 610
	

3 949
	

4 316
	

It 697	 5 089	 5 473	 5 840

* Prepared by the Population Division of the Department of International Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations
Secretariat.

Sources: a/ "The past and future growth of world populations - a long-range view", Population Bulletin, No. 1, 1951 (United
Nations publication, Sales No. 52.XIII.2), pp. 1-12, table 5.

b/ "Framework for future population estimates, 1950-1980, by world regions", Proceedings of the World Population 
Conference, 1954, vol. III (United Nations publication, Sales No. 55.XIII.8), pp. 283-328, table 1.

c/ The Future Growth of World Population (United Nations publication, Sales No. 58.XIII.2), tables 1 (A) and (B).

d/ World Population Prospects as Assessed in 1963 (United Nations publication, Sales No. 66.XIII.2), tables A.3.2,
A.3.3, A.3.4 and A.3.5.

e/ World Population Prospects as Assessed in 1968 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.72.XIII.4), table A.1.1.

f/ World Population Prospects as Assessed in 1973 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.76.XIII.4), tables 28,
30, 31 and 32.



projections for 1975-2000 which have been newly prepared for the Ad Hoc Group of
Experts on Demographic Projections under a certain set of demographic assumptions.
As in the case of the middle-range projections for 1975-2000, three variants -
namely, medium, high, and low - have been prepared.

The basic frame of reference for the present long-range projections is an
assumption that stabilization of the world population will be achieved in the
foreseeable future. It is assumed that fertility in every major area of the world
will be reduced to net replacement level during the twenty-first century, so that
zero population growth will follow several decades later. Actually, the gross
reproduction rates of Northern America and Japan have already been below unity, an(
Europe as a whole is expected to reach the replacement level by 1995-2000 according
to the medium assumption, and by 1985-1990 according to the low assumption. It is
obvious that the attainment of the net replacement level of fertility will not
immediately produce stabilization of population growth. The reason for this is the
tendency to perpetuate growth inherent in the age structure of growing populations.

Basic assumptions 

The present long-range projections employ fundamentally the same kind of methods
as those used in the short-range projections presented in the previous chapters.
Somewhat speculative assumptions were, however, introduced to the estimates of the
future courses of fertility. Mortality levels are simple extrapolations of the
levels to be achieved by the year 2000 until the highest target level is reached.
With regard to the future volume of international migration, an assumption was made
that it will become small and unimportant in the long run.

Fertility assumptions 

In the present long-range projections, it is assumed that the fertility levels
in the eight major areas, as measured by the gross reproduction rate, will decline
continuously to the net replacement level (the gross reproduction rate being
between 1.014 and 1.023, according to mortality level) so as to maintain the
corresponding net reproduction rate at unity.

The gross reproduction rates for countries, regions and major areas of the
world for the period 1975-2000 were already projected in the revised series of
United Nations projections as assessed in 1973. 68/ For the present purpose,
values have been revised only for the aggregated population of major areas,
allowing for slightly more rapid declines in East Asia, South Asia, Latin America
and Oceania, and have become the basis for their further extrapolation. For each
major area of the less developed world, a reverse logistic type of extrapolation
was worked out for the period 2000 to 2080 so that the fertility declines already
occurring in the less developed regions will continue, rapidly gathering momentum,
and then taper off at least by the latter half of the twenty-first century. In
the more developed regions, on the other hand, since it is assumed that they will
be very close to or even below the replacement level before the year 2000, only
minor extrapolation of the fertility was necessary.

Since the levels of fertility are assumed to be widely different among the
eight major areas even in the year 2000 and since it is unlikely that the
replacement level of fertility will be achieved at the same time in all areas, it
was assumed that each individual area will attain the replacement level of

68/ World Population Prospects ... 1973 ....
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fertility at different times. As already mentioned, it is assumed that Northern
America and Japan, which have already been below the replacement level, will return
to that level by the beginning of the twentieth century. According to the medium
assumption, Europe will reach the re placement level by 1995-2000. As in other
major areas, the low variant assumes attainment of the replacement level 10 years
earlier than that of the medium variant, and the higher variant assumes attainment
10 years later. East Asia, is expected to reach the level by 2005-2010, the USSR
and Oceania by 2010-2015. On the other hand, for three major areas of the less
developed group, namely, South Asia, Latin America and Africa, the timing of
achieving the replacement level was assumed to be considerably behind the other
areas. Latin America was expected to achieve the replacement level by 2030-2035,
South Asia by 2045-2050, and finally, Africa by 2065-2070.

Mortality assumptions 

It was assumed that the mortality levels of all major areas of the world
would eventually converge and reach an up per limit of expectation of life at birth
of 74.8 years (both sexes), but the period in which this limit is reached varies
in each area. The periods are 2015-2020 for Europe, 2030-2035 for Northern America
and the USSR, 2035-2040 for Oceania, 2040-2045 for Fast Asia and Latin America,
2065-2070 for South Asia. and 2075-2080 for Africa. The West model life tables 69/
were used for all major areas.

Long-range world population growth 

Tables 2, 3, 4 and show the medium, high and low variants, respectively, of
the world population projections for the more developed and less developed regions
and the eight major areas by 25-year intervals beyond the year 2000 through the
year 2125. Table 2 shows that the world population, under the assumption of the
eventual replacement level of fertility, will reach its peak at around 11 billion
by the year 2125, according to the medium variant. It will be about 14 billion,
according to the high variant, and about 9 billion, according to the low variant.
Actually, population growth will evidently abate after approximately 2050. Beyond
the year 2075, it will become insignificant, and after the year 2100 it will
virtually come to a halt.

The enormously widening gap in the size of population between the more
developed and less developed regions is probably the biggest single feature derived
from the long-range projections. According to table 2, representing the medium
variant in 1975, the population of the less developed regions was 2,836 million,
or 71 per cent of the total world population. It will increase by the
year 2000 to 4,855 million or 79 per cent of the world total. By the year 2125,
it will have more than trebled, to 9,518 million, or 87 per cent of the world
population. Between 1975 and 2125, the world population will increase, according
to the medium assumptions, by 7,035 million, out of which 6,682 million, or
95 per cent, will be attributable to population increase in the less developed
regions. Clearly, the future population growth of the world will depend on that
of the less developed regions. Another salient feature of the present long-range
projections, closely related to the population prospects for the less develo ped -
regions, is the enormity and rapidity of population growth expected to take place
in three major areas, namely, South Asia, Africa and Latin America. Although

69/ Ansley J. Coale and Paul Demeny, Regional Model Life Tables and Stable 
Populations (Princeton, N.J., Princeton University Press, 1966).
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Table 2.	 Total population of the world, by the more developed and less
developed regions, and by eight major areas, 1975-2125:
medium variant

(Millions)

Area 1975 2000 2025 2050 2075 2100 2125

World total: 3 968 6 184 8 409 10 062 10 797 10 984 11 003

More developed regions 1 132 1 329 1 447 1 478 1 484 1 485 1 485

Less developed regions 2 836 4 855 6 962 8 584 9 313 9 500 9 518

Africa 401 823 1 438 2 081 2 500 2 658 2 676

Latin America 324 626 949 1 173 1 254 1 260 1 260

Northern America 237 280 309 313 314 315 315

East Asia 1 006 1 345 1 597 1 691 1 701 1 701 1 701

South Asia 1 250 2 238 3 168 3 832 4 053 4 075 4 075

Europe 473 529 562 568 568 568 568

Oceania 21 29 35 38 38 38 38

USSR 255 315 351 366 369 369 369

Table 3. Total population of the world, by the more developed and less
developed regions, and by eight major areas, 1975-2125:
low variant

(Millions)

Area
	 1975	 2000	 2025	 2050	 2075	 2100	 2125

World total: 3 968 5 892 7 510 8 485 8 790 8 836 8 838

More developed regions 1 132 1 324 1 435 1 461 1 465 1 466 1 466

Less developed regions 2 836 4 568 6 074 7 024 7 324 7 370 7 372

Africa 401 760 1 131 1 417 1 556 1 585 1 589

Latin America 324 579 804 939 967 968 968

Northern America 237 280 309 314 315 315 315

East Asia 1 006 1 321 1 553 1 632 1 640 1 639 1 639

South Asia 1 250 2 085 2 774 3 227 3 354 3 369 3 367

Europe 473 528 560 566 566 566 566

Oceania 21 28 34 36 36 36 36

USSR 255 311 344 354 356 356 356
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Table 4. Total population of the world, by the more developed and less
developed regions, and by eight major areas, 1975-2125:
high variant

(Millions)

Area 1975 2000 2025 2050 2075 2100 2125

World total: 3 968 6 421 9 373 11 933 13 420 13 947 14 059

More developed regions 1 132 1 333 1 459 1 497 1 507 1 508 1 509

Less developed regions 2 836 5 088 7 914 10 436 11 913 12 439 12 550

Africa 401 864 1 729 2 774 3 600 4 002 4 107

Latin America 324 675 1 141 1 516 1 706 1 740 1 741

Northern America 237 280 309 313 314 315 315

East Asia 1 006 1 382 1 672 1 799 1 819 1 820 1 820

South Asia 1 250 2 345 3 563 4 543 4 986 5 075 5 080

Europe 473 529 563 570 571 571 571

Oceania 21 29 36 4o 41 41 41

USSR 255 317 358 377 383 384 384



South Asia stretches from the Philippines and Indonesia to Lebanon, Turkey and
Jordan, and comprises such demographic giants as Bangladesh, India, Indonesia and
Pakistan, the highest growth rate will be found in Africa.

According to the medium variant, the total population for South Asia will
increase from 1,250 million in 1975 to 4,075 million in 2125, representing
37 per cent of the world population. The second important area is Africa. Because
of its very high initial level of fertility, which is expected to decline gradually,
population growth will be maintained at a very large magnitude - from 401 million
in 1975 to 2,676 million in 2125, increasing its percentage share from 10 to
24 per cent by 2125. Evidently, the future relative weight of the population
of Africa in the twenty-second century will be substantially greater than that of
East Asia, which includes China. East Asia was the second largest area in terms
of population size in 1975, after South Asia. By the year 2125, however, it will
have only 15 per cent of the world total.

The five-year average annual growth rates for the world as a whole, 1975-1980
to 2125-2130, according to the three variants, are as follows:

Period	 Medium variant	 High variant	 Low variant

1975-1980 1.86 1.93 1.78

2000-2005 1.48 1.74 1.18

2025-2030 0.90 1.20 0.68

2050-20 5 5 0.42 0.66 0.25

2075-2080 0.11 0.24 0.04

2100-2105 0.02 0.06 0.00

2125-2130 0.00 0.01 0.00

Ultimate levels of crude birth and death rates and age structure 

Under the medium assumption, because of the very definition of eventual
attainment of the stationary state of population, as a result of the sustenance
of the replacement level of fertility, the crude birth and death rates of the world
as well as of all the individual countries would become stabilized by the year 2125
and equal	 each other at the level of 13.4 per thousand. At the same time, the
age structure would also become stabilized, as follows: 20 per cent for ages
under 15, 63 per cent for ages 15-64, and 17 per cent for ages 65 and over.

Afterthoughts 

It should be pointed out that the range in fertility assumptions between the
high and medium variants and between the medium and low variants may have been too
narrow. Perhaps another variant of low fertility projection might be introduced
such that the gross reproduction rate for each major area drops more quickly until
it reaches the level of 0.75 or so, and thereafter remains constant for the
following several decades. On the other hand, another variant of high fertility
Projection might be formulated by assuming that the gross reproduction rate for
each of the less developed regions will decline more slowly and will not reach the
replacement, level in a foreseeable future.



IV. CHOICE OF POPULATION POLICY MEASURES TO
AFFECT POPULATION PROSPECTS: A COMPUTER
MICROSIMULATION STUDY OF FERTILITY

Purpose and method of the study

At its seventeenth session, the Population Commission recommended that an
Ad Hoc group of experts convene to consider the subject of demographic models.
The meeting of the Ad Hoc Group of Experts on Demographic Models was held at United
Nations Headquarters from 8 to 12 December 1975. The Group made a number of
recommendations as to the uses of demographic models by the United Nations
Secretariat for strengthening its activities in the field of demography, and the
practical applications of such models; its conclusions and recommendations were
reported to the Population Commission at its nineteenth session in January 1977. 1/
The present paper is a provisional report of a study specifically designed to follow
up on one of the recommendations, particularly for improving population projections
prepared by the United Nations Secretariat for developing countries of the world
and concomitantly for attempting to sharpen the methodology of evaluating population
policy measures.

According to the Third United Nations Population Inquiry among Governments,
on Population Policies in the Context of Development, conducted in 1976, 40 countries
were listed as having policies seeking to reduce the rate of natural increase. 2/
(The total population of those countries was estimated at around 2.2 billion in
1977, which is 56 per cent of the world total population and 78 per cent of the
total population of the less developed regions.) Since none of the countries seems
to have the intention of increasing mortality rates in order to achieve such a goal,
their policies can safely be interpreted as attempts to reduce fertility rates. In
other words, the overwhelming majority of people in the less developed regions, whose
fertility still remains very high, appear to be living under governmental policies
to reduce fertility levels in some manner. If those policies are carried out
effectively, the percentage is clearly large enough to affect significantly the
world prospects of future fertility and population growth.

Under these circumstances, it would be inappropriate for the United Nations
Secretariat, especially when preparing comprehensive demographic projections
for the countries of the world, to underestimate or ignore the possible impact of
governmental policies upon future fertility trends. A quantitative evaluation
of the impact of population policies on fertility is admittedly a very difficult
task and requires strong assumptions about the extent and tempo of population
policy implementation. Nevertheless, such an exercise may help provide the

1/ "Report on the progress of work, 1975-1976, Meeting of the Ad Hoc Group of
Experts on Demographic Models held at Headquarters from 8 to 12 December 1975:
report of the Secretary-General" (E/CN.9/329, 22 October 1976).

2/ "Concise report of monitoring of population policies: report of the
Secretary-General" (E/CN.9/324, 19 October 1976).
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Secretariat with not only an improved assessment of the future population prospects
for individual countries but also an opportunity to reappraise the goals of
population policies and the ways and means by which policies can be implemented.

To date, studies on this subject have been primarily limited to the evaluation
of family planning programmes sponsored by a Government and/or a public institution.
In order to assess the extent of fertility reduction attributable to a given
programme, such studies usually try to estimate the number of programme acceptors
and their continuation rate. 3/ Although these studies have their own goals and
merits, they tend to limit their attention to relatively narrow technical fields
instead of dealing with the full range of possible population policies. Their
limitation is apparent in the fact that contraception may be practised outside the
governmental programmes, especially when certain traditional and indigenous
contraceptive methods are used. More importantly, however, the determinants of
fertility change and, concomitantly, the choice of policy measures extend beyond
the customary coverage of family planning. Theoretically, it may be argued that
a comprehensive fertility policy must consider all aspects of fertility-determining
processes. There are many difficulties in such broad policy formulation, not only
because of the large number of factors that must be taken into consideration but
also because of the complexity of the interrelationships amon g those factors and
the resulting fertility changes. Conceptually, however, it seems possible and
even promising to sift out certain major elements which channel the consequences
of both socio-economic changes and governmental programmes and activities onto
fertility. These intermediate elements, or intermediate variables, might include
age at marriage, desired family size, contraceptive practice rate, use-effectiveness
of the contraceptive methods used, induced abortions, infant mortality rate etc.
In a sense these elements may be regarded as measures to implement population
policies, because policies can only be effectuated by working through them.

A stratification can be made among variables affecting fertility. In the
first tier is the process in which non-demographic factors, such as social and
economic changes as well as governmental policies, affect the intermediate variables
in one way or another; in the second is the process in which the intermediate
variables determine fertility rates in accordance with well structured
bio-demographic processes. The second stage of fertility determination is
relatively better known to the researcher, yet complicated enough to require
intensive treatment. Simulation studies, like the one presented in this paper,
are quite suitable for elucidating questions related to this second stage. It is
hoped that an understanding of this second stage of fertility determination will
eventually help clarify the studies about its first stage and make it easier to
draft a set of comprehensive population policies that are properly aired at a
certain policy goal.

The present study is thus intended to construct and use a simulation model of
fertility to examine various possibilities for fertility change in developing
countries under several assumptions regarding the choice of population policy
measures. The same goal would also be useful in searching for a set of policy
measures which are practicable and yet would warrant the achievement of the policy
goal. A microsimulation model with bio-demographic components has been developed

3/ For example, see Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
(ESCAP), ''Report of the multinational study in methodologies for setting family
planning targets in the ESCAP region" (ST/ESCAP/14, 1976) Asian Population Studies
Series No. 31.
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and used in this study. As will be discussed in the following section, this type of
model seems to enjoy certain advantages over other types, such as macrosimulation
models or microsimulation models with demographic components only. It will be
useful in illustrating the bio-demographic processes of fertility determination with
or without governmental intervention. Because of these characteristics, it can
also be used to draw up future fertility assumptions needed for population
projections.

In a microsimulation of this type, a large number of women's reproductive
life histories will be simulated under given assumptions and various fertility
indices will then be computed from the results. In this procedure, there are two
contradictory demands regarding the data requirement. On the one hand, the model
requires a large number of biometric and demographic variables as input data
against an oversimplification. On the other hand, the input variables must be
simple and relatively easily obtainable in order to apply the model to developing
countries where such data are usually scarce. In this study the dilemma was
resolved by the preparation of alternative sets of estimates for various
probability distributions of demographic and biometric events, from which suitable
estimates could be derived by simplified input variables.

In order to accomplish the pur pose of the study stated above, the following
objectives have been set forth:

To construct a computer simulation model of fertility with bio-demographic
components which is suitable for policy evaluation and fertility projections;

To prepare estimates of probability distributions concerning age at
marriage, permanent sterility by age, infant deaths by months of age, use-
effectiveness of contraceptive methods, and foetal mortality rates by age of woman,
in order to facilitate the use of the model under a variety of conditions,
especially in case of insufficient data;

To test the validity and robustness of the model by applying it to a
non-contraceptive population, i.e., one exhibiting natural fertility. The
Hutterites were chosen for this purpose;

To test the validity and robustness of the model by applying it to a
contraceptive population, in particular, Japan;

To study the population policy of a selected developing country (Pakistan)
and estimate the relevant input variables. Based on this assessment and using the
model, to simulate fertility rates of the same country with existing population
policies in a concrete time dimension;

To simulate fertility changes in a concrete tine dimension with alternative
sets of the input variables, which may be viewed as alternative assumptions on
policy measures for the same country;

(g) To incorporate the simulation results into population projections for the
developing country selected.

The following sections of this paper consist of a brief description of the
features of the model and the results of the validity tests with reference to the
Hutterite and Japanese fertility rates. The major application of the model for
Pakistan will consist of three topics: a simulation of the current age-specific
fertility rates; an assessment of the effects of various assumptions for each of
the policy measures or input variables; time-specific simulations for future
fertility trends with plausible alternative sets of assumptions on policy measures.



The last section of the paper will present the results of population projections
for Pakistan, including several simulation results which may be useful for
formulating projections for the developing countries. The technical description
of the model used and other related matters will be presented in the annexes to
the paper.

Main features of the model used 

The model which has been developed for this study is a microsimulation model
of fertility with bio-demographic components. 4/ It is designed to produce age-
specific fertility rates and other fertility indices, such as a parity distribution
of women and the length of birth intervals, which are to be utilized for United
Nations population projections. The input variables to the model are simplified
so that an application of the model to developing countries becomes feasible. The
input variables can also be seen as population policy measures so that the model
can be used to evaluate their effects on fertility. An additional feature of the
present model is its ability to make a dynamic simulation, able to produce
fertility trends over a period of 35 years with changing assumptions. It is also
expected to be useful for projection purposes and for clarifying the time dimension
of policy effects.

The model is called a micro model because it generates a large number of
individual women's reproductive life histories in a computer on a stochastic basis.
In this particular model, a maximum of 1,000 women's reproductive histories can be
simulated and the results will be summarized in various fertility measures. The
model is called bio-demographic because it contains in its framework both biometric
elements, such as fecundability, intra-uterine mortality and sterility, and
demographic elements, such as age, marital status, parity, desired number of
children, contraception and sterilization.

More specifically, the present model regards the reproductive life of a woman
as follows. The reproductive life span, which may be defined as the married,
fecund period from 15 to 50 years of age, is composed of one or more reproductive
cycles. Each reproductive cycle is further composed of three periods: a period
of conception delay; a period of gestation; and a period of postpartum infecundity.
The last reproductive cycle of a woman is usually interrupted by the termination
of her reproductive life span at some point in the period of conception delay or
the period of postpartum infecundity.

In the present model, the period of conception delay is determined by a
monthly probability of conception which is assumed to vary with the age of a
woman. In the absence of contraception, the probability would be equal to
fecundability • with the contraceptive practice, the probability becomes residual
fecundability. The period of gestation that follows conception depends on the
result of the conception: a live birth, a foetal death (including still birth), or
an induced abortion. The period of postpartum infecundity, or the idle period,
depends not only on the results of the conception but also, in the case of a live
birth, on the period of survival of the child and whether the child is breastfed.

4/ See Menken's classification of simulation models. Jane Menken,
studies", in Measuring the Effect of Family Planning Programmes on Fertility,
C. Chandrasekaran and Albert I. Hermalin, eds., (Liege, 1975), pp. 351-379.



After this idle period, the next reproductive cycle will begin with the resumption
of susceptibility. The reproductive cycles will be repeated until the woman reaches
the end of her reproductive life span as defined above.

Family planning practice will be introduced into the model when a couple
desires to limit family size or keep a certain interval between births, i.e.,
to stop or space the number of children. The inducement of family planning for
the purposes of limiting family size (that is, for the purpose of "stooping'
child-bearing) will occur only after the number of surviving children reaches the
desired number, the difference of the two being called here the number of excess
children. Given an inducement for stopping or spacing, however, a woman may or
may not practise contraception, depending on the given contraceptive practice rate.
When contraception is practised, fecundability will be reduced to residual
fecundability to an extent related to the extended use--effectiveness of the method
chosen. If a conception takes place too soon relative to the desired spacing
or in spite of the wish to prevent further births, it can be ended by an induced
abortion, depending on the given induced abortion rate (see fig. II).

Since the microsimulation model is a numerical model, it does not require
extensive mathematical treatments of the subject but instead makes extensive use
of a technique of stochastic random determination by a computer, such as the Monte
Carlo method. In other words, the occurrence and the timing of many events in
the simulation will be regulated by computer-generated random numbers in accordance
with given probability schedules. For example, the timing of a conception will be
determined in the model by a monthly probability of conception as follows: in
the first month after the first marriage or the resumption of susceptibility, a
random number R

1
 (0 

1 
-'1) will be generated by a computer and compared with

the probability of conception, say 0.2, and if R i is equal or less than 0.2, it is
decided that a conception takes place in the firtt month but if R 1 is greater than
0.2, the conception delay goes to the second month. For the second month, a newly
generated random number R2 will be compared with 0.2, if the probability remains
the same, and the process continues until R y110.2 is found in the nth month.
Obviously, n could be different for each conception and for each woman, but if
aggregated, the frequency distribution of the conceptions delay will have a mean
value of five months, and a standard deviation of about 4.4 months. On the other
hand, if the model is deterministic instead of stochastic, the conception delay
would be constant at five months for all women in the above instance.

In spite of its apparent complexity, the microsimulation model with
bio-demographic components has some advantages for a study such as this one due
to its potential capacity to manipulate as many input variables and as much
complexity of the structure of the model as are needed without producing unnecessary,
disturbing interactions among the variables and without requiring too much
computer capacity. (Some macro-simulation models of fertility reportedly have
a limit of precision due to the computer capacity.) 5/ And microsimulation models
with only demographic components, such as POPSIM, seem to have problems with the
input variables. 6/ The POPSIM model depends on specific fertility rates to

5/ See Robert G. Potter and James M. Sakoda, "A computer
building based on expected values", Demography vol. 3, No. 2

6/ See United States Department of Health, Education and
for POPSIN, DREW Publication Ho. (HSM) 73-1216 (Washington, D
Printing Office, 1973).
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determine the age of child-bearing for individual women in the simulation, and
it is a big project by itself to estimate such rates.

In order to simulate the reproductive history of a woman by the present
model, the following l4 input variables were selected, on the condition that they
can be obtained relatively easily in most developing countries. As mentioned
above, these variables are in a sense the intermediate variables which link purely
demographic reproductive processes to social, economic and other external factors
which ultimately affect fertility and which, as such can be viewed as population
policy measures.

Input variables

Nuptiality 

Singulate mean age at marriage (in years of age)
Proportion of women never married at age 50
Proportion of women at ages 20, 35 and 50 who are in post-marital states either
by divorce or death of husband

Health and lactation 

Expectation of life at birth (in years)
Level of sterility (high, medium or low)
Average length of breast--feeding (in months)

Hotivation for family planning 

Proportion of couples who have a desired family size
Average number of desired children
Desired birth interval

From marriage to the first birth
Interbirth intervals

Practice of family planning 

Contracertive practice rate for stopping or spacing purposes
Induced abortion rate for stopping or spacing purposes
Sterilization rate among eligible couples
Relative level of contraceptive use-effectiveness (high, medium or low)
Distribution of contraceptors by method

IUD, Orals, CDndom, Withdrawal, Rhythm, Diaphragm, Abstinence, Douche, Other.

The simplification of the input variables, without sacrificing too much
precision in the simulation, may be illustrated by the treatment of the woman's
age at marriage. The age at marriage is usually determined in a microsimulation
model on the basis of the monthly probability of marriage. This requires a
series of such probabilities. It is not easy to obtain such a series, owing to
lack of data in many developing countries, and it may not be practical to depend
on it, because of the amount of work needed to prepare estimates. In the present
model, the only input variable needed is the singulate mean age at marriage for



women in the population, which can be computed relatively easily from a population
census. 7/ Then, the built-in computer programme will translate that figure into
the probability distribution required to determine an individual woman's age at
marriage (see annex I). Similar devices have been provided regarding the
distribution of women by desired number of children, to be derived from a mean
number of desired children, and also regarding the survival period of new-born
babies, to be obtained from the expectation of life at birth for the population.
Other parameters, such as percentage of sterile couples by age and the use-
effectiveness of each contraceptive method, have also been pre-estimated separately
for high, medium and low levels and stored in the computer programme. Therefore,
a single call number is all that is required to pick up the ready-made estimate
that best fits the population in question.

There are two modes of simulation to choose from in the present model, the
dynamic mode and the static mode. The dynamic mode has been developed in order
to facilitate the study of the timing of fertility change over a period of up to
35 years. If one chooses it, the computer will simulate fertility rates for
13 successive cohorts separated from each other by five-year intervals, each of
which is equipped with different input assumptions. Some assumptions are specific
to each cohort others are specific to each period. For example, the mean age
at marriage is a constant for any particular cohort but may vary from one cohort
to the next. On the other hand, the contraceptive practice rate is a constant
for a period of five years across several cohorts that go through the period at
different ages. After simulating fertility rates for the 13 cohorts, the model
will automatically rearrange them by five-year age groups into the successive
period rates. There will be then seven complete quinquennial period rates to
cover a 35-year period.

One of the drawbacks of the bio-demographic model is believed to be the
difficulties in obtaining biometric parameters, and this problem may have been
responsible for the delay in ap plying the model more widely in fertility studies
for developing countries. However, owing to the recent progress of research
performed in this field by Leridon, we now have access to a reasonably large
number of estimates for the biometric parameters needed in this type of model, 8/
and most of them appear to be applicable, with some modifications, to developing
countries. In order to make the model readily usable for developing countries,
most of the needed parameters have been estimated and stored in the computer
memory bank. For example, the proportion of permanently sterile couples, by age
of the woman, which is needed to delimit the fecund life span of a couple, has
been estimated on the basis of published historical data for three levels of
sterility rates by age, namely, high, medium and low. So one must simply specify
the general level of sterility from three alternative sets of estimates. If
the level of sterility is difficult to determine, simulations using these
alternative estimates would likely indicate which one of the estimates is most
suitable to the population. Foetal mortality rates by age of mother receive

similar treatment.

7/ John Hajnal, "Age at marriage and proportions marrying", Population Studies,
vol. 7, No. 2 (November 1953), pp. 11-136.

8/ Henry Leridon, "Biostatistics of human reproduction", in Chandrasekaran
and Hermalin, op. cit., pp. 93-131.
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The technical description of the model is presented in annex I to this paper.
But it would be appropriate to discuss here a few basic problems attached to the
model, in order to improve understanding of the nature of the simulations that will
be made in the study.

Fecundability 

Most of the biometric variables, including fecundability, are difficult to
estimate with certainty . After a plausible range of estimates for biometric
variables was obtained, the strategy chosen was to test them with the present
model to see whether they could produce the fertility rates of the Hutterite
women. Fecundability, the intrauterine mortality rate, the duration of gestation
and the length of postpartum infecundity were decided upon when a set of those
variables could simulate the fertility rates that best resemble those of the
Hutterites. For example, studies show that estimates of the effective fecundability
range from 0.16 to 0.25. But an actual child birth to a non-contraceptive woman
would be decided not only by fecundability but also by the intrauterine mortality
rate among others. Therefore, in the process of formulating the simulation model,
the first step taken was to estimate the intrauterine mortality rate that was
obtained from Leridon's study cited above. Then a series of simulations were made
by giving various values to fecundability to find the one that would be closest
to the Hutterite rate. When fecundability was assumed to be a function of age of
the woman, starting from 0.01 at age 15, reaching the maximum level of 0.25 around
age 24-28, then declining to 0.10 in the late 40s, it matched the rate of the
Hutterites.

Due to lack of sufficient information for making further elaborations, it
is assumed that most of the biometric variables, including the fecundability and
intrauterine mortality rates that were found to be adequate for the Hutterite
women, are applicable to other populations as well. In fact, to obtain a reasonable
approximation of the respective observations, the fecundability schedule used in
this study was also used in simulating fertility rates for the Japanese and
Pakistani women.

Effects of mortality on fertility

The model assumes that the general mortality level expressed as a level in
the West Model Life Tables in the Coale-Demeny Regional Model Life Tables 9/
would determine probabilistically the length of survival of each live-born child.
Child survival is then related to reproductive behaviour in two ways. First,
the length of time an infant survives affects the length of time the mother spends
breast-feeding and influences the length of the postpartum infecund period.
Secondly, when the number of children who survive reaches the desired number of
children, the mother will be motivated to use contraception to prevent another
child-bearing.

Breast-feeding and postpartum infecundity 

It has been noted in many studies that there is a certain relationship
between the length of time spent breast-feeding and the length of the postpartum
infecund period. On the basis of a study by Leridon, 10/ the present study

9/ Ansley J. Coale and Paul Demeny, op. cit.

10/ Leridon, op. cit.
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expresses the relationship in the following formula, where PPI denotes the number
of months of postpartum infecundity and. BF the number of months of breast•feeding;
if a child dies before the end of a normal breast-feeding period, BF will, of course,
be shortened proportionally:

PPI = BF x 0.5 + 2.0

Contraception, sterilization and induced abortion 

It is a basic assumption in the present model that contraception,
sterilization and/or induced abortion will not take place unless there is
motivation for it. The motivation may be the desire either to limit the size of
the family or to keep a particular spacing between births. For example, a couple
will practise contraception for the purpose of stopping births only after they
feel they have had enough children who will survive; a couple without children
will practise contraception if they wish to have no children at all or wish to wait
a certain period of time before they have their first child. In either case, the
contraceptive practice rate should be computed with the proper denominator,
which is not simply all women. In the case of a practice rate for stopping
births, the denominator should be the number of women who are not only fecund and
married but also feel they have had enough, or more than enough, children who will
survive. In the other instance, the denominator should be the number of women who
wish to have their first or next child after a certain period of time. Thus
defined, the contraceptive practice rate is somewhat different from the conventional
practice rate, for which the denominator is either all women, all married women,
or all married fecund women. It is possible to obtain the more narrowly defined
rate used in the present study from a properly designed survey, such as the World
Fertility Survey, and doing so would enable us to study two aspects of fertility
change: motivation for family planning and accessibility to the means of
acheving it.

Sampling errors in the results 

The fertility rates that are obtained from a microsimulation are in a sense
sample means, subject to a probabilistic error because they are computed on the
basis of events which are determined by several probabilities. How large is the
range of this error? How many "runs" are needed to obtain the desired precision
in the results? These are questions of some importance for a microsimulation
study such as this one. Of the many fertility indices that could be simulated
by the present model, an attempt has been made to estimate th r- standard error
only one total fertility rate. The total fertility rate for a cohort is equal
to the average completed family size. In other words, it can be deemed as the
sample mean of individual completed family sizes. From a set of simulation for the
current Pakistani fertility rates with 13,000 runs, the mean and the standard
deviation of completed family size were computed as follows: X = 7.10 and
s
x = 3.18. From these statistics, the following table of standard deviation of
sample mean and the 95 per cent confidence interval of the mean estimate was
prepared:



Number of	 Standard deviation	 95 per cent
runs	 of sample mean	 confidence interval 

2
x 100 Confidence 

interval 

x	 x x

100 0.320 0.640 9.0 6.5	 - 7.7
300 0.184 0.368 5.2 6.7 - 7.5
500 0.142 0.284 4.0 6.8 - 7.4

1,000 0.101 0.202 2.8 6.9 - 7.3
5,000 0.045 0.090 1.3 7.0 - 7.2

As may be seen, if 1,000 runs are made for a cohort, its maximum error with
a 95 per cent confidence level is 0.202, or 2.8 per cent of the	 With the
mean value of 7.1, the 95 per cent confidence interval becomes 7.1 - 0.2, or
between 6.9 and 7.3.

Validity of the simulation results 

Before the model is put into use for an evaluative study of population policy
measures and subsequent population projections, the validity of the simulation
results have to be tested so that any conclusion that may be drawn from the
simulation can be accepted with reasonable confidence. In the following validity
tests, Hutterite fertility in the United States of America and Japanese fertility
following the Second World War are used as the benchmarks, partly because of the
availability of reliable data and partly because they represent the
non-contraceptive and the contraceptive populations, respectively. The basic
method of the test is to estimate all the input variables from published data as
precisely as possible, to apply those estimates to the model, and to compare the
simulated fertility rates with the actual observed ones. In the course of
simulating the Hutterite fertility, it may be possible to examine the possible
range of natural fertility rate under various other conditions. In the case of
Japanese fertility, the dynamic feature of the model will be examined by trying
to simulate the fertility transition in Japan during the period from the late
1940s to the early 1960s.

Hutterites fertility 

The Hutterites are an ethnic group living in several north-western states of
the United States and neighbouring provinces of Canada. They are known to have
the highest fertility ever recorded accurately in human history. Reasonably good
data on the population are available for estimating the input variables to our
model. The singulate mean age at marriage, the proportion of never-married women
at age 50, and the proportion of women at various ages whose marriages have been
dissolved can be estimated on the basis of information given in the Eaton and Mayer
study. 11/ According to the same study, the level of sterility is assumed to be low
because their sterility rates by age closely resemble the European model (low) in
our set of estimates. The mortality conditions of the population are believed to be

11/ Joseph W. Eaton and Albert J. Mayer, "The social biology of very high
fertility among the Hutterites. The demography of a unique population", Human 
Biology. A Record of Research, vol. 25, No. 3 (September 1953), pp. 206-264.
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slightly better than those of the general population of the United States, but a
little poorer than those of the South Dakota population. Thus, the expectation of
life at birth for both sexes around 1940 was estimated at 60 years. Regarding
breast-feeding, Tietze reports that it is the general practice among the Hutterites;
"at the age of six months, however, most infants appear to be at least partially
weaned and breastfeeding beyond the first year of life is very uncommon". 12/ From
those observations, the average duration of breast-feeding is estimated at eight
months. As to other input variables, no couple is assumed to have a desire to limit
its family size or to prefer to maintain a certain birth interval. Contraceptive
practice and induced abortions are not assumed to be present.

Three types of fertility indices for the Hutterites - age-specific fertility
rates, the distribution of women by age and parity, and birth intervals - are
compared with the simulated results in the tables 1, 2 and 3 below. With respect to
the total fertility rate, the simulation figure of 8.68 happens to be identical with
the observed rate. This agreement is, however, not totally surprising because, as
discussed in the previous chapter, some of the biometric parameters, such as
fecundability, were deliberately adjusted so that the simulation results would come
closer to the Hutterite fertility rates. There are a few discrepancies in the
pattern of age-specific fertility rates but they do not seem to be very im portant in
the light of much wider variations in the observed Hutterite fertility rates
themselves for three different periods: 1926-1930, 1936-1940 and 1946-1950 (see
table 1).

Table 1. Observed and simulated total fertility rates, age-specific
fertility rates and crude birth-rates of the Hutterites

(1)
	

(2)
	

(3)
Observed
	

Difference
Age group
	 1926-1950 a/
	

Simulated
	

(2)-(1)

	

15-19	 14.0	 17.0	 3.0

	

20-24	 252.7	 271.0	 18.3

	

25-29	 421.9	 423.3	 1.4

	

30-34	 416.7	 413.3	 -3.4

	

35-39	 376.7	 359.3	 -17.4

	

40-44	 216.7	 210.3	 -6.4

	

45-49	 37.7	 40.7	 3.0

Total fertility rate	 8.68	 8.68	 0

Crude birth-rate b/	 49.2	 48.7	 -0.5

a/ Average of the three periods: 1926-1930, 1936-1940, 1946-1950, from
Joseph W. Eaton and Albert J. Mayer, "The social biology of very high fertility am
among the Hutterites. The demography of a unique population", Human Biology. A 
Record of Research, vol. 25, No. 3 (September 1953), p. 227.

b/ Computed from the observed and simulated age-specific fertility rates and
the sex age composition of the Hutterite population in 1950.

12/ Christopher Tietze, "Reproductive span and rate of reproduction among
Hitterite women", Fertility and Sterility, vol. 8 (1957), pp. 89-97.
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The difference in average parity of women over 45, shown in table 2, seems to
be small the observed 8.97 versus the simulated 8.89. However, differences in
this ''completed" family size as well as in the distribution of ever-married women by
parity should not be taken too seriously, because the actual observation is based
on a relatively small sample of 340 women, while the simulation is based on
1,000 women, and the actual observation includes women of ages from 45 to 85,
thus probably being subject to effects of differential mortality and omission of
dead children, while the simulation results refer only to those aged 45-49. The
similarity and dissimilarity in birth intervals should also be viewed carefully
because of the relatively small number of observations of the Hutterites
1,040 observed intervals (see table 3). Incidentally, the birth intervals
mentioned here exclude the interval between marriage and the first birth, which
is appreciably shorter than the interbirth intervals. In sum, the simulation
results may be found to be reasonably close to the actual observations. We
conclude that there is no indication that the model is not working properly in
simulating fertility rates for a non-contraceptive population.

Now let us examine what the simulation by the present model can tell us about
the possible range of natural fertility, which presumably varies considerably with
respect to their levels and age patterns. Partly for the sake of testing the
model and partly for the sake of curiosity as to why and how natural fertility can
vary, several simulations were conducted by giving different but plausible values
to the following input variables: age at marriage, expectation of life at birth;
duration of breast-feeding; and level of sterility.

Here the standard simulation was that of the Hutterites, and for each variant
simulation one input variable was replaced by a new value while all other input
variables were kept unchanged at the Hutterite levels. In the first variant,
for example, the mean age at marriage of 22.6 years for the Hutterites was replaced
by 18.0 years, to represent an early marriage pattern. In the second variant, the
same input variable was given a new value of 27.0 years, which presumably represents
a late marriage pattern, and so forth. At the bottom of table 4, however, there
appear two variants where all the four input variables, except for the sterility
level, are different from those of the Hutterites. Here the input variables which
gave higher or lower fertility rates in the preceding variants are put together
to simulate the highest and the lowest fertility rates within the given range of
the input variables.

According to the simulation presented in table 4, the possible range of
variation in the natural fertility rate seems to be quite wide. Crude birth-rates
so calculated are 66.7 per 1,000 for the highest possible fertility combination
and 24.2 per 1,000 for the lowest combination. Total fertility rates are 11.2
for the highest and 4.5 for the lowest. Levels of natural fertility observed by
Henry, 13/ that is, between 10.9 and 6.2 in total fertility rate, are found well
within the simulated range from the highest and lowest fertility combinations.
The relative importance of the variables contributing to this hypothetical
variation in the simulated natural fertility are, in descending order of
importance, the age at marriage, the duration of breast-feeding, the level of
sterility and the rate of infant mortality (substituted by expectation of life at
birth). Of these, the difference in the mean age at marriage between 18 and
27 years, other things being unchanged, could explain almost 45 per cent of the
alDove-mentioned maximum variation. The contribution of other factors is about

13/ Louis Henry, "Some data on natural fertility", Eugenics Quarterly, vol. 8,
A°. 2 (1961), pp. 81-91.
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Table 2. Observed and simulated distribution of ever-married
Hutterite women of age 45 and above, by parity

Parity

(1)

Observed
1950 a/

(2)

Simulated
for ages 45-49 b/

(3)

Difference
(2)	 -	 (1)

0 2.9 5.3 2.4
1 1.2 1.9 0.7
2 2.6 1.6 --1.0
3 2.9 2.4 -0.5
4 2.9 4.3 1.4
5 4.1 2.7 -1.4
6 5.9 4.3 -1.6
7 7.6 7.7 0.1
8 9.1 7.9 -1.2
9 12.4 10.6 -1.8

10+ 48.3 51.4 3.1
Average 8.97 8.89 -0.08

a/ Distribution of 340 women of ages 45-85.

b/ Based on 1,000 women.

Table 3. Observed and simulated birth
intervals for the Hutterites

Age of
	

Observed b/
mother a/
	

(excluding last intervals)
	

Simulated c/

Under 25	 22.8	 23.0
25-29	 24.9	 22.5
30-34	 25.1	 23.3
35 and over	 25.7	 25.5

Source: Christopher Tietze, "Reproductive span and rate of reproduction
among Hutterite women", Fertility and Sterility, vol. 8 (1957), p. 95, table 5.

a/ In the Tietze observation, age at the beginning of intervals; in the
simulation, age at the end of intervals.

b/ 1,040 intervals; lengths are averaged.

c/ 7,790 intervals; lengths are averaged.



Table 4. Simulated variations in natural fertility, obtained
by changing one variable at a time

Simulated
crude

birth-rate a/

Simulated
total

fertility rate

48.7 8.7

59.7 10.0
34.8 6.8
54.6 9.8
45.4 8.2
41.1 7.3
49.6 8.9
47.6 8.5
45.6 8.1
42.7 7.3

66.7 11.2

Variant of simulation

Standard (Hutterites) b/

Variant 

With mean age of marriage = 18.0
With mean age of marriage = 27.0

With duration of breast-feeding = 2 months
With duration of breast-feeding = 12 months
With duration of breast-feeding = 18 months

With expectation of life at birth = 46 years
With expectation of life at birth = 72 years
With sterility level = medium
With sterility level = high

Highest possible fertility to be simulated
from the combination of the above control
variables

Lowest possible fertility to be simulated
from the combination of the above control
variables	 24.2	 4.5

a/ Crude birth-rates are computed from simulated age-specific fertility rates
and the observed age sex composition of the Hutterites in 1950.

b/ The levels of the variables for the Hutterites are: mean age of marriage:
22.6 years breast-feeding period: 8 months; expectation of life at birth:
66 years; and sterility level: low.
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35 per cent by the variation in the duration of breast-feeding, about 15 per cent by
the variation in the sterility level, and about 5 per cent by the variation in the
infant mortality rate. The validity of these conclusions depends, among other
things, upon the accuracy of our assessment of the high and low sterility rates as
well as the adequacy of our formulation of the relationship between the breast-
feeding period and the postpartum infecundity, which were briefly mentioned in the
section above on main features of the model. In these findings, one might also
wonder why the variation in the level of mortality has such relatively small
influence upon fertility. It may, however, be explained by the fact that we are
dealing with uncontrolled fertility in which infant mortality can influence fertility
level only through its effect on the length of the postpartum infecundity.

The implications of these findings to the current demographic situations of the
less developed countries seem to be of some importance. If the basic assumptions of
the present simulation model are correct, the existing significant fertility
differentials among the less develo ped countries where family planning is practically
absent are not a statistical artifact but may largely be a reflection of the health
conditions and the social customs. And if one wishes to reduce fertility levels in
those countries without seeking solutions in family planning, the most important
measure appears to be marriage regulation of one kind or another. Also, the length
of breast--feeding plays a very important role. On the other hand, improvement of
health conditions may have mixed effects. An improvement in the rate of infant
mortality certainly has the effect of reducing fertility levels, but if it is
accompanied by a reduction in the level of sterility among parents, the results may
offset each other. However, any further conclusions should not be drawn until the
case of Pakistan is studied below.

Japanese fertility 

According to various estimates, the crude birth-rate in Japan had probably been
around 35 per 1,000 from the fourth quarter of the nineteenth century through 1920.
Then, a slow decline followed, and the crude birth-rate reached about 30 in the early
1940s. In the baby boom of 1947-1949, the rate climbed to 34 per 1,000. In the
transition period from 1949 to 1957, however, the rate declined spectacularly,
falling below 18 in 1957.

In the present section, an attempt is made to simulate the Japanese fertility
trends after the Second World War. It is thought that such a simulation will be
useful for testing further the validity of the present model, in two respects.
First, the Japanese population makes wide use of contraceptives and induced
abortions, so that the model can be tested for the fertility regulation mechanism.
Secondly, because of the fertility transition mentioned above, the simulation will
provide an opportunity for testing the dynamic features of the model. Besides,
there are reasonably good data. However, it should be noted that an effort to
simulate Japanese fertility for the transition period is quite challenging, because
the normal transition process, whatever it may have been, was obviously disturbed by
the War and by the post-War baby boom. Also, the age pattern of Japanese fertility
rates is known to be rather unusual. It has a strong concentration in the age group
25-29; about 49 per cent of all births in 1970, for example, were born to mothers in
this age group. It is interesting to know through simulation what kind of factors
are contributing to this pattern.

The control variables for the simulation were estimated from two sets of data.
The quinquennial population censuses provided the basis for estimating the singulate
mean age at marriage, the proportion of women never-married at age 50, and the
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proportion of women whose marriages have been dissolved at ages 20, 35 or 50; the
expectation of life at birth for each period was available from official sources.

The report of the World Fertility Survey of Japan conducted in 1974 14/ has
provided the basis for estimating the average number of desired children,
contraceptive practice rates, and contraceptive methods used. The length of breast-

feeding, which is at present about
sources. For reasons that will be
birth intervals is estimated to be
for the successive children. The
family size - that is, a ratio of
rather arbitrarily assessed as 90
legalized.

four months, was estimated from miscellaneous
discussed below, the average length of desired
24 months for the first child and 18 months
induced abortion rate for purposes of limiting
induced abortion to unwanted live births - is
per cent after 1948, when induced abortion was

The results of the simulations are presented in tables 5 and 6. In terms
of fertility trends, the post-War baby boom and subsequent fertility decline are
reproduced with moderate approximation by the simulation. According to the
simulation results, the total fertility rate dropped from 4.75 in 1945-1949 to
2.07 in 1960-1964, which may be compared with figures of 4.4 (1947-1949) and 2.08
in the vital statistics recorded for the same period. With respect to the crude
birth-rate, similar approximation may be found. Regarding the shape of age-
specific fertility rates, we could, after some trial and error, which will be
described shortly, simulate, a series of age-specific fertility rates that are
more or less comparable to the actual observations. Two typical cases are presented
in table 6.

If the simulation results on Japanese fertility are judged to be acceptable,
it may be useful to reflect once again u pon the input variables that brought
about such results. Three factors may be pointed out as having caused the rapid
decline of fertility demonstrated in the simulation; they are: the greater
accessibility to contraceptive methods; more effective contraceptive methods; and
the introduction of legal abortion. The contraceptive practice rate, which was
estimated at about 70 per cent for the pre-War period and rose to 95 per cent in
recent periods, also helped the fertility decline. In the pre-War period,
especially around 1935, birth control had been regarded by the Government as a
dangerous movement to be suppressed. Thus, contraception was not encouraged,
and the contraceptive methods that were available were condoms of inferior quality
and such non-instrumental methods as abstinence or withdrawal. But after the
War, in 1945, the public attitude towards birth control reversed completely, and
better•made condoms became available. Other modern contraceptive methods, including
rhythm, IUD, the diaphragm, and jelly, also became available for wide use. Induced
abortion, which was legalized in 1948, was also partly responsible for the reduction
of fertility. For example, the ratio of induced abortion to 100 live births
decreased from 101 in 1950-1955 to 45 in 1970-1975, according to the simulation;
whereas the reported ratios of induced abortion to live births were 68 in 1955
and 28 in 1972, according to the official sources. Interestingly, however, such
fertility reduction was simulated with only a slight decrease in the desired family
size over the entire period of observation. This result seems to suggest that
a very rapid fertility reduction could occur in a relatively short period of time
if the desired family size had already been small and the means for achieving it
becomes available to the population.

14/ Government of Japan, Ministry of Health and Welfare, Statistics and
Information Division, Sekai Shussan-ryoku Chosa Hokoku (Report of the World 
Fertility Survey) (Tokyo, 1970.
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Table 5. Observed and simulated fertility
trends in Japan, 1945-1969

Period

Total fertility rate Crude birth•rate

Observed a/ Simulated Observed a/ Simulated

1945-1949 4.4o b/ 4.75 33.6 b/ 42.1

1950-1954 3.04 2.93 23.7 25.9

1955-1959 2.15 2.10 18.1 19.1

1960-1964 2.08 2.07 17.2 18.9
1965-1969 2.03 2.13 17.8 19.4

a/ Government of Japan, Ministry of Health and Welfare, Japan Vital 
Statistics, various years.

b/ 1947-1949 only.

Table 6. Observed and simulated age patterns
of fertility in Japan

Age group

1950-1954 1960-1964

Observed Simulated Observed Simulated

15-19 9.3 1.3 3.8 1.3

20-24 133.3 145.0 110.1 121.8
25-29 206.3 227.5 193.1 212.5
30-34 146.9 121.0 83.5 59.3
35-39 78.4 65.0 21.7 14.3
4o-44 24.1 24.0 4.2 5.5
45-49 1.4 1.3 0.3 0.3
Total fertility rate 3.04 2.97 2.08 2.07



Incidentally, the simulation seems to support the theory that the post-War
baby boom was largely caused by the delay in the age at marriage during the war
period and the postponement of child-bearing.

Regarding the age pattern of Japanese fertility in recent years, its heavy
concentration in the age group 25-29 was simulated only after some modification
was made in the model regarding age at marriage. As will be described in
annex I, the usual procedure is to select a model nuptiality pattern which
corresponds to the given mean age at marriage. The model nuptiality patterns which
had been obtained from many actual nuptiality patterns are two-parameter models.
In the present study their simplicity was preferred to the greater sophistication
of three-parameter models. But due to the popularity of higher education and
pre-marital work experience among Japanese girls, marriage in Japan is heavily
concentrated around the mean age at marriage; and this fact seems to have caused
a significant deviation from the model pattern. In order to solve this special
problem, a method was improvised to deform the standard marriage frequency
distribution into a more concentrated distribution around the mean. And it was
after this modification that the age-specific fertility rates given in table 6
for the period 1960-1964 were obtained. In this exercise, two additional input
variables about desired birth intervals - i.e., 24 months between marriage and
birth of the first child, and 18 months between successive births - were used to
produce the Japanese age-pattern of fertility rates.

From the two simulations for Hutterite and Japanese fertility discussed above,
it may be concluded that, if the input variables can be estimated reasonably well,
the simulation results would approximate the actual fertility fairly well. This
is true for both contraceptive and non-contraceptive populations. These tests
were made, however, by simulating recorded fertility in the past, and the main
problem was how to estimate the input variables from the available data. Our
next and main task is simulation for the future, where possible changes in the
input variables must be projected. Factors which affect the future input variables
will include governmental population policies and socio-economic development.
These are the subject of study in the following sections.

Application of the model in evaluating alternative 
population policy measures for Pakistan 

It is not our purpose to evaluate the extent of success or failure of the
Pakistani population programme, which has been implemented for some time. As

discussed above, interest was expressed in examining the soundness of strategies
for realizing policy goals, especially with respect to choice of policy measures
and specific targets to be assigned to them. Interest was also expressed in whether
or not the simulation model would be able to indicate what kinds of specific
measures are needed to achieve a given policy end in the likely outcome of present
policy implementation when its stated or implied specific measures are realized.
From our point of view, an evaluation of individual programme performance is not
the subject of this study. But this is not to say that programme performance is
unimportant. On the contrary, even the best possible strategy cannot produce any
real progress if the actual programme is not being carried out effectively.
Moreover, it seems to us important to evaluate the extent of fertility reduction
which might be achieved from an individual programme before a great deal of time
and money is spent on it. With this in mind, an attempt was made, by means of
fertility microsimulation, to evaluate the effect of population policy measures in

Pakistan.
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Pakistan was selected for the case study for two reasons: its definite - if
not quantitatively defined - population policy; and more importantly, the
availability of crucial information from the recent Pakistan Fertility Survey.
In this section, the following four subjects will be presented: simulation of
the current fertility rates for Pakistan; evaluation of the effect of changing
the value of individual input variables; time perspectives of fertility change
with alternative assumptions of changing input variables; and dynamic simulations
with a given goal.

Simulation of the current fertility rates for Pakistan 

The Pakistan Fertility Survey (PFS) of 1975, which was conducted in conjunction
with the World Fertility Survey, provided an estimation of the current fertility
level for Pakistan and other related information which was needed for the simulation.
The Survey yielded, among other things, an estimate of crude birth-rate of 40.5
per 1,000 for 1974-1975 an estimate of total fertility rate of 6.3; and age-specific
fertility rates of a broad peaked type, with the highest specific rate being 314 per
1,000 for the age group 25-29. These estimates are more or less in agreement with
previous estimates obtained from the Population Growth Estimation (PGE) in 1963-1965
and from the Population Growth Survey (PGS) in 1968-1971. Accepting the
methodological differences between those surveys, the PFS report concludes that
the similarities in the fertility estimates from different sources are "not
indicative of any significant change in the fertility levels over the period
1963-1975". 15/

The Pakistan Fertility Survey contains information about bio-demographic
characteristics of population which is needed for fertility simulation studies such
as this one. It includes data on nuptiality, fecundity, preference of number and
sex of children, knowledge of use of contraception, breast--feeding etc. For
example, PFS identifies the percentage of women who are currently using
contraceptive methods. Among those who do not want to have more children,
17.1 per cent use efficient methods and 4.1 per cent inefficient methods; among
those who want to have more children, 2.9 per cent use efficient methods and
0.5 per cent use inefficient methods, presumably for spacing purposes. Although
the percentage of contraception users is generally quite low, it may be said that
use for the purpose of limiting family size are six times more frequent than use
for the purpose of spacing births. Another interesting finding of the survey is
that the average length of time spent breast-feeding is 16-17 months among women
whose last closed interval exceeds 32 months and whose child survived at least
24 months. The length of breast-feeding seems to be quite stable at 16-17 months,
according to the survey, except among those whose age at first marriage is
exceptionally high and those whose education level is secondary and above. The
ideal number of children desired by the currently married women is 4.2 on the
average and does not vary significantly by age. The smallest ideal number of
children was 4.0 among those in the age group 20-- 24; the largest was 4.3, among
those 40-44.

A computer simulation of fertility for Pakistan was performed in our model
on the assumption that the expectation of life at birth and the contraceptive
practice rate had been slowly increasing prior to 1975, due to increasing health

15/ Government of Pakistan, Population Planning Council, World Fertility Survey.
Fakistai Fertility Survey, First Report :Lahore, 1976).
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and family planning activities in Pakistan, but that other factors, such as age
at marriage, desired family size, breast-feeding practice etc., had not changed
significantly. The demographic indicators of the "dynamic mode" of the simulation
are compared with those of PFS in table 7. The simulated fertility rate for
1970-1975 (7.1) happens to be higher than the rate obtained from PFS for 1975
(6.3) but slightly lower than the United Nations estimate for 1970-1975 (7.2).
In terms of crude birth-rate (CBR), three corresponding estimates are 47, 41 and
48, respectively.

The results of the simulation are subject to error to the extent that our
assessment of the input variable errs. If our estimate of the expectation of
life at birth of 49.8 years for 1970-1975 was too optimistic, the simulated
fertility rate would be underestimated, because, as will be seen very shortly,
an improved mortality condition has the effect of reducing the total fertility
rate. Incidentally, PFS admits that the actual rate is considered to be higher
than the rates obtained from the survey. For example, the Planning Commission
estimates that the current crude birth-rate in Pakistan is about 43-45. 16/

Table 7. Observed and simulated age-specific fertility
rates in Pakistan, around 1975

Age group

Pakistan
Fertility
Survey,

1975

United
Nations

Estimate,
1970-1975

Simulated,
1970-1975

15-19 104 170 113

20-24 266 348 362

25 . 29 314 346 349

30-34 264 281 297

35-39 204 188 197

40-44 93 91 102

45-49 8 19 9

Total fertility rate 6.3 7.2 7.1

Gross reproduction rate 3.1 3.5 3.5

Crude birth-rate 40.5 47.6 46.5

16/ Government of Pakistan, T linistry of Labour, Manpover, Health and Population
Planning, Pakistan Population Planning Programme, A Profile, 1976.
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Evaluation of the effects of changing value of individual input variables 

According to the simulation, the current high fertility level in Pakistan
appears to be the consequence of young age at marriage of women (16.6 years, on
the average), a large desired family size (an average of 4.2 children desired), a
relatively long period of breast-feeding (16.2 months) and a low contraceptive
Practice rate (21 per cent among those who have already acquired their desired
family size). If one wishes to reduce the fertility rate, as the Government of
Pakistan does, what kind of strategy must be adopted? Is an effort to promote
contraceptive practice enough to bring the fertility level down to a desired one?
Would an improvement in contraceptive use-effectiveness help to achieve the same
end? Or do other variables, such as age at marriage or desired family size, have
to be modified in order to get satisfactory results? As the first step towards
answering these questions, an attempt has been made in this section to evaluate
the effects of changing the individual input variables one by one, while keeping
other variables unchanged at the current values for Pakistan. Table 8 below shows
the results of such simulations.

One word of caution is due here. The simulated fertility rates in table 8
show the cohort rates which would ultimately be attained if the given input
variables are kept constant for the period of one generation. They are the results
of the "static mode" of the simulation. The question of the time perspective for
fertility change with successively changing input variables will be discussed in
the next section.

Apparently, the promotion of contraceptive practice alone can produce some
fertility reduction. An increase in the rate of contraceptive practice for the
purpose of limiting family size from a current level of 21 per cent to 50 per cent,
70 per cent or 95 per cent would result in a decrease in the total fertility rate
from 7.1 to 6.4, 6.o or 5.8, respectively (variables 13-15). In terms of crude
birth-rate, the reductions would be from 47 to 43, 41 and 40, correspondingly.
The promotion of contraception for the purpose of spacing births seems to produce
a similar but somewhat less satisfactory result (variables 16-18). Given the
current low practice rate for contraception, an improvement in use-effectiveness
could hardly improve the situation (variables 19, 20). Voluntary sterilization
and induced abortions may not change the situation very much, partly because the
current cultural and political situation does not seem to allow a big spread of
such means and partly because of people's preference for large families
(variables 21-25).

On the other hand, changes in the demographic variables alone cannot reduce
fertility either. The most effective measures are an increase in age at marriage
and an increase in the length of the breast-feeding period. An increase in the
mean age at marriage from 16.6 to 23.0 would bring total fertility down from 7.1
to 5.8 and the crude birth-rate from 47 to 35 (variables 1, 2) a lengthening of
breast-feeding from 16.2 months to 30 months would lead to a total fertility value
of 6.0 and a crude birth-rate of 40 (variables 7, 8). However, the reduction of
desired family size from 4.2 to 2 children would only result in a reduction of
the total fertility rate to 5.9 and of the crude birth-rate to 40, apparently due
to the prevailing low contraceptive practice (variables 10, 11).

The assumption of single variable change is unrealistic because many variables
are likely to change together. Therefore, simulations have been done by changing
two or more control variables together, and some of the results are shown in
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Table 8. Simulated variations in fertility rates in Pakistan

(Static mode)

Input
variable

Total
fertility

rate

Crude
birth-
rate

Current fertility in Pakistan a/ 7.1 47

Variable

?lean age at marriage (16.6 years) b/
= 20.0 years 6.5 41
= 23.0 years 5.8 35

Expectation of life at birth (49.8 years) b/
= 60 years 6.7 45
= 70 years 6.5 44

Level of sterility (medium) b/
= high 6.4 43
= low 7.2 47

Breast-feeding (16.2 months) b/
7. = 6 months 7.2 48
8. = 30 months 6.0 40

Percentage of couples who want to limit family size
(90 per cent) b/
9. = 98 per cent 6.8 45

Desired number of children (4.2) b/
10.	 = 3.0 children 6.1 41
11. = 2.0 children 5.9 40

Desired birth interval (18 months) b/
12. = 24 months 6.8 45

Contraceptive practice rate for stopping purposes
(21 per cent) b/
13. = 50 per cent 6.4 43
14. = 70 per cent 6.0 41
15. = 95 per cent 5.8 40

Contraceptive practice rate for spacing purposes
(4 per cent) b/
16. = 20 per cent 6.8 44
17. = 60 per cent 6.3 41
18. = 80 ner cent 6.0 39



Table 8. (continued)

Input
variable

Total
fertility
rate

Crude
birth-
rate

Level of contraceptive use-effectiveness (low) b/
= medium
= high

6.9
6.5

46
44

Rate of sterilization among those who have achieved
desired family size (0 per cent) b/

= 3 per cent 7.1 46
= 6 per cent 7.0 46

Rate of induced abortion among those who have achieved
desired family size (0 per cent) b/

=	 5 per cent 7.0 46
= 10 per cent 7.0 46

25. = 30 per cent 6.7 45

a/ See table 7.

b/ Figure in parentheses indicates current level.
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table 9. It is most likely that the contraceptive practice rates for stopping
purposes and for spacing purposes will change hand-in-hand and that a combined
practice rate of 95 per cent for stopping and 80 per cent for spacing could bring
the total fertility rate down to 4.9 and CBR to 34 (variables 1-3). An improvement
in contraceptive use-effectiveness seems to reduce them further, but only slightly
(variables 4-6). These are significant reductions in the current rates but may
not be satisfactory as permanent levels of fertility for this country of over
70 million population. A real fertility reduction can be achieved, according
to our simulation, only when a high rate of contraceptive practice is combined with
a reduction in the desired family size (variables 7-9) a further reduction is
possible if the above measures are combined with an increase in the mean age at
marriage (variables 10-12). These conditions for fertility reduction may seem
to be very severe, but it must be remembered that, in the last variable, neither
the age at marriage, sterilization nor induced abortion is assumed at all. When
we consider all the factors, a more realistic picture may emerge, but that is the
topic of the next section.

Time perspectives of fertility change 

The purpose of this section is to examine through simulations the time
perspectives of future fertility reduction in Pakistan if a certain set of
population policy measures are chosen and if the timetable for their implementation
is not limited to one scenario. First, a brief review will be made of the general
direction of current population policies in Pakistan.

The family planning programme in Pakistan began with the formation of the
Family Planning Association of Pakistan in 1953. This voluntary programme received
increasing governmental support and, in the fourth five--year plan, of 1970-1975,
with rapidly increasing budgetary allocations, it became the Population Planning
Programme. Currently, overpopulation appears to be regarded as a factor adversely
affecting developmental activities in the economic and social fields and the
Programme has been receiving top priority among the development programmes of the
country. For the fifth five-year plan, of 1975-1980, population policies are
incorporated into socio-economic development programmes, such as rural development
programmes, health programmes and school education at primary and secondary levels,
supplemented by more comprehensive surveys and reporting systems, and backed up
by research on the promotion of a small-family norm and delayed marriage and by
wider consideration of the relationship between population change and development.
All these programmes are directed to a common goal of reducing the nation's currently
high birth-rate, which is now considered hazardous for the socio-economic development
of the country, although there appears to be no numerically defined fertility goal
as such.

As admitted by the Government, the population policies programmed in the past
were not very successful and did not accomplish the intended fertility change.
In spite of the apparent intensity attached to the current programmes, real
achievement is yet to be seen. However, due to the active population programmes
along with the programmes for socio-economic development, it would be proper to
expect that some of the key input variables of fertility determination in our model
would be affected, at least modestly. In our first scenario for the simulation,
therefore, we assume a moderate increase in the contraceptive practice rate in
the future. Other input variables, such as age at marriage, desired family size
or sterilization, will be kept unchanged in the first variant of the dynamic
simulation because those factors are still at the preliminary stage of study,
according to the Government report.
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Table 9. Simulated variations in fertility rates in Pakistan

(Static mode)

Assumptions
Total

Practice Practice Level of Desired Mean age ferti- Crude
rate for rate for use-effec- family at lity birth-
stopping spacing tiveness size marriage rat. rateVariable

Current 
levels in 
Pakistan a/	 12	 2	 low	 4.2	 16.6	 7.1	 47

Variables	 New contraceptive practice rate

50 20 low 4.2 16.6
70 60 low 4.2 16.6

3. 95 80 low 4.2 16.6

Improved use-effectiveness added

50
7o
95

20
6o
8o

medium
medium

high

4.2
4.2
4.2

16.6
16.6
16.6

Reduced desired number of children added

50 20 medium 3.5 16.6
70 6o medium 2.5 16.6
95 8o high 2.0 16.6

Increased mean age at marriage added

50 20 medium 3.5 20.0
70 60 medium 2.5 20.0

12. 95 8o high 2.0 20.0

	

6.0	 40

	

5.1	 35

	

4.8	 33

	

55.0
.4	 37

	

.0	 34

	

4.4	 31

	

4.9	 35

	

3.8	 28

	

2.5	 19

	

4.9	 33

	

3.8	 26

	

2.5	 19

a/ See table 7.
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More specifically, our first assumptions are as follows: given the 20 years
of family-planning history in Pakistan, with increasing intensity in recent years,
it is assumed that the current contraceptive practice rate of 21 per cent among
those who do not want any more children will increase by roughly 10 per cent in a
10--year period, and reach over 40 per cent by the end of this century. On the
other hand, the contraceptive practice rate for spacing purposes, which is
estimated at 3.5 per cent in 1975, may increase more slowly in the future. Its
increment over the first 10-year period is assumed to be around 8 percentage points.
The assumptions and the result of the simulation for this scenario are given in
tables 10 and 11.

In view of the acute problems arising from the rapid population increase in
Pakistan, it is possible and, in a sense, likely that the Government may decide
upon more accelerated population programmes in the future. Therefore, the second
scenario for the simulation would be that of an accelerated population programme.
In this scenario it is assumed that the contraceptive practice rate for stopping
purposes will increase much more rapidly after 1980, reaching 60 per cent by the
end of the century. Contraceptive practice rates for spacing will also increase
more rapidly in this scenario and reach 40 per cent in 1995-2000. Although in
this version of assumptions major emphasis is placed on the promotion of family
planning programmes, a gradual reduction in desired family size is also assumed.
In this variant the assumed change is from the currently desired number of 4.2 to
3.4 by the end of the century. The third scenario, on the other hand, assumes more
rapid progress in family planning and a moderate change in social norms. Here, it
is assumed that the contraceptive practice rate for stopping will reach 95 per cent
and the desired number of children will go down to 2.5 by the end of the century.

The fourth and final variant of the dynamic simulation in this section has
been made on the assumption that family planning will be much more accelerated
and the change in norms regarding desired family size and other social issues will
be more rapid. Specifically the practice rate for stopping purposes will reach
95 per cent and the desired number of children will become 2.0 by the end of this
century. All the assumptions used in the four variants of the dynamic simulations
are presented in table 10.

The four variants of the dynamic simulation, which presumably correspond to
the four scenarios for the future development of population policies, show clear
differences in the future course of fertility change. The current total fertility
rate of 7.1 would decrease to 5.5, 4.1, 2.7, or 2.1 by the end of this century,
and the current crude birth--rate of 47 per 1,000 would decrease to 38, 28, 19 or
14, during the same period of time, according to which variant is used.
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Table 10. Assumptions used in the four variants of the simulations of fertility
for Pakistan (Dynamic mode)

Base	
Assumptions used for selected cohorts or periods

period
Variant 1	 Variant 2	 Variant 3	 Variant 4

(1970-1975) 1985-1990	 1995-2000	 1985-1990 1995-2000	 1985-1990 1995-2000 1985-1995 1995-2000

A. Input variables specific

16.6

4.2

16.6

4.2

	

16.6	 18.0

	

4.2	 3.8

	

20.0	 19.0

	

3.4	 3.0

22.0

2.5

20.0

2.5

24.0

2.0

to each cohort

Mean age at marriage

Desired number of children

B. Input variables specific
to each period

Expectation of life
at birth 49.8 57.3 61.9	 57.3 61.9	 57.3 61.9 57.3 61.9

Practice rate for stopping 21 35 45	 45 65	 55 85 65 95

or1 .so
Practice rate for spacing 14 15 20	 20 30	 25 40 30 50

Level of use-effectiveness low low low	 low medium	 medium high high high

7.	 Sterilization rate 0 0 1	 1 2	 2 4 3 4

8.	 Abortion rate for stopping 0 0 0	 0 2	 2 5 4 10

9.	 Abortion rate for spacing 0 0 0	 0 1	 1 3 2 6

Summary of assumptions

Input variables
in group A

Input variables
in group B

Variant 1 No change Slow change
Variant 2 Slow change Moderate change

Variant 3 Moderate change Rapid change
Variant 4 Rapid change Very rapid change



Table 11. Simulated fertility trends produced by four
variants of the simulations for Pakistan

Period
Variant

1
Variant

2
Variant

3
Variant

4

Total fertility rate

1970-1975 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1

1975-1980 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7

1980-1985 6.4 6.2 6.o 5.7

1985-1990 6.2 5.7 5.2 4.4

1990-1995 6.0 5.1 4.3 3.3

1995-2000 5.7 4.4	 . 3.4 2.6

20002005 5.5 4.1 2.7 2.1

Crude birth rate

1970-1975 47 147 )47 47

1975-1980 45 44 44 44

1980-1985 43 41 )40 38

1985-1990 42 38 35 30

1990-1995 40 34 29 23

1995-200o 39 3o 23 18

2000-2005 38 28 19 14



Incidentally, the crude birth rates given in table 11 are standardized for the
sex and age composition of the population, using the 1970 population composition
of Pakistan as the standard. In other words, the relative reduction in the
fertility rate in the coming 25 years would be 15 per cent by the first variant;
roughly 35 per cent by the second, in which somewhat accelerated family planning
and a slow change in social norms are assumed; and over 50 per cent by the third
variant, in which more accelerated family planning and moderate change in social
norms are assumed. With the fourth variant, in which extreme progress in family
planning and rapid change in social norms are assumed, the expected fertility
reduction would be as much as 65 per cent. These differences are not insignificant.

Dynamic simulations with a given goal 

How can dynamic simulations help officials to select a set of policy targets
when a certain goal for fertility reduction in a specific time period is given?
Such an exercise may be worked out only when intimate knowledge of the country is
given to the model users. Obviously since it is not possible to develop hypotheses
concerning potential capacity, one can only assume certain conditions. A
hypothetical question before us may be stated as follows. If the most plausible
course of fertility change in the near future is believed to be variant 2 in the
dynamic simulations and if the Government wishes to achieve faster fertility
reduction, comparable to variant 3 but with different policy measures, then what
are the possible substitutes?

Instead of trying to increase the contraceptive practice rate or to increase
the mean age at marriage, three different policy measures are selected, namely,
enforcement of a legal minimum age at marriage, significant improvement in the
use-effectiveness of the contraceptive methods used, and the adoption of induced
abortions and sterilizations on a voluntary basis as a policy tool. As is shown in
table 12, the dynamic simulations done with such assumptions failed to achieve the
desired fertility reduction. It was only when these three policy measures,
together with reduction in the desired family size to a level assumed in variant 3,
are invoked simultaneously that the results are satisfactory. In other words, a set
of four policy measures is one of the substitutes for those assumed in variant 3.
Therefore, policy makers now have an option to choose one out of two alternative
policy packages. The problem is then to evaluate which policy package is more
practical, more plausible, more economical and politically feasible. The final
choice of policy implementation will be made after considering these factors. Of
course, there could be many other policy packages to achieve the same magnitude of
fertility reduction.



Table 12. Simulated fertility trends with an alternative set of assumptions
about minimum age at marriage, improved use-effectiveness of
contraceptive methods, induced abortion and sterilization
for Pakistan

Variant 1.	 Variant 2.	 Variant 3.	 Variant 4.
Period
	

Minimum age	 Improved use-	 Abortion and	 Combination of
at marriage	 effectiveness	 sterilization	 1, 2 and 3

Total fertility rate

1970-1975 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1

1975-1980 6.2 6.8 6.7 6.2

1900-1985 6.o 5.9 6.0 5.5

1985-1990 5.7 5.1 5.4 4.9

1990-1995 5.0 4.3 4.5 4.3

1c.)95 . 2000 3.9 3.4 3.4 3.4

2000-2005 3.3 3.0 3.0 2.9

Crude birth rate

1970-1975 47 47 47 47

1975-1980 39 45 45 39

1980-1985 38 40 41 36

1905-1990 37 35 37 33

1990-1995 33 30 32 29

1995-2000 27 25 29 24

20002005 23 21 27 20

Assumptions	 Minimum age	 Level of use-	 Induced	 Sterilization 

used	 at marriage	 effectiveness abortion rate 	 rate 

1970-1975 low 0 0

1985-1990 19.0 high 20 10

1995-2000 19.0 high 60 20
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Population projections according to alternative population policies 

The present study originated during the preparation of the United Nations
population projections as assessed in 1973 17/ when needs were felt to incorporate
population policy factors into projections. In this section, we will examine the
ways of making population projections by using the results of fertility
simulations. Comparisons Till be made between the previous projections prepared
by the United Nations and various variants of the projected population trends.

In the United Nations projections of 1973 assumptions about the future were
made separately for fertility, mortality and migration. In the following new
projections for Pakistan, assumptions about mortality and migration will remain
those of the United Nations, in order to make comparisons easier. In place of the
fertility assumptions, use will be made of the results of the four variants of
dynamic simulations on age-specific fertility rates which were described in the
Preceding section. Three variants of fertility assumptions, namely, the moderate
family planning variant, the accelerated family planning variant, and the family
planning variant combined with the small-family norm and delayed marriage variants,
seem to be comparable to the high medium and low variants of the United rations
1973 projections. The fourth may be labeled "extra_ . low'' in comparison. However,
possible projection assumptions have not necessarily been confined to these four
family planning variants. In fact, four variants of simulations were made from
more or less arbitrary assumptions regarding the input variables. Questions may
arise, then, about the criteria by which projection assumptions in general may be
formulated.

There exist countries without population policies. The lack of policies and
programmes does not necessarily mean a total lack of change in the input variables.
Socio-economic development and cultural change would inevitably bring about a
gradual change in the input variables as the result of spontaneous responses from
the population. What kinds of input variables will be affected under these
circumstances, and how fast will they be affected? These questions have to be
answered carefully by observing specific situations in individual countries. On
the other hand, if government policy exists, as in Pakistan, a note should be
made of the specific emphasis on the particular type of policy and the likely
intensity of its implementation. Induced abortion, for example, can be accepted
without much difficulty in some countries, but this may not be so in other
countries. Generally s peaking, however, if there are no definite ways in which
future population policies are to be carried out, it may be possible, for example,
to envisage three alternative cases: first with family planning programmes only;
second with development programmes only; third with a combination of family
planning and development programmes.

In Pakistan, simulated fertility trends seem to give wider variation in the
future fertility assumptions than do the United Nations three variants. For
example, the total fertility rate expected to be achieved by the end of this
century ranges between 2.6 and 5.7 according to the simulations, whereas the range
is between 4.1 and 4.9 according to the United Nations projections as assessed in
1973 (table 13). This would probably mean that the possible range of future

17/ World Population Prospects ... 1973;  ...
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fertility change is much wider than it is usually considered to be. This
conjecture may be agreed upon if one sees that the above simulations have been made
by assuming changes in the limited number of input variables and the results could
vary even more widely if all the possible values of the input variables are tried
out. Moreover, there also seems to be a notable variety in the alternative paths
to the final level of fertility within the observed period. For example,
variant 2 of the simulated fertility has about the same total fertility rate for
1995-2000 as the medium variant of the United Nations projections, but the decline
in fertility is apparently much faster in the simulations than in the United
Nations projections.

Table 13. Comparison of total fertility rates by new simulations
and previous United Nations projections, Pakistan,
1970-2000

Period
New assumptions United Nations projections

Variant
1

Variant
2

Variant
3

Variant
4

High Medium Low

1970-1975 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.1 7.2 7.2 7.1

1975-1980 6.7 6.7 6.7 6.7 7.2 7.0 6.7

1980-1985 6.4 6.2 6.4 6.4 6.8 6.6 6.2

1985-1990 6,2 5.7 5.2 6.2 6.3 6.0 5.5

1990-1995 6.0 5.1 4.3 3.3 5.7 5.2 4.9

1995-2000 5.7 4.4 3.4 2.6 4.9 4.5 4.1

The same kind of variation can be observed in the crude birth rate which is
subject to change in the age and sex conposition of the actual population and
differs from the standardized rates presented above. As may be noted in table 14,
new projections indicate a wider range in which crude birth rates can change with
time. The current crude birth rate in Pakistan, which appears to be about
46 per 1,000, may be reduced according to the present scheme of projections to
41, 34, 28 or 23 by variant 1, 2, 3 or 4, respectively; whereas the United Nations
projections show 35, 33, and 31, according to the high, medium, and low variants,
respectively.

Pakistan's population of 60 million in 1970 will grow to 159 million or
128 million by the end of this century, according to variants 1 and 4 based on the
simulations (table 15). The possible range of variation in 2000 will therefore
be 31 million. The annual growth rate of the population will stay at 3 per cent
(or increase), according to the variant 1; decrease slightly from 3 to
2.7 per cent, according to variant 2 decrease more rapidly to 1.9 per cent,
according to variant 3; or drop to 1.6, according to the variant 4.



Table 14.	 Comparison of crude birth rates, by new simulations and
previous United Nations projections, Pakistan, 1970-2000

Period
New simulations United Nations projections

Variant
1

Variant
2

Variant
3

Variant
4

High Pedium Low

1970-1975 46.1 46.1 46.1 46.1 47.6 47.4 46.8
1975-1980 45.6 45.4 45.3 45.2 48.1 46.0 45.2

1980-1985 44.8 43.1 42.1 40.1 45.8 44.4 42.4

1985-1990 44.1 41.2 38.3 32.9 42.3 40.8 30.6

1990-1995 42.9 37.6 33.2 27.3 38.5 36.5 34.9

1995-2000 41.11 34.1 28.1 23.3 34.5 32.5 30.6

Table 15. Comparison of total population trends, by new simulations and
previous United Nations projections, Pakistan, 1970-2000

(Millions)

Year

New simulations United Nations projections

Variant
1

Variant
2

Variant
3

Variant High 1Jedium Low

1970 6o 6o Go 6o Go 6o Co
1975 7o 7o 7o 7o 71 71 70
1980 82 82 81 82 84 83 82
1985 96 96 94 94 100 97 95
1990 114 113 108 107 117 113 108

1995 135 130 121 118 136 130 123
2000 159 149 133 128 157 147 137

Period Annual rate of increase (percentage)

1970-1975 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.1 3.0

1975-1980 3.1 3.2 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.2 3.0

1980-1935 3.2 3.2 2.9 2.9 3.4 3.2 2.9

1985-1990 3.3 3.1 2.7 2.4 3.3 3.0 2.7

199° . 1995 3.3 3.0 2.3 1.9 3.0 2.7 2.5

1995-200o 3.3 2.7 1.9 1.6 2.8 2.5 2.2



Conclusion 

The possibility of applying a computer-microsimulation model to the evaluation
• of population policy measures and concomitantly to population projections has been
explored above. With respect to the substantive findings, one of the most
important conclusions may be found in the simulation results, which clearly
indicate the limited impact of family planning programmes alone in efforts to
reduce fertility levels. If a family planning programme is considered to be the
promotion of contraception, sterilization and/or induced abortion on a voluntary
basis, it may not be able to bring a fertility level down sufficiently in a country
like Pakistan, where most people prefer a large family. As was shown in table 9,
an improvement in the contrace ptive practice rate from the current level of
21 per cent up to 95 per cent among those who are eligible to use contraception
could reduce the current total fertility rate in Pakistan of 7.1 to 4.8 and the
crude birth rate of 47 to 33. This reduction, of about 30 per cent, may still be
too low to moderate the unfavourable effects of rapid population increase on the
social and economic development of the country.

The results of our simulation show that, if people in a society with high
fertility goals use contraceptive methods only when they are motivated to do so,
the country's family planning programme must be combined with some measures aimed
at reducing desired family size. They have also shown that encouraging couples
to keep a certain interval between births must be another important target of
policy measures. In addition to these behavioural factors women's age at
marriage appears to be a crucial social factor, and raising it, as a policy
measure, is quite effective in achieving fertility reduction.

As was discussed above, reductions in child mortality and in adult sterility,
which may occur with the improvement of health conditions in a country, have
opposite effects of some importance on fertility change. And breast-feeding seems
to make a substantial contribution as a factor affecting fertility. All these
points, in addition to the ones mentioned in the previous paragraphs, suggest that
an effective population policy must consist of a well-balanced package of all
relevant measures. The choice of such measures should be based Partly on a
consideration of their feasibility and partly on their relative effectiveness.
In a variety of situations, a simulation model like the present one could be
useful for the task of designing the most effective policy package for influencing
fertility prospects.

Regarding the technical aspects of the present study, it may be said that a
microsimulation model with bio- .deuographic components such as the present one can
be useful for simulating fertility rates under a variety of conditions, especially
when data are limited. The use of the model for developing nations has been made
possible by the selection of rather simple input variables and their conversion
into probability distributions through the build-in programmes. Because of this
process of conversion, the model appears to be ca pable of reproducing fine
characteristics of fertility rates of various kinds in spite of simple input
variables. Even when all the input variables can not be estimated from reliable
date, substituting alternative estimates for the missing ones might result in
figures on the levels and patterns of fertility acceptable to the given situation.

Furthermore, the dynamic microsimulation model developed in this study
can simulate a time series of fertility change under changing conditions. This
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dynamic feature makes it possible to simulate not only past fertility trends but
also future trends, by making assumptions as to the future input variables expected
as a result of the implementation of population policies or socio-economic
development in general. It is this characteristic of the model which is useful
for evaluating the impact of policy on fertility as well as fertility projections.
If we can estimate the future trends of the input variables with and without
certain policies, then the differences in the simulated fertility rates demonstrate
the expected policy effects. It has been shown in this study that such simulations
are useful in two ways: first, in makinr, an appraisal of current population
programmes and secondly, in formulating more effective and more appropriate
policy packages.

If the simulated future fertility trends are used for population projections,
it would be useful to give more substantial meaning to the assumptions under which
projections are made. In place of the traditional high, medium and low variants,
we could have, for example, no policy variant, policy A variant, policy B variant
etc. Although simulation may not generally improve the predictability of future
population change very much, it should be useful at least for planning for
development into the future.

It may generally be agreed that the simulation model can add a new approach
to the study of fertility and population policies. But application of the model
to a few populations seems to suggest the need for further refinement in three
areas. The first is closer evaluation of snecific policy programmes in the
selected countries. The study for Pakistan was done by assuming probable
combinations of the input variables as the result of alternative policies. But
evaluation may need to be done more systematically concerning every possible policy
measure, such as sterilization, more effective contraceptive methods, breast-
feeding practice, birth intervals and so on. After these individual evaluations,
it would become possible to delineate the most effective combination of policy
measures under the given conditions. This line of research can ultimately be
expanded to facilitate policy goal-setting such as a reduction of the fertility
rate to the replacement level within a certain period of time and so on. The model
could provide a number of ways to reach such a target.

The second area is the study of the trends and differentials of certain input
variables in the context of development. The desired number of children, for
example, would be primarily a function of social and economic development. How it
will change in the presence or absence of population policies is the topic of
research needed to improve the preparation of the input variables for the
simulation. And this line of study will enable us to link the present scheme of
fertility microsimulat j on with a macro model containing socio-economic and
demographic variables.

Finally, the third area: the application of the simulation results to
population projections requires more preparatory work. Obviously, it is not
feasible to obtain detailed information about population policy implementation for
a large number of countries. Probably what is needed for applying the simulation
model is to simplify alternative policy scenarios so that several typical future
courses of fertility can be prepared for projections.



Annex I 

TECHNICAL EXPLANATION OF THE MODEL

The model developed for this study is a fertility microsimulation model with
bio-demographic components. The major features of the model were the subject of
one section of the present study. Details of the model structure are explained
below.

Age at marriage 

The age at marriage for individual women, excluding those who never marry,
will be decided on the basis of the input variable labelled "singulate mean age at
marriage- (SHAN) with the aid of the model nuptiality tables which were prepared
specifically for this study. The model nuptiality tables consist of 23 sets of
nuptiality schedules, each of which shows a schedule of cumulative relative
distribution of ever-married women by age. Each of the 23 schedules correponds to
a singulate mean age at marriage, extending from 16.0 to 27.0 years of age, with
half-year intervals (see table A-1). When the input variable dictates a singulate
mean age at marriage applicable to a cohort of women, a nuptiality schedule which
corresponds to the SIAM will be selected. An interpolation from two adjacent model
nuptiality schedules will be made if the given input variable falls in between the
two levels in the model schedules. After a nuptiality schedule is established for
the cohort or women, the age at marriage for individual women will be decided by
the Monte Carlo method.

The model nuptiality table was prepared in the following way. First, we
collected from nearly 100 countries data about the proportions of ever-married
women by five-year age groups. After eliminating apparently erroneous data, we
computed the singulate mean age at first marriage and the proportion of women
never-married at age 50 for each set of data. Each set of data was then
standardized so that the proportion never-married at age 50 became zero. The
standardized data were then grouped by the level of SMA T 1, from which the average
age-specific proportions of ever-married women was computed for every level. Then
the proportions by single year of age were computed from the grouped estimates
through an interpolation by Sprague formulae. The final results were obtained after
minor adjustments at the lower and upper ends of the estimate. A further
interpolation of the model schedule into months of age will be done by the computer
using a conventional linear interpolation method. Nuptiality tables will be made
of model nuptiality schedules which correspond to the singulate mean age of
marriage for the population. Then, the model nuptiality schedule which is the
cumulative distribution of women by age at marriage will be used to determine the
age at marriage for individual women, by the aid of a random number.

This method has two advantages for our study over the more conventional
methods of using a nuptiality life-table function providing marriage
probabilities by age. One limitation of the conventional method is that there is
seldom a nuptiality life table readily available for use by developing countries,
and constructing it each time would be too tedious and laborious. Secondly, if we
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Table A-1. Selected model schedules of the proportion of ever-married
women, by single years of age, for various levels of
singulate mean age at marriage a/

Age	 18.0	 18.5

15 0.29550 0.20810
16 0.42380 0.34870
17 0.53810 0.47410
18 0.63830 0.58450
19 0.72430 0.67960
20 0.79640 0.75980
21 0.85480 0.82520
22 0.90020 0.87660
23 0.93350 0.91510
24 0.95650 0.94220
25 0.97100 0.96000
26 0.97900 0.97060
27 0.98310 0.97670
28 0.98530 0.98040
29 0.98710 0.98330
30 0.98940 0.98660
31 0.9920o 0.98990
32 0.99370 0.99220
33 0.99480 0.99370
34 0.99570 0.99490
35 0.99640 0.99600
36 0.99710 0.99700
37 0.99750 0.99760
38 0.99790 0.9930o
39 0.99820 0.99840
4o 0.99850 0.99870
41 0.99880 0.99890
42 0.99910 0.99920
43 0.99940 0.99940
44 0.99960 0.99960
45 0.99980 0.99980
46 1.00000 0.99990
47 1.00000 1.0000o
48 1.00000 1.00000
49 1.00000 1.00000

a/ The model schedules are prepared for every
0.5 year of the mean age at marriage starting from
age 16 and ending at 27. The figures shown here are
only examples for the mean ages at marriage at 18.0
and 18.5 years.



use the conventional method, it requires us to generate a large number of random
numbers (R) to compare with monthly probabilities of marriage (p), month after
month until	 is found. And this is more expensive in terms of computer time
because it is necessary to repeat the procedure for a maximum of 420 times to
cover a woman's reproductive life s pan from 15 to 50 years of age. The advantage
of the proposed method is that only a single random number is required in order to
select a woman's age at marriage - a considerable saving of computer time.

The model nuptiality schedules outlined above are what may be called
two-parameter models and are less flexible than the three-parameter model such as
the one proposed by Ansley Coale. a/ In spite of its theoretical superiority, the
Coale model seems to pose two practical problems. First, the quality of nuptiality
data obtained from less developed countries often fails to match the level of
precision the Coale model requires. Secondly, the nature of the three parameters
used in the Coale model may not be very practical for the purpose of the present
study, where the parameters are to be used as policy measures. For example, it
would make sense for a policy planner to say that the mean age at marriage has to
be increased from 16 to 18 years of age, but what if one says that the time
parameter k must be decreased from 15 to 15.5 years of age? Theoretically
speaking, there is no ambiguity in the latter statement, of course, but it may be
difficult to translate into policies.

Extent of marriage disruption 

A marriage may be dissolved by divorce, separation or the death of one
partner. In the present model, these causes are treated in a simplistic way,
because accurate data are difficult to obtain, especially from less developed
countries, and the choice of a method on this matter does not seem to affect the
results of the simulation very much. When the pattern of change in the percentage
of women in each age group whose marriages were dissolved and who had not
remarried was analysed, it was found in many countries that the percentage often
began to increase very rapidly after age 35. On the basis of this finding, it is
assumed in the present model that the percentage of those in post-marital states
increases linearly from 15 to 35 years and from 35 to 50 years of ages separately.
The post-marital percentages for those pivotal ages will easily be estimated from
censuses and be given by the input variables D20, D35 and D50. The computer then
will automatically compute the schedule of percentages of those whose marriages
were dissolved, by single months of age for the cohort. The age of marriage
dissolution for individual women will then be decided by the Monte Carlo method.

In our simulation model a remarriage is implicitly allowed for, since marital
disruption estimates refer to those who are currently unmarried, i.e., had not
remarried. In this sense we are modelling "net'' disruptions rather than gross
ones.

a/ Ansley J. Coale, ''Age pattern of marriage'	 Population_ __________ Studies, vol. 25,______,
No. 2 (July 1971), pp . 193-214.	

__
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Never-married women

When the model nuptiality table is used to decide the individual age at
marriage, an allowance should be made for women who will never marry before age
50. This allowance is made in the present model by the use of an input variable
labelled -proportion of women never-married at age 50' (NEVM). If, for example,
5 per cent of women do not marry, the nuptiality schedule will be deflated by
that much. A woman will be treated as never-married, in this instance, if a
random number to decide the age at marriage happens to be between 0.95 and 1.00.

Permanent sterility 

In our model, all women, except for those who never become fecund, are
assumed to be fecund at age 15, although in reality some women may not be so until
after age 15. This assumption was chosen for the sake of simplicity, and any
possible deviation from reality is partly compensated for by the assumed
fecundability functions which give very low probability of conception in the years
immediately following age 15.

Beyond the age of 25 or 30 years, some women begin to lose fecundity and
become permanently sterile. Their number will be reflected in the proportions of
permanently sterile women by age. The same proportion increases gradually up to
about the age of 30-35, then increases rapidly to reach 100 per cent at around
50 years of age. Several studies show, however, that the proportion of sterile
couples, by age of women, differs considerably from one population to another.
For example, Louis Henry compared a low sterility level among European populations
with a higher one among the rural population in pre-War Japan. b/
Christopher Tietze reported on the low sterility level among the Hutterites, c/
which may be compared with the moderately higher levels among Australian couples
as reported by John C. Caldwell et. al, d/ Considering these sterility
differences between populations, three model schedules, by age of women, have been
assembled for use in this study they represent high, medium and low sterility
levels (see table A-2).

One of the input variables, ` 'level of sterility" (PSTE), will be used to
select from the three model schedules a level of sterility which appears to be
most suitable to the population under investigation. Once a model sterility
schedule is chosen for the cohort of women in question, the computer program,
using the Monte Carlo method, will assign each woman an age at which she becomes
permanently sterile.

b/ Louis Henry, "Some data on natural fertility", Eugenics Quarterly,
vol. 8, No. 2 (1961), pp. 81-89.

c/ Christopher Tietze, "Reproductive span and rate of reproduction among
Hutterite women'', Fertility and Sterility, vol. 8 (1957), pp. 8997.

d/ John C. Caldwell and others, "Australia: Knowledge, attitudes and practice
of family planning in Melbourne, 1971 - , Studies in Family  Planning, vol. IL No. 3
(March 1973), pp. 49-59.



Table A-2. Model schedules of the proportions of women who are
permanently sterile, by age, for high, medium and
low levels of sterility

Age of wife Low a/ Medium a/ High a/

15 .0250 .0500 .0500
16 .0252 .0518 .0509
17 .0258 .0537 .0518
18 .0268 .0557 .0534
19 .0282 .0578 .0559

20 .0300 .0600 .0600
21 .0342 .0623 .0653
22 .0397 .0649 .0714
23 .0461 .0679 .0790
24 .0530 .0726 .0883

25 .0600 .0800 .100o
26 .0670 .0905 .1140
27 .0743 .1034 .1300
28 .0821 .1182 .148o
29 .0906 .1339 .1680

30 .1000 .1500 .1900
31 .1093 .1661 .2138
32 .1182 .1831 .2395
33 .1286 .2002 .2673
34 .1419 .2200 .2974

35 .1600 .2400 .3300
36 .1788 .2600 .3634
37 .1972 .2800 .3975
38 .2212 .3040 .4349
39 .2568 .3350 .4782

40 .3100 .3700 .5300
41 .3908 .4573 .5974
42 .4954 .5738 .6787
43 .6155 .6998 .7633
44 .7151 .8151 .8600

45 .8000 .9000 .950o
46 .8733 .9500 .985o
47 .9255 .9750 .995o
48 .9620 .990o .9990
49 .985o .998o .9995

50 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

(Sources, notes and foot-note on following page)



(Sources, notes and foot-note to table A-2)

Sources: for rural Japan: Louis Henry, ''Some data on natural fertility'',
Eugenics Quarterly, vol. 8, No. 2 (1961), pp. 81-91; for Australia:
John A. Caldwell and others, ''Australia: knowledge, attitudes, and practice of
family planning in Melbourne, 1971", Studies in Family Planning, vol. 4, No. 3
(Blarch 1974), pp. 49-59; for Europe: Henry, loc. cit.

Notes: The percentage of sterile women at age 45 is estimated on the basis
of the data for Hutterite women of the same age by Tietze. See Christopher Tietze,
"Reproductive span and rate of reproduction among Hutterite women'', Fertility and
Sterility, vol. 8 (1957), pp. 89-97.

Interpolations were made by the Karup-King formula, with moderate adjustments
near the both extreme ages.

a/ The high, medium and low models correspond to the sterility estimates for
Japan (rural), Australia and Europe, respectively.
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Reproductive life span

The reproductive life span of a woman, i.e., when a conception could occur,
is delimited not only by the beginning and end of marriage but also by the period
during which both husband and wife maintain their physiological capacity to
reproduce. Thus the reproductive life span is defined in the present model as to
begin with marriage and to end with marriage dissolution or loss of fecundity,
whichever comes first. The reproductive life span would be zero if no marriage
takes place or if permanent sterility comes before a marriage takes place.

Although fecundity or infecundity is related to both husband and wife, in the
model it is expressed as a woman's attribute. For example, when the husband
becomes infecund, the wife is treated as becoming infecund. Therefore, the model
schedule of sterility is given only according to the age of wife. Temporary
sterility due to conception and a post-partum amenorrhea is not considered as the
termination of the fecund status that is, only sterility that accounts for the
delimitation of the reproductive life span is considered permanent.

The reproductive life s pan of each woman in the simulation can be decided as
follows: if A, B and C represent age at the time of marriage, marriage
dissolution and permanent sterility, respectively,

If A > B )
) no reproductive life.

If A > C )

If A < B < C, reproductive life span: A to B.
If A
If A < C < B, reproductive life span: A to C.

Fecundability 

Women are susceptible to conception throughout their reproductive life span,
as defined above, except for periods of temporary sterility caused by a pregnancy
or a postpartum infecundity. The time that elapses between the resumption of
susceptibility and a new pregnancy - that is, the period of conception delay -
usually varies for each conception and each woman. Yet it appears to operate
under a rule of some probability. In the present model, as in many other,
similar models, it is assumed that conception occurs according to a monthly
probability of conception. If a population is not attempting to limit child-
bearing by any form, this probability may be called fecundability.

In spite of the recent advancement of research in this area, a fecundability
still remains one of the least known elements in human reproduction. The
difficulty of measuring fecundability is brought about by several factors.
First, there are only a few populations which are free of contraceptive practice
and in which fecundability can be studied statistically. Then, it is difficult to
count all conceptions accurately at the time when they occur because they are
noticed only after some lapse of time and may be overlooked entirely, as in cases
of intrauterine mortality. It is also difficult to determine the exact timing
of the resumption of susceptibility due to obscurity about the end of the
preceding postpartum sterility or possible premarital sexual relations, in the case
of the first conception.
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The available studies show that effective fecundability - that is,
fecundability which leads to a live birth - ranges between 0.15 and 0.25. e/ When
the present model was applied to the Hutterite population, however, it was found
that fecundability of 0.28 (roughly equivalent to an effective fecundability of
0.23) during the primary ages seemed to produce the best results in terms of age-
specific fertility rates, parity, distribution of ever-married women, and birth
intervals. As will be discussed below, a variation in fecundability could be
compensated for by a variation in intrauterine mortality, to yield very similar
results. But given the estimate of the intrauterine mortality rate (explained in
the following section), a fecundability of 0.28 can be accepted as valid.
Moreover, since the Hutterites are one of the few non-contraceptive populations
for which reasonably accurate demographic data are available, it is assumed that
the fecundability estimate of 0.28 is applicable to other populations as well.

Regarding the variation of fecundability with age, it is generally agreed that
it increases rapidly in an age bracket from 15 to the early 20s, reaches its
maximum somewhere around age 25, stays at that high level for several years, then
starts declining until permanent sterility is finally attained. It is not known
yet if this probable decline of fecundability is the effect of aging or
increasing parity. In view of the inconclusive state of knowledge, it is simply
assumed in this study that fecundability is a function of a woman's age, rising
linearly from 0.01 at age 15 to 0.28 at age 24, remaining at that level until
age 27, then gradually declining to 0.10 by age 49. If f stands for fecundability
and x for age in months starting from 15 years, the relations between the two are
treated in the simulation programmes as follows:

If	 1 <x <	 31, then f = 0,01

If	 31 < x < 109, then f = (10 -:-	 3.205*	 (x -	 ::,0))/1000

If 109 < x < 145, then f = 0.28

If 145 < x < 420, then f = (280 - 0.6522* (x	 144))/1000

Intrauterine mortality rate 

Intrauterine mortality rates are very difficult to estimate correctly.
Leridon, who reviewed several relevant studies, concluded that an over-all
intrauterine mortality rate could be as high as 20-25 per cent of total
conceptions. f/ Based on French and Bierman's study, he also gave his estimates
of intrauterine mortality rates by age of the woman. However, when his estimates
were used in our model, the age differentials were too large to produce
satisfactory simulation results for the Hutterites. To avoid this difficulty, a
new set of intrauterine mortality rates by age of the woman was prepared, based
on the original French and Bierman's estimates by age but keeping Leridon's
estimate for the over-all rate unchanged (see table A-3). In the simulation new
estimates were further interpolated by the Karup-King formula into the single
year of age, and stored in the computer memory (see table A-4).

e/ Henry Leridon, "Biostatistics of human reproduction" in Measuring the 
Effects of Family Planning Programmes on Fertility, Chandrasekaran and Hermalin,
eds. (Brussels, Dolhain, 1975).

f/ Ibid.
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Table A-3. Three estimates of intrauterine mortality, by age of women

Age group

French and
Bierman
estimate a/

Leridon
estimate a/

New
estimate

15-19 118 186 235

20-24 122 193 239

25-29 135 214 250

30-34 160 253 272

35-39 200 316 306

4o-44 )
45-49	 ) 270 426 367

Average 150 237 237

a/ Estimates taken from Henry Leridon, "Biostatistics of human
reproduction' : in Measuring the Effects of Family  Planning Programmes on Fertility,
Chandrasekaran and Hermalin, eds. (Brussels, Dolphin, 1975), pp . 93-131,



Table A-4. Intrauterine mortality rates, by age of woman

Age of woman Rate

15 0.18800
16 0.18500
17 o.18400
18 0.18500
19 0.18600
20 0.18700
21 0.18900
22 0.19100
23 0.19400
24 0.19800
25 0.20200
26 0.20700
27 0.21200
28 0.21800
29 0.22400
30 0.23100
31 0.23900
32 0.24800
33 0.25800
34 0.26900
35 0.28100
36 0.29500
37 0.31200
38 0.33200
39 0.35300
40 0.37500
41 0.39700
42 0.42100
43 0.44600
44 0.4710o
45 0.49600
46 0.52200
47 0.54800
46 0.57500
49 0.6040o
5o 0.63500



Desired family size

[Then contraception is practised, the actual probability of conception will
be reduced to a fraction of the original fecundability. In our model,
contraception will be introduced only when there is some motivation for it: a
limitation of family size or a spacing of births. 	 In the present model the
contraceptive motivation to limit family size is introduced when the expected
number of surviving children reaches or exceeds the desired number. Therefore,
the desired number of children for individual couples has a critical role in our
simulation. Incidentally, there are several measures of "wantee family size,
such as "ideal family size", "desired family size", "expected family size", etc.
The "ideal" family size - presumably the number of children the couple would like
to have - may not be based on a very realistic assumption of economic and social
restraints; the 'expected	 number of children may deviate from the 'desired"
number when the probable contraceptive failure and/or subfecundity of the couple
are accounted for.

The average desired family size varies considerably from one population to
another and from one generation to the next. At the same time the desired family
size also varies among individual couples within a population. Therefore, it is
necessary in the simulation to give the average number of children desired in the
population and the corresponding distribution of couples by the desired number.
On the basis of the latter, a desired family size can be assigned to individual
couples by the Monte Carlo method. Although the average number of desired
children could be obtained from a KAP-type survey, information on its frequency
distribution is very difficult to obtain. Because of this, a beta distribution
is used in the present model. The beta. distribution is given by

	

(x)	 r() +	 + 2)
r(a

a
 + 1) r( (3 4. 1 ) e (1 - x) F3 	 0 < x < 1

with a and e, are parameters with a> -1 and B> -1. Its properties are

Mean = 1-1 =	 a +a + S + 2

= a2 =	 (a + 1)(1._± 1)
Variance

(a +	 + 2) 2Ta +	 + 3)

As can be seen from the formula above, the distribution has two parameters.
But for the sake of simplicity, a computer program was written in such a way that,
if the mean value of the distribution is given, the variance will automatically
be decided as follows:

2	 2

	

a =	 - 3.4 x p	 8.5)/100

Once the mean number of desired children (DNC) is given by the input variable
DNC, the frequency distribution will be computed without being given another
parameter. Some of the relative frequency distributions computed from the above
formula are presented in table A-5.

Regarding the desired family size, it must be mentioned here that there is
sometimes quite a substantial proportion of couples who fail to express a
numerical target. Then, the average number of desired children is presumably
computed by excluding those courdes from the calculation. Although it is not
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clear whether such couples are simply not interested in thinking about family size
or prefer a large family, the end result seems to be a lack of concern for
contraception. Therefore, in our simulation model a distinction is made between
those who want to limit family size and those who do not. Probabilistically
selected desired numbers are assigned only to the former group, designated by the
input variable "proportion of couples who have a desired family size" (PDF). Those
who did not fall into that group are treated as though they have no motivation
for contraception for limiting the number of their children, although they may have
a motivation for spacing the children.

Table A-5. Relative frequency distribution of women by desired number
of children, computed by means of a beta function

Number of
children
desired

Mean number of children desired
Observed

distribution,
Japan
= 2.4)2.0	 2.5	 3.0	 4.o	 5.o	 6.o

	

0	 .026	 .006	 .002	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .035

	

1	 .255	 .116	 .048	 .012	 .006	 .005	 .076

	

2	 .1148	 .385	 .252	 .083	 .035	 .021	 .444

	

3	 .228	 .361	 .399	 .037	 .107	 .056	 .336

	

4	 .040	 .117	 .238	 .329	 .207	 .110 )
)

	

5	 .002	 .013	 .056	 .238	 .265	 .171
)

	

6	 .000	 .000	 .005	 .087	 .226	 .214 )

	

7	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .014	 .119	 .211 ))	 .103

	

8	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .001	 .032	 .149 )

	

9	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .003	 .058 ))

	

lo	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .000	 .004 )

Source: Government of Japan, Ministry of Health and Welfare, Report of the 
Sixth National Fertility Survey, 1972, vol. 1, p. 107.

Surviving and excess number of children

The death of an infant will affect the mother's lactation and hence
postpartum infecundity. Its survival, on the other hand, will be a key element,
in conjunction with the desired number of children, in motivating a couple to stop
further child-bearing. The following is the way in which the survival of children
is determined in our simulation model.

For each child born alive, the life span is estimated individually according
to the life table function of l x . First, a proper schedule of lx is selected or
interpolated from the model life tables which have been stored in the computer
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memory. For this purpose, the West Models of the Princeton Regional Model Life
Tables are used. The input variable on ''expectation of life at birth" (EXL) will
be used for the selection and interpolation of the survival ratio schedule.
Secondly, whether the baby survived beyond 12 months is decided by comparing 11
value with a random number. If he or she happens to survive one year of more,
the same random number will be used again against the series of l x values to
determine how long he can survive. On the other hand, if the child lives less than
one year, the simulation moves to the next step of using the table of model
distribution of infant deaths by months of survival.

It is known that the patterns of monthly survival of infants within a year
after birth are different for high and low-mortality populations. Infant deaths
are presumably heavily concentrated in the early months in a low-mortality
population, whereas they would be more evenly distributed among a high-mortality
population. But, since there are only a few reliable data on the survival of
infants by months of survival and no model life table provides monthly survival
rates of infants, three model schedules of infant mortality by months of survival
have been prepared representing high-, medium- and low-mortality conditions (see
table A-6). Data used for the preparation of the model schedules were taken from
Mauritius (1962-1966), to represent the high-mortality condition, and Sweden
(1962-1966) , to represent the low-mortality condition. The model schedule to
represent medium mortality was obtained by taking the average of the two. The
computer then selects the high mortality model if the expectation of life at birth
is less than 50 years, the medium model if it is 50 years or more but less than
65 years, and the low mortality model if it is 65 years or more. Another random
number was used to determine how many months the child is going to survive
according to the selected model schedule of infant mortality by months.

The longevity of each child is then converted into the variable ''mother's age
at the time of (child's) death" (MADC). Thus it becomes possible to count the
number of surviving children when their mother reaches 50. The 'excess' number of
children is defined as the difference between the desired number of children and
the expected number of children surviving when the mother reaches the age of 50.

Spacing of childbearing 

Another factor motivating couples to practise contraception or resort to
induced abortion is the desire to space births. Incorporated in the simulation
model, the input variable ''desired birth intervals" will give two kinds of
desired intervals: one for the period from marriage to the first birth (DBII),
and the other for interbirth intervals (DBI). However, the possible variations in
desired birth intervals among individual couples are not considered in the model
because of the lack of data on the subject. Incidentally, the distinction between
the DBII and DBI has been found important in shaping the age pattern of fertility.

Contraceptive practice rate

In our simulation model motivation is considered a necessary but not
sufficient condition for the practice of contraception. The knowledge of and
attitude towards contraception and the availability of its means are also factors
that presumably contribute to the contraceptive practice rate. The contraceptive
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Table A-6. Model distributions (cumulative) of infant deaths,
by months of survival

Months of survival Low mortality a/ Medium mortality b/ High mortality c/

0 .50232 .39020 .27808

1 .57300 .51214 .45128

2 .63490 .60270 .57049

3 .68828 .67848 .66788

4 .73349 .73393 .73436

5 .77724 .78445 .79165

6 .82354 .33341 .84327

.86376 .87437 .88498

8 .90434 .91339 .92243

9 .94382 .94838 .95294

10 .97502 .9774o .97977

11 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000

Source: Demographic Yearbook 1967 (United Nations publication, Sales No.
E.68.X111.1), table 15.

a/ Sweden, 1962-1966.

b/ Average of Sweden and Mauritius.

c/ Mauritius, 1962-1966.



practice rate may be defined by using different denominators. In many survey
data, it is given as a ratio of contraceptive users to the total women interviewed.
But it may be argued that the sterile, single and/or pregnant woman should be
excluded from the computation because she has no reason to practise contraception.
By the same token, an argument may be put forward for excluding all those who have
no motive for practising contraception, whatever the reason. Therefore a refined
contraceptive practice rate for the present model may be defined as the specific
practice rate for fecund, married women who are motivated to practise
contraception.

The reason for using this refined rate instead of the conventional crude
rate is not only that it will better reflect the level of knowledge of the
attitude towards contraception and the availability of its means in the society
but also that the effect of change in desired family size and the diffusion of
contraception practice among those who need it can be analysed separately by the
simulation. Although the refined practice rate has not been used very often, it
can be computed from certain survey data, such as the World Fertility Survey for
several countries. More specifically, the contraceptive practice rate among those
who are married and fecund and do not want any more children may be used as the
practice rate for stopping purposes, and the rate among those who want additional
children used as the practice rate for spacing purposes.

Contraceptive methods  and their use-effectiveness 

It is known that a couple often uses different contraceptive methods at
different times in their reproductive life span. It is not so rare to find a
couple that uses more than one contraceptive method simultaneously or
interchangeably. But for the sake of simplicity, it is assumed in this simulation
study that a couple uses a single method of contraception throughout their
reproductive life span. The selection of the method by each couple is made
probabilistically on the basis of the input variable "frequency distribution of
contraceptors by methods". The methods are grouped under the following nine
headings: IUD- orals condom withdrawal; rhythm; diaphragm and jelly;
abstinence; douche; and other. Table A-7 indicates their rates of relative
failure.

Once contraception is practised, fecundability will be reduced to the degree
that the chosen method is effective. In this connexion, there are two questions
which call for some attention .. one concerning the method of measuring
use-effectiveness and the other concerning the relationship between use-
effectiveness and redisual fecundability. There are three types of measurement
available to us. The first one is the percentage of successful and unsuccessful
users, disregarding the duration of exposure to the risk of pregnancy. The second
one is the number of accidental pregnancies per 100 years of exposure to the risk,
defined by Raymond Pearl. The third one is the contraceptive failure rate by the
duration of use, which is known as the life table method. g/ The method of our
choice is the third one and, more specifically, that of the contraceptive failure
rate after 12 months of use.

g/ Robert G. Potter, Jr., "Application of life table techni q ues to

measurement of contraceptive effectiveness'', Demography, vol. 6, No. 2 (1966),
PP . 297-304.
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Table A-7. Extended use-effectiveness of contraceptive methods
according to high, medium and low effectiveness levels

Contraceptive method

Level of use-effectiveness a/

High Medium Low

IUD 5 10 15

Orals 5 13 3o

Condom 5 15 20

Withdrawal 5 20 4O

Rhythm 20 30 45

Diaphragm and jelly 5 20 35

Abstinence 0 5 10

Douche 20 30 4o

Other 20 4o 60

a/ Figures indicate failure rates per 100 women in 12 months after start of
use.

There are four types of effectiveness: clinical effectiveness use-
effectiveness° extended use-effectiveness° and expected use-effectiveness. Our
study excludes clinical effectiveness because it deviates significantly from a more
realistic success or failure rate in a population. Use-effectiveness refers to the
failure rate during the continuous use of a method, whereas extended use
effectiveness refers to the failure rate after the adoption of one contraceptive
method, regardless of irregular or non-use or change of method afterwards. Of
these, a choice was made of extended use-effectiveness as the measurement most
suitable to the present model primarily because only one method should be chosen by
a woman in the model, even though the couple may stop using that method or may
change to another. The second reason for preferring extended use-effectiveness to
simple use-effectiveness is that the residual fecundability implied from extended
use-effectiveness has been found relatively stable over various durations of use.
As illustrated in table A-8 below, the implied residual fecundability, determined
from data on the use of the contraceptive pill, for 6, 12, 18 or 24 months in the
Philippines, is almost constant at 0.02. h/ On the other hand, simple use-
effectiveness implies a residual fecundability which varies considerably as the
duration of use increases. All of this means that if we have to rely on Pearl's
rate in the absence of the more reliable Potter's life table method rate, extended
use-effectiveness would give a more reliable estimate of residual fecundability than
simple use-effectiveness would.

h/ John E. Laing, "Differentials in contraceptive use-effectiveness in the
Philippines-, Studies in Family Planning, vol. 5, No. 10 (October 1975),
pp. 302-313.
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Table A-8. Comparison of simple and extended use-effectiveness
of the contraceptive pill as expressed by cumulative
failure rate and implied residual fecundability,
Philippines, 1972

Failure rate
	 Implied residual fecundability

Months

	

of	 Simple-use	 Extended use 	 Simple use-	 Extended use-

	

use	 effectiveness	 effectiveness	 effectiveness	 effectiveness

	

6	 2.0	 123

	

12	 3.2	 22.3

	

18	 3.7	 30.2

	

24	 11.1	 36.4

0.0033

0.0027

0.0021

0.0017

0.022

0.021

0.020

0.019     

Source: Failure rates are taken from John E. Laing, 'Differentials in
contraceptive use-effectiveness in the Philippines'', Studies in Family Palnning,
vol. 5, No. 10 (October 1975), pp. 302-313.

One might ask why the period of 12 months of use is chosen as the reference
period for the failure rate. As is widely known, the contraceptive failure rate by
any one particular method drops significantly with the passage of time, presumably
because of the developing skill of the user and the physiological tendency for
more fertile women to become pregnant early and less fertile women to remain at the
risk of conception as time goes on. If extended use-effectiveness is taken, this
trend is apparently cancelled out, presumably by the less frequent and less eager
use of the method; the net effect seems to be that implied probability of
conception does not vary much in 12 months of use and thereafter. Thus, the choice
of 12 months is a matter of the convenience.

Extended use-effectiveness for specific methods would vary de pending on shill,

continuation and shift of method. It is probably safe to assume, for example, that
extended use•effectiveness is higher for the highly educated population than for the
less educated population. For this reason, the extended use-effectiveness has been
estimated for three levels of effectiveness. And an input variable, "level of
extended use-effectiveness of contraceptive methods", can designate a proper set
of estimations. Once the selection is made, the computer program will
automatically convert the extended use-effectiveness into a residual fecundability.

Residual fecundability

When the extended use•effectiveness which is expressed by the cumulative
failure rate after 12 months of use is given, the residual fecundability, or the
implied monthly probability of conception with the use of the method, will be
computed as follows:

If a residual fecundability per month is given as p and the failure rate as
e (12 months), then
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e = 1 - (1 - p)12

That is

p = 1 - 12
	

1	 e

If f stands for the fecundability, the ratio, R, of residual fecundability to
fecundability will be as follows:

R	 12. (1 -	 1 - e ) / f

Since extended use-effectiveness is often used with reference to women at the
primary ages, the ratio of residual fecundability to fecundability may be:

= (1_ 	
1-e	 ) / 0.28

The residual fecundability, ff, which may also change with age will be given as:

ff = f * R

Induced abortion rate and the result of conception 

The input variable 'induced abortion rate" refers to the ratio of induced
abortions to live births, either for stopping purposes (CSTO) or for spacing
purposes (CSPA). The foetal death rate, on the other hand, is given as a ratio of
foetal deaths to total pregnancies. Thus, the probability that a conception will
end in a live birth (PB); a foetal death, including still-birth (PF); or an induced
abortion (PA) is computed in the present model by

PB = (1 - PF) / (1 + a)

PF = m

PA = a * PB

where m refers to a foetal mortality rate and a to an induced abortion rate.

Postpartum infecundity

The period of temporary infecundity will vary, largely depending on the result
of a pregnancy. Two months of such temporary infecundity are assumed in the
present model for a foetal death and for an induced abortion. In the case of a
live birth, however, the length of temporary infecundity would be longer and vary
according to the survival of the child and the practice of lactation. On the basis
of Leridon's observation, i/ the following formula to estimate the length of
postpartum infecundity (y) from a given length of breast-feeding (x) has been
obtained. In the formula, x will be replaced by the life span of the infant if it
happens to be shorter than the breast-feeding period.

y = 2.0 + 0.5	 • x

i/ Henry Leridon, loc. cit.
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Dynamic mode and static mode

There are a dynamic mode and a static mode of simulation in the present model.
If the static mode is chosen, by giving a specific code number to the model, all
cohorts up to a total number of 13 can be simulated with independent, constant
assumptions for all the 14 input variables.

In the dynamic mode, the input variables may be classified into two groups.
Those in the first group are specific to each cohort and will remain unchanged as
long as simulation continues for the same cohort of women. Those in the second
group are changeable every five years as the age of cohort increases. For
example, a contraceptive practice rate C1 is applicable to women aged 15 to 19 in
the same cohort another practice rate C 2 will be applicable to the same cohort of
women whey they become 20 to 24 years old, and so on. For the next cohort of
women, who are five years younger than the first group, the applicable practice rate
will be C2 rather than C i when the second group of women are 15 to 19 years old.
Their practice rate in ages 20 to 24 will be C 3 . The input variables in the second
group are period-specific, irrespective of the different cohorts. The input
variables that are included in each group are listed below.

Group 1. Input variables specific to cohorts

Singulate mean age at marriage

Proportion of women never-married at age 50

Proportion of women at age 20, 35 and 5G who are in post-marital
states

Level of sterility

Average length of breast-feeding

Proportion of couples who have a desired family size

Average number of children desired

Desired birth intervals

Group 2. Input variables specific to periods

Expectation of life at birth

Contraceptive practice rate

Induced abortion rate

Sterilization rate

Level of contraceptive use-effectiveness

Distribution of contraceptors by methods.
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Annex II

PREPARATION OF THE INPUT ASSUMPTION CARDS FOR TH7 SIMULATION

The following input assumption cards must be prepared and placed after the
programme deck in order to make a simulation. Of these, cards Nos. 5-7 are a set
of assumptions for one cohort. In the static mode of simulation, a simultaneous
simulation of up to 13 cohorts can be done by preparing the number of sets of
cards, as wanted. In the dynamic mode of simulation, 13 sets of cards have to be
prepared. Here the input assumptions in card No. 5 (except for "expectation of
life at birth'') will be assigned to the cohort starting in the first, second,
third ... period, whereas those in cards Nos. 6 and 7 are assigned to the first,
second, third ... period, res pectively. In the Preparation of assumptions for the
dynamic mode of simulation, it is suggested that one start from the seventh set,
because it contains the assumptions for the base periods. It would be easier,
then, to go forward and backward to prepare assumptions for the past and the
future.

The identification cards 

Card
Column Form Meaningnumber

1 - 80 20114 Identification of the population

1 - 80 20A4 Comments or explanations

3. 1 - 80 20A4 Comments or explanations

The contents of these cards will appear in the first page of the computer
printouts. The content of the first card will be printed at the top left of each
page of the printout.



Population card 

Here will be proportions of women to the total population, by five-year age
groups, from 15 to 49 years of age. This input will be used to compute crude
birth-rates together with simulated age-specific fertility rates.

Card 
number	 Column	 Form	 Meaning 

4.	 1 - 5	 F5.5	 Proportion to the total population 	 of women 15-19

6 - 10	 F5.5	 The same proportion of women 20-24

11 - 15	 F5.5	 il	 25-29

16 - 20	 F5.5	 57	 30-34

21 - 25	 F5.5	 57	

35-39

26 - 3o	 F5.5	 51	 4o-44

27 - 35	 F5.5	 I?	 45-49

36 - 40	 F5.3	 Sex ratio at birth (males per female)

Cohort and/or period cards

Card 
number	 Column	 Form

5.	 1 - 5	 15

6 - lo	 F5.1

11 - 15	 F5.3

16 - 20	 F5.3

21 - 25	 F5.3

26 - 30	 F5.3

31, 32	 F2.0

33 - 37	 F5.2

38 - 42	 F5.2

43 - 47	 F5.2

48 - 52	 F5.2

Meaning

Number of runs for a cohort. Maximum = 1000 (NN)

Singulate mean age at marriage of women, in years
of age (SMAM)

Proportion of women never-married at age 50 (NEVM)

Proportion of women who are in post-marital states
at age 20 (D20)

The same proportion at age 35 (D35)

The same proportion at age 50 (D50)

The level of sterility (PSTE)
1 = low sterility
2 = medium sterility
3 = high sterility

Expectation of life at birth, in years (EXL)

Length of breast-feeding, in months (MBF)

Proportion of couples who want to limit the
family size (PDF)

Average desired number of children (DNC)
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Card
Column Form Meaningnumber

(continued)
48 - 52

53 - 56

57 - 6o

F4.0

F4.0

Average desired number of children (DITC)

Desired birth interval from marriage (in months)
(DBI1)

Desired interval between births, in months (DBI)

61 - 64 F4.0 Tilting of model nuptiality schedule (TILT)
0 = no tilting
1 = with tilting

65 - 68 F4.1 Minimum age at marriage, if any (MINAG)

1 - 5 F5.2 Proportion of contraceptors using IUDs

6 - 10 F5.2 n 1	 Oral contraceptives

11 - 15 F5.2 77 Condoms

16 - 20 F5.2 il	 Withdrawal

21 - 25 F5.2 71	 Rhythm

26 - 30 F5.2 Diaphragm

31 - 35 F5.2 7	 Abstinence

36 - 40 F5.2 :,	 Douche

41 - 45 F5.2 I	 Other

7 1 - 5 F5.2 Contraceptive practice rate for spacing purposes

6 - 10 F5.2 , stopping purposes

11 - 15 F5.2 Induced abortion rate for spacing purposes

16 - 20 F5.2 ii	 stopping purposes

21 - 25 F5.2 Rate of sterilization

26 - 30 F5.0 Level of contraceptive use-effectiveness
1 = high
2 = medium
3 = low

31 - 35 15 Mode of simulation
0 = static simulation
1 = dynamic simulation

36 - 40 F5.0 Listing of pre-estimated probability distributions
0 = with listing
1 = without listing



Projections 

V. NOTE ON HOW TO IMPROVE THE UNITED

NATIONS POPULATION PROJECTIONS

W. Brass*

The science of demography has not yet reached a stage of development where
the future growth of population and its subgroups can be predicted. By
"prediction" is meant a procedure in which a well established functional model
over time is fitted by the use of past and current measures for a particular
population and the implications extrapolated forward. The past and current
measures may be of variables intrinsic to the process or extraneous influencing
factors. Even if the necessary models existed, it would, for many populations
of the world, be difficult to establish the input measures% nevertheless, the
problem would then be a well defined one. What demographers have are largely
directional guides, poorly and loosely specified in quantitative relationships.
Population projections must be calculated by a combination of harder model
definition, mainly in terms of convenience rather than evidence, and semi-intuitive
assessment of the weight and impact of intrinsic and extraneous factors.

It is tempting to say that the United Nations projections can only be
improved by the construction of effective prediction models. A paper sketching
approaches to such an exercise could easily be written and might be useful.
However the goal would be a long-term one. At present the basic research on the
population dynamics of the countries of the world has not been done. The major
barrier is the lack of a sufficient range of accurate primary measurements.
Although advances in data collection and techniques of error correction are
gradually extending the acceptable sources, progress is slow. Judgement must be
that although better model specification might now be possible by an imaginative
and well-organized attack on the problem, the achievement would still fall
considerably short of what is required.

Improvements in the near future can, therefore, only come from within the
framework of the existing system. Since this is semi-intuitive and pragmatic, the
suggestions must have similar characteristics. A fully convincing and solidly
based set of proposals could only arise from evidence which does not exist.
However, the history of population projections is one of the evolution of consensus
judgements among demographers. It will be argued in this note that, on the whole,
the evolution has been along sensible lines, that increasing knowledge allows

* Professor of Medical Demography and Director of the Centre for Population
Studies, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, London, England.
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modest substantive steps forward, that unfortunate tendencies have appeared which
the United Nations has not followed and should continue to resist, and that a
consideration of these tendencies suggests moves towards a different strategy of
projection presentation.

There is an increasing weight of evidence that movements in the major
components of population growth, fertility and mortality display consistencies
which are becoming more pronounced. The picture for migration is not so clear.
The consistencies are providing a stronger justification for the practice of
projecting fertilities and mortalities along trajectories which are very similar
in different countries. The critical issue is the relation between socio-economic
factors and the trends in the demographic rates. If this correlation was a strong
one, it would be hard to envisage any sensible development of population
forecasting except as part of complex economic models, and these are at a primitive
stage of construction. A personal interpretation of recent research is that
whereas social and economic influences are important in establishing the
conditions for demographic change, they are less significant in the determination
of the pace and path.

This view requires some elaboration, particularly since the mechanisms are
time-dependent and somewhat different for fertility and mortality. There is no
doubt that economic advances had a powerful, direct influence on the reduction in
mortality in the past. This operated both for short- and long-term movements; the
correlations between standards of living and the incidence of mortality over
countries and areas within countries is high, both for levels and rates of change.
But the strength of the associations is decreasing. Preston (1975) has
demonstrated this statistically by cross-country analysis, and the effect can be
illustrated from a number of case studies. Once a momentum of mortality fall has
built up, the process tends to continue, despite economic fluctuations. On the
other hand, in some developing countries the fall is delayed, despite much advance
in living standards. The most obvious interpretation of this phenomenon is that
medical technology has now reached a stage where some health measures can be
operated effectively and relatively cheaply, with limited dependence on the
particular conditions. This is probably, at least, a partial explanation, but
another may be the growth of the belief within a population that deaths
(particularly of children) can be prevented by human intervention and care. Such
an attitude is likely to spread more quickly through a population now than in the
past, and the opportunities for resulting action are greater, even in moderately
unfavourable conditions. Once an appreciable rate of mortality reduction had
begun, then, the determinants would tend to carry it on further, without
necessarily any strong association with external economic and social developments.

For fertility, the evidence now suggests that this greater weight of internal
mechanisms as compared with external forces, which is recent for mortality, has
been in existence for a long time. Relevant studies are the demonstration by
Knodel (1977) of the consistency of the changes in the age fertility of marriage
as levels fall both in Western populations (historically) and developing countries
(recently), and the correlation analysis by Brass (1977b) of the regional trends
in fertility and child mortality in England and Wales from the mid-nineteenth
century to the first quarter of the twentieth. Both authors argue that the most
plausible interpretation of the evidence is that there are regularities in how
fertility falls which have little relation to the accompanying socio-economic
development.
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The implications of these findings are that it is rational to project
mortality and fertility along paths of change without explicity introducing
socio-economic conditions, although consideration of the latter is likely to be
required in the many populations where significant trends have not yet been
initiated. Nevertheless, it has to be recognized that although social and economic
factors are the critical influences in the initiation of both mortality and
fertility reductions, the timing of the demographic movements in relation to
measurable (or subjectively assessed) indicators is highly uncertain. The
mediating variables (presumably of culture, ideas and communication) operate in
ways which we have not begun to understand.

The United Nations approach to projections is then broadly accepted. What
advances can be made? It would be wrong not to mention briefly that the most
significant, immediate contribution would come from a better analysis of existing
data in developing countries on levels and trends in fertility and mortality.
There are many materials which have been inadequately assessed, particularly in
the integration of evidence from different surveys and other sources. Skills in
the techniques for handling limited and defective data are still poorly
distributed. The disagreements about demographic movements in many of the
countries of the third world are partly a consequence of poor information but even
more of weak methodology. The early detection of a significant trend, particularly
in fertility, can transform the reliability of a projection since, as indicated
above, the estimation of the timing of the initiation of change is the most
uncertain element. However, there are new major projects in the interpretation of
defective data, notably the United States National Academy of Sciences Review
Committee and several offshoots of the World Fertility Survey.

At a seminar in the East-West Population Institute, Hawaii, Brass (1977a) put
forward a thesis that the development of population projection as an aid to
planners and policy makers had begun to move in a wrong direction. The lines of
argument will be summarized here because they are relevant to the central theme,
although the criticisms are not aimed at the United Nations projections. It will
be assumed, however, that the main use of these is for broad planning and policy
purposes. There are many other reasons for projecting, including interpolation,
theoretical exploration of factor effects, and understanding of the processes
leading to change in a particular situation. The comments that follow relate only
to the planning function.

The argument is that in our present state of knowledge there is no
justification for taking into account more than a few major component
characteristics in the forecasting of future population size and structure. These
are the characteristics whose influence is so powerful and evolution so uncertain
that more refined effects are of trivial impact by comparison. This does not rule
out the possibility of further estimates of distributions by subgroups; but the
latter should be done separately from the com ponent projection. The advantage of
this concentration is the resulting conceptual and operational simplification
which can improve the clarity, speed and flexibility of communication.

The significant characteristics are the level and age location of fertility,
the level of mortality and the child/adult balance of the death incidence, and the
level of migration. By the use of relational models - that is, the expression of
measures in terms of an initial pattern and how this alters over time - it is
possible to summarize the process of change by a small number of parameters
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representing these features, that is, by a limited number of pattern trajectories.
These are the essential features of the description. In practice, specific models
have been constructed by which, with appropriate transformations of the measures,
the projections can be formulated in linear equations of the type

Y(x,t)= a(t)	 (3(t) Y(x,o)
where

x is age and Y(x,t) the model function at time t is related to Y(x,o) the initial
pattern through the time dependent parameters a(t) and 5(t). The mortality
transformation is the logit of the proportion died by age x, and that of fertility
the log (- log) of the proportion of the total fertility experienced by this age
(corresponding to a Gompertz representation on an arbitrary but common scale).
Migration and, trivially, the level of fertility can also be expressed in this way.

The aim of the formulation is to provide a convenient system in which the
pattern changes are simply described by regular trends in the parameters. The
criteria are empirical, and it is by no means clear, either that these
transformations are the most effective or that a representation in terms of
tabulated patterns (as in the United Nations Model Life Tables, for example) would
be less useful, although more cumbersome.

In countries with an accurate series of the required measures, past trends in
the significant parameters can be traced and the future path estimated by
extrapolation. The number of populations in which a rigid arithmetic procedure can
be accepted as sufficient is, however, extremely small. With the possible
exception of the level of mortality, current trends in the other parameters are
only a short-term guide to future change. Thus, falls in fertility level or
alterations of the mortality balance between child and adult ages will, in time,
stop or change direction. Decisions about these critical points have to be made,
modifying the projection process from extrapolation to intuitive choice of model
characteristics. it is true that fluctuations can be included in a defined
prediction system -for example, cyclic variations in fertility in populations with
net reproduction not far from one - but over-all solutions of this ty pe are, as
yet, far from being practicable. For most populations of the world, data are
inadequate for detailed determination of current trends, and initial critical
points may not have been reached. The conclusion is that the past for a particular
population provides only rather broad information about its future and that,
consequently, a very limited range of specification of paths of change is
justified. Since this has been the procedure in the United Nations projections,
the following paragraphs will discuss, briefly, individual components. The
statements will be overdogmatic because they are often based on uncertain evidence,
and it would require a lengthy document to present a thorough discussion.

In general, the most critical parameter of all is the level of fertility. It
is suggested that, in the present context, an adequate description of change can be
constructed as one fixed curve on an arbitrary time-scale from a high level K u to
one somewhat below replacement K L (say, a total fertility of 1.6) with a return,
thereafter, to 2.0. In placing particular populations on this curve K u would be
equated to the "natural" fertility (in effect, the level before any fall) and the
time-scale specified. This type of approach is well illustrated by the Coale
(1971) model of first marriage. For countries in which no appreciable trends in
fertility were apparent, the time of entry onto the standard path would have to be
decided. It is doubtful whether there is a case for more than three time-scales -
that is, rates of fertility fall - but this requires further investigation.
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In some populations shifts in the location of the age-specific fertility
distribution - that is, the timing of births over the female reproductive period -
can have substantial effects on the volume, of births, independently of alterations
in level. Ongoing work in London suggests that such effects can be adequately
described by one parameter, because shape modifications have only a small impact
on numbers of births end are, in any case, highly correlated with location shifts.
It would be convenient if the changes in fertility level were also closely
associated with the location shifts. If this were so, the trajectory of
age-specific fertility rates from their initial structure could be linked exactly
to level, without further parameters, to a sufficient approximation. When
attention is confined to fertility of marriage, the desired properties appear to be
present because of the consistent changes in the age pattern, as pointed out by
Knodel (1977). It is clear, however, that movements in the age at the commencement
of child-bearing, largely through trends in nuptiality but also in the interval
between marriage and first birth, occur independently. There can, therefore, be
birth-timing effects, of considerable importance for projection, which are not
adequately subsumed by a fixed relation between changes in fertility levels and
age-specific rates. The timing parameter need only be allowed for when a trend is
well established, by assuming a linear shift to a. fixed limit.

The use of the logit model for projecting mortality has been well explored.
It serves here to illustrate principles which can be applied with other systems.
The two parameters which are significant for projection are a(t), which defines
mortality level, and (3(t), which controls the relation between childhood and adult
death rates, on meaningful scales. For most populations and purposes it is
sufficient to retain the level parameter only by putting I3(t) equal to one. There
is an empirical case for associating a gradual increase in f3(t) with falls in
mortality to a low level. This allows for the particularly unfavourable experience
of adults in Western societies. But recent reductions in mortality at older ages
in Europe and the United States raises the possibility that the increase in 13(t)
in populations with low death rates may not be a universal and continuing
phenomenon.

Normally it is sufficient to project by altering a(t) at a constant rate over
time. As life expectancy rises, this gives a steady decrease in its rate of
extension in good agreement with observations. The value of R(t) is important
because of its impact on the age distribution, an increase leading to higher
Proportions at older ages and vice versa. However this effect o perates very
slowly. The only situation where it would seem necessary to take it into account
is that in which the initial life table has an extreme age pattern; the evidence is
that over time there will be a tendency for a return to a central schedule. There
are a fair number of developing countries with indications of such extreme
patterns, but in many instances the evidence is unreliable; the usual procedure of
assuming that both initial measures and trends can be taken from a standard model
life table set (say, of a Coale-Demeny region) probably does no harm.

The difficulties of projecting migration satisfactorily are so extreme that
the only saving feature is its relatively small impact for most national
populations. In practice there seems little alternative to continuance at the
current net level and sex/age distribution, except in a period of very rapid
change.
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The aim of the preceding paragraphs has been to emphasise the simplicity of
population projection for planning and policy if attention is confined to the
essential elements which dominate the prospects. However theoretically interesting
other elements in the process may be, they should be ignored if their effects are
lost in the range of reliability of the primary determinants. To summarize, for
most populations the critical parameters are not more than three, the timing of the
onset of fertility reduction and the rates of change of fertility and mortality
along appropriately defined paths. Because of the internal mechanisms which seem
to be largely independent of socio-economic chance, fixed estimates of these rates
by indicators of geographical and social dispersal may be possible. In some
special situations allowances may have to be made for alterations in birth-timing,
in child/adult mortality relations and in the level of migration.

As pointed out above, improvements in the accuracy of population predictions
are likely to come from better current estimates; gains from new techniques will be
small and come slowly. But there is wide scope for improvements in the
communication of the outcome of projections to the planners and policy makers who
use them. The regrettable tendency in many developed countries has been the
increased complexity of projection methods, unaccompanied by any discernible
advances in precision. Planners cannot reasonably be expected to understand and
appreciate the relative importance of the different uncertainties in the future
estimates unless they are given good guidance.

The main proposal for improvement in the United Nations projections is that
a method of presentation should be developed by which the planner can easily
examine the consequences of variations in the significant parameters. Rather
frequently, at both the national and international level, he finds himself with
further information - sometimes vague but nevertheless potentially of great
significance - about demographic factors which were not incorporated in the
available projections. Sudden, unexpected drops in fertility or retardation in
mortality improvement may have occurred or there may be indications of their
possibility; a new survey may have altered views about current and hence future
trends. Good planning requires an assessment based on the best up-to-date
information.

The rarity and fair regularity of the dominant elements makes it practicable
to develop a method of presentation in terms of a preferred projection path, with
deviations for alterations in parameters which can be incorporated by the
individual user according to his judgement and knowledge. It should be noted that
this is not in concept a system of variant projections but of single projections,
conditional on the latest information. In practice, however, the tabulation of
variants with rules of choice may be a partial approach to the presentation.

Although the argument that a more flexible and informative method of relating
population prospects to current evidence is feasible and has strong support, a
substantial research effort is needed to achieve it. The development of a simple,
usable system requires more empirical investigation of existing models and their
parametric expression, validation over a wider range of observations and ingenuity
in the construction of the scheme for translating variants in assumptions into
deviations from the preferred path of projection. However, to prevent this -
perhaps modest - step forward, there are none of the fundamental barriers of the
kind which, at present, block progress towards improvements in precision.
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VI. LONG-RANGE PROJECTIONS: MODELS, PITFALLS,
POSSIBLE BREAK-THROUGHS

Nathan Keyfitz*

This paper differentiates between long- and short-term projections. It
argues that short-term projections are satisfactorily made by extrapolation of the
population numbers, while long-term projections are best derived by interpolating
between the present and some assumed ultimate condition. Are short-term
projections 10 or 25 or 50 years? No one can say, but we can develop some intuitive
sense of when extrapolation becomes useless.

The United Nations gives 3,610 million for the world population in 1970 and
3,288 million for 1965 (both as assessed in 1973). Even if one had a good deal
more information than these two facts, one could well be excused for using simple
extrapolation to find the 1975 figure; one could not go very wrong by taking the
difference, 322 million, and adding it to the 1970 figure, to obtain 3,932 million.
The more sophisticated projection by the United Nations was 3,963 million. The
difference is not negligible, but it is small in relation to the error inherent
in such work and even to the error in the current figure. Applying the ratio of
1970 to 1965 gives 3,964 million for 1975, which is virtually identical with the
United Nations 1975 estimate. At the end of the century the world population
would be 6,300 million on the fixed-ratio assumption, again close to the United
Nations most careful medium figure.

But continuing the process, so satisfactory for 5 or 30 years, gives absurd
results. At the end of 100 years the population would be 23 billion, at the end
of 200 years, 152 billion. These are the result of positing geometric increase.
It can be argued that a logistic curve will do better than a geometric, since at
least it has an upper limit. Yet experimenting below shows that the logistic
gives results for a longer period fully as bad as the geometric.

Any new method of projection or new pro position regarding Projection ought to
be confronted with the intractability of the real world, even if available data for
the past are too few and not quite appropriate. Despite appearances, demographic
data are not plentiful. We do have censuses of many countries - some every
10 years or so back to the eighteenth century - yet these resemble one another
enough that they cannot be considered wholly independent series. The several
countries of Europe went through similar, though not simultaneous, transitions
during the nineteenth century. Let us carry out a test using as base material the
censuses of the United States, France, Sweden and England and Wales, gathering them
in non-overlapping groups to provide for 15 projections in all (see table 1).

* Andelot Professor of Demography and Sociology, Center for Population
Studies, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States of America.
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Table 1. Observed and projected populations for four countries

(Thousands of persons)

Country
10 20

Number of years later

5030 40

France

1881 1891 1901

Observed 37 541 38 139 38 473 39 215 40 228 41 225 42 o56

Logistic 38 658 38 759 38 814 38 845 38 861

Geometric 38 810* 39 150* 39 493* 39 839 40 187*

1911 1921 1931

Observed 39 215 40 228 41 225 42 056 46 163 51 174
Logistic 42 204 43 164* 44 103 45 020 45 914

Geometric 42 247 43 294 44 367* 45 466* 46 593

Sweden

1840 1850 1860

Observed 3 123 3 462 3 824 It 164 4 572 4 780 5 117 5	 4'19

Logistic 4 208* it 611* 5 032* 5 467 5 913*

Geometric 4 224 4 666 5 153 5 692* 6 287

1870 1880 1890

Observed It 164 4 572 4 780 5 117 5 499 5 876 6 131 6 356

Logistic 4 879 4 924 It	 944 It	 953 It	 957

Geometric 4 997* 5 225* 5 463* 5 711* 5 971*



Table 1 (continued)

Country
10

Number of years later

40 5020 30

Sweden

1900 1910 192 0
Observed 5 117 5 499 5 876 6 131 6 356 7 017 7 480 8 043
Logistic 6 244* 6 599* 6 938* 7 259 7 559
Geometric 6 279 6 709 7 169 7 661* 8 136*

United States of America

1790 1800 1810
Observed 3 929 5 308 7 240 9 638 12 866 17 069 23 192 31 443

1	 ,0
Logistic 10 010 14 117 20 516 31 305 52 162

1 Geometric 9 875* 13 470* 18 372* 25 059' 34 180*

1820 1830 1840

Observed 9 638 12 866 17 069 23 192 31 443 39 818 50 156 62 948
Logistic 22 464 29 265 37 643 47 679E 59 302*
Geometric 22 645* 30 043* 39 857* 52 877 70 150

1850 1860 1870

Observed 23 192 31 443 39 818 50 156 62 948 75 995 91 972 105 711
Logistic 47 260 53 131 57 342 60 161 61 962
Geometric 50 424* 63 854* 80 862* 102 400* 129 675*



  

Table 1 (continued)                    

Number of years later
Country

10 20 30 40 50

United States of America

19001880 1890

Observed 50 156 62 948 75 995 91 972 105 711 122 775 131 669 150 697

Logistic 88 317 99 138 108 049 115 oo7* 120 219*
Geometric 91 746* 110 762* 133 719* 161 435 194 895

1 91 0 1920 1930

Observed 91 972 105 711 122 775 131 669 150 697 178 464 203 212

Logistic 144 473 172 903 211 656 267 421 354 262

Geometric 142 593* 165 611* 192 344* 223 393* 259 453

England and Wales

1801 1811 1821

Observed 9 200 10 200 12 000 13 900 15 900 18 000 20 132 22 794

Logistic 15 863 28 544 - -

Geometric 14 118* 16 609* 19 540* 22 988* 27 045*

1831 1841 1851

Observed 13 900 15 900 18 000 20 132 22 794 26 050 29 091 32 616

Logistic 20 159* 22 330 24 468 26 526 28 468

Geometric 20 377 23 069* 26 116* 29 565* 33 47o*



Table 1 (continued)

Country
10

Number of years later

40 5020 30

England and Wales

1861 1871 1881
Observed 20 132 22 794 26 050 29 091 32 616 36 116 37 8?5 39 993
Logistic 30 117 35 330 42 242 51 827 65 977
Geometric 29 771* 34 024* 38 884* 44 438* 50 785*

1891 1901 1911

Observed 29 091 32 616 36 116 37 895 39 993 38 743 43 800 46 166
Logistic 39 507* 42 714* 45 679* 48 335* 50 752*

1-,1.--.1---,1
Geometric 39 992 44 283 49 035 54 297 60 124

1921 1931 1941

Observed 37 895 39 993 38 743 43 800 46 166

Logistic 39 462* 39 040* 39 285*

Geometric 37 532 36 359 35 223

Summary - closer fit;

Logistic 5 5 4 4 4

Geometric 9 10 11 10 8

Note: An asterisk indicates which of the two extrapolations came closer to the observed.



The questions we want the historical data to answer are how good is geometric
extrapolation as against logistic for short-run projection, and for how long a
period is either such extrapolation satisfactory, i.e., when does the long run
begin, defining the long run as that time when we obtain visibly erroneous results
by extrapolation?

Since no series can increase in a positive ratio indefinitely and
extrapolation by a geometric series gives absurd results sooner or later, students
over the 150 years since Verhulst criticized Malthus have sought some function
other than the ratio of successive terms that might be constant. Verhulst's
solution was the ratio of the differences of reciprocals:

1	 1

Y 3	 Y2
= k,
	 (1)

1_ 1

Y2	 Y1

where y i is the population at time ti, and t 3 t2 = t 2 tl , i.e., the
populations are given for equidistant dates. This is for our purposes equivalent
to the condition that the series is logistic:

a	 (2)

1 be -rt

(1) is easily derived from (2) by eliminating the constants a, b and r from the
equations of form (2) applying to three equidistant terms. If (1) is written
also for y2 , y 3 and y4 and k eliminated, we have for logistic extrapolation

1	 1 2- - -

1	 1	 y3	 Y2	 (3)

v4
	 y 3 	1- - 1

Y2	 yl

and this permits us to track out a logistic starting from any three equidistant
terms. Equation (3) is the logistic analogous to

2
Y3

Y4 —
Y2

for the geometric.

Table 1 shows all this for four countries, with 15 extrapolations in all,
each going from 10 to 50 years, comparing the logistic extrapolation with the
geometric. The table shows that in general the projection deteriorates with the
length of time over which it is extended. An asterisk indicates which of the two
extrapolations, logistic or geometric, came closer to the observed. Of the
70 comparisons, only 22 showed the logistic as superior whereas 148 showed the
geometric. No test of significance is possible for this kind of data because of
complex interconnexions, but at least one can say that the more reasonable
logistic curve did not extrapolate any better than the (in the long run, impossible)
geometric.	 Inspection of the table shows that for 10 or 20 years either curve
does fairly well; beyond that neither is reliable.

yt =
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Table 1A. ,ThroT,arY of results from table 1          

Number of years later

10	 20	 30        4o 50          

Chi-squared: x 2

Logistic 2 428 17 212 16 104 43 181 56 610

Geometric 1 974 4 561 5 617 14 601 26 834

Sum of squares:

Logistic	 0.0525	 o.7468	 0.2510	 0.5710	 1.1614

Geometric	 0.0340	 0.0847	 0.1152	 0.2011	 0.3495

Number of cases	 14	 15	 13	 12	 11

Mean square departure of
forecast from observed:

Logistic
	

0.0612
	

0.2231	 0.1390
	

0.2181	 0.3249

Geometric
	

0.0493
	

0.0751	 0.0941
	

0.1295	 0.1782

Table lA :11= ur the results of table 1 in nur'er7i.cr1 for". The dennrtures of

the projected from the subsequent observed were measured in two ways: by
chi-squared, i.e.,

2	 (x - x )
2

0 
x0

and by the relative sum of squares,
N

(x - X
0

)
2

5

0

the only difference for the present purpose bein g, the different weighting given to
the various national populations. On both measures the departures are greater for
the logistic than for the geometric, which was not anticipated, and were greater
with increased time, which was anticipated.

To reduce the results to a readily understandable form, the sum of squares
was divided by the number of cases to give the mean square departure, and the
square root of this was taken, to produce a typical root-mean square departure.
Rounding to whole percentages, one can say with about 2-to-1 odds that based on
the geometric,

the 10-year projection is likely to be within 5 per cent;
tbe 20-year projection is likely to be within 8 per cent;
the 30-year projection is likely to he within 9 per cent;
the 40-year project on is likely to be within 13 ner cent!
the 50-year projection is likely to he within 10 per cent.

SS=
2
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To draw a line somewhat arbitrarily at the point where one can locate the result
within 10 per cent with 2-to-1 odds, we take it that 20 years is the maximum
extrapolation that is of use.

How far does this apply to the results of the more elaborate projections
taking account of ages and separately projecting the components of birth, death;
and migration? Previous experimenting comparing 40 10- and 15-year projections
made by age and sex showed that the more elaborate forms did no better than the
simple geometric increase. Hence, pending further investigation, it would seem
legitimate to apply the present results to the projections as commonly made and
published.

Still working with the material of table 1, another way of showing
deterioration with the passage of a long period of time is to calculate the
asymptote of the logistic, the ultimate stationary population based on logistic
extrapolation. When the logistic (2) is fitted to points y

1
, y

2 
and y

3
, its

asymptote is
1	 1	 2

Y1	 Y 3	 Y2
	

(5)
a =	 1	 1 

	

y
1
y
3	 y

2

provided, again, that the points are equidistant, a result readily found by
eliminating b and r from the three equations, one each for y

1
, y

2 
and y

3
.

For the 15 sets of data shown in table 1, the asymptotes a of (5) are shown
in table 3. As forecasts, they could hardly be worse.	 Two show negative
populations; only one or two of the 15 can remotely be called realistic. Simple
eyeing of table 2 tells us that we must seek some other method of projecting.

Perhaps what has gone wrong is the use of too recent data. In each instance
the logistic of table 1 was based on three successive censuses, the geometric
on two successive censuses. A kind of variation from census to census describable
as random seems to be distorting the results. Fitting a logistic for the United
States by least squares to the years 1800 to 1910 shows an asymptote of
197 millions; to the years 1800 to 1960, 256 millions, the latter at least being
beyond any eyeball criticism. Taking three well separated points, the method
used by Pearl and Reed is less satisfactory than the least-square fitting; in
particular, world data do badly even when the points are spaced a century apart
(tables 3 and 4).

A first reaction to these disappointing results might be that the projections
should have been by age and sex, and that they should have been carried out
separately for the components of birth and death rather than for the population as
a whole. But experimenting presented at an earlier United Nations meeting showed
that the standard components method of projection did not do any better than
geometric extrapolation of the total population. Disregarding age, sex, birth
and death for 40 projections over intervals of 10 years and 15 years was found to
do just as well as the more detailed procedure when compared with the subsequent
performance. We now have much past data on which to experiment, and the work
here reported cannot be considered definitive; it is rather an invitation to
further empirical study.
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Given this and much other experimentin ,, with similar results, it comes as a
surprise when laymen seeking an example of successful prediction cite population.
Demographers, being mindful of past failures, arP more modest. None the less, the
above examples show that population can be forecast with great accuracy by simple
extrapolation for 10 or 20 years. Beyond that length of time extrapolation goes
wildly wrong.

Table 2. Asymptotic population on logistic put through_
three equidistant censuses /constant a in (2)/

Censuses
Population
(thousands)

France

1881 1891 1901 38,88o

1911 1921 1931 64,798

Sweden

184o 1850 1360 13,321

1870 1880 1890 4,960

1900 1910 1920 10,116

United States of America

1790 1800 1810 -46,856

1820 1830 1840 201,708

1850 1860 1370 64,766

1880 1890 1900 132,594

1910 1920 1930 -106,026

England and Wales

1801 1811 1821 7,313

1831 1841 1851 41,486

1861 1871 1881 -17,756

1891 1901 1911 63,210

1921 1931 1941 39,194



Table 3. Estimates of world population, 1750 to 1975

(Millions of persons)

Year Population Year Population

1750 791 1955 2,722

1800 978 1960 2,986

1850 1,262 1965 3,288

1900 1,650 1970 3,610

1925 2,000 1975 3,968

1950 2,501 2000 6,2 54

on",
June 1967),

Nations

Table 4. Asymptotic ultimate world population on
logistic, using various initial points         

Year Value of asymptote,
a/1,000,000t l t

2
t
3

1750 1850 1950 -640

1900 1925 1950 -769

1925 1950 1975 1,408

1950 1960 1970 -5,053

1960 1965 1970 13,444

1955 1965 1975 129,232

Sources  John D. Durand, "The modern expansion of world populati
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, vol. III, No. 3 (22
pp. 136-159. World Population Prospects, as Assessed in 1973 (United
publication, Sales No. E.76.X1I1.4), p. 90.



Table 5.	 Estimates of population, 1975-2075, for the
world and for the seven countries of more
than 100 million, assuming fall to bare
replacement before the year 2000

Country 1975 2000 2025 2050 2075

World 3,960 5,882 7,353 8,188 8,436

Brazil 110 189 250 287 296

China 839 1,129 1,342 1,432 1,459

India 613 1,009 1,317 1,504 1,556

Indonesia 136 229 303 349 363

Japan 111 132 139 141 143

United States of America 214 254 282 288 292

USSR 255 308 338 348 354

Other countries 1,690 2,632 3,382 3,839 3,973

Source: Computed by Gary Littman.

Long term and short term in other fields

A short-term forecast in respect of the weather covers the next 24 hours; of
the economy, the next year; in demography, at least the next 10 years; in the
geology of a mountainous formation, thousands of years. That a mountain will be
like a century from now is so short term as to be devoid of interest (unless an
earthquake is anticipated), while what the rate of unemployment will be a century
from now in the United States is so long term as to be impossible. Each field has
a time scale of its own, within which short term and long term are defined. As a
minimum definition we can say that short term is the period over which simple
extrapolation of recent numbers will provide reasonable results; lon g., term implies
changes that are at best predictable by more comprehensive models.

Within any field different models are customarily employed for short and long
terms. To forecast tomorrow's weather the meteorologist studies the movement of
high and low pressure areas, of cold fronts, local temperatures and their
tendencies. To forecast next year's weather, if that ever becomes possible, he will
almost certainly not extrapolate the movement of atmospheric formations, but rather
will study global temperatures and similar factors.

The generalization that comes from seeing what goes on in other fields is that
short-term changes are understood by one kind of model, long-term by another kind.
Both are extrapolations from a historical record, but corresponding to the shift
from short to long term is a shift in the model by which the extrapolation is
carried out.
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The two kinds of extrapolation in demography 

Short-term forecasts, or projections, are extrapolations based on the recent
past. There may be advantages in extrapolating the components separately, in
working age by age, in projecting deaths by cause, in transforming deaths into
probabilities and then into logits or other functions, but these details do not
make the calculation any less an extrapolation.

Long-term forecasts operate on a different principle. Taking account of
economic, environmental and material problems of the United States or the world at
the present moment, the territory available for food production and other such
considerations, one may decide that the maximum population the United States or
the world will ever attain will be about double what it now is. One might
suppose that policy measures will be available to reduce child-bearing before we
reach that limit and that they will be applied, and that no foreseeable technical
advance will enable us to exceed a doubling by much and still live comfortably.
One might also suppose that it will take about two centuries to reach 400 million
in the United States or 8 billion in the world, and one could draw a curve in
which population gradually pushes towards this asymptote.

Alternatively one might suppose a move towards bare replacement, as did
Tomas Frejka. That is useful for countries of high births. Suppose that its
present efforts to disseminate birth control will be successful to the point
where before the year 2000 it will have attained bare replacement. Gary Littman
and I have carried out such a projection, for all 150 countries with more than
250,000 population, using the United Nations figures for 1975 as a jumping-cff
point, and supposing bare replacement attained by the period 1995-2000. Between
1975 and 2000 the birth-rates drop in a straight line; meanwhile deaths keep
falling.

When all the countries of the world are treated the same way and added, we
find the totals of table 5, along with the seven individual countries shown.
Note that these do not depend in any detailed way on recent past trends in the
birth or death-rates, but only on the levels at the jumping-off point. They are
an example of interpolation between now and an assumed future condition. They
draw support from considerations of how many people the earth can hold. One
might say that either the birth-rate will fall to bare replacement before the
year 2000 or else the death-rate will rise. Frejka presents alternatives along
this line. 1/

Disaggregation in projection

Extrapolation seems to go wrong on sophisticated methods as much as on the
crude ones that have been employed above. The experiment does look unnecessarily
crude; we should have used components of birth, death and migration, projecting
them separately and recognizing age and sex throughout. But earlier
experimentation on 40 past populations showed that the components method with age
and sex gave no appreciable gain over a projection of the total population by its
current rate of increase.

1/ Tomas Frejka, The Future of Population Growth. Alternative Paths to
Equilibrium (New York, John Wiley, 1973).
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One can only conjecture why it is that the extrapolation of the components
along with five-year age groups and sex does no better than the use of crude rates.
Is it possible that total births are a smoother curve through time than are the
births in individual five-year age groups? Is there some tendency to constancy
of the crude birth-rates, arising because over short intervals the tirne-variations
of the separate age intervals tend to offset one another?

Again, there would seem a priori a strong case for projecting individual
causes of death and then assembling these into an over-all death-rate for the
several future times. After all, now that tuberculosis has fallen nearly to zero,
to project the total death-rate over the past generation including tuberculosis
is implicitly to project tuberculosis to negative values. Or else it supposes
(entirely without evidence) that similar success will be attained in diminishing
some other cause of death, that will do for the next generation what antibiotics
did for the last. The argument for separate projection of the causes seems
airtight. Yet some experimenting has shown that the projection of individual
causes does not do better than the projection of all causes together.

A new procedural doctrine

The long-held procedural doctrine is that official projections show the
working out of given sets of assumptions, leaving the user to choose the set he
believes most realistic. On this doctrine the prediction is made by the user as
he chooses among the published variants. In the first place most projections do
not state their assumptions in full detail, certainly not in sufficient detail that
even the most assiduous reader could re produce the numbers by working from the
descriptive text. Even where the text is complete, most readers are unwilling to
subject themselves to the discipline of reading the small type. Even if he has
read all of it, the user is rarely in a better position to choose among the sets
of assumptions than the agency that made them. According to present procedural
doctrine the user must avoid looking at the numerical projections that emerge from
each set of assumptions, and certainly he must avoid choosing projections on the
basis of whether or not they appear ''right'' to him.

Yet in practice this is exactly what users do. They choose the high, medium
or low set on the basis of how those figures corres pond to their preconceptions.
If users choose the results and the agency has no opinion about what will happen,
then it might as well provide as projections a set of random numbers among which
the user can take his pick.

Hence I suggest a different procedural doctrine, one in which what the agency
thinks it is doing accords with how the users interpret the numbers. The agency
ought, as before, to make several sets of assumptions - say, at least three -
explain these clearly, and then calculate the projection, but bearing in mind that
the medium projection will be read as the most realistic, and the high and low
variants as defining a kind of confidence interval, perhaps of two thirds
probability. Using whatever knowledge it has, it ought to make thes= variants
such that it could reasonably bet odds of 2-to-1 (or some other odds) that the
performance when the time comes around will be in the range of high to low, with
about 1 chance in 3 of being between medium and high and 1 in 3 of being between
low and medium.



Summary 

The purpose of this paper has been to distinguish between short- and long-term
projections in demography, and to improve on the procedural doctrine by which the
user chooses among sets of assumptions provided by the agency that makes the
projections.

For 10 or 20 years, typical periods over which short-term projections are made
and used by an increasing public, pure extrapolation of earlier numbers seems to
be justified, usually in some degree of disaggregation into com ponents. For
100 years, extrapolating, whether of current numbers of population or of births
and deaths, is hardly recommended; one seems better off trying to judge on
ecological or other grounds how many people a given country and the planet as a
whole can hold. No one contends that this is easy, yet it seems less likely than
extrapolation to produce absurd results. Between the present and ultimate figures,
intermediate values can be filled in by interpolation.

We all have some conception of the limits on population of a country or of
the world in the long term. That intuitive knowledge refined by whatever
ecological or other theory is available, is what ought to be incorporated into
long-term projections. The elements of such knowledge include the fact that in
the long term all populations have to become stationary - or at least to oscillate
around a stationary condition. We can be sure that no population can increase at
a given finite rate forever, but that assurance is useless for short-tern
projections, and its use for the long term depends on making some sort of
conjecture as to when the stationarity will be attained. For this, we have to
depend on such hypotheses as the demographic transition.

I have suggested a new procedural doctrine for projections by official
agencies. Instead of the agency thinking up neutral sets of assumptions among
which it allows its users to choose, it should choose a realistic medium set of
assumptions, straddled by low and high variants, to which it attaches a probability,
however subjective. This is the best way of communicating to users the
possibilities and dangers of its output.

Incorporating population in economic and forecasting models 

Demographic forecasts are bound to fail at major turning points in the
larger system of which population is part, when the turning points result from
economic, social or technical changes that are not included in the input to the
demographic forecast. Population in the real world is intertwined with
non-population variables, and the projections discussed up to this point disregard
these and other elements of the social system.

Nothing is easier than to recommend that the population forecast be combined
with an economic forecast. This would recognize population as an endogenous
element, affected by, as well as affecting, the remainder of the system. Surely
any projection is better for using a model closer to the real world. Yet despite
recommendations to this effect over several decades, demographers do not in practice
formally take non-population elements into account. They may take them into
account intuitively in deciding what their assumptions will be - projections of
mortality usually assume medical progress and no major war; those of fertility may
assume the economic conditions of the recent past with neither exceptional
prosperity nor depression - but this is very different from endogenizing population
in economic-mathematical models.
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The chief reason for projecting the population and the economy separately
is the very different time periods of the two kinds of projection. Economics is
concerned with what will happen during the next few months or the next year
population analysis is concerned with what will happen over decades. A population
projection for the year ahead is a trivial exercise. We can estimate the
population of the United States in mid-1978 with a forecasting error of less than
1 per cent; indeed, the main error in such a forecast arises from ignorance of the
present figure. Anyone who could tell the level of the Dow-Jones industrials even
within 20 per cent for a year ahead would be doing well, despite perfect knowledge
of where it stands today. Similarly, forecasters do not dare to estimate the
percentage of unemployment, &IP and other economic variables beyond the following
year, so great is their variability. Until economic estimates come to be made
for a time span of decades, demographers will continue to operate independently.

The one possible exception to this is the number of births, where that figure
is of interest for its own sake and not as a component of total population. One
might concede that the births of 1978, say, are a function of the precedinr,
movement of the economy, though. no one knows quite what function. But even in
this instance, it is worth considering whether one would do better with a survey
of child-bearing intentions than with incorporation in a detailed economic model,
despite all that is known of the limitations of intentions data.

All this concerns, in particular, countries in which data on the past are
plentiful and much forecasting is done. What about countries in which data and
forecasting experience are rare, but where none the less population forecasts are
badly needed for planning purposes? In those countries the time spans of the
economic and the population forecasts may be similar - 5, 10 or 20 years. The
national plan may include a target figure for the birth-rate 10 years hence, and
if the plan appears realistic, that figure could be incorporated into the
projection. The long-range relationship between the birth-rate and economic facts
is probably more determinate for less developed countries than for developed ones,
but so far no one has been confident of the ability to express that relationship
in quantitative terms, which alone would make it useful for projection.



VII. ALTERNATIVE SCENARIOS OF WORLD POPULATION GROWTH

Milo6 Macura*

After having used, in one way or another, the United Nations population
projections for some 25 years, I have come to feel those projections are an
irreplaceable tool of demographic and economic analyses of the past and the future,
both at international and national levels. The kind of projections which the
United Nations produces can hardly be substituted for by another, more sophisticated
kind, in the foreseeable future. But, further im provements can be brought to the
techniques and procedures, such as disaggregation of some variables or sophistication
with regard to assumption making.

Positive features and disadvantages of existing projections 

The principal feature which makes the United Nations population projections
irreplaceable is their world-wide coverage: they are made available for every
significant territory and country, the world's regions, the continents, and the
world as a whole. They provide for analysis of individual countries and for
aggregations that may suit the purposes of even rather specific inquiries. No
other projections produced either by conventional or more recent techniques offer
such variety.

The explicit statement of demographic assumptions on which the projections
rest is another feature of immense value, for it makes it possible for the user to
select the variant of projections which he considers appropriate. Disaggregation
of projections by sex and age groups permits further "parademographic" usages, such
as analyses of labour-force participation, urbanization and the like. Finally,
publication of the projections and their wide circulation make an international
impact, both intellectual and technical, which must be appreciated.

There are, of course, significant disadvantages of techniques and procedures
built into the United Nations population projections which seriously affect both
the quality of projections data and their utilization. The United Nations
projections are in principle exogenous, with the exception of basic data on the
size and sex/age structure of the population . all other inputs are hypothetical

data, based on sound assumptions and a variety o f studies but with no explicit
relation to the socio-economic and other determinants concerned. A general statement
on the socio-economic conditions likely to change and, therefore, affect a
prospective population change does not help the user and makes the dilemma
surrounding the choice of a projections variant rather complex.

The same disadvantage tends to minimize the value of the comprehensive
demographic projections constructed by the United Nations agencies. One of the most
significant contributions to the understanding of the role of population in
development was, no doubt, the recent development of a system of demographic

* Ekonomski Institut, Belgrade, Yugoslavia.
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projection. The system consists, in additir'n to population projections, of
projections of the labour force supply , agricultural and non-agricultural
population, urban and rural population, household projections and the like. Yet,
this important development has remained itself highly exogenous, for no numerical
linkages have been established so far to bring the individual projections together
into a consistent system.

Exogeneity is perhaps the key problem of the United Nations population
projections and of projections constructed by other agencies. Consequently, the
question is whether it can be reduced and under which conditions.

No reference is made here to the quality of basic data which, in the final
analysis, determines the quality of projections. This is not because of the neglect
of this particular problem. I believe the United Nations is making all the effort
that is possible under the circumstances to improve data collection and processing
as well as to keep the evaluation and editing of data at a reasonable standard.

Examples of recent usages of projections 

The fact that the United Nations population projections consist of four
variants - constant, high, medium, and low fertility - makes it possible to use the
projections for different purposes and following different basic approaches. It
is true that the medium variant tends to be declared "the most plausible" one,
but this seems to be done only on technical grounds, and on the ground of an
optimistic belief that conditions in the world will improve. Otherwise, all four
variants are available to the users, which seems to be an important condition of
the impartiality of the projection work. The choice and the technical
responsibility for it rests thus with the user, which seems to be only correct.

The main and most traditional utilization of population projections is in
the many demographic analyses of population trends and prospects. It is a well
established and standard use of projections for a variety of purposes, which does
not invite specific comments.

The utilization of population projections in studies of future economic
prospects seems to be of a more recent origin. According to my information,
Khan and Wiener were the first students to use the United Nations population
projections, in their work The Year 2000 (1967). The Centre for Development
Planning and Projections, Department of International Economic and Social Affairs,
United Nations Secretariat, had used the projections extensively in the course of
preparations for the Second United Nations Development Decade (see E/AC.54/L.29/Rev.1)0
Yet, their work has not been publicized to reach the technical circles throughout
the world. The Meadows and their colleagues have been well informed of the United
Nations work on population projections, but their study, Limits to Growth has
obviously ignored it. In their report entitled mankind at the Turning Point (1975),
Mesarovic and Pestel paid little attention to population, despite the fact that a
population model constituted one of the key subsystems. I am not aware to what
extent they relied on the United Nations population projections.

In an essay entitled "Demographic development and the exhaustion of national 
resources" (1975) Tinbergen was impressed by population trends and relied extensively
on the United Nations projections, which he had, however, changed along the lines
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of his reasoning. Leontief and colleagues, in their study,
The Future of the World Economy (1977), accepted the medium and low variants of
the United Nations projections as a key component of scenarios X and C. However,
the third Club of Rome report, prepared by Tinbergen and his associates
(Reshaping the International Order, 1977), while referring to population trends,
gave them very little attention. The two last reports deserve, in my opinion,
special consideration, since they both demonstrate a new direction in economic
research geared towards the study of conditions pertinent to the establishment
of a new international economic order.

All the studies mentioned examine the trends of total population as reflected
in the United Nations projections, and, with one exception only, accept the
assumptions embodied in the projections. This appears to be a sign of appreciation
for the quality of technical work of the United Nations Secretariat. Yet, no
attempt has been made to establish a direct relationship between population and
economic prospects, except in at least two studies, for analysis of per capita 
effects of alternative population trends. This is in sharp contrast to both
economic and demographic theory.

Selection among the four variants of projections appears to be strongly
influenced by the purposes of, and approaches to, the studies listed. This seems
to be a sign of the ideological foundation of research, even when highly technical
subjects are involved.

Except in one study, no use is made of the system of comprehensive demographic
projections. 1/ This is perhaps because the system of projections as a whole has
not been published and is therefore not known to technicians.

If I may be permitted, I would like to make a rather bold and far-reaching
concluding comment. It seems to me that the United Nations population projections
are widely accepted and used, even in studies which seem to reach a large audience
in the world. Critiques raised and attempts to offer alternative approaches to
population projections made in the 1960s by Boyarsky and Bogue, and later in the
1970s by the Meadows, anPe P r not to be effective. On the contrary, the projections
seem to have stimulated rather non-conventional thinking relating to the new
international economic order, which had been mostly neglected. If this is true,
it seems to me that the United Nations demographic projections ought to move in
new directions.

Some alternative scenarios 

Two mainstreams of public concern and technical interest relating to future
population trends deserve special mention: population change and its implications
for the gradual establishment of a new international economic order; and the
possible effects of declining fertility on the working age group and, ultimately,
on the lan.ur force supply. Both subject areas appear to be ccrtrcversial, lack
evidence and data bases, and deserve further study. In the final analysis both
phenomena are of a long-term nature and can hardly be studied on the basis of real

1/ I made an attempt to use that system in my paper, "Demographic prospects for
the next thirty years", submitted to the Conference of the International Union for
the Study of Population held in London in 1971.
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experience gathered in the past. Consequently, a more hypothetical and less
conventional kind of study is required, to be worked out through two or even more
scenarios.

A common feature of the two subject areas is that they cannot be studied in
isolation of economic and social change in the future. I do not need to argue on
that score, since it is obvious that a future demand for labour in industrialized
countries will depend on a series of economic and technological factors, just as a
future change in population in the less developed countries will be affected by
another series of economic and social factors. Each case must, therefore, have a
hypothetical economic and, if possible, social milieu, described by statistics to
the greatest extent possible. The scenarios of future economic prospects
established in the Leontief study, along with those proposed by Tinbergen in his
essay, and by others, could perhaps provide a basis for thinking about similar
kinds of demographic scenarios.

It is obvious that none of the two subject areas would be possible to study
by the use of alternative scenarios for total population only. Each requires further
disaggregation into meaningful socio-economic groupings which make up
socio-economic structures of the population. Initial work may capitalize on the
experience gained so far in preparing the other components of comprehensive
demographic projections, such as labour force, education, urban/rural population,
households and the like. But it must also bring in an additional aspect - that
of labour demand, as has been done in the economic projections for the Second
United Nations Deveopment Decade referred to earlier.

Thus, we may conceive of a population system which consists of the main
dynamic and structural components of population change in the broadest sense. The
system should be interrelated with an economic system, for example, of the type
worked out by Leontief. No formalized relations either in the population system
or between it and the economic system are proposed, for obvious reasons. But,
sufficient information should be extracted from the two to estimate at least the
critical relationships such as capital/labour ratios, meaningful labour-force
participation rates, their relation with the rates affecting education, retirement
and the like, structure of labour by industries and economic sectors, and so on.
Estimated relations in such a crude way might, perhaps, make it possible to estimate
the indices relevant to marital status, family formation and the like.

The scenarios of the new international economic order deserve special
attention and priority because of their political and psychological import. After
having read the recent reports on that order, we ask ourselves what might be its
implications in such areas as employment, education, family pattern, spatial
distribution, fertility, mortality, population growth and the like, which all
constitute either the dynamic or the structural aspects of population change.
Establishint, a reasonably sound relationship between the two aspects will, perhaps,
complement the economic studies with significant elements relevant to social and
demographic change. In technical terms, it would make it possible to assess - in
addition to the economic effects of population change - the demographic implications
of the economic progress expected to follow the introduction of a new international
economic order.



Scenarios for the labour supply under a declining fertility also enjoy high
priority, despite the fact that the subject has already been studied. The Strasbourg
Conference in 1976 and the Washington, D.C., Conference in 1977 both examined the
problem and have contributed to the relevant knowledge. Yet, an international study
on the likely effects of different patterns of declining fertility on the labour
supply still seems to be needed. The subject is very important to many countries of
the industrialized world and requires a well organized and imaginative study by an
impartial organization such as the United Nations.

Three technical comments 

The alternative scenarios discussed above depend on the system of demographic
projections produced so far by the United Nations. A major technical implication
of this situation is that all the projections should be integrated into a system
which includes some key interrelationships. A further technical implication is in
the relatedness of the population system, consisting of a series of projections,
with an economic system of projections.

This does not mean, however, that one should aim at an endogenous system of
projections. It is hard to think of the endogeneity to be introduced in a system
of five or six projections, all derived from the same sex/age population
projections but disaggregated following their own individual logics. What is wanted
is a system more harmonized internally and externally, with possible linkages that
can be numerically established. Thus, the system of projections envisaged could
be classified under systems within which no formalized links are provided for.

Establishing the links among the demographic projections and those within
the economic system requires the estimating of some key relationships existing at
the various levels of socio-economic development. A great deal of study in this
area has been done so far in the BACHUE project of the International Labour Office
and elsewhere. An inventory of those relationships may prove to be a good starting
point in studying the numerical functions needed for the integrating of demographic
systems and linking them with economic ones.

Of course, in a system of projection in which the relationships are not
formalized, the intuition and experience of the staff, so crucial for projection
work in the past, will continue to be crucial. Our experience at the Ekonomski
Institut gathered from a micro-regional study suggests that consultation among
demographers and economists is as important for building assumptions with regard
to population trends as it is for other matters such as employment, education,
capital formation, investment, and economic growth. Assumptions and significance
testing are, in such a process, a method of consistency control that is, if not
exact, at least logical.



VIII. DENOGRAPHIC PPOJECTIMS FOP LATIN AN TTICAU COUNTRIPS

Jorge L. Somoza*

Introduction 

The Latin American Demographic Centre (CELADE) is responsible for the
preparation of the demographic projections of 20 Latin American countries. This

is a task that cannot be performed uniformly in all countries because, as a natter
of policy, CELADP tries to work with local demographers in the preparation of
the country projections. This means that their o pinions should be taken into
account when estimating the current demographic situation, when adjusting basic
data and when formulating hypotheses on future trends of the demographic variables.

In spite of that diversity, in what follows, a. brief description is given
of how the current demographic estimates as well as the population projections are
prepared in what 7-light be termed a typical case, representing the situation of the
majority of the countries in the region with respect to basic information. This
can be defined as follows: there is information available from. two . or more
population censuses and maybe also from a national demographic survey; but there
is no reliable information available from registers on annual births, deaths and
international rigration.

(Then the situation regarding the basic information available is as mentioned
above, it is particularly important clearly to distinguish two parts in the
computation of a demographic projection. The first part is the estimation of what
has happened in the past and the current demographic situation at the starting
point of the projection. The second part includes the formulation of the hypotheses
on the future trend of the demographic variables and, subsequently, the actual
computation of the projection.

In the typical situation of a Latin American country, the first part is more
difficult to accomplish, more important, more demanding in terms of time and nay
produce only rough results, as opposed to the situation of countries in other
regions where the past and present demographic situation is well documented.

A first conclusion that can be drawn from what has just been said is the
following: if the first part, i.e., the derivation of past and present demographic
estimates, is carried out with difficulty and yields merely rough approximations
to the true values, it seems illusory to perform refined elaborations on the future
trends of the demographic variables. The second part, to our judgement, rust be
done through procedures that are consistent with the quality of the estimates of
the current demographic situation.

This paper deals with the two parts mentioned above. In the first section,
the current status of demographic estimates in a typical Latin Nmerican country is
examined; in the second, a description is given of the way hypotheses on future
trends of the demographic variables are formulated and elaborated by =ADE.

* Deputy Director, Latin American Demographic Centre (CELADE), Santiago, Chile.
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Current status of demographic estimates in Latin America

It seems appropriate to consider how we in C7LADE are at present estimating
each of the demographic variables, i.e., fertility, mortality and international
migration, in a typical Latin American country.

Fertility estimates 

Fertility is measured by Y ,eans of the annual fertility rates by quinquennial
age groups in the female population. They are derived from the following censal
information:

The number of children ever born to women up to the time of the census.
This information is broken down by quinquennial age groups of mothers;

The number of births occurring during the year previous to the census.
They are also classified by age of mothers;

(c) The number of enumerated children by single years of age up to 10 or
15 years, according to age of their mothers.

With the above data, the fertility of the population in the 10 or 15 years
Previous to the census is calculated. The analysis of this information nay show
that changes in fertility have occurred in the past - this being a useful finding
to formulate hypotheses on its future trend.

The same information permits us to establish whether or not there are
differences in the level of fertility among subgroups of the population - for
example, between urban and rural areas, among categories of the population defined
according to level of instruction of mothers, etc.

The methods that are used to derive these estimates are the ones proposed
by Professor William Brass (Brass, 1973) and the own-children method (Cho, 1974).

As stated above, the fertility estimates obtained. are rough and subject to a
margin of error much larger than the one affecting those of countries with complete
and accurate registration of births. However, estimates based on information
from censuses taken after 1970 are more reliable than those derived from previous
censuses. Before 1970 the information now available on recent fertility was not
available, and the methods of analysis now employed were not widely known.

In order to continue improving the reliability of fertility estimates in
the future, all countries taking a census around 1980 should include the
appropriate questions, try to raise the quality of the information collected, and
prepare the tabulations that are necessary in order to apply the methods of
analysis.

CELADE's activity in this field seeks to achieve those goals mainly through
the diffusion of those methods of analysis that have proved to be most efficient
in estimating fertility. At present, for instance, in order to diffuse the
application in Latin America of the own-children method of estimating fertility,
a project called "InvestigaciOn de la Fecundidad a Trav4s del Y6todo de los Hijos
Propios en An6rica	 (IFHIPAL) is being carried out using census information
from the 1970 round of population censuses in some 15 countries of the region.
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Mortality estimates 

Mortality is measured by means of the annual death rates by quinquennial age
groups and sex. In order to derive the life tables reflecting those death rates,
starting exclusively from census information, the methods of analysis
utilized - some of which have been developed only recently - do not produce results
that are completely satisfactory. The present situation however is much better
than the one existing a few years ago when such methods had not yet been devised.

In almost all countries there are now at least two population censuses
available instead of only one, as was the case in some instances sore years ago,
thus allowing the computation of intercensal survivorship ratios, which constitute
a basis for constructing a. life table. The use of these methods, requiring
either that the population be closed or that the migration be known., is lirited,
however, due to the increasing importance of international emigration, ,Thich is not
accurately determined, or to the lack of comparability of the two censuses that
are used in establishing the survivorship ratios.

A Procedure which mainly utilizes the age distribution of annual deaths,
either registered or reported at a census (Brass, 1977), has recently been
developed to estimate mortality. Although the results that can be derived from
it are often very rough, they are also, in some instances, the only ones that can
be obtained.

The Post significant advance has taken place in the development of
techniques that seek to estimate mortality starting from indicators such as the
incidence of dead among all children ever born, maternal orphanhood, or widowhood
by death of the first husband. Simple questions included in censuses or survey
forms provide these indicators, from which the estimates are derived
(Brass, 1973; Feeney, 1977; Brass-Hill, 1974; Hill, 1976). It is important to
promote the inclusion of these questions in the forms of the next round of
population censuses - to start in 1900 - in order to improve the quality of the
mortality estimates in the countries of the region. Although a large number of
countries have already utilized one of these questions (i.e., the one dealing
with the proportion of children dead among all children ever born), only a few
have taken advantage of the use of the other questions.

When mortality is estimated by using the procedures mentioned above, it is
difficult to determine whether or not changes in mortality have occurred in the
past. With regard to changes in mortality through time, onl y some indicators
are available. Variations can be observed, for example, in the age distribution
of registered deaths, reflecting a decline in mortality. Tven if the registration
of deaths is incomplete and, consequently, ina ppropriate for establishing the
level of mortality, it may be useful for reflecting trends.

Mortality differentials among subgroups of the population are even less known
than fertility differentials. Only recently, in 1974, CILADF initiated a research
project assessing the very significant differences in childhood mortality
according to place of residence - urban or rural - level of instruction of
mothers whose children are considered when estimating mortality, or other social
variables. The project, Investigaci6n de la Mortalidad Infantil en Am6rica
Latina (IWIAL), has already been completed for 1". , countries, namely, Argentina,
Bolivia, Colomiba, Costa Rica, Chile, 7cuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
ITicaragua, Paraguay, Peru and Dominican Republic.
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International migration estimates 

The knowledge of international migration is very unsatisfactory. The
situation is even worse than the one existing with relation to fertility or
mortality. Reliable registers on annual international migration do not exist for
any country in Latin America.

Migration is measured in terms of the absolute number of persons classified
by quinquennial age groups and sex who arrive or leave the country in a five-year
period. The estimate on international migration is made in terms of net balance
of migrants, i.e., the difference between immigrants and emigrants - the balance
taking a positive sign when immigration prevails over emigration, and a negative
sign in the opposite case.

The estimate of immigration can be worked out starting from census information
on country of birth and year of arrival in the country being studied. The question
on year of arrival, which is not usually included in the census forms, is useful
for estimating variations in the number of arrivals through time. It would be very
convenient if all countries in the region would include these two questions
(country of birth, year of arrival) in their 1980 census forms.

It is easier to estimate immigration than emigration. To estimate emigration,
the country under study collects census information from countries of destination
of migrants. The same census information that is useful for studying immigration
would be useful for estimating the emigration of a given country if it were
possible to assemble that information from censuses of all countries of destination
and if, in addition, the information were available, tabulated by sex and age,
for persons born in the country of origin being studied. This is the idea on
which IMILA is based. CELADE initiated the IMILA project around 1970, collecting
unpublished census information and making it available to countries in the region
(B.D., 1977).

The practical limitations of the procedure suggested above are as follows:

There is no information available from all countries of destination of
emigrants of a given country of origin;

When such information is available, it is not referred to the same year
in which the census of the country under study is taken;

The information from censuses of countries of destination is seldom
tabulated by sex and age by country of origin (the INILA project has meant an
important advancement in this respect, providing such tabulations when the basic
information is available);

The information that can be eventually collected is frequently affected.
by omissions or errors due to illegal migration. Persons who have entered a
country illegally most likely do not state their true countr y of birth in a
census enumeration. Clandestine migration is supposed to be very extensive.
:stimates on the number of emigrated Colombians, for example, amount to 600,000
during the decennial period 1963-1973, out of which only one fourth, i.e., 150,000,
are legal, and three quarters, i.e., 450,000, illegal (Bayona, 1977).

4•10 41411.41111.1.0]
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Estimates on net migratory balances, based. on the census information of the
kind mentioned above, are very unreliable. Emigration has become so important
in the recent past for the majority of the countries in the region that, when
preparing projections, in spite of the limitations relating to the basic
information, making some kind of estimate is considered appropriate no matter how
conjectural the figure night be. The need to take measures aiming at improving
the present knowledge of international migration is urgent, and this is the right
time to start action in this respect, so that the tremendous effort that will be
undertaken in connexion with the 1980 census programmes will produce the badly
needed information. CELADE intends to promote the inclusion of two new questions
in the census schedules: on country of birth (already included in international
recommendations); and year of arrival. It will continue to support the ITTILA
project and will explore new census questions which might permit the derivation of
estimates on emigration.

The new questions will complement two others that are already included in
census forms: survivorship of children; and. the incidence of maternal orphanhood.
The proposed questions would request information about the presence of surviving
children (to be put to the female population) and when investigating maternal
orphanhood, on the presence of mothers (to be put to the whole population), for
the purpose of finding out whether the persons reported about are in the country
or abroad. These questions still have to be tested in an experimental census in
order to find out whether or not they provide useful information for the purpose
in mind. Such tests, we believe, should be encouraged, their results critically
examined, and the findings circulated among interested demographers, in order to
arrive at some conclusion before the next round of population censuses.

The formulation of hypotheses on future trends of 
demographic variables 

The first part of this section deals with the adoption of projected global
levels of demographic variables in a distant future - say, 1995-2000; the second
with the procedures that are currently used in =ADE in order to project each
variable.

The adoption of projected global levels of demographic variables 

As a result of the analysis described in the previous section, we have now
estimates of fertility, mortality and international migration, referred to a time
period close to the starting point of the projection. In a few instances, the same
kind of estimates are also available for past periods. In this situation - i.e.,
when it is possible to establish the past trend of the variables - a careful
examination of that trend is the first exercise that should be undertaken in order
to guess what future global levels of fertility, mortality and migration in the
future night be.

Studies on differentials in fertility and mortality among subgroups of the
population also provide valuable indications, allowing demogra phers to speculate
about what nay happen in the future. Studies on differentials, such as the caes
mentioned above relating to childhood mortality (IMIAL) or fertility (IFHIPAL),
are of great value since they not only provide information on differences within
a country but, owing to their comparative nature, also show differences among
countries.
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Finally, in order to establish consistent future demographic assumptions
among countries, the demogra phic situation of the country being studied is usually
compared with that of other countries in the region, mainly those to which the
country concerned is most closely related. When working with local demographers,
it is sometimes difficult to achieve consistency among projected values in
different countries, since when adopting assumptions on demographic variables in
the future, national development plans must be taken into account and, in
some instances, the demographic goals in those plans are rather unrealistic.

In summary, past trends, when they are known, differences in the level of the
variables among subgroups of the population and the examination of the country's
situation in comparison with others, for which the projected values are known, are
the elements that are taken into account in the exercise of adopting future global
estimates for a distant future. Global assumptions are expressed in terms of the
gross reproduction rate, in the case of fertility, in terms of expectation of life
at birth by sex, in the case of mortality, and in actual numbers of migrants by
sex and age, i.e., the balance between immigrants and emigrants, in the case of
international migration.

The first step in preparing population projections consists of the adoption
of values representing those projected global levels of the variables. In what
follu Ts, we will assume that this has been accomplished and will examine which
procedures are employed to determine specific rates by age along with the
projection.

Procedures utilized for projecting demographic variables 

We will consider successively the methods used in order to project fertility,
mortality and international migration.

Fertility

The projection of fertility is based on four values of the gross reproduction
rate (GRR), each of them referred to a given moment. To each GRR an age
structure of rates is assigned.

The first, usually the most reliable, is the one that has been derived for a
recent period, say, for the period 1970-1975. For this period fertility rates
by ages and, consequently, the GRR have been estimated. This GRR will be
represented F' (72.5), indicating that it refers to the period 1970-1975.

The second rate is a hypothetical limit that fertility could have had in the
remote past. This value is adopted by examining past trends in fertility, in the
few cases when this is possible, or by simply guessing a possible value. We
represent it R'

The third is another hypothetical limit, the one that might be attained by
fertility in the distant future - for example, a level for the GRR equal to 1. We
represent this value by R' (co).



The fourth is the projected global level that has been adopted as plausible,
resulting from the exercise mentioned in the section above. Let us assume that this
limit is adopted for a period 1995-2000. It is represented by R i ( 97.5).

These four values define a logistic function in time that reproduces them.
By means of an interpolation, intermediate values for the five-year periods between
1970-1975 and 1995-2000 are determined.	 The interpolation is performed for the
gross reproduction rate as well as for the age-specific fertility rates that we
have assumed to be associated with each level of GER. 	 The computations are carried
out expeditiously by the use of a mini-computer.

Since the future trend in fertility is very uncertain, as are the projected
values of what might be considered the most plausible alternative, other
alternatives are also prepared. Among these there are two which are the most
interesting to analyse. One of them illustrates what future fertility might
be if there were to be a deviation from the most plausible alternative towards
higher values, while the other illustrates an opposite deviation. The differences
in the numbers of births between those two alternatives provide an indication of the
margin within which the actual number of births will most likely fall, although of
course the possibility cannot be discarded that the real number of births could
get off this margin.

Mortality 

As in the case of fertility, we start from an estimate of the level of
mortality - i.e., with a life table by sex for a recent period, say, for 1970-1975.
We compute the logits of the function	 that we represent Yx . The definition is

Yx = 1/2 In ((1-Qx)	 )x	 x

Since the life table refers to the period 1970-1975 we indicate Y(72.5).

A projected global level of mortality, expressed in terms of the expectation
of life at birth, has already been adopted for a distant future, say, for 1995-2000.
This limit has resulted from the analysis as explained above. We emphasize the
conjectural value of such an exercise.

We accept that some time in the future mortality will approach the biological
limits, by sex, set by Bourgeois-Pichat in 1952. The life tables representing such
limits are also expressed in the logit scale. We represent them Y(c°).

This is all the information we need to prepare the mortality projection. By
linear interpolation between values of Y(72.5) and Y( 00 ) for each age group, values
are determined, which we write Y(97.5), corresponding to a life table with the
assumed expectation of life at birth for the period 1995-2000.

The life tables for the intermediate five-year periods between 1970-1975 and
1995-2000 are calculated by linear interpolation between the logits of the life
tables for those periods, i.e., Y(72.5) and Y(97.5).



The resulting values in terms of the expectation of life at birth show
reasonable levels. They vary more when the level of mortality is low, i.e., high

mortality, and vary less yhen it is high, i.e., low mortality.

Ue usually do not prepare alternative hypotheses on the future trend of
mortality, although this might perhaps be justified in countries where quite wide
possibilities for variation are still open.

The necessity of improving the present estimates on mortality and, if possible,
its past trends is evident. In many countries the estimates in use are still very

uncertain.

International migration 

It has already been stated that migration is measured, for the purpose of
population projections, by means of the absolute number of net migrants, classified
by sex and age, which move in a five-year period.

The projection of international migration has a purely conjectural value.
It is based on estimates of what has happened in the past as well as on governmental
plans about future policy regarding migration.

The way in which the actual projection is computed consists simply of adding
to the results of the population projected after a five-year period, according to
the assumptions on fertility and mortality, the assumed net balance of migrants by
sex and age.

It is evident that the knowledge of international migration is not
satisfactory, regardless of whether it is based on estimates of what has happened
or estimates of what might happen in the future.

Final comments

Summarizing what has been discussed. above, we can say that the most important
task in relation to demographic projections for Latin America, to our judgement,
is the improvement of the knowledge that we have at present on the demographic
situation.

The round of population censuses that is going to start in 1980 offers a
very good opportunity for us to act in order to improve that kno , Tledge. Different

activities should be undertaken by the United Nations in order to persuade
Governments to collect the appropriate information, pre pare useful tabulations for
analysis, employ suitable methods for analysing the results, and publish the
findings.

lith regard to fertility, the auestions that have already been used - number of
children ever born, date of the last birth - and the adequate tabulations for using
the own-children method should be adopted in the census programmes of all countries
in the region.
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Since nuestions regarding mortality have not been so widely used as those
dealing with fertility, a greater effort will be needed to convince Governments
of their usefulness. The questions that have proved efficient and are,
consequently, recommended for estimating mortality are:

Those dealing with surviving and ever-born children, to measure
childhood mortality;

Those dealing with maternal orphanhood and widowhood by death of the
first husband, to measure female and male adult mortality, respectively.

Finally, it is necessary to promote the study of how to estimate emigration
on the basis of information collected in a census. CEL!DE has already advanced
some ideas dealing with this problem.

Regarding methods of projecting fertility and mortality, to our judgement,
those that are at present used by (MADE are in agreement with the quality of the
existing estimates of those variables. 7e believe that it is not worth while
to utilize more elaborated methods of projections before improving the basic
knowledge of the present demographic situation.
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(B.D., 1977)

(Bayona, 1977)

(B-P., 1952)

(Brass 1973)
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IX. THE METHODOLOGY OF THE LATEST POPULATION PROJECTIONS
FOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Jacob S. Siegel*

The latest set of national population projections for the United States of
America was issued in July of 1977, 1/ and was based on pcpulation estimates for

age, sex, and race groups for 1 July 1976. The projections extend to the year 2050
and, hence, encompass both the short term (to 1985), the intermediate term
(to 2000), and the long term (to 2050). They were prepared by the cohort-
component method, incorporating an °inflation-deflation" variant. In the cohort-
component method, the components of population change (births, deaths and net
immigration) are projected separately for each birth cohort (persons born in each
year). In the present case the initial (base date) population was carried forward
year by year using projected survival rates and projected net immigration for
single years of age, sex and race. Annual births were projected for each future
year and were carried forward in the same manner as the cohorts born before the
base date. 2/

The previous projections were published less than two years ago and were based
on current population estimates for 1 July 1974. They were revised primarily to
incorporate recent unanticipated declines in mortality rates as well as to effect
a consistency of all the series of projections with the latest population estimates
for age, sex and race groups and the latest birth and immigration statistics. Some
inconsistency with alternative series inevitably develops with the mere passage of
time even if actual population trends follow the trajectory of one of the series;
hence, periodic adjustment of a set of projections is viewed as necessary. In fact,
the estimated actual population and the middle series of projections (series II)
for 1 July 1976, were extremely close as a result principally of offsetting errors
in the projections of births and deaths; for births, the projected figure for the
1974-1976 period was 2.4 per cent above the reported figure, and for deaths, the
projected figure was 6.2 per cent above the reported figure. Population growth for

Senior Statistician for Demographic Research and Analysis, Population
Division, United States Bureau of the Census, United States of America

1: United States Bureau of the Census, "Projections of the population of the
United States: 1977 to 2050", Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 7014
(July 1977).

2/ For a detailed discussion of the cohort-compound method, including
illustrative examples, see Henry S. Shryock, Jacob S. Sie' rel, and Associates,
The Methods and Materials of Demo7raphy, Washington, D.C., Government Printing
Office, 1975), third printing-, chapters 23 and 24; and Manual  III: Methods for 
Population Projections by Sex and Age, (United Nations publication,
Sales 7o. 56.XIII.3).
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this period was understated by merely 2 per cent in the middle series of
projections, but was overstated and understated by 16 per cent in the high
(series I) and low series (series III), respectively.

Inflation-deflation procedure 

In the inflation-deflation procedure, the latest census population was adjusted
for estimated net census undercounts for age, sex and race groups, 3/ the corrected
census population was carried forward to the base date (1 July 1976) and on to
future years by the cohort-component method, and then for each future year the
projected population was "deflated" to reflect the estimated pattern of net
undercounts for age, sex and race groups at the latest census (table 1). 4/
Finally, a small pro rata adjustment was made in the deflated figures to bring them
into exact agreement or consistency with independent estimates of the total
population in each sex/race group for the base date obtained by carrying forward the
census population with data on subsequent births, deaths and net immigration
without regard to age.

The cohort-component method used alone preserves the actual pattern of
population change for birth cohorts whereas the inflation-deflation variant
preserves the actual pattern of population change for age groups. The inflation-
deflation variant is viewed as generally preferable because the vast majority of
users of estimates and projections for age groups are interested in change over time
in the population in specific age groups and not in change over tine in birth
cohorts. The application of the unmodified cohort-component method to census-level
figures produces considerable distortion in the percentage change in age groups
within a few years when adjacent age groups (e.g., 15 to 19 and 20 to 24) have
estimated percentage undercounts that differ greatly. 5/

3/ For an analysis of the coverage of population in the 1970 census, see United
States Bureau of the Census, "Estimates of coverage of population by sex, race and
age: demographic analysis" in Census of Population and Ucusing:  1970, Evaluation
and Research Program PHC(F)-4, (Uashingtcn D.C., Government Printing Office, 1973).

4/ The use of the figures in table 1 can be illustrated with an example. The
projected population 65 years and over in 2000 is 31.8 million. Dividing this
figure by .98250 (the coverage ratio shown in table 1) yields a projected population
65 years and over adjusted for net census undercount in 2000 of about 32.4 million.

5/ The effect of applying the inflation-deflation variant of the cohort-
component method can be illustrated with estimates for the black male population
in 1970 and 1975. Between 1970 and 1975, the population 20-to 2 1 1 years old adjusted
for estimated net census undercount and the deflated population increased by
23 per cent. The corresponding increase in the population obtained by c.pplying the
cohort-component method without the inflation-deflation variant was 32 per cent.
The overstatement of the true increase in this age group reflects the fact that the
population 20 to 24 years old in 1975 (15 to 19 years old in 1970) had an estimated
net undercount of about 4 per cent, compared to about 11 per cent for the
population 20 to 24 years old in 1970.

4
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Table 1. Estimated completeness of coverage - ratio of census-level
population to population adjusted for estimated net census
undercounts, by age, sex and race, 1 April 1970

Age
(years)

Total White Black

Total Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female

Under 5 .96542 .96375 .96717 .97867 .97708 .98034 .89906 .89640 .90174
5 to 9 .96971 .96813 .97137 .97721 .97602

.98681
.97846 .92713 .92296 .93136

10 to 14 .98568 .98799 .98994 .98928 .99062 .968209682o .96462

67 38
15 to 19 .98841 .98475 .99221 .99080 .98725 .99451 .96266 .95735 299
20 to 24 .97788 .96967 .98633 .98314 .97705

9

.91734 .88695 .94756
25 to 29

30 to 34
.95362
.96282

.94045

.94765
.96696
.97805

.96294

.97064
.95411
.96102 45.	 6.9

.86560

 .88815
.81352
.82385 .95086

35 to 39 .96415 .94187 .98665 .97547 .95947 .99171 .88771 .81746 .9 5670

w
ID

40 to 44
45 to 49

.97368

.97250
.95258
.95468

.99461

.98979

.98352

.98032
.96818
.96549

.99879

.99472
.89928

.90309
.83310

*I:14

.9.96331

999 414 8:8 762:6

50 to 54
55 to 59

.98657

.97590
.97381
.97029

.99874

.98109
.99295
.98339

.98236

.97901
1.00307

.98745
.92421
.90560 3 89

.89416

.8
.95186

60 to 64 .97124 .97226 .97035 .97501 .97711 .97317 .93817 .93035 3
65 to 69 1.01492 1.00806 1.02053 1.00700 1.00192 1.01113 11.12505 1.10056 1.14524
70 to 74 .99566 .991271.00166 .99811 1.00117 .99587 .97682 1.02179 .94392
75 and over .94539 .96634 .93255 .94949 .96377 9 .86545 .95725 .81048
15 to 44 .97175 .95919 .98453 .97882 .96977 .90985 .86790 .95126

andd over .98250 .99133 .97622 .98192 .98790

.98807

.98849 1.03083 .95843

All ages .97459 .96744 .98155 .98099 .97572 .92366 .90194 .94455

Note: For the population of the United States, including armed forces overseas.



f

The actual pattern of population change for both age groups and birth cohorts
would be preserved if projections were prepared for the population adjusted for
undercounts rather than for the census-level population. Such projection would
have to be based on post-censal population estimates (or on census results)
adjusted for undercounts. There are the following problems associated with the
use of population estimates and projections adjusted for undercounts, however:
the undercounts are estimates and hence are subject to error; the use of corrected
population projections, in conjunction with information on various social and
economic characteristics, involves a considerable dependence on the assumption
that the characteristics of the directly enumerated population are the same as for
the population not interviewed a consistent set of subnational estimates
(e.g., for states) is not now available and a reliable method for deriving them has
not yet been developed; corrected population projections are not comparable with
existing time series, which are not adjusted for undercounts.

Fertility assumptions 

As noted, the cohort-component method of projecting population requires
separate assumptions about future fertility, mortality, and net immigration. We
first consider the methods and assumptions relating to fertility. The discussion
of the fertility component is presented under three headings: cohort completed
fertility, timing pattern of fertility, and period (annual) fertility rates.

Cohort completed fertility 

Three series of population projections, designated series I, II and III, and
varying solely with respect to the assumptions about the ultimate level of cohort
completed fertility, were prepared. Ideally, the series II assumption could be
described as most likely; however, given the uncertainty about future fertility,
the series II assumption is more accurately described as appearing at this time to
be the most reasonable choice.

In selecting the series II assumption on cohort com pleted fertility, two
general approaches were considered. The first approach focuses on the long term
and takes into account past historical trends in fertility. In the light of
historical developments in fertility in the United States, an ultimate assumption
of completed fertility at replacement level appears to be one reasonable
assumption however, the question of when replacement-level fertility for a birth
cohort will be reached remains open. In the projections described here,
replacement-level fertility is first achieved by the birth cohort of 1950.

Population growth obviously must cease at some point in the future but actual
cessation of growth may not occur in any meaningful future time span. The
difficult questions concern the path by which zero or near-zero growth will be
reached and the date by which stationarity cr most of the approximation to
stationarity will have occurred. 6/ This general trend does not preclude the

6/ Ansley J. Coale, ''Alternative paths to a stationary po pulation'', and
Norman B. Ryder, "A demographic optimum projection for the United States", in
United States Commission on Population Growth and the American Future, Demographic 
and Social Aspects of Population Growth, Charles F. Westoff and Robert Parke, Jr.,
eds., vol. 1 of Commission research reports (Washington, D.C., Government Printing
Office : 1972), pp. 589-603 and 605-622, respectively.
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possibility of achieving zero population growth and then experiencing a
population decline or small population increase. The average level of cohort
fertility could deviate somewhat from replacement level over an extended period
of time and yet zero population growth could be maintained, especially if there
is a substantial net immigration or net emigration.

The second approach focuses on fertility prospects in the near future. In
this regard, survey data collected annually from 1971 through 1976 on total
births expected by young wives (18 to 24 years of age) suggest that the
completed fertility of all women now in these ages will be around replacement
level. 7/ Both the Current Population Survey of the United States Bureau of
the Census and the National Survey of Family Growth of the United States
National Center for Health Statistics reported in 1973 that married women 18 to
24 years of age expected 2.3 children. The Current Population Survey figure
for 1976 was 2.1. Data on birth expectations are subject to error and change,
and the actual completed fertility of these young wives could be higher or
lower than they now 'expect". However, at present, it does not appear that
their fertility will be greatly inconsistent with fertility at replacement
level for all young women.

In brief, the two approaches suggest that for series II it is reasonable
to assume an ultimate cohort completed fertility rate of 2.1, corresponding to
replacement level, and to assume cohort com pleted fertility rates around
replacement level commencing with the cohorts of women now in the young child-
bearing ages. The series of fertility rates is assumed to move smoothly
towards the assumed ultimate levels. It is possible, of course, that the
fertility of cohorts currently in the young child-bearing ages could reach
replacement level and the fertility of subsequent cohorts could fluctuate.

The series I and series III assumptions on ultimate cohort completed
fertility reflect an attempt to provide a reasonable range around the series II
assumption. Ideally, this range would reflect a specified statistical
confidence interval. However, as it is not possible to assign precise
probabilities to the interval but only 'guess' at them, the series I and
series III assumptions can be described as providing a one-child range that at
this time appears likely to include future trends and fluctuations in fertility
most of the time. 8/

The series I assumption (ultimate completed fertility rate of 2.7) was set
further above the series II assumption (2.1) than the series III assumption (1.7)
was set below the series II assumption. This choice reflects the view that, for
average fertility to drop much below 2.0 births per woman, there would have to be
a change in the prevailing social norm which favours at least two children per
family and/or in the social and economic factors determing adherence to this

7/ United States Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series
P-20, Nos. 248, 265, 277, 301, and 308; United States National Center for Health
Statistics, Advance Data from Vital and Health Statistics, No. 10,
12 August 1977.

8/ See Nathan Keyfitz, "Can population changes be predicted?", paper
presented at the Harvard Actuarial Conference, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
29 November-1 December 1973.
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norm. 9/ There are indications, however, that these factors may be undergoing
change, and it may soon be desirable to lower the level of the set of assumptions.

The choice of assumptions about the ultimate levels of cohort fertility for
the races (white and black) poses a paradox. Survey data on birth expectations
and studies of differential fertility according to race and socio-economic
characteristics have suggested that the fertility rates of whites and blacks
would converge. 10/ Data on cohort and period (annual) fertility rates for the
races during the past decade or the past generation show, however, that the
fertility of blacks has been 20 to 30 per cent above the fertility of whites and
that convergence has not occurred. The total fertility rate of blacks was
26 per cent above that of whites in 1975, 31 per cent above in 1965, and 22 per cent
22 per cent above in 1955.

Recent survey data indicate that the average numbers of total births expected
by young white and black wives are identical or similar. 11/ As in the past when
the birth expectations of young white and black wives have been identical or
similar, the average fertility of black women will probably exceed the average
fertility of white women because of a higher level of unwanted fertility among
black women. 12/

On the assumption that the portion of fertility representing unwanted births
will continue to decline and that the mean numbers of wanted births for whites
and blacks will remain similar, it seems reasonable to assume further that the
ultimate cohort completed fertility rates for white women and black women will be
identical in each projection series and that convergence will begin immediately
and will occur slowly. The ultimate levels of cohort completed fertility for
white and black females are assumed to be reached starting with the 1970 birth
cohort (tables 2 and 3). For women of other races , it is assumed that age-specific

9/ The historical aversion to childlessness and the one-child family are
discussed in Judith Blake, Can we believe recent data on birth expectations in
the United States?", Demography,vol. 11, No. 1 (February 1974 ) 9 pp . 25-44.

10/ United States Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports,
Series P-25, No. 381, p. 33.

11/ United States Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports,
Series P-20, Nos. 265, 277, 301 and 303. The average number of births expected by
white and black wives 18 to 24 years old in their lifetime was 2.3 in 1973 and
2.2 in 1974. For 1976 the figures were 2.1 for whites and 2.3 for blacks.

12/ Data from the 1965 and 1970 National Fertility Studies suggest that there
is little difference between whites and blacks in the mean number of wanted births
and that the observed difference in fertility between the races is due primarily
to a higher mean number of unwanted births among blacks. See Norman B. Ryder and
Charles F. Westoff, 'Wanted and unwanted fertility in the United States:

1965 and 1970", in United States Commission on Population Growth and the American
Future, Demographic and Social Aspects of Population Growth, Charles F. Westoff
and Robert Parke, Jr., eds., vol. 1 of Commission research reports (Washington,
D.C., Government Printing Office, 1972), pp. 4r)7-487.



Table 2. Estimates and projections of cumulative fertility by age
and of completed fertility, for white females in selected
birth cohorts, 1900 to 1970

Cumulative fertility rates b/ 	 Completed Mean age

Series and birth	 Up to	 Up to
cohort of women a/	 age 20	 age 25

1

All series

1900	 	 235.4 1

1910	 	 249.1

1920	 	 229.2

Series I

1930	 	 329.9 1

1940	 	 430.1 1

1950	 	 280.0

1960	 	 275.7 1

1970 and beyond .	 .	 .	 . 298.0 1

Series II

1930	 	 329.9 1

1940	 	 430.1 1

1950	 	 280.0

1960	 	 238.2

1970 and beyond .	 .	 .	 . 231.7

Series III

1930	 	 329.9 1

1940	 	 430.1 1

1950	 	 280.0

1960	 	 213.1

1970 and beyond .	 .	 .	 . 187.5

Up to
age 30

Up
age

	

to	 Up

	

35	 age
to
40

Up
age

to
45

1 760.9 2 215.7	 2 460.8 2 531.0

1 444.6 1 891.1	 2 168.6 2 240.3

1 780.2 2 331.5	 2 621.2 2 694.5

2 330.4 2 870.6	 3 065.0 3 098.1

2 298.0 2 600.3 1 2 682.3 2 703.5

1 530.4 1 856.1	 1 966.2 1 992.8

1 948.1 2 339.1	 2 459.4 2 488.4

2 161.4 2 559.5	 2 672.3 2 698.2

2 330.4 2 870.6	 3 065.0 3 098.1

2 298.0 2 600.3	 2 682.2 2 702.1

1 485.3 1 764.0	 1 855.9 1 877.3

1 556.7 1 855.8	 1 946.8 1 967.8

1 681.1 1 990.6	 2 078.5 2 098.6

2 330.4 2 870.6	 3 065.0 3 098.1

2 298.0 2 600.31	 2 681.6 2 700.3

1 426.6 1 657.1	 1 732.8 1 749.8

1 332.4 1 580.9	 1 655.6 1 672.5

1 360.7 1 611.2	 1 682.4 1 698.8

cohort	 of
fertility	 child-
rate b/	 bearing

2 537.2

2 244.9

2 697.9

27.29

27.76

27.80

3 099.4 26.44

2 704.9 24.76

1 994 .7 26.05

2 490.2 26.23

2 700.0 26.00

3 099.4 26.44

2 703.4 24.75

1 878.7 25.68

1 969.2 26.03

2 100.0 26.00

3 099.4 26.44

2 701.6 24.74

1 751.0 25.27

1 673.7 25.91

1 700.0 26.0

043.9

872.9

985.6

374.2

592.1

933.61

086.6

225.9

374.2

592.1'

933.6

888.4

953.5

374.2

592.1

933.6 1

770.0

771.6

Note: Rates represent cumulative live births per 1,000 women up to age indicated. Figures below
lines in each block are based in whole or in part on projected fertility.

a/ A birth cohort is defined as those women born in the 12-month period centred on the beginning of
the year indicated. (For example, the 1900 cohort is comprised of females born 1 July 1899 to 30 June 1900.

b/ Estimates of cumulative and completed cohort fertility rates in this table differ slightly from
the rates previously published in National Center for Health Statistics, Fertility Tables for Birth Cohorts 
by Color: United States, 1917-1973, by Robert L. Heuser (Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office,
1976). In this report, central birth rates were smoothed because of age heaping prior to the 1950s.
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Table 3. Estimates and projections of cumulative fertility
by age and of completed fertility, for black
females in selected birth cohorts, 1900 to 1980

Cumulative fertility rates b/ 	 Completed Mean age
cohort	 of

Series and birth
	

Up to	 Up to	 Up to	 Up to	 Up to	 Up to	 fertility child-
cohort of women a/
	

age 20	 age 25	 age 30	 age 35	 age 40	 age 45	 rate b/ bearing

All series

1900 c/ 	 495.0 1 425.6 2 137.0 2 583.1 2 887.2 2 979.4 2 994.7 26.58

1910 c/ 	 531.9 1 296.9 1 829.6 2 206.2 2 506.9 2 608.1 2 617.3 26.51

1920 c/ 	 566.4 1 404.0 2 123.7 2 707.0 3 094.5 3 204.3 3 211.6 27.12

Series I

1930 c/ 	 705.3 1 902.8 2 916.0 3 571.4 3 8 6.6 3 890.6 3 893.3 25.89

1940 c/ 	 805.0 2 109.0 2 812.7 3 141.81 3 257.8 3 290.7 3 293.3 24.06

1950 	 702.9 1 527.9 2 048.3 2 355.3 2 459.4 2 524.3 2 526.8 24.40

1960 	 582.5 1 387.5 2 072.1 2 408.0 2 532.7 2 563.4 2 565.4 24.95

1970 	 456.6 1 343.0 2 174.0 2 549.4 2 670.1 2 698.2 2 700.0 25.46

1980 and beyond	 .	 . 298.0 1 225.9 2 161.4 2 559.3 2 672.3 2 698.2 2 700.0 26.00

Series II

1930 c/ 	 705.3 1 902.8 2 916.0 3 571.4 3 836.6 3 890.6 3 893.4 25.89

19140 c/ 	 805.0 2 109.0 2 812.7 3 141.8 3 256.3 3 287.7 3 290.1 24.04

1950 	 702.9 1 527.9 1 986.5 2 239.8 2 350.9 2 379.3 2 381.2 23.96

1960 	 536.0 1 233.7 1 799.3 2 074.5 2 178.1 2 203.0 2 204.7 24.71

1970 	 384.5 1 075.1 1 702.4 1 986.0 2 077.8 2 098.6 2 100.0 25.28

1980 and beyond	 .	 .	 . 231.7 953.5 1 681.1 1 990.6 2 078.5 2 098.6 2 100.0 26.00

Series III

1930 c/ 	 705.3 1 902.8 2 916.0 3 571.4 3 836.6 3 890.6 3 893.4 25.89

1940 c/ 	 805.0 2 109.0 2 812.7 3 141.8 3 256.8 3 287.4 3 289.8 24.04

1950 	 702.9 1 527.9 1 960.6 2 186.5 2 285.8 2 310.9 2 312.7 23.72

1960 	 501.5 1 116.8 1 597.1 1 829.2 1 917.4 1 938.6 1 940.1 24.49

1970 	 333.0 892.4 1 386.3 1 609.6 1 682.5 1 698.8 1 700.0 25.11

1980 and beyond	 .	 .	 . 187.5 771.6 1 360.7 1 611.2 1 682.4 1 698.8 1 700.0 26.00

Note: Rates represent cumulative live births per 1,000 women up to age indicated. Figures below
lines in each block are based in whole or in part on projected fertility.

a/ A birth cohort is defined as those women born in the 12-month period centred on the beginning of
the year in question. (For example, the 1900 cohort is comprised of females born 1 July 1899 to
30 June 1900.)

b/ Estimates of cumulative and completed cohort fertility rates in this report differ slightly from
the rates previously published in National Center for Health Statistics, Fertility Tables for Birth Cohorts 
by Color: United States, 1917-1973, by Robert L. Heuser (Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office,
1976). In this report, central birth rates were smoothed because of age heaping prior to the 1950s.

c/ Estimates for cohorts born before 1950 are based in whole or in part on rates for females of black
and other races.
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birth rates on a period basis will converge to the ultimate levels noted for whites
and blacks. As a result, the ultimate level of cohort fertility for all races
combined is first attained by the 1900 cohort (table 4).

Projected completed fertility rates were set to be consistent with child-.
bearing experience to date (if any) and to converge gradually to the projected
ultimate cohort completed fertility rates. For both white and black women, the
cohort fertility rates first projected were modified slightly as a result of
adjusting, the implied period rates during the first few years of the projection
period to be consistent with recent trends in birth rates and to provide a
reasonable range in projections of annual fertility (see section below on period
fertility rates).

As discussed above, the two a pproaches considered for selecting an assumption
on ultimate cohort fertility for series II suggested a figure around replacement
level. Survey data on birth expectations were used to set the series II
assumption on cohort completed fertility for women now in the early child-bearing
ages. More specifically, the survey data for 1974-1976 for white wives
18 to 24 years old who first married in the 18 to 24 year age spsn were used to
generate cohert fertility assumptions for the white birth cohorts of 1951 to 1957.
The purpose of the restriction to whites and "older" young marriages is to exclude
groups for which the frequency of unwanted births is highest and thus to reduce
the potential disparity between. expected and actual fertility. On the basis of
the marital histories to date of white women in the 1951-1957 and earlier cohorts,
an estimate was made of the proportion of the women that would marry for the first
time in the child-bearing ages. It was then assumed that the women who do not
marry by age 45 would have no children. For series I and series III, the cohort
fertility assumptions for white women born in the 1951-1957 period were set,
respectively, about 10 per cent above and 10 per cent below the series II
assumptions, in recognition of the potential error in the series II assumption.

Timing pattern of fertility

The same ultimate timing pattern of fertility (proportionate distribution of
fertility rates by age of woman) was used for the three projection series. This
timing pattern has a mean age of child-bearing of 26.0. The decision to use one
ultimate timing pattern for all three series was based on the fact that no
consistent relationship between the level of completed fertility and the mean age of
child-bearing is evident in the fertility experience of American women in the
twentieth century. In some periods the relationship was positive and in others
it was negative, and the record provides no basis for selecting one pattern as
being most likely in the future.

Consideration of marriage patterns, which influence both the level of
fertility and the timing of fertility, supports this conclusion. The social,
economic and psychological conditions that are conducive to comparatively early
marriage are also conducive to comparatively high fertility, because women who
marry young live more of their fecund years in marital unions and are less likely
than women who marry late to develop interests and life-styles that are associated
with a small family. It is also the case that more births take more time". 13/

13/ Norman B. Ryder, The emergence of a modern fertility pattern:
United States, 1917-1966", in S. J. Behrman and others, eds., Fertility and Family
Planning: A World View (Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 1969),
pp. lo7-loa.



Table 4. Estimates and projections of cumulative fertility
by age and of completed fertility, for total
females in selected birth cohorts, 1900 to 1980

Cumulative fertility rates b/ 	 Completed Mean age
cohort	 of

Series and birth 	 Up to	 Up to	 Up to	 Up to	 Up to	 Up to	 fertility child-
cohort of women a/	 age 20	 age 25	 age 30	 age 35	 age 40	 age 45	 rate b/ bearing

All series

1900 	 270.6 1 095.0 1 811.4 2 265.1 2 516.7 2 589.2 2 596.4 26.99

1910 	 285.4 926.7 1 493.7 1 932.0 2 212.1 2 287.1 2 292.2 27.58

1920 	 269.8 1 036.0 1 821.9 2 376.8 2 677.6 2 755.0 2 759.1 27.70

Series I

1930 	 378.7 1 442.8 2 406.2 2 961.3 3 165.7 3 201.6 I- 3 203.0 26.35

1940 	 481.5 1 663.2 2 373.6 2 683.7 2 772.1 2 795.2 2 796.7 24.67

1950 	 336.5 1 015.2 1 606.4 1 933.0 2 048.0 2 075.9 2 077.9 25.80

1960 	 320.8 1 130.9 1 967.1 2 351.7 2 473.5 2 502.8 2 504.7 26.04

1970 	 323.9 1 243.1 2 161.0 2 555.7 2 670.5 2 696.8 2 698.6 25.92

1980 and beyond 298.0 1 225.9 2 161.4 2 559.3 2 672.3 2 698.2 2 700.0 26.00

Series II

1930 	 378.7 1 442.8 2 406.2 2 961.3 3 165.7 3 201.6 3 203.0 26.35

1940 	 481.5 1 663.2 2 373.6 2 683.7 2 771.8 2 793.5 2 794.9 24.66

1950 	 336.5 1 015.2 1 560.7 1 839.7 1 936.0 1 958.7 1 960.2 25.43

1960 	 283.1 941.2 1 597.1 1 895.5 1 989.6 2 011.3 2 012.7 25.83

1970 	 257.8 974.8 1 687.2 1 994.7 2 084.2 2 104.5 2 105.9 25.89

1980 and beyond 231.7 953.5 1 681.1 1 990.6 2 078.5 2 098.6 2 100.0 26.00

Series III

1930 	 378.7 1 442.8 2 406.2 2 961.3 3 165.7 3 201.6 3 203.0 26.35

1940 	 481.5 1 663.2 2 373.6 2 683.7 2 771.2 2 791.7 2 793.1 24.65

1950 	 336.5 1 015.2 1 507.6 1 741.0 1 821.5 1 839.9 1 841.2 25.04

1960 	 257.5 823.6 1 376.8 1 625.4 1 703.9 1 721.6 1 722.8 25.69

1970 	 212.7 793.7 1 369.0 1 617.3 1 689.7 1 706.2 1 707.4 25.87

1980 and beyond 187.5 771.6 1 360.7 1 611.2 1 682.4 1 698.8 1 700.0 26.00

Note: Rates represent cumulative live births per 1,000 women up to age indicated. Figures below
lines in each block are based in whole or in part on projected fertility.

a/ A birth cohort is defined as those women born in the 12-month period centred on the beginning of
the year indicated. (For example, the 1900 cohort is comprised of females born 1 July 1899 to
30 June 1900.)

b/ Estimates of cumulative and completed cohort fertility rates in this table differ slightly from
the rates previously published in National Center for Health Statistics, Fertility Tables for Birth 
Cohorts by Color: United States, 1917-1973, by Robert L. Heuser (Washington, D.C., Government Printing
Office, 1976). In this report, central birth rates were smoothed because of age heaping prior to the
1950s.
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For example, it is likely that the average interval between the date a woman marries
and her mean age at child-bearing will be longer among women who have four children
than among women who have two children, even if the women who have two children wait
longer after marriage before commencing child-bearing. An investigation suggested
that the two phenomena - the direct influence of early marriage in producing high
fertility, and the greater time span required for having more children - can
reasonably be treated as offsetting for purposes of projecting fertility.

Given the assumption of one ultimate mean age of child-bearing for the three
projection series, it is not totally realistic to assume one timing pattern of
fertility for all three series. It is likely that the variation around the mean
age would be greater in the case of high fertility than in the case of low
fertility. Experimental calculations showed, however, that, once the level of
cohort completed fertility and the mean age of child-bearing were set, use of
plausible alternative sets of age-specific birth rates had a negligible effect on
projections of annual births.

The selection of an ultimate mean age of child-bearing of 26.0 years was
based on experimentation with various assumptions about marriage patterns, birth
intervals, and parity distributions. Like the series II ultimate cohort fertility
assumption, the assumed ultimate mean age of child-bearing of 26.0 may be
described as appearing at this time to be the most reasonable choice.

The ultimate timing pattern of fertility was adapted from a set of model
fertility schedules developed recently at the Office of Population Research,
Princeton University. 14/ The model fertility schedules are based on three
parameters, a o ,"first age of marriage in the nuptiality function" k, "a scale
factor, or the time interval after a during which any given prorortion of
marriages takes place relative to the standard nuptiality schedule, where k= 1";
and m, ''the degree of control of fertility relative to the standard fertility
schedule' : . 15/

Analysis of recent period and cohort fertility patterns in conjunction with
fertility schedules generated from the model suggested that model fertility
schedules with a mean age of child--bearing of 26.0 had age-specific birth rates
in the older child-bearing ages (35 to 49) that were unrealistically high for use in
fertility projections for the United States. This result may reflect the fact that
the model schedules are based on a wide range of observed fertility patterns and
thus may not be totally applicable for use in identifying the future fertility
patterns in economically developed countries. For example, the model fertility
schedules may not reflect progress towards the situation in which unwanted
fertility is eliminated.

14/ Ansley J. Coale and T. James Trussell, "Vodel fertility schedules:
variations in the age structure of child-bearing in human populations",
Population Inde7i vol. 40, No. 2 (April 1974), pp. 185-253.

15/ Ibid., pp. 202-204. The model assumes no fertility outside marriage:,
however, it can be generalized to include non•marital fertility by having the
parameters apply to sexual unions rather than marital unions (p. 186).



As a result, a model fertility schedule was generated and then adjusted in
part of the child-bearing age-span to produce the ultimate timing pattern of
fertility employed in this study. A fertility schedule was first generated with

parameters of a = 13.5, k = .75, and m = 2.5 on the basis of a review of pertinent
demographic data and research. 16/ This fertility schedule had a mean age of
child-bearing of 25.4 and incorporated age specific birth rates above age 35 that
appeared reasonable for an ultimate timing pattern. The rates at ages 17 to 35 were
then adjusted mathematically so as to produce a smooth set of age-specific
fertility rates with an over-all mean age of child-bearing of 26.0 17/ (table 5).

For white women, it was assumed that the ultimate timing pattern of fertility
would be reached starting with the 1970 birth cohort (table 2). For black and
other women, it as assumed that the ultimate timing pattern would be reached
starting with the 1980 cohort (tables 3 and 4). The ultimate age-specific birth
rates were obtained by applying the ultimate timing pattern for each projection
series to its ultimate cohort completed fertility rate.

Period fertility rates 

The basic fertility assumptions relate to ultimate cohort completed fertility
rates and to the ultimate timing pattern of cohort fertility. The computation of
projected births for each future year, however, required application of projections
of birth rates for each age in the child-bearing span, covering ages 14 to 49, to
the population in single years of age_, for each calendar year.

The first step in obtaining the necessary age-specific birth rates for each
calendar year was to produce projections of age-specific birth rates for individual
birth cohorts whose fertility was incomplete in 1976. Estimates of age-specific
birth rates for each age in 1976 and projections of age-specific birth rates for
the first cohort (1970) subject to the ultimate levels of completed fertility for
white and black women, were available from the prior calculations. Age--specific
birth rates for years between 1976 and the ultimate age-specific birth rates were
obtained by interpolating linearly between the estimated age--specific rates for
1976 and the ultimate age-specific rates. The age-specific birth rates (rates
observed to date, if any, and projected rates) for each cohort were then summed,
the totals were compared to the cohort completed fertility rates set previously,
and the interpolated rates were then adjusted so that the observed and projected
rates added to the required cohort completed fertility rates.

16/ For example, Nelvin Zelnik and John F. Kantner, ''Sexuality, contraception,
and pregnancy among unwed females in the United States", in United States
Commission on Population Growth and the American Future, Demographic and Social 
Aspects of Population Growth, Charles F. Westoff and Robert Parke, Jr., eds.,
vol. 1 of Commission research reports (Washington, D.C., Government Printing
Office, 1972), pp. 355-374.

17/ The effect of the adjustment was to lower the rates at ages 17 to 23 and to
increase the rate at ages 24 to 35. The largest proportionate decrease was at
age 20 (25 per cent) and the largest proportionate increase was at age 30
(25 per cent).
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Table 5. Estimates and projections of total fertility rates and fertility rates
rates by age, for total females in selected years, 1925 to 2015

Series and year
(calendar year)

Total
fertil-
ity
rate

Central birth rates a/ Mean
age of
child-
bearing

10 to 14
years

15 to 19
years

20 to 24
years

25 to 29
years

30 to 34
years

35 to 39
years

40 to 44
years

45 to 49
years

Estimates

1925 	 3 012.9 0.6 62.0 160.2 151.7 112.9 80.9 30.1 4.2 28.31

1935 	 2 190.0 0.6 50.2 124.5 111.3 79.0 51.6 18.4 2.4 27.74

1945 	 2 423.7 0.7 49.7 133.2 131.5 96.9 54.8 16.3 1.5 27.79

1955 	 3 502.3 1.0 88.9 234.4 186.4 114.7 58.5 15.6 1.0 26.56

1965 	 2 884.7 0.8 72.2 192.4 157.4 93.7 46.6 12.9 0.8 26.55

1975 b/	 .	 . 1 770.6 1.2 57.2 114.9 106.9 50.8 18.4 4.4 0.3 25.66

Projections

Series I:

1980 • 2 215.8 1.0 65.7 149.6 138.2 63.3 20.6 4.5 0.3 25.65

1985 • 2 478.6 0.7 65.0 172.9 159.7 69.2 22.8 5.1 0.3 25.76

1990	 • 2 633.3 0.5 62.7 181.5 177.6 75.2 23.3 5.6 0.3 25.91

1995	 • 2 688.8 0.4 60.2 184.1 182.9 80.1 24.1 5.6 o.4 26.04

2000 • 2 696.3 0.4 59.2 184.9 184.6 79.4 24.6 5.8 0.4 26.06

2005	 • 2 698.9 0.4 59.2 185.6 186.3 79.2 23.2 5.5 0.4 26.02

2010 2 701.0 0.4 59.2 185.6 187.1 79.5 22.8 5.3 0.4 26.01

2015 and
beyond . 2 700.0 0.4 59.2 185.6 187.1 79.6 22.6 5.2 0.4 26.00

Series II:

1980 1 870.8 0.9 55.5 124.2 117.3 53.7 18.0 4.3 0.3 25.72

1985 1 994.4 o.6 52.8 137.4 127.3 57.2 18.9 4.3 0.3 25.81

1990 2 061.4 0.4 49.5 142.0 137.7 58.9 19.0 4.5 0.3 25.92

1995 2 089.9 0.3 47.1 143.4 141.9 61.8 18.8 4.4 0.3 26.02

2000 2 095.0 0.3 46.1 143.9 143.4 61.9 18.9 4.3 0.3 26.05

2005 2 099.0 0.3 46.1 144.4 144.9 61.7 18.0 4.2 0.3 26.01

2010 2 101.2 0.3 46.1 144.4 145.5 61.9 17.8 4.1 0.3 26.01

2015 and
beyond . 2 100.0 0.3 46.1 144.4 145.5 61.9 17.6 4.0 0.3 26.00

Series III:

1980 1 607.7 0.8 47.4 107.4 100.1 45.2 16.2 4.0 0.3 25.74

1985 1 698.0 0.5 44.3 114.7 109.9 49.6 16.3 3.9 0.3 25.90

1990 • 1 693.4 0.4 40.7 115.2 112.1 50.1 16.3 3.7 0.3 25.99

1995	 • 1 693.7 0.2 38.3 116.1 114.3 50.0 15.8 3.7 0.3 26.04

2000 • 1 693.5 0.2 37.3 116.3 115.9 49.9 15.2 3.6 0.3 26.05

2005	 • 1 697.9 0.2 37.3 116.8 117.2 49.9 14.6 3.4 0.2 26.01

2010 1 700.7 0.2 37.3 116.8 117.8 50.0 14.4 3.3 0.2 26.01

2015 and
beyond . 1 700.0 0.2 37.3 116.8 117.8 50.1 14.2 3.3 0.2 26.00

Note:	 Rates represent live births per 1,000 women.

a/ Estimates of total fertility rates differ slightly from those published by the National Center for Health
Statistics. The estimates in this table are the sum of central birth rates which are based on births adjusted for
underregistration and females adjusted for estimated net census undercounts. The total fertility rates published annually
by the National Center for Health Statistics are the sum of age-specific birth rates. The estimates of total fertility
rates and central birth rates in this table also differ slightly from the rates previously published in National Center for
Health Statistics, Fertility Tables for Birth Cohorts by Color: United States, 1917-1973, by Robert L. Heuser
(Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office, 1976). In this report, central birth rates were smoothed because of age
heaping prior to the 1950s.

b/ Estimated rates for 1975 are based on provisional data on total births and 1972-1974 trends by age and race.
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The projected age-specific birth rates were then evaluated on a period basis
(i.e., for calendar years) to ensure that the trends implied by the projections of
annual total fertility rates appeared reasonable. In order to provide a reasonable
range in annual total fertility rates for the first few years of the projection
period (i.e., a range that was more likely to encompass annual fluctuations in
fertility than the range from series I to III obtained by the procedures
described), the projected age specific birth rates for each race were adjusted so
as to provide a range of 0.3 birth between the total fertility rates of series I
and series III by 1977, and an increased range in subsequent years. The
adjustments of projected age-specific birth rates in the first few years of the
projection period produced small changes in projected fertility for some of the
cohorts. Final age-specific period birth rates are shown in table 5. Estimated
and projected fertility rates are based on birth statistics adjusted for
underregistration and figures for the female population adjusted for estimated net
census undercounts. 18/

Mortality assumptions 

As suggested earlier, one set of mortality projections was used for all
projection series. The use of only one set of mortality projections reflects the
relatively low level of current mortality_ the relatively small changes that have
occurred in mortality rates during the past decade, and the small impact of these
changes on population size and structure. 19/ Emergent trends already suggest the
desirability of alternative assumntions of mortality, allowing particularly for
more rapid reductions in death rates at the older ages.

Death rates up through the child-bearing ages are sufficiently low that
further reduction would have little effect on the size and age structure of the
future population. Significant progress in the control of major chronic diseases
(i.e., cardiovascular disease and cancer) could lead, however, to substantial
reductions in mortality rates at the older ages and to a substantial increase in
life expectancy. 20/ If this should occur, the future population of the
United States could be somewhat larger and could have a significantly older age
structure than shown by these projections.

18/ The estimated rates differ slightly from the rates published annually by
the United States National Center for Health Statistics.

19/ -Summary report: final mortality statistics, 1973", United States
National Center for Health Statistics, Donthly Vital Statistics Report,
vol. 23, No. 11, Supplement 2 (10 February 1975), table 4.

20/ T. N. E. Greville, Francisco Bayo and Richard S. Foster, 'United States
life tables by causes of death: 196971", U. S. Decennial Life Tables for 1969-71 
vol. 1, No. 5 (Hay 1975).
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The annual absolute number of deaths declined from 1972 through the year
ending 30 June 1976, when it was 1,913,000, the lowest figure since the year
ending 30 June 1968. The 3 per cent decline in the number of deaths in the
three years ending 30 June 1976 occurred in the face of a continued increase in
total population and a continued aging of the population. Death rates in the
middle and older adult ages (35 years and over), which account for about
90 per cent of all deaths, declined much more rapidly from 1968 to 1976 than
from 1960 to 1968. The reduction appears to have accelerated since it was more
rapid in the period 1973 to 1976 than in the period 1968 to 1973. The decline
in these years was due largely to a reduction in mortality from major
cardiovascular diseases. 21/

The projections of mortality employed in this study were developed in terms
of observed survival rates for 1976 and projected target values for 2050. The
survival rates for 1976 are consistent with death rates based on population
estimates for 1976 adjusted for estimated census undercounts in 1970. Final
death rates for five-year age, sex, and race groups for 1974 22/ were adjusted
to be consistent with provisional data on deaths for age and sex groups for
1975 23/ and with an assumed total of deaths in 1976, reflecting provisional
data on deaths through June 1976. 24/ The death rates for the age groups from
65 to 69 years to 85 years and over were adjusted to reflect the pattern of death
rates based on Medicare data. This adjustment was made because of the apparent
distortion in death rates for these ages derived from registered deaths and
census-based estimates of population, as compared with the death rates based on
Medicare data, which are derived from deaths whose ages have usually been validated
and which are taken from the same general data files as the population base. 25/
The estimated death rates for 1976 were then used to generate unabridged life tables
for each sex/race group, from which survival rates for 1976 were calculated.

The projections of future mortality used in this study were adapted from
projections of mortality to the year 2050 recently prepared by the Office of the
Actuary of the United States Social Security Administration (SSA). 26/ These

21/ United States National Center for Health Statistics, Monthly Vital 
Statistics Report, vol. 24, No. 13 (June 1976), tables 8 and 9.

22/ Ibid., vol. 24, No. 11, Supplement (February 1976), table 3, and
unpublished data on deaths by age and sex for blacks and for other races.

23/ Ibid., vol. 24, No. 13 (June 1976), table 7.

24/ Ibid., vol. 25, No. 6 (August 1976), and earlier issues.
25/ Francisco Bayo, "Mortality of the aged", Transactions of the Society 

of Actuaries, vol. XXIV, part 1, Meeting No. 68 (March 1972), pp. 1-24.
26/ United States Social Security Administration, Office of the Actuary,

United States Population Projections for OASDHI Cost Estimates, Actuarial Study
No. 76 (June 1977).



projections were based on an analysis of mortality trends and prospects according
to age, sex, and cause of death. Because SSA projections of m^rtality for each
race were unavailable, it was necessary to adapt the SSA projections to include
race.

The proportionate reductions in death rates for age and sex groups between
1974 and 2050 in the SSA mortality projections for all races combined were
assumed to apply to the white and other races (non-black) population between
1976 and 2050. It was assumed further that the resulting ultimate pattern of
mortality would also be attained in 2050 by the black pop-,1ation (tables 6 and 7).
While current death rates are much higher for the black po pulation than for the
white population, the ultimate death rates for each race would thus be identical.
This assumption implies that socio-economic factors account for all or most of
the difference between the mortality levels of the races and that socio-economic
differences between the races (e.g., in educational attainment) will converge
in the long run. 27/

The assumptions on mortality imply only small increases in the values for
life expectancy at birth, and a small widening of the present tremendous gap in
life expectancy between the sexes, in the next three quarters of a century:

Male	 Female 
	

Difference 

1976 (base year) 69.1 77.0 7.9
2050 (ultimate date) 71.8 81.0 9.2
Increase 2.7 4.0 1.3

Life expectancy in 2050 is projected to be roughly the same as in Sweden or the
best-country composite today. Historical, comparative, and actuarial analysis
suggests no radical increase in life expectancy from here on. Nor does such
analysis suggest any great convergence of male and female mortality in the
foreseeable future.

Assumptions of net immigration 

All projection series assume a net immigration of 400,000 per year. This
figure is close to the current annual level of alien immigration into the
United States and to the average annual level during the past decade. 28/

27/ For a discussion of socio-economic factors in mortality, see
Evelyn M. Kitagawa and Philip M. Hauser, Differential Mortality in the United 
States: A Study in Socioeconomic Epidemiology (Cambridge, Massachusetts,
Harvard University Press, 1973).

28/ United States Immigration and Naturalization Service, 1973 Annual Report 
(Washington, D.C., Government Printing Office, 1974), table 1. United States
Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, "Estimates of the population of
the United States and components of change: 1974", Series P-25, No. 545
(April 1975), table 1. The fluctuations in annual net civilian immigration are
due in part to fluctuations in the net movement of civilian citizens of the
United States.
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Table 6. Estimates and projections of five-year survival rates
for the white and black populations, by sex; 1976
to 2000

Initial age
(years)

Terminal age
(years)

White population	 Black population

1980 to	 1985 to	 1990 to	 1995 to	 1980 to	 1985 to	 1990 to	 1995 to
1976 a/	 1985	 1990	 1995	 2000	 1976 a/	 1985	 1990	 1995	 2000

Male

Births .	 .	 Under 5	 •	 .	 .983414	 .984435	 .985051	 .985653	 .986265	 .972054	 .974818	 .976679	 .978420	 .980074
Under 5	 •	 5 to 9 .	 •	 .	 .997181	 .997223	 .997312	 .997390	 .997459	 .995770	 .995972	 .996200	 .996407	 .996592
5 to 9 .	 .	 10 to 14 .	 .	 .998209	 .998238	 .998269	 .998296	 .998320	 .997595	 .997698	 .997774	 .997855	 .997928
10 to 14 •	 15 to 19 •	 •	 .995356	 .995280	 .995166	 .995308	 .995232	 .994789	 .994775	 .994716	 .994849	 .994827
15 to 19 •	 20 to 24 •	 .	 .991514	 .991325	 .991249	 .991130	 .991088	 .987347	 .987634	 .987851	 .987981	 .988303
20 to 24 •	 25 to 29 •	 .	 .991560	 .991388	 .991327	 .991235	 .991178	 .982289	 .983240	 .983898	 .984542	 .985154
25 to 29 •	 30 to 34 .	 .	 .992239	 .992118	 .992072	 .992022	 .991979	 .979586	 .981174	 .982231	 .983229	 .984192
30 to 34 .	 35 to 39 .	 .	 .990617	 .990564	 .990541	 .990517	 .990479	 .975295	 .977402	 .978743	 .980030	 .981236
35 to 39 .	 40 to 44	 •	 •	 .986059	 .986224	 .986308	 .986357	 .986400	 .967238	 .969949	 .971974	 .973574	 .975129
40 to 44 •	 45 to 49 •	 •	 .977162	 .977610	 .977886	 .978102	 .978266	 .954218	 .957595	 .959951	 .962418	 .964338
45 to 49 •	 50 to 54 .	 .	 .963657	 .964260	 .964832	 .965316	 .965719	 .935603	 .939779	 .942804	 .945617	 .948641
50 to 54 .	 55 to 59 .	 .	 .942626	 .943321	 .943855	 .944389	 .944923	 .908138	 .913270	 .916647	 .920181	 .923467
55 to 59 •	 60 to 64 •	 .	 .909041	 .910764	 .911643	 .912490	 .913844	 .871811	 .877681	 .881880	 .885641	 .889643
6o to 64 •	 65 to 69 •	 .	 .860222	 .863469	 .864457	 .865855	 .867201	 .827481	 .834613	 .837690	 .841950	 .845698
65 to 69 •	 70 to 74 •	 •	 .798312	 .802260	 .804438	 .805675	 .807404	 .775557	 .780226	 .785998	 .788309	 .792065

I	 70 to 74 •	 75 to 79 .	 .	 .719451	 .725104	 .726912	 .729625	 .731046	 .696736	 .705057	 .706123	 .713641	 .715359
,-,H	 75 to 79 .	 .	 80 to 84 .	 .	 .621091	 .627267	 .629932	 .631927	 .635003	 .608612	 .614403	 .619049	 .620389	 .626784
,....,	 80 and over	 85 and over	 .438027	 .444265	 .447302	 .450779	 .451611	 .481417	 .481919	 .481734	 .484769	 .480870

Female

Births .	 Under 5	 •	 .	 .986874	 .987696	 .988215	 .988721	 .989232	 .976314	 .978859	 .980561	 .982140	 .983629
Under 5	 5 to 9 .	 .	 .	 .997921	 .997948	 .998030	 .998103	 .998167	 .996729	 .996908	 .997115	 .997302	 .997467
5 to 9 .	 10 to 14 •	 •	 .998867	 .998893	 .998913	 .998934	 .998954	 .998582	 .998643	 .998686	 .998732	 .998774
10 to 14	 15 to 19 •	 .	 .998138	 .998139	 .998128	 .998182	 .998180	 .997783	 .997824	 .997843	 .997913	 .997941
15 to 19	 20 to 24 •	 •	 .997321	 .997308	 .997316	 .997319	 .997328	 .995551	 .995771	 .995930	 .996058	 .996232
20 to 24	 25 to 29 .	 .	 .997143	 .997145	 .997160	 .997181	 .997195	 .993451	 .993982	 .994332	 .994675	 .994984
25 to 29 •	 •	 30 to 34 •	 .	 .996536	 .996549	 .996576	 .996597	 .996635	 .991213	 -992043	 .992575	 .993067	 .993549
30 to 34 •	 •	 35 to 39 •	 •	 .995123	 .995161	 .995206	 .995250	 .995284	 .987779	 .989000	 .989725	 .990423	 .991070
35 to 39 .	 .	 40 to 44 .	 .	 .992211	 .992369	 .992475	 .992558	 .992635	 .980916	 .982779	 .984142	 .985172	 .986178
40 to 44 •	 •	 45 to 49 •	 •	 .987246	 .987546	 .987752	 .987929	 .988073	 .971607	 .974103	 .975823	 .977564	 .978949
45 to 49 •	 •	 50 to 54 •	 •	 .980424	 .980835	 .981201	 .981526	 .981812	 .959794	 .963105	 .965424	 .967571	 .969774
50 to 54 •	 •	 55 to 59 •	 •	 .970500	 .971078	 .971502	 .972052	 .972536	 .945605	 .949545	 .952299	 .954964	 .957454
55 to 59 .	 .	 6o to 64 .	 .	 .955325	 .956398	 .957057	 .957761	 .958634	 .921780	 .927445	 .931283	 .934883	 .938419
6o to 64 •	 •	 65 to 69 •	 •	 .933779	 .935867	 .936829	 .937912	 .939053	 .901175	 .907123	 .911120	 .915145	 .918961
65 to 69 .	 •	 70 to 74 •	 •	 .898545	 .901607	 .903652	 .904999	 .906569	 .875791	 .880771	 .885870	 .888709	 .892229
70 to 74 .	 •	 75 to 79 •	 •	 .836889	 .842468	 .844767	 .848019	 .850109	 .816661	 .824982	 .827361	 .833937	 .837008
75 to 79 .	 .	 80 to 84 .	 .	 .744592	 .752944	 .757887	 .761709	 .766804	 .746802	 .753788	 .759680	 .761912	 .768607
80 and over	 85 and over	 .518674	 .530168	 .533273	 .538497	 .539881	 .579369	 .582972	 .581595	 .586832	 .582196

Note: Projected survival rates are based on projections of population in five-year age groups assuming no net immigration. These rates reflect
projected survival rates by single year of age and the age distribution within each age group. These survival rates are consistent with population adjusted
to reflect estimated net census undercount.

a/ Based on life tables for 1976.



Table 7. Estimates and projections of five-year survival rates
for the total population, by sex, 1976 to 2050

Initial
age

(years)

Terminal
age

(years) 1976 at
1980 to

1985
1985 to

1990
1990 to

1995
1995 to

2000
2010 to

2015
2020 to

2025 2050 b/

Both sexes

Births	 •	 • Under 5 .	 . .983380 .984651 .985427 .986143 .986836 .988726 .989802 .992244
Under 5	 •	 • 5 to 9	 .	 . .997342 .997400 . 99751 3 .997609 .997691 .997865 .998003 .9982985 to 9 •	. 10 to 14 .998469 .998495 .998527 .998560 .998588 .998665 .998715 .998841
10 to 14	 •	 • 15 to 19	 • .996642 .996619 .996556 .996653 .996622 .996563 .996574 .99650415 to 19	 •	 • 20 to 24	 •	 . .993957 .9938 81 .993863 .993806 .993836 .993777 .993741 .99361020 to 24	 •	 • 25 to 29	 •	 . .993487 .993444 .993458 .993467 .993474 .993623 .993668 .99375525 to 29	 •	 • 30 to 34	 • .993295 .993315 .993351 .993399 .993463 .993739 .993883 .99418630 to 34	 •	 • 35 to 39• .991491 .991736 .991752 .991823 .991902 .992314 .992568 .993112
35 to 39	 •	 • 40 to 44	 • .987338 .987825 .988088 .988163 .988303 .988784 .989386 .99037340 to 44	 •	 • 45 to 49	 . .980084 .980670 . 9 "115 .011544 .981711 .982543 .983336 .91495645 to 49	 •	 • 50 to 54	 • .969717 .970209 .970951 .971623 .972181 .973203 .974065 .97691550 to 54	 •	 • 55 to 59	 • .954153 .954982 .955619 .956257 .956894 .958807 .960082 .96358855 to 59	 •	 • 60 to 64	 • .930054 .931512 .932241 .933011 .934475 .937424 .938911 .044532
60 to 64	 •	 • 65 to 69	 • .896936 .899470 .900480 .901562 .902712 .907868 .910081 .91765765 to 69 •	 • 70 to 74	 • .852359 . 8 55373 .857721 .858902 .860254 .866326 .869492 .878578
70 to 74	 . 75 to 79	 . .786792 .791971 .793914 .797203 .798813 .806457 .811704 .823714
75 to 79. 80 to 84	 .	 . .697200 .704281 .708882 .711832 .716269 .724882 .733383 .750204
80 and over 85 and over • .496010 .506495 .509654 .514769 .515035 .521751 .528060 .540725

Male

Births	 •	 • Under 5 .• .981672 .983022 .983850 .98461r .985360 .987396 .988560 .901222
Under 5	 •	 • 5 to	 9	 .	 .	 . .996975 .997033 .997151 .997250 .997335 .997517 .997662 .997974
5 to 9	 •	 • 10 to 14	 •	 • .998118 .998153 .998194 .998232 .998264 .998353 .998411 .998554
10 to 14	 •	 • 15 to 19	 •• .995266 .995206 .995097 .995237 .995172 .995034 .995021 .994829
15 to 19	 •	 • 20 to 24	 •	 . .990928 .990799 .990743 .990634 .990664 .990476 .990365 .989993
20 to 24 •	 • 25 to 29	 •. .990366 .990285 .990272 .990241 .990228 .990328 .990322 .990247
25 to 29	 •	 • 30 to 34	 •	 . .990735 .990736 .990749 .990782 .990829 .991114 .991254 .991492
30 to 34	 •	 • 35 to 39	 •. .988784 .989075 .989065 .989120 .989186 .989623 .989896 .99043935 to 39	 •	 • 40 to 44	 •	 . .983847 .984405 .984706 .984775 .984912 .985415 .986109 .987193
40 to 44	 •	 • 45 to 49	 •	 . .974682 .975339 .975911 .976372 .976562 .977479 .978427 .98028545 to 49	 •	 • 50 to 54	 •. .960895 .961540 .962378 .963182 . 063861 .965018 . 066022 .969418
50 to 54	 •	 • 55 to 59	 •. .939503 .940472 .941217 .941962 .942708 .944943 .946434 .950533
55 to 59 •	 • 60 to 64	 •	 . .906013 .907727 .908728 .909676 .911288 .914804 .916376 .822935
6o to 64	 .	 . 65 to 69	 .	 . .857909 .860961 .862086 .863589 .865009 .871028 .873527 .882276
65 to 69 •	 • 70 to 74	 •	 . .797319 .800375 .802888 .804186 .805994 .812612 .816254 .826139
70 to 74	 .	 . 75 to 79	 .	 . .718988 .723465 .725174 .728315 .729735 .737282 .742574 .754219
75 to 79 80 to 84	 .	 . .621332 .626329 .629058 .630979 .634352 .640619 .647291 .660318
80 and over 85 and over • .441982 .447400 .449991 .453457 .453965 .457728 .462096 .470879

Female

Births	 .	 • Under 5	 •	 . .985182 .986368 .987092 .987755 .988394 .990129 .991111 .993316
Under 5	 •	 • 5 to 9	 .	 . .997722 .997786 .997894 .997986 .998065 .998232 .998362 .998639
5 to 9	 •	 • 10 to 14	 •	 . .998824 .998853 .998877 .998904 .998928 .998992 .999034 .999139
10 to 14	 •	 • 15 to 19	 •	 . .998081 .998091 .998082 .998140 .998144 .998169 .998205 .998259
15 to 19	 •	 • 20 to 24	 •	 . .997067 .997083 .997103 .997115 .997157 .997233 .997275 .99738220 to 24	 •	 • 25 to 29	 •	 . .996651 .996703 .996747 .996796 .996837 .997049 .997146 .997385
25 to 29 •	 •
30 to 34 •	 •

30 to 34	 •.
35 to 39	 •	 .

•995874
.994192

.995955

.994433
.996017
.994487

.996082

.994 579
.996162
.994672

.996450

.995079
.996599
.995313

.996954

.99584)!
35 to 39	 •	 • 40 to 44	 •	 . .990325 .991253 .991497 .991593 .991741 .992214 .992734 .99360640 to 44 •	 • 45 to 49	 •	 . .985474 .985951 .986376 .986721 .986888 .987641 .988316 .98967545 to 49	 •	 • 5o to 54• :;74g968ii .978782 .979352 .979934 .980422 .981365 .982114 .984414
50 to 54	 •	 • 55 to 59	 •	 . .968800 .969315 .970078 .970839 .972345 .973403 .976450
55 to 59	 •	 • 60 to 64	 •	 . .952224 .953595 .954386 .955201 .956336 .959073 .960504 .965243
60 to 64	 •	 • 65 to 69	 •• .930971 .933235 .934412 .935614 .936854 .941357 .943490 .95010365 to 69 •	 • 70 to 74	 •	 •

1375:
.899747 .902074 .903516 .905164 .911192 .914479 .923233

70 to 74 •	 •
75 to 79

75 to 79	 .	 '
80 to 84	 .	 • .745386

.841001

.752997
.843248
.758029

.846798

.761735
.848944
.766994

.857649

.778801
.863582
.788523

.876668

.809128
80 and over 85 and over • .523700 .534668 .537207 .542569 .543652 .549964 .556897 .571020

Note: Projected survival rates are based on projections of population in five-year age groups assuming
no net immigration. These rates reflect projected survival rates by single year of age and the age
distribution within each age group. These survival rates are consistent with population adjusted to reflect
estimated net census undercounts.

J Based on life tables for 1976.

b/ Based on life tables by sex for 2050 assuming a sex ratio at birth of 105 males per 100 females.
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Because of the lack of reliable information, recent estimates of net immigration
(and by extension, the projected level of net immigration) do not include an
allowance for aliens entering the United States illegally . at the same time the
allowance for emigrants leaving the United States is not complete. 29/

The level of legal net immigration to the United States is determined in large
part by the pertinent legislation. The status of this legislation cannot be
predicted with certainty. The assumption that the level of net immigration will be
of the same magnitude in the future as in the recent past appears reasonable at
this time, but this assumption may become untenable if public attitudes in the
United States and the world situation lead to changes in the law. It may be noted
that a sizable relative change in the future level of annual net immigration
(e.g., an increase or decrease of 25 per cent) would have a relatively small
effect on future population in the United States.

The assumed distribution of annual net immigration for age, sex and race
groups was based largely on data on alien immigration for age, sex and country of
origin groups for the year ending 30 June 1975. 30/ Estimates of annual emigration
for age, sex and race groups were based on immigration data published by various
foreign countries and data from the Social Security Administration on the overseas
residence of beneficiaries. Estimates of annual net arrivals of civilian
citizens for age, sex and race groups were based on data on civilians abroad
affiliated with the United States Government and on births abroad to American
citizens. These groups were then combined and a small pro rata adjustment of the
age, sex and race figures was made to obtain a total of 400,000 net immigrants
(table 8).

Range of population projections 

The population projections derived by the methods and assumptions described
earlier follow quite different paths. Series I grows steadily at a nearly constant,
moderate rate throughout the period to 2050 (about 6 per cent per quinquennium),
series II grows steadily to 2050 but at a progressively lower rate (1.1 per cent in
the last quinquennium), and series III reaches a peak about 2020 and then turns
downward (minus 2.2 per cent in the last quinquennium). In series III the deficit
in fertility relative to replacement level more than offsets the population gain
through net immigration, but in series II the gain due to net immigration is
superimposed on replacement level fertility.

As a result, the relative range of the population projections (the ratio of
the difference between series I and series III to series II), reflecting the
uncertainty of the projected series, increases more or less gradually with time. It

29/ For a discussion of estimates of net immigration, see United States
Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, "Estimates of the population of
the United States, by age, sex, and race: April 1, 1960 to July 1, 1973',
Series P-25, No. 519 (April 1974), pp. 10-11. See also Robert Warren and
Jennifer Peck, ''Emigration from the United States: 1960 to 1970", paper presented
at the annual meeting of the Population Association of America, Seattle,
Washington, 1719 April 1975.

30/ United States Immigration and Naturalization Service, 1975 Annual Report 
(7ashington, D.C., Government Printing Office, 1976), table 9.
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Table 8. Assumed distribution of future annual net immigration by age, sex and race

(Rounded to nearest hundred)

Age
(years)

Total White Black

Total Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female

All ages 400 000 188 600 211 400 236 700 115 700 121 100 44 700 21 400 23 300

Under 5 51 500 25 800 25 700 33 900 17 300 16 600 5 000 2 500 2 500

5 to 9 33 800 17 000 16 900 19 600 9 Boo 9 900 4 200 2 100 2 100

10 to 14 35 700 18 200 17 400 21 100 10 600 lo 500 6 400 3 200 3 200

15 to 19 40 400 19 200 21 300 24 300 11 700 12 600 6 500 3 100 3 400

1-
1

..n

20 to 24 51 800 20 700 31 100 30 300 13 200 17 000 4 600 1 900 2 600
ON
I 25 to 29 66 700 32 200 34 500 40 400 21 200 19 200 4 900 2 500 2 400

30 to 34 39 400 20 000 19 400 23 400 12 400 11 000 3 600 1 900 1 600

35 to 39 24 900 12 300 12 600 14 500 7 200 7 300 2 500 1 300 1 200

4o to 44 16 100 7 700 8 400 9 500 4 500 4 900 1 800 800 900

45 to 49 12 300 5 400 6 900 7 400 3 200 4 200 1 500 600 800

5o to 54 lo 400 4 200 6 300 5 900 2 400 3 500 1 300 500 800

55 to 59 7 900 3 000 4 900 4 200 1 600 2 600 1 000 300 600

6o to 64 5 800 2 100 3 700 2 900 1 100 1 800 700 200 500

65 to 69 1 800 500 1 300 -300 -300 - 500 200 300

70 to 74 1 000 400 600 -100 -100 -100 200 100 200

75 and over 400 - 400 -200 -200 -100 200 - 100



is only about 4 per cent in 1985, 14 per cent in 2000, and 35 per cent in 2020.
The range is greater for the projections of males than for the projections of
females, but the differences between the sexes are small until well into the next
century. After about 2020 the relative range of the projections of total
population becomes so wide that the possible accuracy of the series II figures
tends to be rather low.

When the various series are compared by age groups, we see that the over-all
differences mainly reflect differences between the series only for the age cohorts
born after 1 July 1976. By 1985 the relative range is 10 per cent for ages 5-14
and 35 per cent for ages under 5. By 2000 the divergence of the cohorts extends up
to age 24 and the relative range varies from 28 per cent for ages 15-24 to
53 per cent for ages under 5. By 2025 the ages up to 49 are affected and the
relative range varies from 10 per cent for ages 45-54 to 104 per cent for the ages
under 5. It is clear that the relative ranges for age cohorts born after the
base year tend, after only a few decades, to be so wide that the projections for
these cohorts are not useful for most practical purposes.
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Table 9. Population of the United States by sex : estimates for 1976
and projections for selected years from 1980 to 2050

(Thousands)

Year and sex
Series

I
Series

II
Series

III

Relative range
I-III
()II

Total

Estimate:
1976 215 118 215 118 215 118

Projections:
1980 244 o66 222 159 220 732 .015
1985 238 878 232 830 228 379 .043
1990 254 715 243 513 236 264 .076
1995 269 384 252 75o 241 973 .108
2000 282 837 260 378 245 876 .142
2010 315 248 275 335 250 892 .234
2020 354 108 290 115 253 011 .348
2030 392 768 300 349 249 315 .478
2040 437 957 308 400 241 083 .638
2050 483 23o 315 622 230 998 .815

Male

Estimate:

1976 104 919 104 919 104 919

Projections:
1980 109 200 108 223 107 491 .016
1985 116 441 113 366 111 315 .045
1990 124 232 118 490 114 775 .080
1995 131 116o 122 936 117 414 .114
2000 138 091 126 588 119 162 .150
2010 154 121 133 710 121 213 .246
2020 173 119 140 437 121 498 .368
2030 191 712 144 596 118 600 .506
2040 213 947 148 055 113 869 .676
2050 239 050 151 604 108 852 .859

Female

Estimate:
1976 110 199 110 199 110 199 -

Projections:
1980 114 865 113 936 113 241 .014
1985 122 437 119 514 117 564 .041
1990 130 483 125 023 121 489 .072
1995 137 924 129 814 124 559 .103
2000 144 746 133 790 126 714 .135
2010 161 128 141 625 129 678 .222
2020 180 989 149 678 131 513 .331
2030 201 055 155 753 130 715 .452
2040 224 010 160 345 127 214 .6o4
2050 249 179 164 018 122 146 .775

Note: Including armed forces overseas. Data for 1 July of each year.
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Table 10. Population of the United. States by 10-year age groups:
estimates for 1976 and projections for 1985, 2000,
2025 and 2050

(Thousands)

Year and age
(years)

Series Series Series
Relative range

(I-III)
II

Estimates:
1976 (total) 215 118

15 339Under 5
5-14 37 168

15-24 4o 85o
25-34 32 044
35-44 23 076
45-54 23 643
55-64 20 064
65-74 14 194
75 and over 8 741

Projections:
1985 (total) 238 878 232 880 228 879 .043
Under 5 22 887 18 803 16 235 .354

5-14 34 741 32 826 31 394 .102
15-24 38 517 38 517 38 517
25-34 39 859 39 859 39 859
35-44 31 376 31 376 31 376
45-54 22 457 22 457 22 457
55-64 21 737 21 737 21 737
65-74 16 545 16 545 16 545
75 and over 10 760 10 760 10 760

2000 (total) 282 837 260 378 245 876 .142
Under 5 23 638 17 852 14 158 .531

5-14 49 796 39 153 32 379 .445
15-24 42 656 36 625 32 591 .275
25-34 34 450 34 450 34 450
35-44 41 344 41 344 41 344
45-54 35 875 35 875 35 875
55-64 23 257 23 257 23 257
65-74 17 436 17 436 17 436
75 and over 14 386 14 386 14 386

2025 (total) 373 053 295 742 251 915 .410
Under 5 32 931 19 495 12 700 1.038

5-14 65 210 40 796 27 947 .913
15-24 56 867 39 177 29 087 .709
25-34 48 947 38 033 30 942 .474
35-44 48 662 39 666 34 014 .369
45-54 34 946 33 116 31 736 .097
55-64 34 57o 34 570 34 57o
65-74 30 946 30 946 30 946
75 and over 19 974 19 974 19 974
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Table 10 (continued)

Relative range
Year and age	 Series	 Series	 Series

(years) II	 '

Projections:
(continued)
2050 (total) 488 230 315 622 230 998 .815
Under 5 44 378 20 917 11 404 1.576

5-14 85 322 42 817 24 648 1.417
15-24 75 643 41 919 26 215 1.179
25-34 66 075 40 776 27 765 .94o
35-44 61 480 4o 603 29 313 .792
45-54 49 738 37 034 29 230 .554
55-64 45 358 36 062 30 112 .423
65-74 33 609 23 867 25 686 .274
75 and over 26 626 26 626 26 626

Note Including armed forces overseas. Data for 1 July for each year.



X. FUTURE PROSPECTS OF POPULATION GROWTH IN ARAB COUNTRIES,
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO FERTILITY CHANGE

Abdelmegid M. Farrag*

The purpose of this paper is to examine the hypothesis that, with particular
reference to Arab countries, population projections can be improved if the impact
of family planning programmes are sufficiently taken into account.

There is little doubt that since population numbers are affected by changes
in fertility, mortality and migration, any change in these variables must reflect
itself in a change in population totals. Since fertility is usually influenced
by the effective usage and utilization of family planning facilities, it can be
assumed that taking family planning programmes into account should improve estimates
of future fertility levels and hence future population growth and total figures.

In any population projective exercise, therefore, the projection of the future
course or trend of events like births, deaths and migration is indispensable and
should precede the projection of population.

The function of projections

The function of projections is to help disclose or reveal the most likely path
a given phenomenon might take during a definite period of time in the future.
Recognized as indispensable tools for planning and policy-making purposes,
projections have been demanded by planners and by policy makers as basic for action
which has to be taken ahead of time to cope with the unknown future.

Experience in different countries, however, suggests that there are variations
in the degree to which projections are perfected. The validity of any projection
depends not only on the nature of data on which it is based or the methodology which
is used but also on the type of assumptions adopted.

The degree of sophistication to be attempted in reaching a given projection
depends on the area of application, the proficiency of the technician who is
performing the exercise and the extent to which the change in the present
phenomenon depends on other phenomena, thus requiring in the projection process
the incorporation of a number of other variables. Last but not least, such
sophistication will depend on the availability of information about all such
variables and the degree of detail in which such information is published or
released.

In countries where administrative - as against academic - research is dominant,
projections may be made at a speed which does not allow for any sophistication or
perfection to be observed. The purpose which a given projection is likely to serve

Faculty of Economics, Cairo University, and Visiting Professor at the
American University at Cairo, Egypt.
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in such countries may be too global or too general to justify the painful task of
reaching any more detailed or specific estimates relating to the future.

In the field of population, for example, developing countries have been flooded
with projections of their total population for various periods in the future. These
projections have been utilized by politicians and policy makers for what they were
worth and were the basis for the estimates of population growth rates which were
in circulation. Ironically, in a number of developing countries, projections
needed for planning purposes, did not go beyond mere population totals or growth
rates. Other detailed data and classifications may exist in those countries but
they are rarely used for projections. Thus, while developing countries may suffer
from an undersupply of certain data, they also suffer from an abundance or
underutilization of others.

In the case of at least some developing countries, it is neither easy to admit
that all census data collected in those countries are needed nor rational to insist
that they should continue to be collected.

The information gap 

Population projections are usually processed in order to provide a sound basis
for the type of intervention that is required on the part of the policy maker -
usually the Government - and sometimes on the part of people's organizations,
including women's organizations.

It is being assumed that the biggest part of such intervention should normally
be geared to the area of fertility. This is so because mortality declines seem to
be taken care of in the light of national and international health improvements
and developments, whereas migration, at least in a number of Arab countries, does
not justify or may not be sensitive to massive intervention.

The projection of future fertility requires extensive knowledge of trends in
a number of economic and social, if not political, areas. For example, projections
of GNP per person and/or per family, of educational and literacy levels, infant
mortality, life expectancy etc. are all needed.

While considering economic, social and political factors, we must not ignore
the importance of purely personal factors. These, however, require special surveys
of attitudes and desires, and such surveys are not very advanced in many developing

countries.

Yet they are badly needed, simply because 'the population growth of the planet
is not in the exclusive control of a few Governments, but rather in the hands of
literally hundreds of millions of individual parents who will ultimately determine
the outcome". 1/

The relative scarcity, if not the total absence, of KAP surveys is perhaps one
of the reasons why population projections do not always materialize in many
developing countries.

1/ Robert S. McNamara, in an address to the World Bank, 28 April 1977.
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Even when the component method is used in making projections, it is never - or
at least rarely - free from defects. Errors in age statements - to speak only of the
most obvious errors - if not rectified, are reflected in the projection of an age
structure and the emerging total population.

If we move away from the narrow definition of the traditional areas of
population projections which are usually restricted to age, sex, marital status,
urbanization etc., the hope for making better projections will be almost totally
obliterated.

Such purely demographic aspects of projections are indeed important, but equally
important are characteristics of the po pulation by occupation, sector, education etc.
These are viewed by some demographers as non-demographic aspects, but they are
quite important to planners, and demographers should assume the responsibility of
attending to them more adequately.

It is not difficult to realize that changes in these particular population
characteristics are hardly dependent on fertility. They are certainly affected by
the levels and trends of both mortality and. migration.

The impact of family planning programmes on the occupational structure of the
labour force, for example, is not apparent unless the changes can be taken as
indicative of industrialization and/or urbanization, which are known to be conducive
to reducing traditionally high fertility rates.

In brief, fertility behaviour may be assumed to affect population totals in a
direct way. On the other hand, the relationship between fertility changes and
some population characteristics are not as clear but may not be easily denied.

In making population projections on the basis of purely demographic factors,
certain assumptions about the future expected or probable changes in fertility must
be made. This is best done by taking into account the impact of family planning
programmes.

Family planning programmes as a projection intake

Among the general assumptions on which fertility projections might be based is
the actual or anticipated existence of family planning policies and/or programmes 2/

Although admittedly fertility and hence family programmes must be taken into
account in making population projections, this cannot always be guaranteed. It may
be that family planning programmes do not exist or perhaps the period during which
family planning programmes might have existed are not long enough to justify any
conclusions regarding their possible effects on fertility. On the other hand, if
such programmes have existed long enough, it would not be safe to assume that their
past effects on fertility will continue or will continue at the same pace or with
the same de gree of effectiveness in the future.

2/ World Population Prospects as Assessed in 1972 (United Nations publication,
Sales No. E.76.XIII. 10, 1" 7.
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In order to examine these possibilities in the case of Arab countries, we may
wish to distinguish, with respect to family planning activities, between two
distinct groups of countries:

Three Arab countries with family planning programmes, namely, Egypt,
Morocco and Tunisia;

Six Arab countries with some governmental involvement in family planning,
namely, Algeria, the Sudan, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon and the Syrian Arab Republic.

It is obvious that future prospects of population growth with respect to
fertility change will vary between these two groups of countries.

These two groups may be detected in table 1, where other characteristics of
the nine countries in connexion with family planning activities are shown.

Table 1. Types and dates of family planning 
activities in Arab countries 

Some
governmental
involvement

Family
Government	 planning
programme	 association

IPPF a/
Member

Algeria

Bahrain

Democratic Yemen

1975

Egypt 1965 1958 1963

Iraq 1971 1971

Jordan 3 1963 1964

Kuwait

Lebanon 1969 1970

Libyan Arab Jamahiriya

Mauritania

Morocco 1966, experimental 1971 1971

Oman
1968, general

Qatar

Saudi Arabia

Somalia

Sudan 3 1965 1971

Syrian Arab Republic 1974 1975

Tunisia 1966, experimental 1968 1969

United Arab Emirates
1968, general

Yemen 1974

Source: International Planned Parenthood Federation, Family Planning in Five 

Continents (London, December 1976).

a/ International Planned Parenthood Federation.
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It may be noted that eight out of the nine Arab countries mentioned above have
family planning associations (FPA) they are also members of the International
Planned Parenthood Federation (IPPF). The country that does not have an FPA -
although its Government has some involvement in family planning - is Algeria.

Arab countries with family planning programmes 

According to authoritative sources and as shown in table 1, only three Arab
countries have family planning programmes, namely, Egypt (since 1965), Morocco
(since 1968) and Tunisia (since 1968).

Ten years or more have elapsed since they started their family planning
programmes. This was enough time to produce a decline in the population growth
rates of no more than 0.1 percentage point in the case of Egypt (from 2.5 per cent
during 1963-1970 to 2.4 per cent during 1970-1975) and Morocco (from 3 per cent to
2.9 per cent for the same time periods). Data for Tunisia do not suggest a trend.

With regard to the birth rates, the cases of these countries may be examined
on the basis of the following data:

Table 2. Birth rates in three Arab countries
with family planning programmes

(per 1,000 population)

1965-1970 1965-1971 1970-1975 1974 a/

Egypt

Morocco

Tunisia

44.1/34.9 b/

49.5

46.3

34.6 37.8

46.2

40.0

35.5

33.9

Source: International Planned Parenthood Federation, Family Planning in Five 
Continents (London, various issues).

a/ Data for earlier dates are published later in later issues and vice versa.

b/ As published in a later issue for the same period.

Data for Egypt are shown to be oscillating, and no consistent trend can be
detected. It is not without significance to our present discussion that the
1965-1970 birth rates have been revised downward from 44.1 to 34.9 per thousand.
The rate for 1971 has brought the average for 1965-1971 down to 34.6 per thousand.
The rate for 1974 (35.5 per thousand) is higher than for the earlier periods, and
the average for a later period (1970-1975) is even the highest observed.

How much of this information confirms the view that family planning programmes
produce a downward trend in fertility over the years and hence should not be ignored
in making population projections? Even if some of the inconsistencies can be
ignored, it would be difficult to take these published data as a solid basis for
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making population projections. Trends, even when they exist, need not necessarily
be assumed to continue, especially when family planning programmes reach saturation
and their marginal productivity declines.

Arab countries with some government involvement in family planning 

The six Arab countries whose Governments are involved in family planning are
Algeria, the Sudan, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon and the Syrian Arab Republic. The
population growth rates in these countries are shown in table 3.

Table 3. Population growth rates in selected Arab countries

1963-1970 1963-1971 1963-1972 1970-1975

Algeria 3.2 3.5 3.5 3.1/3.2

Iraq 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.4

Jordan 3.7 3.4 3.4 3.3

Lebanon 2.9 2.4 3.0 3.0

Sudan 2.8 2.8 2.7 3.0

Syrian Arab Republic 3.0 3.3 3.3 3.0

Source: International Planned Parenthood Federation, Family Planning in Five 
Continents (London, various issues).

The above data suggest that governmental involvement in family planning has
produced its effect in the case of Jordan, where the population growth rate has
declined from 3.7 per cent to 3.3 per cent.

The birth rates of these countries, however, have been declining over the same,
period, except in Lebanon. The biggest decline, as may be seen from table 4 below,
is for the Syrian Arab Republic, followed by Jordan, Iraq, the Sudan and Algeria,
in that order.
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Table 4. Birth rates in selected Arab countries with some 
government involvement in family planning 

(per 1,000 population)

Syrian Arab
Algeria a/ Iraq Jordan Lebanon b/ Sudan Republic

1965-1970 )49.1 49.3 49.1 27.3(1970) 48.9 47.5

1970-1975 48.7 48.1 47.6 39.8 47.8 45.4

Change -o.4 -1.2 -1.5 +12.5 -1.1 -2.1

a/ The birth rate for 1975 as reported in the same source was 47.8 per 1,000.
b/ The birth rate for 1971 as reported in the same source was 26.5 per 1,000.

Appraisal 

Perhaps it is too early to judge fertility change in Arab countries in terms of
family planning activities. This is due to the fact that such programmes do not
cover all the Arab countries, and where they exist, they are relatively recent.

As may be seen from annex I below, date on fertility changes and other
demographic aspects of Arab countries are not always consistent, enough to justify
confidence in projections of future population estimates taking fertility change
into consideration.

Annex II gives the history and development of family planning activities in Arab
countries. If these developments are measured against the achievements listed in
annex I, only hesitant conclusions can be reached. Any assumptions about future
declines in fertility in Arab countries should be conservative by nature. More
time may be needed for fertility declines in Arab countries to be really significant.
Declines in growth rates are likely to be too slow. As far as future projections
are concerned, more attention should be paid, in the case of Arab countries, to the
projection of the population by different socio-economic characteristics in addition
to projecting population totals as such. The importance of developing methodology
in this direction cannot be over-emphasized.
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Annex I 

SOME DEMOGRAPHIC DATA FOR ARAB COUNTRIES (ESTIMATES AND ACTUAL DATA)

Population
(thousands)

Growth rate
(percentage)

1970 1971 1972 197; 1976 1963-1970 1963-1971 1963-1972 1970-1975

Algeria 14 012 14 769 15 279 16 792 17 346 3.2 3.5 3.5 3.1/3.2

Egypt 33 329 34 130 34 839 37 543 38 429 2.5 2.5 2.4

Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya 1 869 2 010 2 084 2 255 ... 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.0

Mauritania 1 171 1 200 1 227 1 283 1 310 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.0

.	 a/
Morocco- 15 525 15 234-b/ 15 825 16 880 17 504 3.0 ... 2.9

(1974) (1975)

Somalia 2 789 2 864 2 941 3 170 3 258 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.7/2.6
a /

Sudan- 15 695 16 087 16 489 17 757 18 268 2.8 2.8 2.7 3.0
(1974) (1975)

Tunisia 5 137 5 377 5 747 5 893 2.2 2.2 2.6 2.3

orcn
co
1

SiBahrain 215
	b 	 d/	224/	6- /21- ... 215 259 3.0 3.0

di
3./4- 3.1

3.1.t./

Iraq 9 440 9 750 10 074 11 076 11 453 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.4

Jordan 2 317 2 383 2 467 2 688 2 779 3.7 3.4 3.4 3.3

Kuwait/ 711 831 914 1 085/995 •.•
f/3.6-- 3.611 3.6V 7.1

Lebanon 2 787 2 873 2 963 2 869 2 959 2.9 2.4 2.0 3.0

0	 °O-/ 678 699 657 791 3.0 3.0 3.1
e/3.3-

Qatar 79 87 84 79 95 5.0 5.0 4.8 3.1

Saudi Arabia 7 740 7 965 8 199 8 966 9 238 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.9

Syrian Arab
c/

Republic- 6 29412/ 6 451 6 303 121 7 259/7 355 3.0 3.3 3.3 3.0

United Arab/
Emirates- ... ..... V275 / /203 190 229 ... 3.0 3.0 3.1

Democratic Yemen 1 281 1 475 1 515 1 66o 1 710 2.7 3.0 3.0 2.9

Yemen 5 733 5 900 6 062 6 668/5 238 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.9



Annex I (continued)

Birth rates
(per 1 000)

Death rates
(per 1 000)

1965-1970 1965-1971 1965-1972 1970-1975
Various
years 1965-1970 1965-1971 1965-1972 1970-1975 1974

Algeria 49.1 48.7 47.8 16.9 15.4
(1975)

Egypt 44.1/34.9 34.6 37.8 35.5 16.5 15.0 13.1 14.0 12.4
(1974) (1970) (1971)

Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya 45.9 45.0 15.8 • • 14.7

Mauritania 44.4 44.8 22.7 . . . 24.9

Moroccoll 49.5 ... 46.2 16.5 15.7

Somalia 45.9 47.2 000 24.0 • • 21.7/21.2

Sudan 48.9 ... 47.8 ... 18.4 . . . 17.5

Tunisia 46.3 ... ... 40.0 33.9 16.0 13.8 • •
(1974)

Bahrain!!
h/53.0- 53.0-h/ ... ... m h/a - 20.0-'_h/

000 .0.

(1965) (1965)

Iraq 49.3 ... 00. 48.1 ... 15.5 ". ... 14.6 • •

Jordan 49.1 ... ... 47.6 000 16.0 01.. 14.7 • •

Kuwait!! 43.3 ... ... 47.1 00.0 7.4 .0. ... 5.3 • •

Lebanon 27.3 26.5 ... 39.8 ... 4.1 4.5 000 9.9
(1970) (1971) (1970) (1971)

()mare ' • ' • • • • 20.3

Qatar ••• • • • • 0.0 006 .00 000 • •

Saudi Arabia 50.0 . . . • • 49.5 • • 22.7 20.2 • •

Syrian Arab
Republic!! 47.5 . . . 45.4 • • 15.3 15.4

United Arab
Emirates • • ... ... ... ...

Democratic Yemen 50.0 49.6 22.7 20.6

Yemen 50.0 . . . 49.6 22.7 ... 20.6

(foot-notes on following page)



(Source, note and foot-notes to annex I)

Source: International Planned Parenthood Federation, Family Planning in Five 
Continents (London, October 1972, October 1973, October 1974, November 1974,
December 1975).

Note: For the sake of illustrating the inconsistency of projections in certain
cases, it was decided not to use any other source to fill gaps in this table.

a/ The 1974 estimate is published in a later issue than the 1975 estimate.

b/ Provisional census results.

c/ Figures appearing in later issues are smaller for the same year or period
than those published in earlier issues.

d/ Census results.

e/ Referring to 1970-1974 although the earlier issue refers to 1970-1975.

f/ Rates of natural increase.

g/ UNESCO estimate.

h/ Local estimates.



Annex II 

THE HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT OF FAMILY PLANNING ACTIVITIES
IN ARAB COUNTRIES a/

Algeria:

Bahrain:

Some governmental involvement. No official policy but "CH
programme to encourage wider spacing of births through three
clinics in MCH centres and maternity hospitals. Abortion legal on
medical grounds. IPPF has provided training, contraceptives and
literature, and UNFPA, WHO, UNICEF, SIDA, the Population Council
and the Ford Foundation provide assistance.

No official policy but some interest in governmental circles to
incorporate family planning into health services. FPA founded in
1975. Aims to promote family planning as a MCH measure and as a
human right. Contraceptives available commercially. Abortion
permitted only to save life of mother.  

Democratic Yemen: No official policy or programme but contraceptives available
locally. A maternity-centred family planning project supported by
WHO and UNFPA started in 1975. Abortion permitted only to save
life of mother.

Egypt:

Iraq:

Jordan:

Government programme since 1965. Target to reduce growth rate to
1.1 per cent by 1982. Services at 3,031 family planning centres;
orals most popular, followed by IUD. Government also operates
information and education and training programmes. Family
Planning Association (FPA) founded 1958, IPPF member since 1963,
complements national programme and has 437 family planning centres
of which 159 are in rural areas. In 1975, 72,250 new acceptors
and 202,438 continuing acceptors. The FPA also runs innovative
projects to serve as model at the national level. Abortion only
permitted to save life of mother but an estimated 123 illegal
abortions per 1,000 live births. IPPF grant to FPA.
Assistance from UNFPA, UNICEF, IDA, IDRC, CWS, the Ford
Foundation and the Population Council.

Government policy pro--natalist but support to FPA, founded in
1971; IPPF member same year. FPA has developed a maternity-
centred family planning programme and provides services through
six clinics based at major maternity hospitals and MCH centres,
with 5,716 new acceptors in 1975, over half orals. It also has
an information and education programme. Abortion legal on medical
and juridical grounds and if performed within the health services.
Orals off prescription and non-physicians allowed to insert IUDs
since 1975. IPPF grant to FPA. Assistance from UNFPA mainly for
demographic projects.

No official policy but Government supports FPA, founded in 1963,
IPPF member 1964. FPA has 28 clinics and runs 4 clinics jointly
with UNRWA. In 1975 there were 4,673 new and 12,429 continuing
acceptors. Information and education efforts directed to
special target groups, e.g., youth clubs, teachers, women's

a/ Information gathered from International Planned Parenthood Federation,
Family Planning in Five Continents (London, December 1976).
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Kuwait:

Lebanon:

unions and voluntary organizations. Abortions illegal, but in
practice accepted on medical and juridical grounds. IPPF grant
to FPA. Assistance from UNFPA, UNESCO and FPIA.

No official policy and no organized family planning activities,
but individual doctors give advice and supplies are available
commercially. Population growth through immigration is high.
Abortion permitted only to save life of mother.

No official policy or programme but FPA, founded in 1969, IPPF
member 1970, allowed to run clinics in government health centres
and in social affairs institutes. New acceptors, 3,258 in 1975 at
18 FPA clinics - orals and condoms most popular. Five clinics had
to be closed down in 1976. FPA assists other organizations and
governmental departments, e.g., army and Ministry of Labour and
Social Welfare, in providing family planning services in their
welfare clinics and started community-based distribution project
in southern Lebanon in 1975. The Penal Code still prohibits
contraception, and abortion is permitted only to save life of
mother in special cases. IPPF grant to FPA. Assistance from
UNFPA, UNESCO, CWS and Pathfinder Fund.

Libyan Arab 
Jamahiriya:	 No organized family planning service; official policy to increase

population. Interest in health aspects of family planning growing
among medical and para-medical personnel. Sale of and
prescriptions for contraceptives illegal except for medical
reasons. Abortion illegal, but punishment may be reduced if
pregnancy is illegitimate. IPPF has provided some training for
medical and para-medical workers.

Mauritania:

Morocco:

Oman:

No organized family planning activities; Government is against
any attempts to control population growth. Orals available in
drugstores and MCH in Nouakchott provides contraceptive advice
for medical reasons. USAID assistance for a MCH clinic.

Government experimental programme since 1966, and generalized
programme since 1968, with policy to integrate family planning in
basic health services. Family planning services at 70 urban and
176 rural health centres. Family Planning Association founded in
1971, IPPF member same year, plays a complimentary information and
education role to national programme and concentrates on youth and
rural areas. In 1975 there were 6,652 new and 37,666 continuing
acceptors at six FPA clinics. Four more clinics opened in 1976.
Abortion legal on medical grounds. IPPF grant to FPA. Assistance
from UNFPA, UNICEF, USAID, Pathfinder Fund and the Population
Council.

No organized family planning activities; some services available
in private hospitals. Abortion permitted only to save life of
mother.

Qatar:	 No organized family planning activities. Abortion permitted only
to save life of mother.
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Saudi Arabia: Government banned contraceptives in April 1975; smuggling of
contraceptive pills or devices punishable by six months°
imprisonment. Until then, some contraceptives were available
locally, and there was some interest in health aspects of family
planning.

Somalia:	 No organized family planning activities.

Syrian Arab 
Republic:

Tunisia:

United Arab 
Emirates:

Yemen:

Government interest in family planning activities and support to
FPA, founded in 1965. An IPPF member in 1971. National Council
for Social Welfare has a sub-committee on family-planning. Number
of acceptors in 1975 was 5,291 new and 7,174 continuing at
16 FPA clinics in Khartoum and 14 clinics in the provinces,
located in MCH centres, majority orals. The FPA concentrates on
information, education and training. Abortion legal on medical
grounds. IPPF grant to FPA. Assistance from UNFPA, UNESCO,
Pathfinder Fund; WHO, FPIA and IASSW, government grant to IPPF.

"NCH/family planning division set up in 1974 to incorporate family
planning into health structure. FPA founded in 1974. IPPF
member in 1975, works closely with Government. FPA runs three
clinics and information, education and training programmes.
Publicity for contraceptives illegal; abortion permitted to save
life of mother only. IPPF grant to FPA. Assistance from UNFPA.

Government experimental programme since 1966, generalized
programme since 1968; target to reduce birth rate to 28 per 1,000
by 1976. Services through 420 family planning centres and mobile
clinics. New acceptors in 1975 amounted to 58,052, nearly half
tubal ligations and abortions. IUD most popular. 13.4 per cent
of women of child-bearing age estimated to be practising
contraception. FPA founded in 1968, IPPF member in 1969,
collaborates with Government and is responsible for information
and education. Also runs model clinic at Monfleury which is used
for regional and local training (17,642 consultations in 1975) and
three other clinics. Social welfare and civil laws on polygamy,
age of marriage and family allowances have been modified to
encourage lower fertility. Abortion available on request in first
trimester. IPPF grant to FPA. Assistance from UNFPA, UNESCO, ILO,
UNDP, UNICEF, FAO, WHO, IBRD, IDA, Belgium, CIDA, Netherlands,
Germany, NORAD, SIDA, USAID, Ford Foundation, Population
Council and Pathfinder Fund. Government grant to IPPF. IPPF
Middle East and North Africa Regional Office in Tunis.

No organized family planning activities. Abortion permitted only
to save life of mother.

No official policy but Government has shown some interest in health
aspects of family planning. Pilot project for integrated MCH/
family planning in Sanaa with UNFPA assistance. FPA, founded in
1974. Individual physicians give family planning advice.

Sudan:
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Fertility prospects 

XI, PROSPECTS OF FERTILITY DECLINE IN SUB-SAHARAF AFRICA*

Ita I. Ekanem*•

Introduction

The shift in the importance of mortality to fertility as a component of
population growth since the beginning of the modern era, an upshot of the theory of
demographic transition, has given rise to various studies focusing on the analysis
of the factors affecting fertility, especially those factors that explain its
reduction. Usually the analysis and interpretation from the latter point of view
are made in the context of the demographic transition theory of the emergence of
the small family size with improved social, economic and health conditions. 1/
There are however writers, notably Romaniuk, who hold the contrary view - that
improved standards and conditions of living in towns can only, at least initially,
encourage the formation of large families. 2/ Others, including Davis, Blake and
Easterlin, have gone farther, to develop complicated frameworks for fertility
analysis. 3/ In the present study our modus operandi will be the latest call by
Mauldin and Berelson on scholars of fertility decline within cross-cultural
contexts to approach the analysis via the macro level. 4/ The thesis of the present

* Fertility of North African populations presents Quite different patterns

from those of the sub-Saharan African populations, and as such, would require
separate treatment.

** Department of Demography and Social Statistics, University of Ife,
Ile-Ife, Nigeria.

1/ C. P. Blacker, Stages in population growth', Eugenics Review, vol. 39,
No. 3 (Oct. 1947), pp. 88-102; W. S. Thompson, "Population", American Journal of 
Sociology, vol. 34, No. 6 (May 1929), pp. 959-975; E. Notestein, The population of
the world in the year 2000", Journal of the American Statistical Association,
vol. 45, No. 251 (Sept. 1950), pp. 335-345.

2/ A. Romaniuk, "Fertility trends in Africa", Proceedings of the IUSSP
Conference, London  1969 vol. I, pp. 739-749.

3/ Kingsley Davis and Judith Blake, "Social structure and fertility: an
analytical framework'', Economic Development and Cultural Chan ge, vol. 4 (April 1956),
pp. 211-235, col. 4; Richard A. Easterlin, ''An economic framework for fertility
analysis", Studies in Family Planning, vol. 6, No. 3 (March 1975), pp . 54-63.

4/ W. Parker Mauldin and Bernard Berelson, "Cross-cultural review of the
effectiveness of family planning programs", Proceedings of the IUSSP Conference,
Mexico, 1977, vol. 3, pp. 163-185.
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study is that without better information than now exists on fertility determining
factors in the countries of sub-Saharan Africa, any prediction of future trends
can be little better than guesswork.

Accordingly, emphasis here will focus on providing an understanding of why
regional, subregional and country-to-country variations in fertility exist in
sub-Saharan Africa. Past predictions of the causality of regional variations of
fertility in the subcontinent have tended to enlist social status, urbanization,
religion, disease, genetic inheritance, cultural constraints and many others as
explanatory variables. 5/ To this end, variations in the fertility of females
distributed according to the variables have been used to explain some of the
regional and subregional differences. It cannot however be said that a high degree
of progress has been made towards firm predictions of their causality. The
variables, often used singly to explain the regional differences, do not operate
in isolation; they are rather closely interrelated and have to be carefully
studied in a statistically co-ordinated analysis. The multiple correlation and
regression technique is employed in this study to determine the correlates of
fertility decline in sub-Saharan African countries. Analysis is presented in four
sections. First, an overview of levels, patterns and trends of fertility in
sub-Saharan Africa is presented. Secondly, the correlates of fertility decline in
the subcontinent are examined. This is followed by a section that reviews the
relevance of family planning in this context. The last section overviews the
entire discussion within the context of the current assumption by the United
Nations that future population growth in the subregion should be based on an
incipient fertility decline.

Review of evidence on fertility trends 

At the 1969 IUSSP conference, Romaniuk remarked that a systematic study of
fertility changes and their underlying causes would require time series of
relevant information measurements and of related social, cultural and other
variables. 6/ Unfortunately, such series for sub-Saharan African countries are
either not available or, if available, are of very poor quality.

To date, there have been three attempts by the United Nations to document the
levels, trends and conditions of fertility throughout the world for countries
having requisite data of sufficiently reliable quality. The first study, with a
coverage up to the years around 1960, also took account of the conditions affecting
the levels and trends of fertility in those countries. 7/ The decade of the 1960s
witnessed important declines of fertility in some countries in which the level had
previously been comparatively high. Accordingly, the second study was meant to
meet the demand for current information on trends of world fertility during the
1960-1965 period, although no effort was made to determine and analyse factors

5/ ''Review of available evidence on fertility levels, trends and
differentials in Africa" (E/CN.14/POP/71).

6/ A. Romaniuk, op. cit.

7/ Population Bulletin of the United Nations, No 7 (United Nations
publication, Sales No. 64.XIII.2), pp. 15-41.
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influencing such levels and trends. 8/ The most recent report in the series
focuses on fertility changes that occurred during the 1965-1974 period. 9/ Like
the second, the latest study does not offer a systematic analysis of economic and
social factors affecting fertility levels. And yet, such material is important for
an understanding of the determinants of observed measures of aggregate fertility.
In table 1 we present available estimates of the crude birth rate (CBR) from all
three studies.

Evidence from the first of these documents indicates that in only about 19
countries of sub-Saharan Africa was data on the CBR available; derived either from
censuses and sample surveys or estimated using the reverse-survival ratio method,
it varied considerably in quality. But, quality apart, the estimates indicated
that exceedingly high fertility prevails in much of West Africa (see table 1). The
mean CBR for the region was 55 as against 47 in both Fast and Central Africa, 41 for
Southern Africa and 49 for all the 19 countries with estimates. In sharp contrast,
the United Republic of Cameroon, the Central African Empire and Gabon (all in
Centrra Africa) belong to a zone of much lower fertility. The remainder of the
continent, together with the islands of Mauritius, Madagascar and Reunion
constituted a subregion with extremely high fertility at the time.

Although little is known of the reasons for the apparent wide differences in
fertility among countries in 'Test , FFst and Southern Africa, the few related factors
which were suggested in this first study include differential age at marriage,
practice of polygamy, low incidence of widowhood, emigration history, social roles
of kinship groups, birth spacing and incidence of sterility. 10/ However, at the
time, there was insufficient quantitative information on the relative importance of

these factors vis-a-vis the observed fertility patterns.

With respect to trends, Mauritius was the only country in sub-Saharan Africa
with complete birth registration statistics covering the whole population and
providing a firm basis for the study of fertility trends over many decades. The
trend of registered births in Reunion can be reliably traced back only to 1946. We
note that these two countries are remote islands in the Indian Ocean far off the
African Coast, peopled by descendants of Asian, European and mixed/African stock.
In the first study, it was therefore observed that the trend of fertility there has
little relevance to the fertility trend or prospects on the African mainland.

The report of conditions and trends of world fertility in the second study
indicated that the situation in sub-Saharan Africa had not changed much since the
first study. Information about fertility in the region was still far from
satisfactory. Complete birth registration covered only 6 per cent of the region's
total population. Several countries, comprising 12 per cent of the regional
population, have birth registration statistics that are regarded as incomplete in
varying degrees. For the remaining countries, with 82 per cent of the regional
population, there is either no current information on fertility levels or, at best,

8/ Interim Report  on Conditions and Trends of Fertility in the World,
1960-1965 (United Nations publication, Sales No.

9/ Levels  and Trends of Fertility Throughout the World, 1950-1970, (United
Nations publication, Sales No. E.77.XIII.2).

10/ Population Bulletin of the United Nations, No. 7 ....
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estimates derived from sporadic sample surveys or other procedures which can
provide no information on fertility trends. These various surveys and censuses,
often not nation-wide in scope, tend to confirm previous estimates indicating the
existence of two distinct zones of differing fertility. With only a few
exceptions, fertility is extremely high in West Africa. But to the east and
south-east of that zone there is a belt of countries with only moderately high
fertility, a belt which extends across Central Africa into sections of Southern
and East Africa.

In other words, the polarization of fertility levels observed for the
subcontinent in the first study was still operative at the time of the second
survey, the only difference being that estimates of the CBR could be made for more
countries (38 as against 19). The mean CBR estimates from the second study were
48 (West), 47 (East), 43 (Central), 45 (Southern) and 46 for all 38 countries (see
table 1).

One feature of the second study is that in about 12 countries for which data
were available as at the first study, lower fertility estimates were obtained
relative to those derived from the first. 11/ On the other hand, observed
fertility patterns in Southern and East Africa were different in several respects
from those observed for West Africa. 12/ First in Plauritius and Reunion,
substantial (about 32 per cent) declines of fertility have occurred since 1960.
There is no parallel for West Africa, apparently due to lack of data. Secondly,
the estimated CBR in seven countries (Comoros, Ethiopia, Equatorial Guinea, Malawi,
Namibia, Somalia and Swaziland), from which data became available for the first
time, is somewhat higher than that of the countries for which estimates existed
before. The curious thing is that in West Africa, the countries with data on
fertility for the first time tended to have somewhat lower fertility than in other
countries of the region. A third surprising contrast between the South, East and
West occurs in the comparison of new and old estimates of CBR. In Southern and
East Africa where, in all except two of the countries with new estimates, there
exists a fairly consistent pattern of higher gross reproduction rates (GRR), with
the CBRs relatively unchanged. Possibly the explanation for all three observations
lies in the different kinds of data and/or estimation procedures.

The latest study in the series focused on fertility changes that occurred
during the decade 1965-1974. Over all, the general picture is that the estimated
levels of fertility are found to be uniformly high. The mean CBR estimates are
47 (West), 45 (East), 44 (Central), 42 (South) and 45 for all 39 countries with
estimates (see table 1). The trend of the over-all mean CBR estimates since the
first study thus tends to suggest a decline of fertility in the region.

We note, however, that for the first study, the CBR estimates for a number of
countries were based on the reverse-survival technique. For this and other
reasons, the estimates were of dubious quality. In the latest study, use was made
of either the Brass or stable-population techniques - both comparatively recent

11/ ''Levels and trends of fertility in the countries of Africa",
(E/C1.14/POP/75).

12/ Ibid.
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developments. Admittedly, the latest estimates are more dependable, but they
cannot be used to indicate trends. Besides, there are also problems even with
these more dependable methods. 13/

Although the exact level of the CBR estimates thus cannot be accepted with
confidence, they confirm that fertility in West Africa is uniformly high. The CBR
estimates for East Africa are also high, ranging from 24.8 for Mauritius (1972) to
52 for Ethiopia (1970). For several countries (Kenya, Uganda, United Republic of
Tanzania) the latest CBR estimates appear compatible with those from the first
study as well as with results obtained by other researchers on the basis of
different sets of data, 14/ thus confirming the general levels. However, in every
case among the East African countries, the more recent GRR estimates are higher
than those derived from the first study. These changes, attributable to new data
and techniques, point to a possibly higher fertility in the Eastern countries than
in the Western countries where fertility was previously thought to be highest.

Middle Africa, on the other hand, is also characterized by almost uniformly
more moderate levels of fertility than have been estimated for the West and East.
The CBR estimates range from 49 in Angola to 31 for Gabon. Finally, in the South,
consisting of Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and Swaziland, the CBR estimates suggest a
fairly wide range of levels, with 38 for Lesotho and 50 for Swaziland.

In terms of trends, the time series CBR data from Mauritius and Reunion
reported in this latest study indicate a three-cycle phase of fertility decline:
a generally downward movement with upward fluctuations for several years and then a
resumption of the downward trend.

The general impression from all three studies regarding the fertility
situation in sub-Saharan Africa is that despite the paucity of good data, there
are two zones of high and low fertility in the region. The countries in the east
and west have uniformly high fertility, while those in the central parts have
low fertility. Furthermore, the two countries with birth registration data of
sufficiently good quality for studying trends are islands, and hence their patterns
of fertility decline cannot be used to predict trends in the countries on the
mainland. The factors suggested as accounting for the observed regional fertility
differentials are differences in traditional attitudes and behaviour with regard to
marriage, sexual relations and birth of children as well as cultural/environmental
factors affecting the incidence of sterility, subfecundity and pregnancy wastage.

On the one hand early age at marriage has been associated with the observed
high fertility. The emergence of nuptiality patterns characterized by late
marriage (especially among literates) has been conceived as one likely mechanism
through which reduction in fertility can be achieved. But this expectation may not
fructify because it may indeed take some time before a sufficiently large number of
women obtain the higher education which might delay their marriages. Since
opportunities for female employment are scarce in these countries, many of the
women who have reached puberty have no alternative than to get married. One
explanation for the high fertility norm in these societies, therefore, is the lack
of alternative socially rewarding life goals for women beside motherhood. As

13/ Interim Report on Conditions and Trends of Fertility ..., pp. 26-29.

14/ A. J. Coale and F. Lorimer, in W. Brass and others, The Demography of 
Tropical Africa (Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1968), pp. 151-167.
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Romaniuk remarked, given the lack of stigma in many African societies for
illegitimate children, reduction in fertility expected from postponement of
marriage is likely to be offset by an increase in the illegitimacy rate. A
related pro-natal factor in many of these societies is the strong emphasis on
kinship groups. Both patrilineal and matrilineal kinship systems aim at ensuring
continuance of the kinship group through legitimate heirs. Since this trait is
likely to defy modernization, the emergence of small family size in these societies
may remain elusive for quite some time.

On the other hand, sterility, ill health and/or a life of hard labour and
decline in polygyny as well as declining mortality have generally been associated
with low fertility in these societies . In particular, from a pro-natal point of
view, regression of polygyny in the face of modernization is likely to have a
detrimental effect. First, it will weaken the social system and kinship network on
which high fertility norms rest and of which polygyny forms an integral part.
Secondly, it will reduce the traditional competition for wives which kept
nuptiality at such a high level. But we should be skeptical with even this
development because polygyny may resist erosion through modernization longer than
generally anticipated. It may reappear in the form of de facto union where it has
been outlawed as a formal union and still maintain the traditional high level of
competition for wives and hence ; high nuptiality rate. We infer that given the
present state of knowledge regarding fertility-determining factors, the prospects
of fertility decline in sub-Saharan Africa are at best gloomy.

Correlates of fertility decline 

In the previous section we reviewed available evidence on the levels and
trends of fertility in sub-Saharan Africa, as documented by three United Nations
studies. In this section we shall examine the prospects of fertility decline in
the region. First, we shall examine the decline of fertility, if any; secondly, we
shall examine the correlates of such a pparent decline.

Perceived trends 

Our review of fertility levels in the region has revealed that, much as the
estimates can serve as indices of levels, they cannot be used in the analysis of
trends. But if we are to discuss future prospects of fertility decline in the
region, we should at least speculate on the probable trend of the estimates. For
this purpose we shall deploy the CBR values presented in table 1. Since the CBR
estimates for the 1960s and 1970s are relatively more dependable, we present in
table 2 the percentage change in those CDR values for the 1960-1970 period.

For the 13 countries in West and East Africa the apparent declines and
increases in the CBR estimates are relatively insignificant, except in a few cases
(e.g., the Gambia, Ghana, Liberia, Senegal, Ethiopia, Mauritius and Reunion).
Even in the latter, except for Mauritius and Reunion, it is not clear whether the
absolute change is a reflection of the poor quality of data or of differing
estimation procedure. The same doubts apply to the three countries in Central
Africa, with a reasonable absolute change in the CBR estimates.

From the derived values of mean percentage change (table 2), the West, East
and Southern African countries generally indicate a decline while, the central
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countries generally record an increase in their CBRs. We note as well that the
mean decline is highest in the eastern countries apparently because of the big
declines in Mauritius and Reunion. If both countries are ignored, the mean decline
for the other 11 eastern countries becomes 1.1 per cent, or about the same as for
the western countries. This supports the view that there is not much difference
between the two subregions of highest fertility in terms of the rate of fertility
decline.

But regardless of the magnitude of the change, we note that of the 35 countries
in table 2 for which the reported CBR estimates permit derivation of change during
the 1960-1970 period, about 19 of them indicate a negative, though small, change
while three indicate zero change. By implication, in almost one half of the
countries in the region, the CBR estimates tend to suggest rising fertility levels
consistent with our observations in the above section.

However, if changes in fertility trends in the region since 1960 have been
generally small, there has been a rather extraordinary change in the conditions
that affect fertility. It is these conditions that give significance to the
indications of declining fertility that have begun to appEar, suggesting the
possibility and creating the expectation that these new trends, however slight,
may be the first manifestations of the consequences of these altered conditions.
From our review of evidence in the preceding section some of the factors already
operative in sub-Saharan Africa are rising literacy, increasing urbanization,
declining proportion of the population engaged in subsistence agriculture and
declining infant mortality rate.

With respect to literacy, virtually all African countries have assigned a
priority role to education, in the firm belief that it is the key to development -
health education, to improve nutrition and sanitation, maternal and child care;
vocational education, to improve agriculture, stimulate industrialization and
increase management and manpower resources; general education, to free women from
their traditional roles and make society more egalitarian; sex and family-life
education, to teach children how to adjust to a rapidly changing society.

With respect to urbanization we note that total population in the sub-Saharan
African countries with 20,000 or more inhabitants was about 21.5 million
(i.e., 10 per cent of total subcontinental population) in 1950 while 11 million
(i.e., 5 per cent) lived in concentrations of 100,000 or more population. By 1960
these proportions increased to 13 per cent and 9 per cent, respectively. 15/
Given the fact that growth of urban population is invariably a compounding of
natural increase and net migration gains, these facts do attest to a tremendous
amount of spatial redistributon of population within sub-Sarahan Africa. We note
two aspects of this redistribution. The first is the increasing concentration of
population in larger centres with a population of 100,000 or more. In 1950, of

15/ "Spatial redistribution of population in Africa'' (E/CN.14/POP/45).
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the 21.5 million urban population, 51 per cent lived in such larger concentrations;
the proportion of the 36.4 million in 1960 had increased to 68 per cent. This
phenomenon, indicating the relative unimportance of medium-sized centres,
constitutes one of the major problems of current urbanization in sub-Saharan Africa.
The second aspect is that in most countries, following the pattern set during the
colonial era, one single metropolis gains such dominance and numerical superiority
as to dwarf all others.

Thus the most striking feature of urbanization in Africa today is the rise
of primate cities which attract a disproportionate part of the urban migratory
movement. This high degree of concentration is the most important problem of
urbanization in sub-Saharan Africa today. It underlies not only the enclave nature
of development and prosperity on the subcontinent but also the pauperization of
large areas of the countryside. The expectations of employment which these primate
cities excite all over the country lead to a massive and continuing in-migration
to them of people who rarely have the requisite skills for urban employment, except
in marginal occupations. This marginalization of a growing proportion of the urban
population, along with unemployment, traffic congestion and poor housing, demands
the serious attention of policy and decision makers in mcst African countries
today and explains the present policy of planned dispersion of industries from the
primate city and their localization in specific regional centres which now serve
as growth poles for the economy of the regions.

Up to this time subsistence agriculture has been the backbone of the economy
in virtually all countries of the region. Recent efforts are directed towards
modernizing the agricultural sector and thereby paving the way for sustained
industrialization. Accordingly, the share of agriculture as a component of the
gross domestic product (GDP) has been declining, due in part to slow growth in
the sector and in part to fairly rapid growth in other sectors. 16/ Furthermore,
prices, particularly on the export market, have stagnated or fallen for several
key agricultural products, thus making increases in the value of agricultural goods
less than they might have been.

With respect to mortality, African countries feel strongly that more effort
should be directed to maternal and child health care, preventive medicine,
sanitation and education about nutrition and simple personal hygiene. A reduction
in mortality will lead inevitably to a reduction in the fertility level as well.
With a larger number of surviving children, increasing pressure on housing develops,
along with problems of raising and educating the children. Parents are likely to
realize that basic family functions can now be achieved with fewer offspring and
traditional norms of child-bearing may thus undergo a radical re-evaluation. On
the other hand, fertility may also increase following a reduction in widowhood and
a prolonged reproductive life. The fact is that since women, especially the
illiterates, continue to bear children fairly regularly as long as they are able

16/ "Population growth and social and economic development in Africa"
(E/CN.14/POP/46).



throughout their married life, improvements in the stability and average length of
marriages will serve as a strong barrier against any reduction in completed
fertility levels for several years in the future. 17/

The threshold hypothesis 

It has long been axiomatic among socioeconomic demographers that the transition
from high to low fertility in contemporary developed nations came about as a
consequence of social changes associated with economic and social development. The
precise manner in which economic and social development brings about a reduction of
fertility is, however, not well understood. There are many differences of opinion
concerning which developmental factors are most crucially related to fertility change
as well as the level of development that must be reached before a decline in
fertility can be expected. In this connexion it is pertinent to mention the
threshold hypothesis developed by the Population Division of the United Nations
Secretariat. 18/ According to this hypothesis, fertility begins to decline in
the course of passing through a threshold zone of development as measured by selected
economic and social indicators. It is in the spirit of this hypothesis that we wish
to examine the adequacy of increasing literacy and urbanization as well as
declining agriculture and infant mortality in terms of effectuating a fertility
decline in the countries of sub-Saharan Africa.

The data 

In table 3 we present data on the proportion of the level of literacy,
urbanization, agriculture and infant mortality (per 1,000 live births) for the 1970
period but only for the countries in sub-Saharan Africa (table 2) whose fertility
pattern indicated a decline during the 1960-1970 decade and for which we could obtain
data on the other four variables. Admittedly, the data are poor in quality. We
have already noted the reasons in the case of the CBR values. The main definitional
and conceptual problems of data on literacy, urbanization, agriculture and rate of
infant mortality are well documented in the literature. Given these limitations,
the data are used for the present analysis in the aelief that the errors are
compensating. It is pertinent to note, as Mauldin and Berelson have done in a recent
related study, 19/ that changes in the independent variables were not as good
predicters of changes in fertility as were the independent variables themselves.

Methods and results 

The multiple correlation and regression technique is used for the analysis. In
table 4 we present the first-order correlation matrix between these variables. The
results show that each of the independent variables is very well correlated with
the criterion variable. We infer that, taken alone, 51 per cent of the variation

17/ Ibid.

18/ Interim Report on Conditions and Trends of Fertility in the World, 1960-1965 
(United Nations publication, Sales No, E.72.XIII.3).

19/ Mauldin and Berelson, op. cit.



in the percentage decline in the CBR during the 1960-1970 period can be accounted
for by increasing literacy in sub-Saharan African countries up to the 1970 period.
The corresponding proportions for increasing urbanization, decreasing agriculture
and infant mortality (IMR1 are 37 per cent, 65 per cent and 54 per cent
respectively. Thus, taken individually, the most important of these variables in
terms of effecting a decline in fertility is a declining subsistence agriculture,
followed by a declining IMR, increasing literacy and increasing urbanization, in
that order.

But since these variables do not operate in isolation but in the form of
some combined mix in their over-all task of effectuating fertility decline, we
computed a multiple correlation coefficient using the percentage decline in
fertility (1960-1970) as the criterion variable (X1 ) and literacy (X2),
urbanization (X

3
)
' 
agriculture (X4) and infant mortality (X5) as the independent

variables. The resulting multiple correlation coefficient ( R1. 2345) of 0.84 is
indicative of the fact that these four variables acting in concert can really
effect a fertility decline in sub•Saharan Africa. About 71 per cent of the
variation in the fertility decline in these countries ( i.e. , B21.2345 ) is
accounted for by all four variables. Three things are noteworthy. First, the
associated error of estimate (S 1.23 4 5 ) of 4.756 is relatively low and testifies
to the adequacy of the technique in this context. Secondly, the standardized beta
weights indicate that agriculture (B4 = - . 545) is the most important of these
factors in terms of effectuating the observed 1960-1970 CBR decline. The relative
roles of the other variables - infant mortality (B 5 = - . 335), increased literacy
(B2 = . 031) and increased urbanization (B2 = -.002) - follow accordingly and in
that order. Thirdly, since only 71 per cent of the variance in fertility
reduction is accounted for by the four variables, other variables not included
(e.g., family planning) also have some part to play.

These results are particularly meaningful in this context. For one, they
attest to the view that much as increased literacy and urbanization may be
developmental variables, they are not the most critical in terms of bringing about
an envisaged fertility decline, at least not in the sub-Saharan African region.
Rather, it is reduction in subsistence agriculture, first, and drastic reduction
in infant mortality secondly, that will break the pattern and produce social
ferment in these nations. This does not imply that increased education and
urbanization are not important. They are, but they will operate indirectly
through other variables (e.g., family planning).

We note however that the central issue for African planning is that of
agricultural change and particularly the possibility of reconstructing
agriculture. 20/ The size of farms is largely determined by the area that a
family will work. This area is insufficient to provide adequate food during
drought years. An important related issue is the impact of population numbers and
population growth upon agricultural change. This study supports the view that
agricultural revolution is the most likely tool of ensuring fertility decline in the
countries of sub-Saharan Africa. This raises two questions of overriding importance

20/ J. C. Caldwell, "Regulation de la fecundite", in J. C. Caldwell and others,
Croissance demographique et evolution socio-economique en Afrique de l'ouest 
(New York, Population Council, 1973), pp. 79-136.
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for the African future. The first is whether there is surplus land, given the present
agricultural technology. The region looks sparsely settled, but most of the soils
are poor and dry. The answer to poor soils has been shifting cultivation, with long
periods of fallow. The important question is whether the amount of unused land
exceeds that required for fallow, for most of the subcontinent there is as yet
insufficient evidence. The second question is how, and how fast, farming technology
can be changed. A real agricultural revolution is probably necessary for sustained
economic growth and subsequent industrialization.

Besides these general observations, three critical issues are pertinent to a
better appraisal of these findings in the context of this analysis. The first of
these is the finding that agriculture is the dominant variable in terms of effecting
the anticipated fertility decline. In our opinion, this is synonymous with the view
implicit in the theory of demographic transition, that with increased
industrialization in the course of economic development, fertility will decline,
assuming that other co-operant factors remain equal. By implication, data from this
study are supportive of the cardinal postulate of the theory of demographic
transition. Accordingly and on this basis, there is justification for the current
United Nations assumption of an envisaged fertility decline as operationalized in
their estimates of population for the countries of the developing world.

But the second critical issue is the need for caution in the interpretation of
the results presented here. Probably the dominant potential of agriculture found
here is sequel to the macro nature of the analysis. From the data in table 3, if
the countries are taken individually, the nature of the relationship becomes more
complicated. Consider the cases of Mauritius and Reunion, with significant fertility
declines. Admittedly the agricultural component of the population (1970) was low in
either country. But whereas the level of literacy and urbanization were equally high
in Mauritius, in Reunion the proportions on both of these variables were relatively
lower. Besides, countries like Namibia, Zaire, Zambia, Senegal and Liberia, with
levels of urbanization comparable to those in Reunion, or countries like Ghana,
Nigeria, Kenya and Namibia, with levels of literacy comparable to those in Reunion,
experienced much lower declines in fertility. Moreover, in the two countries having
official policies favouring an increase in the rate of national population growth
(i.e., Ivory Coast and Upper Volta) Ivory Coast has a higher level of literacy, a
lower IMR and a higher degree of industrialization (see table 3) than Upper Volta.
And yet both countries experienced a mere 1 per cent decline in fertility during the
1960-1970 period.

If we adopt the mean values of those five variables (X 1 = 4 per cent;
X
2 = 17 per cent; X

3 
= 15 per cent; X4 = 75 per cent; X

5. 
= 140) as a basis for

'
dividing the 22 countries into two groups - high (countries with a decline in
fertility higher than the mean) and low (countries with a decline in fertility lower
than the mean) - we can deduce a typology such as the one shown in table 5.
Theoretically, we expect countries with a decline higher than the mean to be high in
the ranking with respect to literacy and urbanization but low with respect to
subsistence agriculture and IMR. By implication, the reverse should hold with
respect to countries with declines in fertility below the value of the mean. From
the table, in only five countries was the decline in fertility during the 1960-1970
period above the corresponding mean value (i.e., in Ghana, Senegal, Mauritius,
Reunion and Zaire). In countries with declines in fertility above the mean, our
theoretical expectation was realized in only four of the countries. Senegal was low
on literacy and high on both subsistence agriculture and IT and yet experienced
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the same amount of decline in fertility as Ghana and Zaire. On the other hand, in
countries with a decline in fertility lower than the mean, our theoretical
expectation was realized in only five (i.e., Guinea, Nall, the Niger, Upper Volta
and Ethiopia) of the 17 such countries.

Thus the nature of the relationship between declines in fertility and the
associated variables in these countries of sub-Saharan Africa is rather intricate.
We infer that the predominant role of a declining proportion of subsistence
agriculture found in this analysis should not be interpreted too literally but
rather within the context of these other variables. In particular we note that the
magnitude of both the zero•order and multiple-correlation coefficient between
fertility declines and the four independent variables will be lowered considerably
if the data for Pauritius and Reunion (the countries with marked fertility declines)
are left out of the analysis. By implication, the result derived from the macro
level of analysis with all 22 countries is clearly an artifact of the data. Again,
on this basis, we cannot be too dogmatic about our earlier assertion that findings
from this study are supportive of an anticipated incipient decline in fertility in
the course of economic development, as upheld by the theory of demographic
transition.

The need for caution in this context is predicated on the fact that the attempt
here at ascertaining the correlates of the apparently insignificant declines in
fertility suggests that evidence is conflicting on the expectation of an incipient
fertility decline in the course of socio-economic development in sub-Saharan Africa.
The conflict emanates from a situation in which, if those countries with apparent
declines in fertility are taken as a group, the resulting analysis appears
consistent with the cardinal postulate of demographic transition theory, namely,
that in the course of socio•economic development, fertility will decline. However,
when the countries are examined individually on how they perform on the socio-
economic variables (as used in the above analysis) relative to the observed rate of
decline in their fertility, the expected relationships fail to hold.

Finally, we note that some changes relative to an alteration of human
reproductive behaviour are obviously taking place in many developing countries. The
question may therefore be raised whether efforts directed towards finding the
'moveable variables' may not have equal, if not greater, consequences for fertility
decline than present efforts to improve contraceptives and the availability of
methods and supplies. In the light of this, social scientists might undertake to
identify variables that are in the process of change in these societies, to study
these variables with the view to ascertaining which of them may be most related to
the modification of reproductive behaviour and, among them, which may be subject to
human intervention. This is the rationale for the present analysis. We have
identified the key variables that will influence the course of fertility in sub-
Saharan African countries. But we have also cautioned against a dogmatic
implementation of the findings.

The role of family planning 

Prior to 1955 only India, Pakistan and China had taken steps to reduce their
levels of fertility and rates of population growth. Between 1955 and 1965 10
additional countries adopted a policy of regulating fertility. By mid 1971 countries
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with such policies numbered 35, including 14 in Asia, 10 in Latin America and the
Caribbean, eight in Africa and three in other regions. 21/

The ultimate objective of such policies is a higher standard of living, to
which Governments, as a general principle, have always been committed. Improvement
in health standards has also been an important factor in the decision since fewer
births at longer intervals will enhance the health of mothers and children. Other
considerations include the reduction of sterility and the humanitarian principle of
voluntary parenthood.

The most widely used measure for attaining these goals is the national family
planning programme which aims directly at achieving longer birth intervals and a
reduction of completed family size through the widespread use of conception
preventives and, in some cases, the interruption of pregnancy. Programmes in a few
countries have also included abortion, voluntary sterilization, raising the minimum
age at marriage and enhancing the status of women. 22/ The Government of Ghana,
for instance, proposed, in a comprehensive population policy statement, to review
and modify policies relating to maternity benefits and tax benefits to large families
and to reduce pro-natalist influences. Probably the rationale of resorting to these
various methods is the known fact that the decline of fertility in the new developed
countries was accomplished by resort to a great variety of measures referred to by
Davis as "multiphastic response". 23/

But available evidence indicates that national family planning programmes have
yielded varying results. The bulk of the experiences has been derived from
institutionalized family planning activities among a few Asian countries where the
programmes have succeeded in aiding those persons desirous of preventing unwanted
births. But where the primary purpose of the programmes has been to reduce birth
rates in the absence of basic economic and social change, there does not appear to
have been appreciable progress towards programme goals. After reviewing the family
planning programmes of several countries, Masnick and Potter concluded that while
there can be no doubt that current family planning programmes will have some
significant impact, it is very unlikely that by themselves they can achieve anything
like what has come to be considered an acceptable target. The issue is that the
programmes have not themselves initiated a decrease in fertility, though they have
accelerated a decline. 24/

21/ "Population policies with special reference to the Second United Nations
Development Decade" (E/CN.9/243).

22/ Measures, Policies and Programmes Affecting Fertility with Particular 
Reference to National Family Planning Programmes (United Nations publication,
Sales No. E.72.XIII.2), chap. 1.

23/ K. Davis, The theory of change and response in modern demographic history ,
Population Index, vol. 29, No. 4 (October 1963), pp. 345-366.

24/ Some of these are discussed in P. M. Hauser, "Family planning and population
programmes", Demography vol. No. 1 (1967), pp. 397-414. See also K. Davis,
'Population policy: will current programmes succeed?" Science 158:3,802 (1967),
PP . 730-739.
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In addition, most national family planning programmes aim at lower national
fertility and a reduction of population growth rates by enabling individuals to have
the number of children that they desire. This approach has certain shortcomings.
Among these is the underlying assumption that couples want substantially fewer
children than they have and given the knowledge and means, they will have only the
number desired. There is some question whether the preferences for smaller families
is as widespread as had been believed. For instance, findings from a recent KAP of
family planning study in south-western Nigeria show that 86 per cent of the 3,260
women interviewed in about 3,014 households who had from one to three surviving
children still desired from four to six additional children (see the data in tables
6 and 7). Table 6 also contains information on the proportion of south-western
Nigerian women who showed approval of birth control (40 per cent) as well as their
knowledge and practice of the 14 contraceptive methods canvassed in the survey. 25/
The data in table 8 further reveal that this sizable proportion of women wanting
more children approved equally of birth control, regardless of their residence and
level of education. However, with respect to age, the women who, while wanting more
children, still approved of birth control were mostly under 25 years of age. Their
position seems quite clear: they approve of birth control perhaps for reasons of
spacing births, but they also want more children because the question was asked early
in their child-bearing experience.

There is little doubt that policy makers and administrators are reluctant in
many countries of sub-Saharan Africa to be too closely identified with family
planning programmes since they are held to be opposed to African traditions. 26/
Some other reasons for the apparent lukewarm attitude are lack of awareness of
population changes as well as data to document such changes, a feeling of not being
subjected as yet to critical levels of population pressure on resources, and the
feeling that the population changes occurring in the region are not dramatic enough
to warrant any conscious intervention. Thus while in most development plans large
sums of money are allocated to providing health facilities, not much is done or said -
except in a few plans - on the broader issue of fertility and family planning. By
1972, five sub-Saharan African countries (Botswana, Kenya, Mauritius, Ghana and
Nigeria) had official population policies aimed at reducing the rate of population
growth by curtailing fertility through family planning. 27/ In Ghana and Kenya
family planning services are more widely available through governmental programmes.
The United Republic of Tanzania is permitting private programmes to use governmental
facilities. For the remaining countries, covering about 78 per cent of the regional
population, there is little or no support of family planning activities and no
official anti-natalist policy.

25/ For a discussion of the sampling procedure and major findings from this
survey, see I. I. Ekanem an(' G. U. Parooq, ''The dynamics of population changes in
Southern Nigeria'', Genus (1977). See also "Components of population change in
south-western Nigeria'', forthcoming monograph of the Department of Demography and
Social Statistics, University of Ife, Nigeria.

26/ J. C. Caldwell, op.  cit.

27/ 'levels, patterns and implications of fertility in Africa" (E/CH.14/POP/73).
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However, the view expressed in a recent seminar is that traditional family
planning practices are breaking down in many urban areas of the region and the
demand for modern contraceptives is growing along with rapid urbanization and
modernization. In other words, although the general view within the continent is
that family planning should not be pushed before the people are educated and express
their needs, the adoption of a population policy in the above-mentioned countries is
perhaps a healthy sign that other countries might reconsider their attitudes. To
this end, what is perhaps most needed everywhere is a concerted scientific approach
to the problem of fostering family planning. Governments that have made up their
minds about having a population policy should execute programmes of motivation and
education, set up machinery for finding out people's acceptance of the various
methods of family planning and then provide adequate facilities for obtaining cheap,
reliable and acceptable methods.

We note that both the structural effects of present levels and trends in
fertility and mortality and human attempts to affect rates of population growth in
the future are essentially long-term considerations. Attempting to affect levels of
fertility through family planning programmes is also a long-term project. People
appear quite ready to accept basic health innovations that go a long way towards
reducing mortality. Yet, breaking through traditions surrounding fertility behaviour
to promote reductions in fertility commensurate with the increased probabilities of
survival is certainly a more difficult proposition. Education, increased affluence,
better health and urbanization will probably, in time, promote a transition to lower
levels of child-bearing. But in the majority of countries in sub-Saharan Africa,
these, again, are long-term prospects indeed. The point is that, realistically,
in much of sub-Saharan Africa, the prospects for the short to medium term are for
maintenance of or even increases in present rates of population growth. Even where
or when growth rates do decline, the effects of past rates of population growth will
be felt progressively throughout the age structure for a period of time in the
future.

One of the most important obstacles to the spread of family planning, even
where such programmes are in force within the region, is lack of significant progress
towards modernization of the society. The critical question is whether family
planning will be adopted and practised by a significant proportion of the population
in the absence of other basic economic and social changes. Accordingly, Freedman
and Takeshita have proposed that countries wishing to reduce their birth-rates
should consider policies to change the social and economic conditions which affect
birth control practices and fertility levels in addition to instituting programmes
to provide birth control facilities. 28/ The co-authors further argue that in the
absence of these changes, use can be made of communications programmes, often
reinforced with incentives, to obtain at least temporary adoption of family planning
practice and thereby gain time while programmes for economic and social development
are changing the conditions of life and laying the basis for a more deep-seated and
permanent acceptance of family planning. The policy implications emanating from
these suggestions for the countries of sub-Saharan Africa are obvious.

28/ R. Freedman, "Statement of the moderator" in Proceedings of the World 
Population Conference, 1965, vol. 1 (United Nations publication,
Sales No. E.66.XIII.5), pp. 36-49.
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In the coming years, one can expect that decreases in fertility will be
initiated earlier in those countries where the modernizing effects of economic and
social development have been greatest and at the same time family planning programmes
have been most efficiently implemented. Hypothetically, fertility decreases will be
slower and the lag between economic and social development and fertility decline
will be longer in countries where, despite intense development, family planning
programmes have been either weak or altogether absent.

Summary and suggestions 

The foregoing analysis, drawing on all existing United Nations studies of world
fertility trends, was aimed primarily at examining the latest available data on the
relationship between fertility decline and the socio-economic correlates in
sub-Saharan African countries. The objective was to appraise the assumption of an
expected incipient fertility decline in the course of economic development as
implicit in the current United Nations population projections for these countries.

An in-depth appraisal of the CBR estimates presented for these countries
reveals two regions of very high fertility (i.e., West and East) and one of low
fertility (i.e., parts of Central Africa). There are two countries (Mauritius and
Reunion) with complete birth registration data that can be used for a study of
fertility trends. But since they are islands situated away from the African
mainland, the three•cycle phase of fertility decline observed in them cannot be used
to predict the pattern of fertility behaviour for the countries on the mainland.
For the mainland, although the CBR estimates can serve as indices of fertility
levels, they are not indicative of trends, the determination of the latter will
take more time and require data of better quality from censuses and vital
registration systems.

Factors accounting for the observed low fertility are sterility, ill health and
a life of hard labour. Among the factors suggested for the high fertility are
differences in traditional attitudes/behaviour regarding marriage (e.g., low mean
age at marriage); lack of sufficient socially rewarding life goals for the women
besides motherhood, as reflected by a relatively low female participation rate in
the labour force: cultural factors (e.g., the practice of polygyny) a strong desire
for sons; and a general decline in mortality, implying a longer married life.

However the review also noted the need for social scientists to identify
variables that are in the process of change, with a view to ascertaining which of
them may be most related to modification of reproductive behaviour and, among these,
which may be subject to human intervention. Hence, the second part of the paper was
devoted to a discussion of such factors. We identified four: increasing literacy;
increasing urbanization; a declining subsistence agriculture; and the rate of infant
mortality.

A multiple regression analysis of these variables revealed that a declining
subsistence agriculture and rate of infant mortality are likely to be the key
variables in the task of ranking the countries relative to their degree of fertility
decline. The analysis revealed a rather intricate relationship suggesting the need
in future research, when needed data will be available, for a more sophisticated
analytical technique such as use of factor analysis. In sum, on the one hand, the
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analysis revealed that the findings when the countries together as a group are
considered are consistent with the demographic transition theory of an incipient
fertility decline in the course of economic development - thus supporting the
assumption of current United Nations projections. But, on the other hand, when the
countries are considered individually, the expected relationships fail to hold,
thus implying the need for caution while using the United Nations projections.

Since the four variables explained only part of the variance in the anticipated
fertility decline, the role of family planning was also reviewed in the light of
contemporary knowledge in the region. In spite of the recent interest in family
planning in the region, little effective use is at present being made of devices
designed to achieve more moderate family size. The question then is to know how
soon and under what conditions the existing potential for family planning will
become effective in shaping modern fertility patterns in these nations.

It should be understood that this discussion does not imply that instant
reductions in subsistence farming and the rate of infant mortality and the adoption
and pursuance of vigorous family planning programmes will ensure social and economic
development. Regardless of the "mix" of all three proposals, the lack of a sound
pattern of expenditure in these economies will almost certainly lead to development
problems.

But as more and more of these nations produce a policy aimed at bringing about
a change in the level of fertility and acquire the requisite investment resources
for its implementation, the urgent need for the development of a scientific basis
for shaping and executing population policy becomes ever more critical. There is
also need for a broad and massive research programme with two dimensions. First,
studies are needed to improve knowledge of the cultural, institutional and other
social, psychological and economic factors that influence human reproductive
behaviour in these nations. Once these factors have been established and knowledge
is gained of the way in which they influence fertility in the African nations, a
rational policy can then be designed and implemented which will take account of
those factors and how they operate. In addition, it is urgent that research efforts
be made to ascertain empirically whether the social and population policies do in
fact have the intended effect upon fertility and also determine, so far as possible,
what may be the unintended effect upon fertility of a variety of policies in other
fields.

Nevertheless, since a fertility decline is a logical expectation derived from
existing historical evidence, we would make three suggestions aimed at providing a
firmer basis for the assumption of an incipient fertility decline. First the United
Nations, through its agencies such as the Economic Commission for Africa, should
undertake more empirical studies in the subcontinent with a view to ascertaining
factors influencing fertility. By interfering with such factors in the development
process, it should be possible to effect a decline in the prevailing high fertility
levels. At the same time the United Nations should find out which of these
countries have birth history data, preferably on a national scale. One source of
such data would be the World Fertility Survey. Analysis of the birth history data
should yield some clues regarding trends in fertility. Finally the United Nations
should request that the records of these countries' population parameters should
include, besides official estimates, the estimates of individual researchers and
research institutes that appear pertinent. By having more data to choose from, the
United Nations can make a more flexible projection.
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Table 1. Estimated levels of crude birth rate in countries of sub-Saharan
Africa, by region

Region and country 1950-1959 1960-1969 1970-1979

West Africa.

Benin 50 50.3
Gambia 40 42.5
Ghana 51 50 46.8
Guinea 62 46.8
Guinea Bissau 40 41.5
Ivory Coast 52 45.8
Liberia 49 41.6
Mali 50 49.2
Mauritania 45 45
Niger 53 53 51.7
Nigeria 53-57 50 49.7
Senegal 49 45.9
Sierra Leone 45 44.7
Togo 55 50 50.2
Upper Volta 49 48.8

East Africa

Burundi 47 46 47.5

Comoros 47
Ethiopia 52 45.1
Kenya 50 49 47.7

Madagascar 45 49 49.4

Malawi 48 49.1

Mauritius 39.3 a/ 26.8 aj
Mozambique 47 43 43.9

Reunion 44.0 a/ 30.0 a/

Rwanda 50 51

Somali 47 47.7

Southern Rhodesia 48 47.6

Uganda 42 46 43

United Republic of Tanzania 38.5 48 47.1

Zambia 57 50 49.8

Central Africa

Angola 149 49 49.6
Central African Empire 48 45 46.6
Chad 48 47.4
Congo 44 44.9
Equatorial Guinea 35
Gabon 31 32.9
United Republic of Cameroon 4o 43.7
Zaire 45 45.5

South Africa

Botswana 41 45 43.9

Lesotho 40 38 38.5
Namibia 45 43.9

Swaziland 50

Sources: For 1950-1959: Population Bulletin of the United Nations, No. 7 (United Nations publication,
Sales No. 64.XIII.2), table 3.1; for 1960-1969: Levels and. Trends of Fertility throughout the World, 1950-1970.
Population Studies, No. 59 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.77.XIII.2), table 7; for 1970-1979: Economic
Commission for Africa, Demographic Handbook for Africa, 1975, table 14.

a/ Birth registration data, taken from Levels and Trends ... 1950-1970, table 9.
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Table 2. Derived percentage change in crude birth rates of sub-Saharan African
countries, 1960-1970

West Africa East Africa Central and Southern Africa

Country
Percentage

change
Country Percentage

change
Percentage

Country
change

Benin 0.6 Burundi 2.2 Angola 1.2

Gambia 0.3 Ethiopia -13.3 Central African 3.6
Empire

Guinea-Bissau 3.8 Madagascar 0.8 Congo 2.0

Ghana -6.4 Kenya -2.7 Chad -2.1
1-,
\-o
rp Liberia -15.1 Malawi 2.3 Gabon 6.1

Mali -1.6 Mauritius -31.8 United Republic of 9.3
Cameroon

Mauritania 0.0 Mozambique 2.1 Botswana -2.4

Niger -2.5 Reunion -31.8 Lesotho 1.3

Nigeria -o.6 Somalia 2.1 Namibia -2.14

Senegal -6.3 Southern Rhodesia 0.8

Sierra Leone -0.7 Uganda -2.2

Togo 0.4 United Republic of -1.9
Tanzania

Upper Volta -0.4 Zambia -0.4

Central 3.L
Mean -1.7 Mean -5.8 Mean

Southern -1.2



Table 3. Socio-economic variables related to crude birth-rate
declines in sub-Saharan African countries, 1960-1970 a/

(percentage)

Literacy	 Infant
Region and	 Fertility	 of adult	 Urban	 mortality e/

country	 decline	 population b/ population c/ Agriculture d/	 (1970)

X
1

x2 x3 X
4 x5

West Africa

Ghana 6 25 18 55 122

Guinea 2 8 7 84 216
Ivory Coast 1 f/ 20 7 81 154
Liberia 0 f/ 9 28 74 143
Mali 2 5 5 91 190
Niger 3 5 1 91 148

Nigeria 1 25 16 67 157
Senegal 6 8 23 76 156
Sierra Leone 1 10 7 73 136
Upper Volta 1 f/ 8 5 89 181
Mauritania 0 3 6 85 137

East Africa

Ethiopia 2 f/ 5 10 85 162
Kenya 3 23 10 80 126
Mauritius 32 61 44 32 70
Reunion 32 33 24 36 50
Rwanda 0 f/.... 10 4 91 124
Uganda 2 20 8 86 124
United Republic

of Tanzania 2 18 20 86 165
Zambia 1 18 27 69 159

Central/Southern
Africa

Chad 2 8 13 91 129
Namibia 2 38 24 55 122
Zaire 6 b/ 18 24 78 115

a/ Mean decline in CBR (1960-1970) for the West was 2.6 per cent; East, 10.6 per cent;
Central/Southern, 3.3 per cent and total sub-Saharan, 5.6 per cent.

b/ Statistical Yearbook, 1955 (United Nations publication Sales No. E.76.XVII.1),
table 4; ... 1970 (Sales No. E.71.XVII.1), table 1.4; and ... 1973 (Sales No. E.74.XVII.1),
table 1.4. The estimated figure for Zambia was taken from Mauldin and Berelson, "Cross-
cultural review of the effectiveness of family planning programs", IUSSP Conference 
Proceedings (Mexico, 1977), vol. 3, table 3.

c/ Demographic Yearbook, 1969 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.70.XIII.1),
table 5; ... 1970 (Sales No. E.71.XIII.1), table 5; ... 1972 (Sales No. E.73.XIII.1),
table 5; and Demographic Yearbook for Africa, 1975, table 10.

d/ Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Yearbook, 1974, vol. 28,
table 1.

e/ Demographic Yearbook for Africa, 1975, table 21.

f/ These rates of decline are not derived from table 2 but are adapted from Mauldin and
Berelson, op. cit.
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Table 4. Matrix of Zero-order R, 1960-1970

X2 x3 x4 x5

X1

X2

X 3

X4

.716 .610

.719

-.803

-.852

-.766

-.734

-.663

-.514

.697

Table 5. A theoretical ranking of fertility decline in
countries of sub-Saharan Africa

H = high; L • low

1960-1979 decline
in CBR

Country	 (percentage)

Related variables

Literacy Urbanization Agriculture IMR

Ghana 6 H H L L

Guinea 2 L L H H

Ivory Coast 1 H L H H

Liberia 0 L H L H

Mali 2 L L H H

Niger 3 L L H H

Nigeria 1 H H L H

Senegal 6 L H H H

Sierra Leone 1 L L L L

Upper Volta 1 L L H H

Mauritania 0 L L H L

Ethiopia 2 L L H H

Kenya 3 H L H L

Mauritius 32 H H L L

Reunion 32 H H L L

Rwanda 0 L L H L

Uganda 2 H L H L

United Republic
of Tanzania 2 H H H H

Zambia 1 H H L H

Chad 2 L L H L

Namibia 2 H H L L

Zaire 6 H H H L



Table 6. Knowledge, attitude and practice of family planning among
3,260 females in south-western Nigeria, 1971

(percentage)

Method Knowledge Practice Attitude

Abstinence 45.2 55.3 Wants no more children 8.6

Breast-feeding 29.5 21.0 Wants more children: 85.5

Rhythm 25.3 14.8 0 7.7

Withdrawal 15.7 8.2 1-3 16.8

Pill 12.5 3.2 4-6 19.9

Sponge 10.5 7.5 7+ 10.0

t
1-,

N.J1

Douche

Diaphragm

5.0

4.5

5.6

0.7

Up to God 41.5

Ideal number of children:

IUD 3.5 o.8 0-3 1.5

Foam 3.3 1.3 4-6 27.7

Jelly 3.1 1.3 7+ 21.4

Suppositories 1.6 1.6 No idea 45.8

Condom 1.5 4.8
Birth control:

Injection 1.1 1.6
Approves 39.7

Disapproves 39.8

Abortion:

Approves: 2.2

Disapproves: 91.6



Table 7. Relation between number of surviving children
and number of additional children wanted by
females in south-western Nigeria, 1971 1/

(Percentage)

Number of
Additional children wanted

surviving children Zero 1-3 4-6 7+

Zero 0.8 2.0 9.9 12.1

1-3 18.4 65.1 74.5 72.8

4-6 61.6 29.6 14.3 14.7

7+ 19.2 3.3 1.3 0.3

a/ Total number of women = 3 260.

Table 8. Relation between attitude of women regarding children and their
approval of birth control in south-western Nigeria, 1971 a/

(Percentage)

Attitude
regarding children

Approve of birth control

Residence Educational level Age

Urban Rural None Primary
Second-
ary + 15-24 25-34 35+

Doesn't want more 14.2 8.6 11.2 13.0 10.3 0.6 8.5 29.2

Wants more 82.6 85.6 84.2 81.9 86.4 95.5 87.5 64.3

Uncertain 1.7 3.1 2.9 2.5 1.1 1.1 3.0 3.2

Total 44.9 35.2 30.0 50.0 62.0 44.1 40.4 34.8

a/ Total number of women = 3 260.
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XII. PROSPECTS FOR FERTILITY DECLINES IN SOUTH ASIA: A
REVIEW OF THE UNITED NATIONS POPULATION PROJECTIONS

K. S. Srikantan*

The aim of this paper is to review briefly the United Nations population
projections presented in World Population Prospects, as Assessed in 1973, 1/
especially from the point of view of the prospective trends in fertility in South
Asia, to comment on the projections, to suggest possible improvements in the
procedures and to indicate the likely directions for future research regarding
population projections.

The set of projections for 1973 was a revision of an earlier assessment
carried out for 1968 and was undertaken to bring up to date, for the Second United
Nations Development Decade, information on rural and urban population, the
economically active, agricultural and non-agricultural po pulation, school
enrolment, and households. Region-specific models for vital com ponents were used
and the projections were made at country level with the help of standardized
computer programmes. The objective was to provide, within a reasonable degree
of uncertainty, various parameters of population size, growth, distribution and
vital rates at regional level on the basis of assumptions labelled as constant,
high, medium and low variants, forwards for the period 1970 to 2000 and backwards
for the period 1970 to 1950.

Since the method of cohort-component projection was systematized by Whelpton
(1928), it has been used by the United States Census Bureau to make periodic
population projections (Siegal, 1972). Siegal finds these projections not very
accurate, but none the less useful, in analytically revealing the consequences of
several anticipated trends in the vital rates. However, the anticipation of
fertility trends in the period following the Second World War has been particularly
problematic in the United States (Bureau of Census, 1975). Survey data on child
expectation, along the lines of surveys of consumer intentions to purchase durables,
have not solved this problem adequately (Freedman and Coombs, 1968).

The expanding role of the United Nations and its affiliated agencies in
assessing and assisting social change and economic development has gone hand•in-hand
with an increasing awareness of the importance of development factors including
population and the need for population projections at country and regional levels.
Since 1954 the United Nations has been preparing and publishing population
projections and assisting member countries in parallel exercises through the
publication of several manuals, by conducting workshops and undertaking related
research. The cohort-component method has been advocated. Age sex cohorts have
been used and the projections are generally based on prospective trends in mortality

* The Population Council, New York, and the Institute for Social and Economic
Change, Bangalore, India.

1/ United Nations publication, Sales No. E.76.XIII.6.
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and fertility rates specific for age and sex and then adjusted for migration. The
uncertainties are interwoven into the alternative assumptions about the fertility
and mortality trends. That population is an exogenous variable which can be
determined independently of socio-economic development is implied in these
projections to the extent that the prospective trends in fertility and mortality
rates are not explicitly linked to anticipated socio-economic trends.

Projections for South Asia 

South Asia consists of 37 countries with an aggregate population of
1,100 million in 1970 (30 per cent of the world population). Thus this region
is important from the point of view of the number of people and will remain equally
important in the year 2000 (when it will contain 36 per cent of the world population
according to the high, medium and low projections).

The United Nations projections are intended to show the salient demographic
implications of population change in the major areas and regions of the world, if
not for each individual country. Hence the same standard computer programmes were
utilized for all countries on the expectation that country deviations would tend to
even out when aggregated to regional totals. Such a strategy is appropriate for
those regions where the population sizes of countries do not vary widely. However,
it is not an efficient strategy for South Asia, nor East Asia, where the total
population is dominated by a single country (table 1). India contained 49 per cent
of the population of South Asia in 1970 and, therefore, the demographic trends in
that region would be overshadowed by the future trends in India. Also it is a
large country with growing rural urban and interstate differentials in demographic
rates. For both reasons, it is necessary to give special attention to India in
the projections. Indonesia is another large country which also qualifies for
special attention for the same reasons. By contrast, Singapore and Hong Kong are
small city-states without any large rural hinterland. Even so, demographic
trends in those countries are important signals as to the type of demographic
changes that could be expected in the metropolitan areas of South Asia.

Fertility levels, circa 1970 

For the countries of South Asia, there are, nr doubt, difficult data problems
in the determination of fertility levels around 1970. However, the analyses
contained in World Population Prospects ... 1973 do not explicitly tie up with
the rates for 1970 presented in the projections. For instance, for India, crude
birth-rates of 36.8, 36.9 and 36.6 for 1970, 1971 and 1972 are quoted from the
Sample Registration System while a census-based estimate of 41.1 for 1961-1971 is
given. It should be noted that these two sets of estimates are not inconsistent,
since India has implemented an active large-scale family planning programme since

1966. Compared to these estimates, the crude birth-rates of 39.9 and 38.7 for
1970-1975 and 1975-1980, adopted in the United Nations projections, appear to be
on the high side. Similarly, the birth-rates mentioned in the text for several
other countries of South Asia have to be reconciled with the rates given in the

annexes for 1970-1975. For a number of countries, the rates also appear to be
somewhat higher than the birth-rates presented in a recent review of family planning
in the developing world by the Population Council (1977).
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Table 1. Variation in country population, by area, 1970

Area

Percentage
of world
population

Percentage
of world
population

Largest country in area Countries with population over 1 million

Percentage of population
of developing world Mbliber Mean

Standard
deviation

Variation
coefficient a/

Africa 9.7 1.5 2.2 39 8.9 10.4 1.18
Latin America 7.8 2.6 3.8 22 12.7 21.0 1.66
North America 6.3 5.7 2 113.2 91.8 0.81
East Asia 25.7 21.4 30.6 6 154.4 278.3 1.80
South Asia 30.5 15.0 21.5 26 42.2 103.6 2.46
Europe 12.7 1.7 24 19.1 18.1 0.95
Oceania 0.5 0.3 3 5.9 4.7 0.79
MP 6.7 6.7 1 242.8 0.0 0.00

Source: World Population Prospects as Assessed in 1973 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.76.kIII.4), pp. 90-93.

1/ Standard deviation as a proportion of the mean.



Prospective fertility trends 

Assumptions about prospective fertility trends are crucial to the population
size, growth rate, and age distribution in future years. These assumptions are
therefore central to the projections presented.

It is stated in the United Nations study that:

"One should take into consideration recent trends of fertility, mortality
and migration • interrelationships between economic and social development
and population change, and plans and programmes of the Government to control
various components of population growth."

This is followed by a summary consideration of economic growth which discusses
neither the distributional aspects nor rural development nor social change.

The assumptions about fertility trends do not explicitly take into account
plans for economic development and social change. A threshold model of accelerating
fertility decline is used. For most countries, it is assumed that the gross
reproduction rate would decline to about one half of its initial value in about
30-35 years. Specifically for India, it is assumed that, in the period 1970-2000,
the gross reproduction rate would decline by 40 per cent from the initial level
of 2.8 according to the medium variant and by 30 per cent or 50 per cent according
to the high and low variants. Generally it is assumed that the reduction will be
5 Per cent, 7.5 per cent, 10 per cent, etc., in successive quinquennia.

Recent country fertility trends confirm that there has been a decline in
fertility for several countries of South Asia (Population Council, 1977). There
is also some evidence supporting a long but slow trend of declining birth-rates in
many countries of this area (Rele, 1976), although it is difficult to anticipate the
actual pace of such a decline.

Even though this type of threshold model about fertility decline is assumed in
most cohort-component projections, two major objections can be raised against it.
The first one is that the assumption does not explicitly link with fertility trends
the anticipated demographic and social trends in factors such as urbanization,
education and the changing role of women, rural availability of health services,
and improved communications and population education. It is, no doubt, difficult
to take explicit account of socio-economic changes and their impact on fertility
in the absence of empirical knowledge about such effects. It is therefore,
necessary to initiate research towards understanding the linkages between relevant
aspects of social and economic change and fertility trends. Some preliminary
studies have been carried out in this field by Mauldin and Berelson (1977) and
Srikantan (1977), among others. It is also necessary to explicitly assess the
prospective trends in fertility as a result of plans for economic development and
social change by using such relationships.

The need for explicit linkages between fertility trends and socio-economic
changes may be illustrated in several ways. Starting with the United Nations
projections as first-round approximations, we may arrive at estimates of the
proportion of educated women in the reproductive ages in the light of the country
plans for primary and secondary education. Does the level of the gross
reproduction rate assumed look reasonable for these women with more education?
Instead of using the population projections as exogenous variables, the consistency
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of the assumed fertility rates with the increasing educational levels of the female
population may be assessed and the fertility trends suitably modified. This type
of feedback would lead to a second round of projections in which fertility trends
are more consistent with educational trends.

It is also important to relate the expanding use of contraception to
prospective fertility trends. Many studies have shown that the demand for family
planning services depends on social and demographic factors such as the level of
infant mortality, the education and role of women, their participation in the
non-traditional sectors of the economy and population education. Availability
of family planning services would depend on transport and public and private
medical infrastructures and commercial distribution of contraceptives in both
rural and urban areas. Changes in all these factors have to be taken account of
in assessing contraception and its impact on fertility.

The same sort of iterative procedure can be employed for examining the
consistency between the trends in urbanization and in fertility. Already projections
of the urban population and rural urban differentials in marital-status composition
are available (United Nations, 1975 and 1976). The assumed fertility trends should
be consistent with these. This procedure of iterative projections examining
consistency of fertility decline with social and economic change is yet to be
developed fully and applied empirically.

Such an iterative procedure would drastically change the philosophy behind
population projections. It would demonstrate that po pulation is an integral
aspect of socio-economic change, not only having an impact on development but
also being influenced by the course of socio-economic development. It would come
closer to the spirit of the Bucharest Plan of Action (United Nations, 1974):

"Population and development are interrelated: population variables influence
development variables and are also influenced by them; thus the formulation
of a World Population Plan of Action reflects the international community's
awareness of the importance of population trends for socio-economic
development."

The second major objection to using the threshold model of fertility decline
is that it assumes that each country has an ethnically and culturally homogeneous
population which practises endogamous marriage. Such an assumption may be more
valid for a small rather than a large country. For instance, in India, there
are large fertility differentials among states (Srikantan and Raychaudhuri, 1972)
and the rural/urban differentials are growing (Lal and Swamy, 1977). This may
lead to a temporary interruption in fertility decline when the gross reproduction
is at a level well above unity. If, for example, the rural and urban gross
reproduction rates are, respectively, 2 and 1.5 by the year 2000, the rate for
country would be about

2 x (.68) + 1.5 x (.32) = 1.84

on the assumption that the migrants moving to urban areas would immediately adopt
urban fertility values. However, on the more reasonable assumption that migrants
from rural areas would persist in maintaining rural fertility values, the gross
reproduction rate would be more likely about 1.9.

It is quite possible that the gross reproduction rate will hover around this
level for some time before registering a further decline. Similar trends have been
encountered in the past in Chile (Goldsmith and others, 1970) and more recently in
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Sri Lanka (Wright, 1970) and Malaysia (Peng and Preble, 1975). Part of the problem
in these countries might arise from the fact that different groups of people might
have different fertility values and behaviour and the historical process of
demographic transition might not occur concurrently for all the groups. It is,
therefore, essential to take account of large differentials among groups within
populous countries like India and Indonesia, if the actual fertility trends are to
be reasonably anticipated using a threshold model. In projecting populations,
the separation of the rural from the urban sector is specially to be recommended for
large countries which are predominantly agricultural since there may be rural/urban
differentials in fertility behaviour, in the timing of fertility transition and
in the pattern of socio economic change.

Other aspects of the projection 

In the model, the trend in prospective fertility is assumed in terms of the
gross reproduction rate, starting from alternative levels and reaching unity over
a specified span of years. A gross reproduction rate of unity would be slightly
below replacement level. (For gross reproduction rates of 3.1 and 2.9 declining
to 1.0 in 30 years, it may be explained why the rate again reaches unity in
40 years.) The pattern of fertility among the reproductive age groups is determined,
using a standard pattern for Asia. While the innovation is more realistic than
pro-rata changes across the board, it may be examined whether recently developed
methods, such as the one by Coale and Trussell (1974), could yield better estimates
of age-specific fertility rates.

In the light of recent experience, the anticipated increases in life
expectation have been scaled down. This appears to be more realistic. However,
some researchers have found that the Asian child mortality pattern is much sharper
than indicated by conventional model life tables (Adlakha, 1972). In view of this
limitation, it is worth examining whether the Brass procedure of logic
transformation (1971), starting with a suitable standard life table, can provide a
better model for mortality changes in South Asian countries.

The comments on linking socio-economic development explicitly with fertility
trends also apply to mortality trends. The formulation of future changes in life
expectancy can be more explicitly related to anticipated changes, especially in
rural areas, in sanitation and public health, preventive medicine, protected
water supply, and medical infrastructure. For this it is necessary to project
the rural and urban sectors separately and to apply the iterative procedure of
projection already outlined for fertility.

For countries without a reliable registration system of vital events,

Quinquennial population censuses or sample surveys between decennial population
censuses would provide quick feedback on the growth and distribution of population
and also serve as a basis for revising the population projections. Such a system
would encourage greater attention being given to the development of human resources.

Future directions 

The major suggestions that emerge from this paper for research into and
improvement of population projections, especially with reference to South Asian
fertility trends, are summarized below:
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Larger countries of South Asia, like India and Indonesia, require special
attention in the projection process if the aggregate estimates for the area as a
whole are to be improved

For populous agricultural countries, it is necessary to take account of
rural/urban and distinct group differentials in fertility by separately projecting
the population for the disparate groups;

The process of projection should be iterative and should take into
account planned socio-economic development and its impact on fertility. The
relevant results of ongoing research on the relationship between socio-economic
change and fertility should be utilized in the projections and needed new research
initiated to fill in the gaps;

Recent trends in family planning and fertility should be incorporated into
the projections. It is hoped that voluntary agencies like the Population Council
and the International Planned Parenthood Federation will continue to collect and
publish comparable country data on family planning which may not be available from
United Nations sources;

Considerations similar to those mentioned in (b) and (c) above are also
important in developing realistic assumptions about mortality trends;

The usefulness of certain recent methodological advances for determining
the pattern of fertility within the reproductive age groups and for constructing
life tables may be examined from the point of view of population projections
for developing countries;

(g) Since most developing countries do not have vital registration systems
of satisfactory coverage and quality, quinquennial censuses or sample surveys would
provide quick feedback on population changes and a basis for revising population
projections at short intervals.
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XIII. THE PREDICTA3ILITY OF FERTILITY IN DEVELOPED COUTTRIES

Charles F. Tiestoff::7'

There have been several reviews of recent fertility trends in the developed
countries 1/ and, with few exceptions, they indicate a widespread decline and
convergence. The exceptions are in some of the Eastern European countries, in
which fertility appears to have increased since the early 1970s. Since these
increases are thought to result mainly from changes in abortion laws and short-
term timing changes in first and second births rather than from the radical effects
of pro-natalist economic policies or from any widespread changes in attitudes, the
chances are that the reversal of the decline in eastern Europe will be temporary
and that a resumption of the lower fertility pattern can be expected. 2/ Thus,
the general picture in most of the developed countries has been one of declining
and/or very low fertility, with the result that some 26 of the 33 developed
countries are at, below, or only slightly above the replacement level. Despite
this low fertility, the populations of this part of the world, because of the age
structure, would continue to increase by about one quarter, assuming the
continuation of a net reproduction rate of unity from the early 1980s.
Nevertheless, some countries are rapidly approaching zero population growth and
several have passed that stage and are currently experiencing more deaths than
births (Austria, the German Democratic Republic, the Federal Republic of Germany
and Luxembourg).

* Director, Office of Population Research, Princeton University, Princeton,
New Jersey, United States of America.

1/ See, for example, World Population Pros pects as Assessed in 1973 (United
Nations publication, Sales No. E.76.XIII.4); Fertility and Family Planning in
Europe around 1970: A comparative Study of Twelve National Surveys (United
Nations publication, Sales No. E.76.XIII.2); Gyargy T. Acsddi and
Gwendolyn Johnson-Acs6di, "Determinants of recent trends in fertility in developed
countries", and Jerzy Berent, "Fertility trends and policies in Eastern Europe
in the 1970s" (unpublished papers for the Conference on the Social, Economic and
Health Aspects of Low Fertility, held at the National Institute of Child Health
and Human Development, Washington, D.C., in March 1977); D. V. Glass, "Recent
and propsective trends in fertility in developed countries", Philosophical 
transactions of the Royal Society of London, March 1976 Jean Bourgeois-Pichat,
"Baisse de la fecondite et descendance finale', Population (Paris), November-
December 1976, pp. 1045-1117i Charles E. Westoff, The populations of the
developed countries", Scientific American, vol. 231, No. 3 (1974), pp. 108-120.

2/ Berent, op. cit. See also Jean Bourgeois-Pichat, 'The economic and social
implications of demographic trends in Europe up to and beyond 2000", Population 
Bulletin of the United Nations, No. 8-1976 (United Nations publication, Sales
No. E.76.XIII.3), pp. 34-88. In Hungary, for example, the increases in fertility
in 1974-1976 were largely due to increases in first and second births; the average
birth order did not increase (see Andr6s Klinger, 'Fertility and family planning
in Hungary", Studies in Family Planning, vol. 8, No. 7 (July 1977), pp. 166-176).
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In a recent review of demographic trends in Europe, 3/ Bourgeois-Pichat
concludes that the best extrapolation of current fertility trends is a projection
in which fertility declines until 1986 and then levels off at a gross reproduction
rate of 0.75 (a total fertility rate slightly above 1.5). Little change in
mortality is envisioned. Under such a schedule, by about 1900 deaths would begin
to exceed births (as they have already in the four countries just mentioned) in
Belgium, Denmark, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Norway, Sweden and the United Kingdom.
By 1990, negative population growth would also occur in Bulgaria, Finland, Greece,
Italy and Switzerland; by 2000, France and the Netherlands would be added to the
list and the populations of the remaining countries in Europe would begin to
decline in subsequent decades. Collectively, the population of Europe and the

Soviet Union would begin to decline around 2000. Although such low fertility has
never existed for an actual cohort (the lowest on record being 1.8 for the 1907
cohort in England and Wales), it can be argued that the development of modern
contraceptive technology and the increasing availability of legal abortion makes
such a level quite possible over sustained periods.

The question of obvious policy significance is: what really will happen in
the future? Will fertility continue to decline, will it level off somewhere
around replacement, or will it rise? Can we eventually expect stabilization
around some low value or, as some demographers hypothesize, will there be cyclical
fluctuations in fertility, 4/ leading perhaps to another baby boom in the next
generation?

As E. Grebenik has remarked in a discussion of Brass's recent paper on
population prediction,	 is perhaps salutary to remind ourselves that there is
only one feature that all demographic predictions have had in common, and that is
that they have all been falsified by events". 5/ The United States Bureau of the
Census has found it necessary to make more than a dozen revisions of its
projections in the last three decades. It has become almost a cliche that the
demographer's record in predicting population growth is a dismal one: none the
less, the demand for such predictions is insistent. The argument that projections
are not predictions is unconvincing, since we regularly publish high, medium, and
low projections, which are assumed to enccmpass the probable limits of likely

3/ Jean Bourgeois-Pichat, "The economic and social implications of
demographic trends in Europe up to and beyond 2000'', loc. cit. 

4/ W. Brass, "Perspectives in population prediction - illustrated by the
statistics of England and Wales', Journal of the Royal Statistical Society,

vol. 137, part 4 (1974), pp. 532-570; R. A. Easterlin, `'The American baby boom in
historical perspective'', American Economic Review, vol. 51 (5 December 1961);
Ronald Demos Lee, "Demographic forecasting and the Easterlin hypothesis'',
Population and Development Review (New York), vol. 2, Nos. 3 and 4 (September/
December 1976), pp. 459-468. See also Nathan Keyfitz, "On future population",
Journal of the American Statistical Association, vol. 67 (June 1972), p. 361,
where it is suggested that there is a great amount of variability around
replacement.

5/ E. Grebenik, ''Discussion of Professor Brass's paper", in W. Brass,
loc. cit., pp . 572-573.
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alternatives and are so interpreted by the consumers of such information regardless
of the methodological qualifications. Population forecasts are vinherently
judgemental.'' 6/

The simple fact of the matter, it seems to me, is that demographers are in
only a marginally better position than other observers of society (whether social
scientists or journalists) to forecast future fertility. The demographer does
know the history of fertility and is therefore likely to have some basis for
assessing the frequently accordion-like behaviour of period birth rates. But when
it comes to assessing future trends in fertility in terms of their presumed social
and economic determinants, the demographer is at a loss: he has no sound basis
for inferring that a change of a particular magnitude in this or that social or
economic variable will produce a change in fertility or for predicting the
liklihood of such changes. Our theory of the determinants of secular trends in
fertility is mostly a hotchpotch of historical insights, plausible speculations
and empirical evidence derived largely from cross-sectional studies of
contemporary populations. Ve know quite a lot about contraceptive behaviour. We
know also about the association of cumulative fertility with education and
religion, with rural urban residence, and with race and ethnicity (in some
countries). Our knowledge of its association with income and wife's employment
is complex and incomplete. Our assumptions about the effects of housing on
fertility are mainly speculative. Even where knowledge is most secure, as in the
studies of differential cumulative fertility, the assumption that cross-sectional
relationships can be converted into relationships with current fertility measures
over a period of time is a weak one. The most sophisticated methodology for
population projection can only extrapolate the built-in fertility assumptions,
and these are either moderate variants of recent trends or are based on data on
the number of children expected, derived from sample surveys of married women of
reproductive age.

When introduced in 1955 in the first national fertility survey in the United
States of America, 7/ the idea of using women's own expectations regarding their
future reproductive behaviour was disarmingly plausible. Consumer surveys had
successfully forecast the sales of consumer durable goods by asking about
expected purchases of automobiles and refrigerators. Why couldn't the same logic
be applied to the number of births? Early evidence during the late 1950s and
early 1960s was encouraging in that aggregate fertility over five-year periods was
reasonably consistent with mean expectations of different age categories. But
none of the surveys between 1965 and 1970 in the United States or Canada, for
example, provided the slightest indication of the collapse of fertility that was
to occur only a few years later. In 1975, on the basis of a further interview
with the couples first interviewed in the 1970 National Fertility Study, 8/ the

6/ D. B. Pittenger, "Population forecasting standards: some considerations
concerning their necessity and content", Demography, vol. 14, No. 3 (August 1977),
PP. 363-368.

7/ R. Freedman, P. K. Whelpton and A. Campbell, Family Planning, Sterility 
and Population Growth (New York, McGraw-Hill, 1959).

8/ Charles F. Westoff and N. B. Ryder, "The predictive validity of
 intentions",ntentions", Demography, vol. 14, No. 4 (November 1977).
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proportion intending to have additional children over-estimated fertility over the
five-year period by the same margin of error that would have occurred had the
period fertility rate in 1970 been used as the basis for prediction. The results
at the individual level were hardly reassuring: a third of those intending to
have another child did not have one, while an eighth of those intending to have
no further children were fertile. (The predictive value of individual intentions
was, however, at least as good as the best demographic predictor: marriage
duration.) Another analysis of Current Population Survey data revealed that the
expectations of women under 30 years of age in 1971 regarding their fertility in
the next five years were 11 per cent too high. 9/

One begins to suspect from this record that fertility intentions or
expectations have all the period sensitivity of the more conventional period rates,
that is, they reflect that period's economic and social milieu and the picture it
affords of the near future. Easterlin asserts, quite correctly it seems to me,
that the evidence is more consistent with the view that changes in behaviour
precede those in attitudes, rather than vice versa". 10/ \Then fertility is stable,
expectations seem to provide decent estimates when fertility is changing rapidly
(our knowledge is limited to declining rates), then expectations are of less use
for short-term prediction. Their usefulness as predictors of completed cohort
fertility may be more stable but the ability of newly-married women to forecast
their completed family size 15-20 years later is questionable. The woman, in
effect, is being asked to make a complex calculation, in which her and her
husband's current and future Preferences, their fecundability and their ability to
control unintended fertility have all to be balanced. Accurate aggregate
prediction depends on the cancelling of errors, of underestimates and
overestimates. Now that highly effective methods of fertility control are
becoming increasingly common (three quarters of the couples in the United States
of America using contraception in 1975 were either sterilized or using the pill
or the intra-uterine device (IUD) and nearly half of all the couples who had been
married for 10-24 years were surgically sterilized), the incidence of unwanted
births can be expected to decline and aggregate estimates may show an upward bias.
The emergence of the "perfect contraceptive population" 11/ can also be expected
to increase the probability that annual fertility rates will fluctuate more
because the decision to have or to postpone an intended birth will become more
responsive to changes in the couple's (society's) social and economic milieu.
Perceptions of one's future income, the woman's work situation, housing, changes
in fashion with respect to attitudes toward children, all these and many other
"determinants' of fertility can change rapidly and easily upset short-term
predictions. Natural or uncontrolled fertility in past centuries was easier to
predict.

This line of argument simply concludes that short-term prediction of
fertility within limits of error tolerable for many planning purposes seems

9/ M. O'Connell and M. J. Moore, New evidence on the value of birth
expectations", Demography, vol. 14, No. 3 (August 1977), pp. 255-264.

10/ Richard Easterlin, "Relative economic status and the American fertility
swing", in Eleanor Sheldon, ed., Social Structure, Family Life Styles and 
Economic Behaviour (Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott, 1973), p. 209.

11/ L. Bumpass and C. F. Westoff, The 'perfect contraceptive' population',
Science, vol. 169 (September 1970), pp. 1177-1182.
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unlikely in countries with low fertility. Are we therefore to conclude that
population projections are so uninformed that they are likely to be useless, if
not misleading?

It is important to emphasize that the vulnerability of population projections
derives from the difficulties of anticipating future reproductive behaviour. The
future numbers and age-structure of the existing population can be projected with
great confidence. In addition, a very important use, indeed perhaps the greatest
scientific value, of po pulation projections is to illustrate the demographic
implications of different assumptions about the future course of fertility. The
policy debates within the United States Commission on Population Growth and the
American Future were framed by two alternative assumptions about future growth:
that it would follow a two•child or a three-child average. The numerical and
age-composition effects of these two projections were then evaluated for their
economic, environmental, governmental and social significance and implications
for planning. Interestingly, in the light of the present discussion of rapidly
changing fertility, even this range of fertility failed to encompass the actual
value of period fertility, which only a few years later fell significantly below
replacement level. In retrospect, it would have been more instructive to have
included an assumption of a 1.5 fertility rate.

Aside from the dubious predictive value of short-term projections of
fertility, are we also unable to offer any assessment of the most likely long-
term reproductive prospects of the developed countries? One prominent school of
thought, associated primarily with the work of Richard Easterlin, offers a theory
for forecasting fertility on a generational cycle. 12/ The basic notion is that
fertility responds positively to the perception of economic opportunity, which,
in turn, is related to the supply of labour. This translates into a negative
correlation between the size of a cohort and its fertility, a correlation that
has been empirically demonstrated for several generations in the twentieth century
in the United States. Small cohorts born in the 1930s were the parents of the
baby boom in the expansive 1950s; the large cohorts of the 1950s who encountered
greater educational and job competition, in part because of their sheer numbers,
have sharply curtailed their own fertility in the 1970s. This in turn leads to
the prediction of a new baby boom in the 1990s.

Such a basis for forecasting is attractive because of its theoretical
grounding, but there are problems. It leads to an expectation of cyclical
patterns for which there are only really two historical examples (illustrated
above); no evidence for anything similar has yet been adduced for other countries;
and perhaps more importantly, it ignores what appear to be fundamental changes in
the status of women. For reasons discussed below, another sustained baby boom
does not seem likely when other social changes are taken into account.

Most students of the subject would agree that any prognosis of long-term
fertility trends involves an assessment of the historical social and economic
trends that seem to determine fertilit y . An analysis of the factors associated
with the demographic transition in nineteenth century Europe (by Ansley Coale and
others) has thus far succeeded in emphasizing the complexity and multi plicity of
causes of the decline of fertility in different nations and at different times.

Without trying to assess the independence and magnitude of each factor, the usual
litany of socio-economic changes subsumed under the heading of modernization

12/ Ronald Demos Lee, loc. cit.
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includes the transformation of agrarian economies and rural society into an
industrial urban society in which the economic value of children has changed
radically; the ever-widening literacy and education of the masses, especially
women; the declining authority of tradition and religion individualism and an
ethic of social mobility; the undermining of the function of the family by other
social institutions; the increasing equality of the sexes; and the development and
availability of fertility control technology. Each of these social changes and
its implications for declining fertility is the subject of an essay in itself.
The main point to emphasize here is that none of these historical changes shows
any indication of reversing itself, and some, such as the changing status of
women and the improvement and increasing access to the means of fertility control,
have been accelerating in recent decades. There is no radical reversal of any
long-term social change that would imply a change in the small-family norm. In
fact, if we look more closely at current social trends or their demographic
outcome, we see signs that the institution of marriage may be changing in still
newer ways and that fertility may decline to new lows. The theory that the
historical demographic transition will terminate in a magical balance of births
and deaths at low levels may be more aesthetic than realistic. The current
evidence from the United States of America and from two Scandinavian countries
that historically seem to be in the avant-garde of social change in the developed
world reveals a significant constellation of social-demographic changes.

Marriage. The proportion of unmarried young women is increasing. In the
United States of America, the proportion not married by ages 20-24 has increased
from 28 per cent in 1960 to 45 per cent by 1977. In Denmark, this figure rose
between 1970 and 1975 from 44 to 59 per cent. 13/ In Sweden, the number of
marriages declined by 30 per cent between 1966 and 1975. 14/

Divorce. The divorce rate rose 45 per cent between 1970 and 1975 in the
United States of America and has reached the level where, at 1975 rates, at least
one of every two marriages sooner or later would be dissolved. A recent estimate
indicates that a third of all children in the United States will s pend a
significant amount of time with a divorced or separated parent. 15/ In Sweden,
the number of divorces tripled over the decade ending in 1975.

Cohabitation. In Denmark, about one quarter of all women aged 18-25 are
living with a man to whom they are not married. The number of such relationships

13/ Louis Roussel, "Demographie et mode de vie conjugale au Danemark'",
Populati- on (Paris), March-April 1977, pp. 339-359.

14/ France Prioux-Marchal, 'Le mariage en Suede", Population (Paris), July-
October 1974, pp. 824-852. See also Jean Bourgeois-Pichat, The economic and
social implications of demographic trends in Europe up to and beyond 2000", loc. 
cit., p.

15/ Paul C. Glick, "Social change and the American family', paper presented
at the N- ational Conference on Social Welfare, to be published in Social Welfare 
Forum (Irvington-on-Hudson, New York, Columbia University Press).



increased by half between 1974 and 1976. In the United States of America an
estimated 16/ nearly 1 million unmarried couples were living together in 1976 -
about 2 per cent of all couples living together. This figure will undoubtedly
increase. In Sweden, recently, about 12 per cent of all couples living together
(aged 16-70) were not married. 17/

Remarriage. Since such a high proportion of divorced persons remarry, there
seems little reason to think of divorce as a reflection on the institution of
marriage itself. But we also see signs of change here. The remarriage rate shows
some indications of beginning to decline in the United States of America and in
Sweden it has declined by about half since 1965.

Illegitimacy. In the United States of America there was a record high
proportion of illegitimate births (14.3 per cent of all births) in 1975.
Significantly, the greatest increase occurred among white women 25-29 years old,
which suggests that out-of-wedlock childbearing may be becoming more acceptable.
In Denmark, the proportion of illegitimate births doubled in a decade, to
18.8 per cent in 1974; in Sweden, the number tripled, so that illegitimate births
now represent about a third of all births.

One could argue that all of these changes simply mean that formal marriage in
the sense of the legal contract is just going out of style, at least in the early
stages of "coupling", and that the rate of living together in monogamous unions
is not basically changing. Indeed, research in Denmark suggests that for some
couples cohabitation is the experimental or trial marriage. In a sample survey
of such couples, about a third said, in fact, that they were living together as
an experiment and about 14 per cent claimed that cohabitation was economically
advantageous, while a quarter simply rejected the necessity for the legal
formality of marriage. Nevertheless, it seems plausib3e to infer that such
informal arrangements will hardly contribute to increasing fertility and that
there will probably be less stability in the early (more fertile) years of
marriage than in past generations. As the observer of the Danish scene concludes,
these changes 'make marriage a less °weighty° commitment than formerly'. 18/

Status of women. In recent decades there has been a pronounced increase in
the proportion of women employed outside the home. In the United States of
America, the proportion of women in the prime child-bearing years (20-34) who
work, has increased from less than 40 per cent in 1960 to about 60 per cent in
1976 and is projected 19/ to reach about two thirds by 1990. A female labour
force participation rate of about 60 per cent is projected by the ILO for women
of reproductive age by the year 2000 for Europe as a whole. 20/

16/ Idem.

17/ Idem.

18/ Louis Roussel, loc. cit. 

19/ United States of America, Bureau of Labor Statists, New Labor Force
Projections to 1990, Special Labor Force Reports, No. 197 (Washington, D.C., 1976).

20/ Estimated from graphic figures in Jean Bourgeois-Pichat, loc. cit., p. 70.
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There is a considerable body of research literature on the subject of the
relationship between fertility and women's work. Much of it is ambiguous with
respect to the causal sequences involved and there are certainly institutional
child-care arrangements that make it easier for the mother to work. Nevertheless,
there is little doubt that women's work and fertility are on the whole negatively
related 21/ and that the future will probably see increasing proportions of
working women.

The increasing equality of the sexes, however, still has a long way to go in
the economic sphere. Although educational differences between the sexes have
greatly diminished and more and more women are working, there is still a wide
difference in the economic status of men and women. There is a disproportionate
concentration of women in the less remunerative occupations and women are paid
less in the same occupations. In the United States, among year-round full-time
workers receiving an income in 1975, the earnings of women 20-44 years of age
were 61 per cent of men's earnings. 22/ Significantly, that ratio remains
unchanged at different levels of education.

None the less, the future trend of women's economic status seems fairly clear.
Increasing proportions of women will have the option of financial independence,
although genuine economic equality is no doubt generations away. Indeed, such
equality may never materialize, although it may be approximated to some
significant degree. But imagine a society in which men and women are economically
equal and independent. What will be the consequences for marriage and fertility?

Marriage can be regarded historically (and unromantically) as an economic
exchange system, in which the woman has traded her childbearing, domestic and
sexual services for the man's economic and social status and protection. If that
economic inducement fades away, what function will marriage perform? Sex and
companionship are certainly available without the commitment implied by marriage.
The main remaining function would be the legitimization of offspring, but the
very forces that will undermine marriage will also reduce fertility. Moreover,
childbearing outside marriage will probably become increasingly acceptable.

If this is a reasonable interpretation of the evidence and if this diagnosis
is even only approximately correct, then fertility in the developed countries
seems destined to fall to very low levels, probably below replacement, unless
nations invest considerable resources in programmes to induce more women to have
more children. At least half a dozen countries already seem uncomfortable with
such trends. (What such programmes and their potential demographic effectiveness
might be are wide-ranging questions and beyond the scope of this essay; it seems
evident, however, that much more than trivial baby bonuses will be required.) It
is not difficult to envisage a society in which perhaps a third of the women
would never have any children, which would mean that the remaining two thirds
would have to be persuaded to reproduce at an average rate of three births per
woman to maintain replacement.

21/ William Butz and Michael P. Ward, ''The emergence of countercyclical
U.S. fe- rtility ` ' (Santa Monica, California, The Rand Corporation, 1977).

22/ Calculated from United States of America, Bureau of the Census, Current 
Populat- ion Reports, Series P-60, No. 106 (June 1977).
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In looking into the long-range future, it is important to remind ourselves
of the past: for a century or longer fertility has been declining more or less
steadily in most of the developed countries and in only a few countries was there
a sustained post-war baby boom (the baby boom being more the exception to be
`' explained ` '). So, to return to the question of how predictable future fertility
in the developed countries is, we should depend on the observation that all of the
forces that have historically led to the decline have not changed - indeed to all
intents and purposes they are mostly irreversible - and some of the critical
forces, especially in connexion with the status of women, have not yet run their
course. There is little basis for suggesting a rise in fertility (although one
should not ignore an unpredictable swing in fashion that might temporarily restore
the prestige of maternity). Short-run fluctuations will undoubtedly occur and,
except for changes implicit in demographic structure, are at this stage of our
knowledge largely unpredictable. The long-term trend seems fairly clear.



XIV. NEW METHODS FOR FORECASTING FERTILITY: AN OVERVIEW

Ronald D. Lee*

INTRODUCTION

In recent years there have been excellent reviews of general demographic
forecasting methods by Keyfitz (1972), Henry (1972) and Brass (1974). This paper,
which exclusively concerns fertility, will place more selective emphasis on some
relatively new approaches, which are chiefly appropriate for developed countries.
These are (a) the use of stochastic population models and statistical time-series
methods; (b) the use of survey data on contraceptive failure and expected
fertility; and (c) the use of behavioral models of fertility, including the
neo-classical hone production model, the Fasterlin relative-income hypothesis and
eclectic regression models.

STOCHASTIC POPULATION MODELS AND STATISTICAL
TIME-SERIES METHODS

Stochastic models for confidence intervals 

In the past decade, a number of studies, noting the unreliability of
demographic forecasts, have sought to formalize our uncertainty about future
population movements. These studies have therefore been more concerned with
providing confidence regions for forecasts than improving the forecast levels.
Muhsam and Hoem have discussed the practical importance of such confidence
regions, and the way in which they can be combined with the cost function of the
forecast-user.

Besides measurement error, there are two sources of uncertainty: first, an
intrinsic randomness due to the fact that at the individual level constant
demographic rates are really probabilities; and secondly, unforeseen changes over
a period of time in the rates themselves. (For a more detailed breakdown, see
Hoem, 1973.) The first source of uncertainty has been studied in detail by Sykes
(1969), Pollard (1969), Schweder (1971), and Schweder and Hoem (1972). The
conclusion to be drawn from this work is clear: when dealing with populations of
even moderate size, such a source of forecast error can safely be ignored. This
theoretical conclusion is neatly illustrated by Spencer's (1976) empirical study
of the temporal variability of demographic events by size of population.

This leaves unforeseen temporal variation in the rates as the principal
source of error in forecasting, a conclusion that will surprise nobody. A number
of studies have considered the way in which the variability of fertility is
transformed, by the age structure of reproduction, into the variability of births
(Sykes, 1969; Lee, 1974; Schweder and Hoem, 1972; Schweder, 1971). The variances

* Department of Economics, Population Studies Center, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, United States of America.
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and covariances of age-specific fertility can be estimated from the past history
of fertility, and thus practical forecasting with confidence intervals becomes
possible. While this approach starts out merely to provide confidence intervals
for forecasts of births, it inevitably ends by proposing new r_cth(Js for
forecasting levels of fertility, since official methods are too complex and
subjective to formalize in a suitable way. The resulting methods for forecasting
tend to emphasize the historical averages of the series, rather than the
persistence of current values. jlhile this approach has considerable merit,
particularly as a corrective to demographers who frequently extrapolate current
levels, it certainly does not exploit all the information available in the past
behaviour of the fertility series. More recently, methods taking fuller advantage
of the past have been proposed.

Time-series models 

The publication in 1970 of the Box and Jenkins study on the forecasting of
time series led to an increased interest in forecasts based on the internal
structure of a time series, as expressed by simple models. Saboia (1974 and 1977)
has applied these techniques directly to birth series for Sweden, Norway and
Mexico, completely bypassing such staples of demographic analysis as age structure
and the distinction between events and rates, and Pollard (1970) analysed the
Australian time series of births in a similar vein. Lee (1974) attempted to
synthesize the traditional demographic model with the time series techniques, in a
forecast of fertility and births in the United States of America. A different
approach was suggested by Brass (1974), who proposed fitting sine waves to 	 -
fertility series for purposes of extrapolation; such methods, however, have been
superseded by the Box-Jenkins techniques, except for strictly periodic series.

All these methods attempt to exploit the internal structure of the demogr aphic
series, on the necessary assumption that crucial aspects of that structure (mean
or trend in mean, variance, auto-correlation) are invariant over time. Since they
all require long data-series of at least several decades, this assumption is hard
to accept, particularly when unprecedented and abrupt changes in contraceptive
technology and practice are occurring.

An additional difficutly with the time-series models is that assumptions about
trends are strictly mechanical and fail to incorporate our best prior information,
or any social or demographic theory. For example, many demographers would
subscribe to the notion of a demographic transition in which fertility declines
from a high to a low mean level and then fluctuates, perhaps within the bounds of
from one to three or four children per woman. One might try fitting logistics to
long historial series of the total fertility rate (or age-parity-specific rates),
and then use Box-Jenkins techniques to model the residuals. This procedure would
treat some of the variance in fertility as "explained" by transition theory, and
exclude it from the measure of over-all uncertainty.

Statistical analyses of cohort, period, age and parity effects 

Although most demographers have come to view cohort fertility measures as more
fundamental than period ones, and therefore as a more satisfactory basis for
forecasting, there is little hard evidence that the belief is justified, and it was
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recently questioned by Brass (1974). In the extreme view, cohort measures are
merely a weighted average of prior period measures, and have no additional
behavioural basis. Thus, although they will perforce change more slowly and
smoothly than period rates, they will contain no additional information and their
use will convey no advantage.

There have been several attempts to determine statistically the relative
importance of cohort versus period effects as explanators of variance in the
age-parity-time matrix of fertility rates (Rosenberg and others, 1975; Sanderson,
1977; Winsborough and Dickenson, 1972; Cutright and others, 1975) although there
are well-known difficulties in such an approach (Mason and others, 1973). The
general conclusion is that there is little to choose between period and cohort
components as explanators of variance when combined with age, and the best results
are obtained by using all three components (see, for example, Cutright and others,
1975 and Winsborough and Dickenson, 1972); however, some writers (Rosenberg and
others, 1975) claim that the cohort measures provide a firmer basis for
forecasting. In principle, this statistical procedure allows one to isolate a
cohort component even for currently young age groups; the projection of future
fertility can then be based on these values.

A less elaborate approach to the forecasting of a cohort's fertility early in
its reproductive career is to fit a model schedule, such as the Gom pertz curve
suggested by Farid (1973); since, however, this method does not first abstract
systematically from period effects before calculating the cohort effect, it seers
distinctly inferior, except when sufficient data for the decomposition are not
available.

A related approach is to fit an analytic curve to period age-specific
fertility schedules, and then to use time-series methods to forecast each parameter
(see Mitra and Romaniuk, 1973). This might well be a satisfactory compromise
between simply forecasting the total fertility rate (as in Lee, 1974) and
forecasting each age-parity-specific rate individually (as Passell, 1976).

Logistic type models 

Another approach, combining mechanical, behavioural and formal statistical
elements, is the fitting of logistic type curves to series of total population
size. Extensive early applications were made by Pearl (1924). However, the method
for attaching confidence intervals was derived later by Schultz. The Pearl
forecast of United States population, based on census data for 1790-1910 inclusive,
was within the 95 per cent confidence bounds for all subsequent censuses up to and
including 1950 (see Davis, 1963). The method has recently been generalized and
reapplied to United States data by McNeil (1974). An obvious difficulty with the
method is th:-.t only the size of the population is forecast. More fundamentally,
the method is widely distrusted as being founded on an arbitrary choice of
mathematical function with no basis in social theory. In recent years, concern
with the natural limits to human population growth has given the approach a new
intellectual respectability.



SURVEY DATA

Survey measures of fertility expectations 

An apparently straightforward approach is to ask an appropriate sample of
women or couples how many children they expect to have, and when. Such surveys are
routinely carried out in a number of countries, and their potential for forecasting
has been widely discussed (Freedman, Uhelpton and Campbell (1959); Siegel and Akers
(1969); Ryder and Westoff (1971); O'Connell and Moore (1977); Blake (1974);
Freedman and others (1977)). The basic methodology was developed and applied in
Freedman, Whelpton and Campbell (1959), and official United States forecasts over
the past decade have used expectations as the basis for projecting completed
fertility. Whelpton and others (1966) used data on expectations to forecast
successfully the inception of the fertility decline in the United States of
America; subsequently, however, these forecasts were criticized on methodological
grounds by Ryder and Westoff (1971). A method for measuring the intensity of
fertility preferences has been developed and applied by Coombs and others (1975).

The soundness of the method for short-run forecasts requires that the
fertility behaviour of cohorts should conform to their average expectations, and
that their average expectations should remain stable over a period of time. For
longer-run forecasts, it is also necessary that expectations be similar across
cohorts. The major difficulty with this approach, in my opinion, is that fertility
expectations change in time within and between cohorts, as socio-economic
conditions change; thus the last two requirements of the method are not satisfied.
It may be no easier to predict future expectations from current expectations than
it is to predict future fertility from current fertility. Both tasks are easy
under static conditions and difficult under fluid ones. In fact, all the official
United States forecasts based on ex pectations data have in effect assumed total
fertility to be constant at base-period levels (see Lee, 1976: 460), and since
both expectations and fertility have subsequently changed rapidly, the forecasts
have not been very successful. There is clearly some danger that the use of data
on expectations may justify the placin g of undue emphasis on current conditions.

A second problem, much less formidable than the first, lies in the translation
of expectations concerning desired numbers into actual forecasts of period
fertility rates, given a changing context of contraceptive failure rates: Menken
and Lee are working in this area. Lee (1977) develops a model in which period
fertility rates depend on the proportion of couples wanting at least one additional
child. The birth rate among these ''nonterminator n couples depends on the desired
birth interval, and on contraceptive failure rates in terms of timing. An
additional component of period fertility is due to contraceptive failure rates, in
terms of numbers, among :"terminators".

Changes in contraceptive practice

Many of the surveys that elicit responses on fertility expectations also
gather information that can be used to study contraceptive failure. These help to
document the effects of technical and social innovations in contraception, such as
the pill, IUD, sterilization and abortion. Some of the change in choice of method
and success of method is endogenous, but a portion is genuinely exogenous. In the
United States of America a decomposition of the decline in unwanted fertility shows
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that about half is attributable to the change in the contraceptive methods used,
and the other half to lower failure rates for a given method (see Ryder, 1973).
The endogenous component of change can be roughly approximated by this second
source of decline. The exogenous portion can be used to adjust downwards whatever
the ceteris-paribus fertility forecasts would have been.

BEHAVIOURAL MODELS

The methods considered so far did not attempt to base forecasts of future
fertility on an analysis of the causes of fertility variation, but any dramatic
improvement in the unimpressive forecasting record of demographers requires a
contribution from this source. I will discuss several recent approaches to the
development of behavioural models suitable for forecasting, at least in developed
countries.

The home production model 

In recent years, many economists have worked on the so-called "home
production" model of fertility (see the papers collected in T. W. Schultz, 1974).
The major thesis, which is given an elegant mathematical formulation, is that the
activity of raising children is more time-intensive than alternative activities
and that therefore, when people's time becomes more valuable with rising wage
rates, child-rearing becomes more expensive in relation to alternative activities.
Thus, although rising incomes may lead people to choose more children, this effect
is generally overwhelmed by a negative price effect leading people to replace
child•rearing by other, less time-intensive, activities. The same argument
suggests that people (and women in particular) will increase their labour supply as
wages rise. Furthermore, rising incomes will lead people to devote greater
resources to each child, which additionally increases the cost of children and
leads to a decline in fertility (see Becker and Lewis, 1973).

Demographers may rightly claim that, whatever the formal apparatus of the
theory, its basic insights are hardly new. There are, however, some non-obvious
implications of the theory (for example, that men's education or wages should be
positively related to fertility while women's should be negatively related) that
there is not space to discuss here.

This theory has been applied to variations over a period of time in United
States fertility (Kenny, 1977, Butz and Ward, 1977) and, not surprisingly, it leads
to the conclusion that fertility is likely to fall still lower in the future as
women's wages rise. More precise forecasts require not only an estimated model,
but also forecasts of the independent variables; none the less, the qualitative
forecast would be very useful, if it were convincing.

The home production model of fertility outlined above is most properly
applied to marital fertility. However, the general theory of household behaviour
has also been applied to decisions concerning marraige and divorce, and some
time-series analyses have been conducted (Michael, 1977). These may provide a
basis for forecasting future trends in the marital status of a population, which
would in turn be useful for forecasting fertility.
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The Easterlin hypothesis 

This theory was developed by Easterlin (1961, 1968, 1973) to explain fertility
variations in the United States of America and has more recently been applied to
other developed countries (Easterlin and Condran, 1976; Brunborg and Lettenstrom,
1976; O'Connell, 1977). Easterlin emphasizes the role of income in relation to
aspirations, arguing that aspirations, which are acquired in the parental home,
rise systematically, although unevenly, with economic growth. When couples
perceive themselves as being relatively well off, the wife works less and her
fertility is higher; when the couples perceive themselves as having a low relative
income, fertility is reduced. Empirical time-series studies tend to confirm the
theory (Wachter, 1975; Lindert, 1977; Lee, 1976; Easterlin, 1973), while
micro-level cross-sections yield mixed results (Ben Poreth, 1975; Thornton, 1977;
Deborah Freedman, 1963).

The principal forecasting implication is that sustained growth in per capita 
income could be quite consistent with constant fertility, if income growth just
matched aspirations; fluctuations in income growth, however, would lead to
fluctuations in fertility. To make more specific forecasts, forecasts of relative
income would be required.

A second component of the Easterlin hypothesis, tying the relative income of
an age group to its size, greatly increases the power of the theory for forecasting
purposes, since it makes it possible to construct a closed model containing only
demographic variables. Such closed models have been estimated for various
countries (Easterlin and Condran, 1976; O'Connell, 1977; Lee, 1974), and formal
models embodying the closed demographic relations have been developed (Lee, 1970,
1974, 1976; Keyfitz, 1972; Samuelson, 1976). Lee (1976), the United States Bureau
of the Census (1975) and Goldberg (1977) have used the hypothesis to develop
forecasts.

The appeal of this approach in relation to other behavioural models is that,
because it is a closed demographic model, it does not require prior forecasts of
other independent variables. The difficulty is that the theory is insufficiently
tested, although Easterlin (1961) and Grauman (1960) did use it successfully to
predict the baby boom. Another decade's experience may well be required before the
method can be adequately evaluated.

It should be noted that the Easterlin hypothesis and home production model
frequently lead to contradictory conclusions (see Lindert, 1977, and Sanderson,
1976, however). Secular economic growth leads to increasing female activity in the
labour force and falling fertility in the home production model, while according to
the Easterlin hypothesis both fertility and participation in the labour force would
fluctuate around a fairly constant mean level.

Eclectic regressions 

There have been a number of regression analyses of fertility change over a
period of time, particularly in the United States of America, which rely less
closely on some particular underlying theory (for example, Land and others, 1977;
Venieris, Sebold and Harper, 1973; Gregory, Campbell and Cheng, 1972). Some of
these are undertaken with improved forecasting methodology in mind. In my view
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such studies have been less valuable than others because without a well-articulated
theory there is a tendency to include variables that may well be endogenous,
without taking adequate statistical precautions. And there is also a tendency to
accept results with high R 2s (R being the coefficient of determination), even when
there is no clear rationale for expecting the estimated relations to persist in
the future.

SUIVARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It is my reluctant conclusion that analysis of the internal structure of
fertility behaviour still provides the best available basis for forecasting.
Methods based on leading behavioural theories give contradictory forecasts and are
as yet inadequately tested. The use of data on expectations gathered through
surveys appears to disguise the problem of predicting fertility change rather than
solve it. Recent work does, however, suggest improved methods for prediction based
on persistent aspects of the structure of fertility variation. There are several
useful lines to pursue. One is the time-series analysis of fertility. Here
several points have emerged from the work of the past few years. First, it is
essential to analyse the autocovariance structure of fertility, using techniques of
the Box-Jenkins type. Secondly, if ace-specific or parity-specific rates are
analysed, it is essential to take account of their cross-correlations over a period
of time. Thirdly, the purely random component of variation can safely be ignored.
Fourthly, all of the above points hold true whether or not some additional model
for trends in the mean level of fertility is used. Fifthly, an advantage of these
procedures is that explicit confidence intervals can be supplied to the user, and
work published so far suggests that such intervals will be much larger than those
usually attached to official forecasts. Of course, all these approaches have
drawbacks, as discussed earlier.

A second potentially useful approach is the statistical separation of period
and cohort effects, each of which can then be projected, possibly with the aid of
the time-series methods just discussed. In any case, estimates of exogenous change
in contraceptive failure rates can be used to adjust ceteris-paribus forecasts, or
nerhaps to adjust the basic data before their analysis.
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Mortality prospects 

XV. FUTURE OUTLOOK FOR MORTALITY DECLINE IN THE WORLD

Jean Bourgeois-Pichat*

THE ONSET OF MORTALITY DECLINE

For millenia, mortality was considered by mankind as a natural phenomenon
over which human beings had little, if any, influence. The main objective of
every individual on earth was to prepare for his death as well as possible
according to his religious beliefs and there was a general consensus that the
time of death was in the hands of God and there was no way of interfering with
a decision taken at such a high level.

The idea that man was not entirely powerless against mortality emerged
slowly from the medical progress made during the eighteenth century in Europe.
The great breakthrough did not come until later, but the practice of inoculation,
for example, was sufficiently successful for it to be applied to Louis XVI of
France, to prevent him dying from small pox. A few years later, the work of
Jenner led to the replacement of inoculation by vaccination, thus paving the way
for two centuries of unceasing progress.

The achievements of the eighteenth century, limited though they may have
been, were sufficient to modify completely ideas on the inevitability of death,
and the pessimism of the past was replaced by an extreme o ptimism. Nothing seemed
impossible and the following extract from Condorcet's Esquisse d'un tableau 
historique des progres de l'es prit humain (Outlines of a Historical View of the
Progress of the Human Mind), 1/ written in 1793, serves as a perfect illustration
of the new spirit that was abroad in the world and represents what might then have
been the future outlook for mortality decline.

The organic perfectibility or degeneration of animal and vegetal
species may be considered to be a general law of nature, to which mankind
is also subject. There is no doubt whatsoever that preventive medicine,
a more healthy diet, better housing, a way of life designed to develop
strength through exercise and prevent its destruction by excess and, finally,
the disappearance of the two most active causes of degradation, extreme
poverty and extreme wealth, will extend the duration of human life and will
assure man of a more steady state of health and a stronger constitution.
There is a general realization that the progress of preventive medicine,

* Chairman, Committee for International Co-ordination of National Research
in Demography, Paris, France.

1/ Published in 1933 by Bovin et Cie (Paris).
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which rational thought and a new social order have rendered more efficient,
will, in the long run, cause communicable diseases to disappear together
with other diseases caused by climatic conditions, diet or the kind of work
in which a person is engaged. It would not be difficult to prove that it will
be possible, in the future, to extend this expectation to almost all other
diseases, the true causes of which will, in all probability, one day be
discovered. Is it then, absurd to assume that this progress may continue
indefinitely? And that a time will come when death will be the result of an
accident or the effect of the increasingly slow process of destruction of
the vital forces, and, finally, that limits will no longer be set for the
lapse of time between birth and the destruction of life? Of course, man will
not become immortal, but is it not possible to believe that the interval
between the moment man's life begins and the time when, in a natural way,
without being subjected to sickness or accident, he finds it difficult to
continue to exist, will go on increasing indefinitely?*

This was a very optimistic outlook for someone who was under sentence of
death. Of course, Condorcet was only expressing general principles. But, just
13 years later, in 1806, Francois Duvillard published what is probably the first
demographic study on the consequences of a further mortality decline for population
trends. His book, entitled Analyse et tableaux de l'influence de la petite 

verole sur la mortalit4 a chaque age et de celle d'un preservatif tel que la 
vaccine peut avoir sur la population et la longevite (Analysis and tables showing
the influence of smallpox on mortality by age and the effect that vaccination can
have on population and the longevity of mankind) was the beginning of a long series
of studies on the subject. From time to time, since the beginning of the
nineteenth century, studies have been published that have tried to gauge the
possible effect on mortality of the best sanitary conditions known at the time of
writing, and these studies were surveyed in a recent article by Roland Pressat. 2/

I became a member of this group of writers in 1952, when I published in
Population an article entitled Essai sur la mortalite biologique de l'homme 
(Essay on man's biological mortality). 3/

THE CONCEPT OF A TEMPORARY LIMIT
ON MORTALITY DECLINE

In 1952, medicine had just embarked on the revolution brought about by the
discovery of antibiotics. For the first time, mankind was able to envisage the
complete disappearance of infective and parasitic diseases. There have been three
broad phases in the long fight against these diseases. The first method of
avoiding them is to prevent contact with the enemy: public health measures and
individual hygiene have been used to this end. If, in spite of all precautions,
contact does occur, the second step is to create conditions that will render the
meeting harmless: vaccination is based on this principle. Finally, if the

* Unofficial translation.

2/ Roland Pressat, "Les tables de mortalite en l'absence de certaines causes
de deces", Canadian Studies in Population, vol. 1, 1974, pp. 61-73.

3/ Population (Paris), vol. 7, No. 3 (juillet-septembre 1952).
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second method is not available, the enemy must be dealt with on the spot. For a
long time, the only possible approach was the first one. We have seen how research
in the eighteenth century paved the way for the second method. The third did not
become practicable until the discovery some 40 years ago of the sulpha drugs
followed by the discovery of antibiotics just after the Second World War.

These three methods work very efficiently against exogenous causes of
mortality. A different approach is necessary to combat endogenous causes and,
so far, nothing comparable to vaccination, sulpha drugs or antibiotics has been
found. Mortality due to endogenous causes can, therefore, be considered at any
given time as a temporary limit, and fresh discoveries will be necessary in order
to prolong it. This very simple - possibly too simple - idea was the basis of my
study in 1952. Statistics on causes of death were used to separate deaths due to
exogenous causes from deaths due to endogenous causes, as follows:

(a) Exogenous deaths 

Deaths due to infective and parasitic diseases

Deaths due to diseases of the respiratory system

(iii) Deaths due to accidents, poisonings and violence (external causes)

(b) Endogenous deaths 

Deaths due to neoplasms

Deaths due to diseases of the circulatory system

(iii) Deaths due to all other causes.

Table 1 reproduces the two basic tables of the 1952 study. The death rates
for endogenous causes in 1949 were taken as representing at that time the biological
limit of mortality decline. On a graph where age is put in abscissa and the
logarithm of the death rates in ordinate, the six endogenous rates of 1949 can be
adjusted fairly well by a straight line. This straight line is assumed to
represent the biological limit below age 30. Finally, a special study of infant
mortality provided us with an estimate of endogenous deaths occurring a short time
after birth.

EVOLUTION OF THE LIMIT OF MORTALITY DECLINE
OVER THE PAST 25 YEARS

Twenty-five years have passed since these calculations were made. What
happened during that period is the subject of the present paper.

In 1952, Norway was chosen because at that time it had the lowest level of
mortality; the study drew on the statistics on causes of death published by the
Norwegian Bureau of Statistics. In 1977, Norway still had one of the lowest
mortality levels, a characteristic it shared with Sweden and the Netherlands. For
the sake of continuity, we shall use the Norwegian data, as published in the
WHO Annual Epidemiological and Vital Statistics.
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Table 1. Norway: age-specific death rates according to six broad groups
of causes of deaths, 1935 and 1949

(Per 100,000 population)

1935 1949

30-39
years

40-49
years

50-59
years

60-69
years

70-79
years

80-89
years

30-39
years

40-49
years

50-59
years

60-69
years

70-79
years

80-89
years

Infective and parasitic diseases 	 184 132 132 168 229 425 54 58 62 84 128 219
Diseases of the respiratory system . 	 . 35 56 98 254 853 2 741 5 16 37 115 471 2 198
Accidents,	 poisonings and violence

(external causes)	 	 46 52 60 84 155 370 32 44 51 61 105 440
Total exogenous causes	 	 265 240 290 506 1 237 3 536 91 118 150 260 704 2 857

Neoplasms	 	 24 94 240 575 1 081 2 081 24 82 238 495 1 122 1 935
Diseases of the circulatory system	 . 34 95 268 848 2 737 8 021 17 56 217 760 2 583 7 850
Other causes 	 73 127 182 374 790 1 712 39 71 146 272 736 1 878

Total endogenous causes 	 131 316 690 1 797 4 608 11 814 80 209 601 1 527 4 441 11 663

All causes	 	 396 556 980 2 303 5 845 15 350 171 327 751 1 787 5 145 14 520

LA)
O



It is not very easy to obtain homogenous series, for two reasons:

The age-grouping has changed over a period of time; and

The International Classification of Diseases has been revised since
the 1952 study: the sixth revision was made in 1948; the seventh revision in 1955
and the eighth revision in 1965.

Let us look first at the age groups. Starting with 1966, 10-year age groups
are considered as follows: 25-34 years, 35-44 years, 45-54 years, 55-64 years,
65-74 years and 75 years and over. Before 1951, the age groups were 30-39 years,
40-49 years, 50-59 years, 60-69 years and 70 years and over; and from 1951 to
1965, quinquennial groups were given. The only way to obtain a homogenous series
was, therefore, to use for the period 1951-1973 (1973 is the latest year for which
WHO has published data) the 10-year grouping appearing from 1966 onwards in the
WHO Annuals.

The three revisions of the International Classification of Diseases, which
occurred in 1948, 1955 and 1965, did not change the content of the six broad
groups of causes indicated in table 1, except for the deaths due to diseases of the
respiratory system, but the effect on the size of the endogenous group is small.
The basic data are assembled in annex tables A.1-A.15.

Before analysing these data, it is worth-while comparing the statistics
for 1951 with those for 1949. Table 2 shows that, in two years, the modifications,
if any, were very small. The series 1951-1973 can, therefore, be used for studying
what has occurred since 1952.

Let us look at the results.

Endogenous causes of death 

Table 3 shows that mortality due to infectious and parasitic disease
continued to decline drastically from 1951 to 1973. It has almost completely
disappeared below 45 years of age.

Mortality due to diseases of the respiratory system has increased since 1949.
This is partly due to modifications introduced by the seventh revision of the
International Classification of Diseases. This new classification began to be
applied in WHO Annuals in 1965. Annex A.15 gives the additions introduced by the
seventh revision in the content of deaths due to diseases of the respiratory
system. It shows that these additions explain only part of the increase observed
from 1949 to 1973. This observation might lead to the revision of the inclusion
of diseases of the respiratory system in the group of exogenous causes. These
diseases appear quite resistant to the present treatment. We continued to group
them with the exogenous causes in order not to alter the comparison with the
1952 calculations, but the question remains open for future studies.

Mortality due to external causes increased from 1951 to 1973, particularly
for women.
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Table 2. Norway: age-specific death rates according to
six broad groups of causes of deaths, 1951

(Per 100,000 population)

30-39
years

40-49
years

50-59
years

60-69
years

70-79
years

Infective and parasitic
diseases 	 24 25 40 56 77

Diseases of the respiratory
system 	 2 4 14 45 269

Accidents, poisonings and
violenc	 (external causes)	 . 30 45 52 71 119

Total exogenous causes	 	 56 74 106 172 465

Neoplasms	 	 32 89 227 477 982

Diseases of the circulatory
system 	 16 64 233 815 2 645

Other causes 	 33 63 134 290 1 843

Total endogenous causes 	 86 216 594 1 582 4 470

All causes	 	 142 290 700 1 754 4 935



Table 3. Norway: age-specific death rates, by broad groups of causes of death
expressed as a percentage of the corresponding rates for 1951

(Per million population)

Causes of death

Males Females

25-34
years

35-44
years

45-54
years

55-64
years

65-74
years

75+
years

25-34
years

35-44
years

45-54
years

55-64
years

65_74
years

75+
years

Infective and parasitic diseases 	 	 2 4 11 18 23 52 2 6 9 50 36 77
Diseases of the respiratory system . 	 .	 .	 	 147 71 162 231 223 166 227 61 214 166 152 119
External causes (accidents, poisonings,

violence)	 	 115 107 110 117 120 103 211 107 232 118 95 96
All exogenous causes	 	 67 67 74 98 128 138 39 33 84 101 107 111

Diseases of the circulatory system a/. 	 .	 . 107 172 169 145 144 121 72 81 72 76 31 100
.neoplasms	 	 97 117 102 122 133 106 76 104 105 90 87 104
Otner endogenous causes a/ 	 53 77 80 85 75 62 37 54 70 54 54 50

All endogenous causes 	 68 111 121 133 129 102 56 75 82 77 81 85

All causes	 	 67 89 109 128 128 106 49 65 82 79 83 89

a/ Percentages of 1953 rates.



t

Endogenous causes of death 

Since 1951, mortality due to endogenous causes has increased for men and
decreased for women. For men, the increase is particularly important between 45
and 75 years of age. Table 3 shows that the increase is mainly due to diseases of
the circulatory system and, to a lesser extent, to neoplasms. Mortality due to
other endogenous causes has decreased.

For females, the decrease has mainly been in deaths due to other endogenous
causes, but it has also been evident in deaths from diseases of the circulatory
system. Mortality due to neoplasms has also decreased slightly at certain ages,
but has increased at others, clearly indicating a resistance to treatment.

In the 1952 article, the phenomenon that had taken place between the pre-war
and the post-war periods was compared to the erosion of soil composed of two kinds
of rock: soft rock and hard rock. Erosion had carried away the soft rock,
gradually revealing the hard rock beneath it. Over the last 25 years, this
phenomenon has continued, but while the "soft rock" has been disappearing the
level of the "hard rock" has risen in relation to men and sunk in relation to
women.

MALE ADULT MORTALITY IN THE DEVELOPED WORLD

These movements throw some light on the trend of adult mortality from all
causes that has been observed during the last 25 years. The quinquennial mortality
rates by age for Norway for the period 1950-1973, for men and for women, are given
in tables 4 and 5 respectively.

For women, the rates have declined constantly throughout the period. For
men over 45 years of age, the rates are at their lowest in the 1950s, generally
around 1951, and at their highest in the 1970s. This is due to the combined
effect of decreasing exogenous mortality and increasing endogenous mortality.
Recently, at certain ages only, the general trend seems to have been reversed and
the decline appears to be stronger than the increase.

This phenomenon is not peculiar to Norway: it is observed in all developed
countries and, depending on the level at which it occurs and the rhythm it follows,
the combined effects can be very different. We have taken the male death rates
for the age group 55-59 years, to show the variety that exists. Table 6
gives the rates for selected developed countries for the period 1949-1973 (for
an illustration of the data in the table, see figure I). They call for the
following comments.

First, the level of the rates varies greatly from one country to another,
the highest rate being approximately double the lowest one. The trends are also
different and may be divided into three broad groups.

The first group is composed of countries in which the rates declined steadily
from 1949 to 1973. In this group, Switzerland and Finland represent the two
extreme levels and also the two extreme rhythms of decline. The lowest rates and
the most rapid decline are found in Switzerland. The highest rates are in Finland,
where the decline has been very slight. Most countries of western and southern
Europe fall between these two extremes. The United States of America is also
represented in the upper range of this group.
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Table 4. Norway: age-specific male death rates
(Per 10,000 population)

25-29
years

30-34
years

35-39
years

40-44
years

45-49
years

50-54
years

55-59
years

60-64
years

65-69
years

70-74
years

75-79
years

80-84
years

85 years
and over

1973 	 12 13 19 26 43 75 125 190 309 518 805 1 246 2 2181972 	
1971 	

10 15 19 28 46 70 122 192 312 507 774 1 238 2 16111 13 21 29 45 74 119 195 339 512 802 1 257 2 1891970 	 10 14 19 31 49 77 123 195 328 521 779 1 238 2 2141969 	 12 16 18 29 47 73 125 207 339 528 791 1 233 2 221

1968 a	 	
1967 	

10 14 19 30 47 73 116 202 346 509 775 1 240 2 130

1966 a 	
10 14 18 29 47 72 115 192 325 480 762 1 197 2 11211 12 18 25 45 69 123 191 312 496 762 1 247 2 2171965 	

1964 	
12 15 19 31 43 76 117 193 310 474 752 1 225 2 13112 13 19 27 43 70 117 193 307 461 751 1 234 2 144

1963 	 12 12 18 29 42 70 128 191 317 499 802 n.a. n.a.1962 	
1961 	

12 15 23 25 40 73 116 188 302 477 743 1 241 2 232

1960 	
11 16 19 28 41 69 114 192 285 466 741 1 204 2 275

1959 	
13 14 19 26 39 65 109 189 286 459 742 1 229 2 195
14 16 16 27 40 67 103 181 281 453 730 1 181 2 127

1958 	
1957 	

12 13 16 27 42 71 113 183 275 467 736 1 209 2 155

1956 	
15 13 18 28 41 67 108 177 272 431 705 1 135 2 190

1955 	
11 15 17 25 40 68 108 175 271 443 728 1 163 2 16713 15 20 26 38 69 113 166 257 411 685 1 101 2 1581954 	 13 15 18 28 40 66 105 167 281 431 727 1 148 2 125

1953 	
1952 	

13 16 17 28 43 66 103 164 263 439 679 1 144 2 183

1951 	
15 16 22 29 44 69 102 159 257 428 679 1 194 2092

1950 	
15 21 23 26 42 70 102 147 244 396 689 1 147 2244

1949 	
15 16 21 29 44 69 107 164 266 424 758 n.a. n.a.

• Estimates.



Table 5. Norway: age-specific female death rates

(Per 10,000 population)

25-29
years

30-34
years

35-39
years

40-44
years

45-49
years

50-54
years

55-59
years

60-64
years

65-69
years

70-74
years

75-79
years

80-84
years

85 years
and over

1973 	 4 6 8 15 22 39 53 90 145 290 544 961 1 944
1972 	 4 5 9 14 26 35 57 91 158 298 527 955 1 907
1971 	 5 7 10 14 23 33 56 88 160 311 536 967 1 966
1970 	 4 5 10 15 24 35 58 89 169 305 531 1 001 1 864
1969 	 4 6 10 16 28 39 60 103 176 314 589 1 001 1 827

1968 • 	 4 5 9 16 24 36 59 99 178 320 583 1 057 1 818
1967 	 4 6 10 14 21 38 59 99 175 316 577 975 1 998
1966 • 	 4 6 10 16 25 38 58 100 154 321 574 1 028 2 099
1965 	 4 5 10 15 25 34 60 104 166 326 573 1 063 1 998

to.)
1) 1964 	 4 7 10 16 22 37 59 104 189 336 625 1 110 2 042
0\

1 1963 	 4 6 10 16 26 39 62 108 186 380 684 n.a. n.a.
1962 	 4 6 10 17 25 40 63 104 185 341 590 1 080 2 136
1961 	 4 7 12 16 25 38 62 108 176 331 584 1 100 2 088
1960 	 5 7 11 14 24 34 66 103 193 333 624 1 058 2 235
1959 	 4 7 11 19 26 40 62 110 199 328 591 1 063 2 215

1958 	 5 7 11 15 28 41 62 103 191 342 626 1 098 2 235
1957 	 5 9 11 16 27 37 65 105 180 345 629 1 097 2 197
1956 	 6 8 11 16 27 43 63 107 180 350 609 1 079 2 124
1955 	 7 9 13 18 27 42 64 108 193 327 600 1 061 2 204
1954 	 7 8 12 18 28 46 69 111 185 351 627 1 105 2 167

1953 	 6 11 13 17 29 44 72 108 195 346 605 1 054 2 119
1952 	 10 10 12 21 29 44 75 119 194 367 629 1 081 2 064
1951 	 10 10 15 21 29 45 70 114 187 342 598 1 076 2 180
1950 	 9 12 15 20 34 48 73 126 210 358 673 n.a. n.a.
1949 	

• Estimates.



Table 6. Death rates for males 55-59 years old, 1949-1973

(Per 10,000 population)

1949-1953 1954-1953 1959-1963 1964-1968 1969-1973

Finland 	 231 211 210 216 214

Scotland	 	 205 203 203 191 188

United States of America 198 185 185 190 183

France	 	 181 177 169 163 155

Switzerland 	 155 146 145 137 123

Denmark 	 119 123 128 133 128

Netherlands 	 109 116 124 131 132

Norway	 	 104 109 116 118 123

Czechoslovakia	 	 n.a. 173 163 158 176

Sweden	 •	 •	 	 118 112 109 107 108

Japan 	 194 176 163 143 123

The second group is composed of Denmark, the Netherlands and Norway. In these
three countries, the rates have increased steadily from 1949 to 1973, although
recently they have shown a tendency to stabilize.

The third group is composed of countries of Eastern Europe, Sweden and Israel.
The rates began to decline after 1949 until around 1965. Then the trend was
reversed and an increase took place. Sweden and Czechoslovakia mark the two limits
of this group.

Finally, Japan is in a category by itself. Like the countries in the first
group, Japan has seen a steady decline in male death rates from 1949 to 1953, but
the decline has been a drastic one, so much so that, starting from the level of
the United States of America in 1949, death rates dropped to the level of Norway
by 1973.

In reality, the differences among these groups are purely artificial ones,
resulting from the phenomenon described in detail for Norway, i.e. a decline in
mortality from exogenous causes and an increase in mortality from endogenous
causes.

By 1973, six countries (Denmark, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden and
Switzerland) had reached more or less the same level of male mortality - in fact,
the lowest one ever registered. Since the rate for Norway was close to the mean
for the six countries, the endogenous rates for Norway in 1973 can be taken as a
measure of the biological mortality corresponding to the present status of medicine,
as was done in 1952. In calculating the corresponding biological mortality table,
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p( x+ 5)	 -110F1-5m(x+5)10	 1+5m(x+5)

we are assuming that the 10-year death rates approximate the 10-year death rates
in the mortality table, but this will be true only if the age composition of the
population in the 10-year interval is identical to the age composition of the
stationary population. Such is not the case but the differences are probably small.

In a mortality table, the death rate from x to x+10 /noted as m(x+5)7 can be
calculated approximately as follows: let us note Qx, the probability at age x of
dying before age (x+10) years. If S(x) is the survival function, S(x)Qx is equal
to the deaths occurring from x to x+10 in the mortality table. S(x+5) is
approximately equal to S(x) bS(x)gx and the death rate in the mortality table
from x to (x+10) is approximately equal to:

m(x+5) -	
S(x)Qx

10 /S(x)-2C(x)0x/

Qx

10(1-.22.
2

/Formula (1)/

The force of mortality at age (x+5) noted as 11(x+5) is linked to Qx as follows:

u(x+5)
10

=
1
aog(1-Qx).

This relation assumes that the force of mortality has a linear variation from
x to x+10.

From formula (1) we get:

10m(x+5) 
Qx =

5m(x+5)+1'

then

1-5m(x+5)
1-Qx =

1+5m(x+5)'

/Formula (2)7

The first step consists in applying formula (2) to calculate u(x+5). Table 7
gives the details of the calculation for females. It should be noted that p(x+5)
is very close to the death rate m(x+5)•

If on a graph, (x+5) is put in abcissa and log u(x+5) in ordinate, the
five points are approximately on a straight line. The endogenous force of mortality
follows the law of Gompertz, at least from 30 to 70 years. The adjustment by a
straight line has been calculated as indicated in table 8. First natural logarithms
of the five values of u(x+5) are calculated, and also the variation of the
logarithms by 10-year intervals. The mean of the five logarithms is supposed to
represent the adjusted value p(50) and the mean of the four variations is supposed
to represent a 10-year variation on the adjusted straight line. 	 Finally, it is

assumed that the straight line is also valid at under 30 years and over 70 years.
It is then easy to calculate the classical function of the mortality table.
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m(x+5) a/ 5m(x+5) 	 1-5m(x+5)	 1+5m(x+5)	 P(x+5) b/

0.000324

0.001022

0.002678

0.006410

0.019027

	

0.001620	 0.998380

	

0.005110	 0.994890

	

0.013390	 0.986610

	

0.02050	 0.967950

	

0.095135	 0.904865

	1.001620	 0.000324

	

1.005110	 0.001022

	

1.013390	 0.002678

	

1.032050	 0.006412

	

1.095125	 0.019085

Table 7. Norway: females, 1973. Application
of formula (2) to calculate the force
of mortality p(x+5) by using the
10-year endogenous death rate m(x+5)

x+5
(years)

Age groups
(years)

30	 . • • 25-34

40	 .	 . . . 35-44

5o	 .	 . . . 45-54

6o	 .	 . . . 55-64

70 . 65-74

a/ Endor7enous death ratc s s for 173 frol' annex table I
1 ,

-
Jb/ p(x+5) =	 --o/-5-(x".5)

10i1+5m(x5)

Table 8. Norway: females, 1973. Straight-line adjustment
of the force of mortality p(x+5) in table 7

x+5 (years) 1,0 7 p(x+5) Variations

30	 	 _8.033477

4o	 	 6.885994 1.147483

50	 	 5.922685 0.963309

60	 	 -5.049534 0.873101

70	 	 3.958853 1.000731

Mean	 	 -5.970119 1.016156

Table 9 (illustrated by firure II) gives details of the calculations and
the following comments may be pertinent.

In column (2), we find for age 50 the mean of table
interval the variation of the logarithm is equal to half
table 8. Knowing log p (x), it is easy to calculate p(x)
column (4), we have calculated the yearly probability of
the formula:

p(x) = -log(1-q(x)).

We shall come back later to the use of q(x).

8 and in each five--year
of the mean variation of
in column (3). In
dying at age x using



Figure III. Death rates for males 55 .59 years old
from 1949 to 1973, for selected developed countries

Mortality rates (per 10,000)
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Table 9. Norway: calculation of the endogenous life table for
females, 1973

Age (x)
(years)

(I)
Log s (x)

(2)
(x)

(3)
q (x)

∎ 4)

Integral
of
(x)

(5)

Age
groups
(years)

(6)

Cumulative
integral
of	 (x)

(7)

Surviving
function

S (x)
(8)

0 	 -11.050899 0.000016 0.0001050 0-	 4 0.0001050 1.000000
5 	 -10,542877 0.000026 0.0001750 5-	 9 0.0002800 0.999895

10 	 -10.03474.; 0.000044 0.0002925 10-	 14 0.0005725 0.999720
15 	 - 9.526665 0.000073 0.0004850 15-	 19 0.0010575 0.999428
20 	 - 9.018587 0.000121 0.0008050 20- 24 0.0018625 0.998943
25 	 - 8.510509 0.000201 0.0013400 25- 29 0.0032025 0.998139

30 	 - 8.002431 0.000335 0.0022275 30- 34 0.0054300 0.996803
35 	 - 7.494353 0.000556 0.0037000 35- 39 0.0091300 0.994585

40 	 - 6.986275 0.000924 0.000924 0.0061525 40- 44 0.0152825 0.990912
45 	 - 6.478197 0.001537 0.001536 0.0102275 45- 49 0.0255100 0.984834

50 	 - 5.970119 0.002554 0.002551 0.0169975 50- 54 0.0425075 0.974813
55 	 - 5.462041 0.004245 0.004236 0.0282500 55- 59 0.0707575 0.958383

60 	 - 4.953963 0.007055 0.007030 0.0469550 60- 64 0.1177125 0.931688

65 	 - 4.445885 0.011727 0.011659 0.0780450 65- 69 0.1957575 0.888952
70 	 - 3.937807 0.019491 0.019302 0.1297175 70- 74 0.3254750 0.822212

75 	 - 3.429729 0.032396 0.031877 0.2156025 75- 79 0.5410775 0.722184

80 	 - 2.921651 0.053845 0.052421 0.3583500 80- 84 0.8994275 0.582121
85 	 - 2.413573 0.089495 0.085607 0.5956100 85- 89 1.4950375 0.406802
90 	 - 1.905495 0.148749 0.138215 0.9899600 90- 94 2.4849975 0.224240
95 	 - 1.397417 0.247235 0.219043 1.6454050 95- 99 4.1304025 0.083326
100 	 - 0.889339 0.410927 0.336965 2.7348175 100-104 6.8652200 0.016076
105 	 - 0.381261 0.683000 0.494901 4.5455225 105-109 11.4107425 0.001043
110 	 + 0.126817 1.135200 0.678645 7.5550825 110-114 18.9653250 0.000011
115 	 + 0.634895 1.886824 0.848448 12.6888000 115-119 31.6546250 0.000000
120 	 + 1.142973 3.188696 0.958774

Sum of S (.0 	 16.575110



In column (5), we find the integral of p(x) for the intervals indicated in
column (6). For example, on the line corresponding to age 20 we have the value

p(20)41_1(25) x5 =	
2

0.000121 t_	
x5

0.00020
2	

x_ =
0.0008050.

In column (7), the integral of p(x) is cumulated fror age 0 and, finally, in
column (8), we obtain the surviving function S(x) by applying the classical
formula:

-fx(x)dx.
S(x) = e 

o
p

The expectation of life at age 0 is obtained by using the formula

e
o
 = J

s
(x)dx.

0

In practice, this integral is obtained by summing S(x), from which we get
16.575110, subtracting 0.5, from which we get 16.075110 and multiplying the
results by 5. The final answer is

e
o 

= 80.37555.

Figure II, illustrating table 9, is com posed of two halves. The left half
corresponds to the straight-line adjustment of the five forces of mortality in
table 7. As can be seen, the adjustment is fairly good and is also valid for
age 20. It is clear from the graph that from 20 to 70 years of age, endogenous
mortality in Norway in 1973 follows the Gompertz law. Curve A corresponds to
the mortality rate for all causes and curve B to the mortality rates declared to
be endogenous in the statistics on causes of death. Fror 20 to 70 years, curve B
practically coincides with the straight-line adjustment. The area between curve A
and curve B represents mortality declared to be due to exogenous causes.

Mortality at the beginning of life

We are assuming that the straight line continues to represent endogenous
mortality below age 20. In other words, we are assuming that mortality in the
area between curve B and the straight line is due to eT:o renous causes in spite of
the fact that it is said to be due to endogenous causes.

This assumption does not seem unrealistic in view of the continuous progress
being made in combating child mortality, after the first few days of life. During
those first few days, however, endogenous factors are at work and mortality is
much higher than the level corresponding to the straight line. For the time being,
we shall ignore this endogenous infant mortality. In other words, the life table
in table 9 represents the mortality of human beings who survive the first few days
following birth. A correction will be made later on to allow for mortality in
early infancy.
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Mortality at old age

The right half of figure II corresponds to the age span above 70 years. We
still have the straight-line adjustment and a curve C, which corresponds to the
yearly probability of death (see table 9, column (4)). The adjustment of a
Gompertz function is generally done on the yearly probability of death, but if the
straight-line adjustment is valid for q(x), it is not valid for the force of
mortality p(x) and, more generally, for any other probability of death calculated
on an interval other than one year.

The method consisting in adjusting a straight line on the logarithm of the
yearly probability of death therefore gives undue advantage to the one-year
interval. It would be more satisfactory to assume that the straight-line
adjustment is valid for the force of mortality p(x), which is the position that
has been adopted here.

Up until 80 years of age, there is practically no difference between p(x)
and q(x) but the right half of figure II shows that, beyond 80 years of age, q(x)
deviates more and more from p(x) as the age increases. In fact, u(x) on the
straight line increases indefinitely, whereas q(x) cannot exceed unity. Curve C
cannot go beyond the ordinate 1,000,000 in the right half of the figure.

It would be very interesting to compare the straight-line adjustment and
curve C with observed data. Unfortunately, the observations above 80 years of
age are very imprecise and the probabilities of death are rarely calculated. They
are generally read on the straight-line adjustment. Two recent studies shed some
light on mortality at a very advanced age.

In the review Population, Frangoise Depoid, using a method devised by
Paul Vincent, succeeded in calculating yearly probabilities of death above
85 years of age for the period 1945-1970 for France, the Netherlands, Sweden and
Switzerland. y/

At the time of the 1962 Census, the French Bureau of Statistics (INSEE)
carried out a special survey to check the accuracy of statements of age by people
over 90 years old. A similar check was made on the deaths of these people between
1963 and 1966. It was then possible to calculate precise yearly probabilities of
death. 5/

The Depoid and Lery curves should be compared with curve C. The three curves
have a similar shape and the calculations of Ms. Depoid and Mr. Lery therefore
confirm our analysis.

The calculation of the endogenous mortality tables for females has been
described in considerable detail and the endogenous mortality tables for males can
therefore be dealt with rather more briefly. Tables 10-12 for males correspond to
tables 7-9 for females, and figure III illustrates table 12. The expectation of
life at age 0 is equal to (15.265659-0.5)5 = 73.82829.

4/ Frangoise Depoid,	 mortalite des Brands vieillards'', Population
(Paris), vol. 28, Nos. 4-5 (juillet-octobre 1973), nn. 755-792.

5/ Alain Lery, nMortalite des personnes tres Ogees'', Les Collections de 
l'INSEE (Series D, No. 49, pp. 111-124).
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Table 10. Norway: males, 1973. Application of formula (2)
to calculate the force of mortality p(x+5) by
using the 10-year endogeno4us death rates m(x+5)

Age groups
x+5	 (years) (years) m(x+5) a/ 5m(x+5) 1-5m(x+5) 1+5m(x+5) p(x+ 5) b/

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

30 25-34 0.000430 0.002150 0.997850 1.002150 0.000430

40 35-44 0.001407 0.007035 0.992965 1.007035 0.001407

5o 45-54 0.005054 0.025270 0.974730 1.025270 0.005055

6o 55-64 0.013840 0.069200 0.930800 1.069200 0.013862

7o 65-74 0.035983 0.179915 0.820085 1.179915 0.036379

a/ Endogenous death rates for 1973 from annex table A.11.

b/ p(x+5) = --110)--5m(x+5).
10 '1+5m(x+5)

Table 11. Norway: males, 1973. Adjusted by a straight line of the
force of mortality p(x+5) in table 10

x+ 5
	

Log p(x+5)
	

Variations

30	 	 -7.751725

40	 .	 .	 	 -6.566296 1.185431

50	 	 -5.287377 1.278919

6o 	 -4.278590 1.008787

70	 .	 .	 . -3.313764 0.954826

Mean	 ......	 . -5.4395504 1.106991
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Table 12. Norway: calculation of the endogenous life
table for males, 1973

Age (x)
(years)

(1)
Log	 (x)

(2)
p. (x)

(3)
(x)

(4)

Integral
of	 (x)

(5)

Age
groups
(years)

(6)

Cumulative
integral
of p. (x)

(7)

Surviving
function

S (x)
(8)

0 	 - 10.974500 0.000017 0.000118 0-4 0.000118 1.000000
5 	 -10.421005 0.000030 0.000205 5-9 0.000323 0.999882
10 	 - 9.867510 0.000052 0.000355 10-14 0.000678 0.999677
15 	 - 9.314015 0.000090 0.000617 15-19 0.001295 0.999322
20 	 - 8.760520 0.000157 0.001075 20-24 0.002370 0.998706
25 	 - 8.207025 0.000273 0.001868 25-29 0.004238 0.997632
30 	 - 7.653530 0.000474 0.003247 30-34 0.007485 0.995771
35 	 - 7.100035 0.000825 0.000825 0.005650 35-39 0.013135 0.992543
40 	 - 6.546540 0.001435 0.001434 0.009827 40-44 0.022962 0.986951
45 	 - 5.993045 0.002496 0.002493 0.017093 45-49 0.040055 0.977300
50 	 - 5.439550 0.004341 0.004332 0.029730 50-54 0.069785 0.960737
55 	 - 4.886055 0.007551 0.007523 0.051713 55-59 0.121498 0.932594
60 	 - 4.332560 0.013134 0.013048 0.089945 60-64 0.211443 0.885593
65 	 - 3.779065 0.022844 0.022585 0.156443 65-69 0.367886 0.809415
70 	 - 3.225570 0.039733 0.038954 0.272105 70-74 0.639991 0.692196
75 	 - 2.672075 0.069109 0.066775 0.473277 57-79 1.113268 0.527297
80 	 - 2.118580 0.120202 0.113259 0.823180 80-84 1.936448 0.328484
85 	 - 1.565085 0.209070 0.188662 1.431775 85-89 3.368223 0.144215
90 	 -	 1.011590 0.363640 0.304059 2.490318 90-94 5.858541 0.034451
95 	 - 0.458095 0.632487 0.468731 4.331465 95-99 10.190006 0.002855
100 	 + 0.095400 1.100099 0.667162 7.533810 100-104 17.723816 0.000038
105 	 + 0.648895 1.913425 0.852426 13.103715 105-109 30.827531 0.000000
110 	 4-	 1.202390 3.328061 0.964137 22.791573 110-114 53.619104
115 	 +	 1.755885 5.788568 0.996938 39.641870 115-119 93.260974
120 	 + 2.309380 10.068180 0.999958

Sum of S (x) • 15.265659
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The straight-line adjustment for males is less satisfactory than it is for
females: for example, it is not valid for age 20. At advanced ages, the curves
for yearly probabilities of death calculated by Us. Depoid and Mr. Lery are below
the curve for Norway; the latter curve curresponds to 1973, while the Depoid and
Lery curves correspond to the period 1945-1970. We have seen that endogenous male
mortality during this period increased between 30 and 70 years of age. If an
increase also took place above age 70, it would be normal to find the curve for
Norway above the other two curves.

Excess of male over female mortality 

It is interesting to measure the excess of male mortality over female
mortality. This is generally done by comparing the yearly probabilities of death
for males and females. In so doing, we again give undue advantage to the one-year
interval, and it is better to compare the force of mortality for males and females
rather than the yearly probabilities. Figure IV shows the results of the two
calculations. The use of the yearly probabilities indicates a maximum for the
excess of male mortality whereas the use of the force of mortality shows a constant
increase with age of excess male mortality. The maximum is artificial and is due to
the fact that the yearly probability q(x) is always below unity. At the end of life,
yearly probabilities are very close to unity, both for males and females, and excess
male mortality tends towards zero.

The real phenomenon is a steady increase of excess male mortality with age.

Infant mortality 

One thing remains to be discussed: endogenous mortality at the very beginning
of life. It is not easy to separate endogenous from exogenous deaths by using
statistics on causes of death for the first years of life. It has been explained
elsewhere 6/ that there is a general tendency to overstate endogenous mortality and
that a better estimate could be obtained by using a biometrical method based on the
distribution of exogenous deaths by age during the first years of life. It can be
shown that the infant mortality rate from four weeks to one year multiplied by
1.25 gives a good estimate of exogenous mortality. The difference from the total
rate is equal to the endogenous mortality.

However, with the tremendous progress made in reducing exogenous mortality,
the difference between the biometrical endogenous rate and the endogenous rate
obtained by using statistics on causes of death, tends to disappear and the two
methods yield rates which, in Norway, are very close to each other, as can be seen
in table 13.

6/ Jean Bourgeois-Pichat, "Um mfthodo biom4trico para se distinguir, no
mortalidade infantil, as causas end6menas das causas ox6genas" (A biometrical method
of separatin g endogenous from exogenous infant mortality), Encontro Brasileiro de 
Estudos Populacionais, (Rio de Janeiro, Fundacdo Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia
e Estatistica, 1976).
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Table 13. Norway: endogenous infant mortality
for males, 1936-1973

Diametrical
method

Statistics
on cause
of death • Difference

1936 	 197
1937	 	 197
1938	 	 186
1939	 	 189
1940 	 171

1941	 	 152
1942 	 147
1943 	 163
1944 	 150
1945	 	 145

1946 	 139
1947 	 156
1948 	 140 b
1949 	 127 166 39
1960 	 132 174 42

1951	 	 132 176 44
1952 	 127 166 39
1953	 	 116 160 44
1954	 	 114 159 45
1955	 	 120 158 38

1956 	 121 163 42
1957	 	 116 150 34
1958	 	 130 156 26
1959 	 129 154 25
1960 	 116 146 30

1961	 	 127 149 22
1962	 	 125 155 30
1963	 	 117 141 24
1964 	 121 142 21
1965	 	 123 144 21

1966 	 106 128 22
1967 	 116 132 16
1968 	 102 121 19
1969 	 107 120 13
1970 	 102 116 14

1971	 	 106 119 13
1972	 	 90 101 11
1973	 	 93 105 12

Categories A 126-135 of the 1965 revision of the ICD, or the corresponding
category of the previous revision.

In 1952, a limit of 130 had been assumed in extrapolating the 1936.1940
trend.
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In 1952, by extrapolating the 1936-1948 trend, a limit of 130 endogenous deaths
for 10,000 male live births and 90 for 10,000 female live births had been assumed.
In the event, the results were much better. In 1973, the infant endogenous mortality
rates per 10,000 live births were as follows:

Statistics 
Biometrical	 on causes 

method	 of death*

Male 	

Female 	

93	 105

6o	 67   

Categories A 126-A 135 of the 1965 revision of the
WHO International Classification of Diseases (ICD).

It is difficult to make any forecasts. For the endogenous infant mortality
limit, we propose 0.0009 for males and 0.0006 for females.

Endogenous mortality mainly occurs during the first few days of life. For
the correction of the two previous life tables, we shall assume that this endogenous
mortality occurs instantaneously at birth.	 The survival function continues to start
at unity for age 0, but at 0+E it becomes 0.9991 for males and 0.9994 for females.
Expectation of life at birth therefore has to be multiplied by these two coefficients.
We thus obtain:

For males 	  e a .	 73.8
0

For females 	  e . .	 80.3
0

	Difference	 -6.5

These two values are to be compared with those obtained in 1952:

For males 	  e	 76.30
For females 	  	  e • .	 78.2

0
	Difference	 -1.9

A substantial increase in the excess of male over female mortality is to be
noted. This increase is in line with what has been observed recently in the
developed countries.



Annex

TABULATED AGE-SPECIFIC DEATH RATES

Table A.1. Norway: age-specific male mortality from infective
and parasitic diseases, a/ 1951-1973

(Per million population)

Age groups (years)

25-34 35-44 45-54 '55-64 65-74 75+

1973	 	 4 20 58 114 277 620
1972 	 14 29 80 155 304 641
1971	 	 12 10 60 141 299 314
1970 	 9 14 72 171 288 587
1969 	 9 37 80 202 438 667

1968	 	 5 4 100 102 372 557
1967 	 0 13 68 202 291 426
1966 	 19 25 81 165 341 435
1965	 	 15 53 62 183 401 579
1964 	 24 36 91 217 364 607

1963	 	
1962 	
1961	 	 47 58 128 296 552 792
1960 	
1959 	

1958	 	
1957	 	
1956 	 94 171 261 499 771 776
1955	 	
1954 	

1953	 	 213 298 375 679 1 053 1 217
1952 	
1951	 	 499 471 538 639 974 1 197
1950 	
1949 	

• For the period 1951-1964, see categories BI-B17 of the abbreviated list of 50 causes for tabulation of mortality
in the World Health Organization's International Classification of Diseases, 1948 or 1955 revision. The abbreviated
list was not affected by the 1955 revision.

For the period 1965 . 1968, see categories Al-A43 of the intermediate list of 150 causes for tabulation of morbidity
and mortality in the 1955 revision of the ICD.

For the period 1969-1973, see categories AI-A44 of the list of 150 causes in the 1965 revision of the ICD. Until
1969, the group of infective and parasitic diseases was not altered by the changes made in the 1965 revision. In that
revision, the whole group was reorganized quite extensively: some categories were grouped together and some new
categories were introduced. The following three have a bearing on the Norwegian data: AS (enteritis and other
diarrhoea) diseases), A21 (other bacterial diseases) and A29 (other ural diseases). It is difficult, however, to make
even a rough estimate of the effects of these changes.
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Table A.2. Norway: age specific male mortality from
diseases of the respiratory system, a/
1951-1973

(Per 1 million population)

Age groups (years)

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75 +

1973 	 22 40 136 613 2 444 13 114
1972 	 90 49 190 669 2 663 14 392
1971 	 12 43 152 536 2 296 13 084
1970 	 21 90 172 778 3 123 14 092
1969 	 34 91 196 744 3 231 13 155

1968 	 14 37 96 409 2 069 12 020
1967 	 25 44 100 431 1 811 10 724
1966 	 10 32 120 405 1 898 11 786
1965 	 0 40 157 397 2 030 11 693
1964 	 24 36 91 310 1 054 9 223

1963 	
1962 	
1961 	 28 35 55 312 1 095 8 629
1960 	
1959 	

1958 	
1957 	
1956 	 12 23 105 241 870 8 023
1955 	
1954 	

1953 	 19 44 91 288 1 116 8 129
1952 	
1951 	 15 56 84 265 1 094 7 907
1950 	
1949 	

• For the period 1951-1964, see categories B30-B32 of the ICD abbreviated list of 50 causes for tabulation of
mortality.

For the period 1965-1968, see categories A87-A96 of the intermediate list of 150 causes for tabulation of morbidity
and mortality in the 1955 revision of the ICD.

For the period 1969-1973, see categories A89-A96 of the intermediate list in the 1965 revision of the ICD.

The move in 1965 from the abbreviated list to the intermediate list altered the content of the group of diseases
of the respiratory system: B30 is identical to A88; B31 is identical to A89-A91; and B32 is identical to A92-A93. This
means that, from 1965 to 1968, deaths due to categories A87 (acute upper respiratory infections), A94 (hypertrophy
of tonsils and adenoids), A95 (empyema and abscess of lung), A96 (pleurisy) and A97 (all other respiratory diseases)
were added to the group (categories B30-B32) used before 1965 (see table A.15).

The move in 1969 to the intermediate list in the 1965 revision led to the following changes : B30 is identical to
A90; B31 is identical to A91-A92; and B32 is idenical to A93. This means that, from 1969 to 1973, deaths due to
categories A89 (acute respiratory infections), A94 (hypertrophy of tonsils and adenoids), A95 (empyema and abscess
of lung) and A96 (other diseases of the respiratory system) were added to the group (categories B30-B32) used before
1965 (see table A.15).

In 1969, there is a sudden increase in deaths due to bronchitis, which could be the result of a change in the
classification. Before 1969, these deaths were probably classified as diseases of the circulatory system.
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Table A.3. Norway: age-specific male mortality from
external causes - accidents, poisoning and
violence, a/ 1951-1973

(Per 1 million population)

Age groups (years)

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75 +

1973 	 752 782 800 1 024 1 310 3 362
1972 	 657 760 764 1 020 1 330 2 650
1971 	 684 897 821 977 1 315 3 176
1970 	 697 887 881 987 1 130 2 613
1969 	 769 750 880 1 004 1 238 3 102

1968 	 680 830 810 960 1 175 2 716
1967 	 621 683 797 879 1 142 3 064
1966 	 569 659 838 1 018 1 045 2 830
1965 	 730 641 837 875 1 317 2 987
1964 	 574 543 890 910 1 147 3 417

1963 	
1962 	
1961 	 676 695 800 920 1 170 3 167
1960 	
1959 	

1958 	
1957 	
1956 	 639 627 907 1 128 988 2 899
1955 	
1954 	

1953 	 580 672 789 973 1 190 2 876
1952 	
1951 	 654 729 730 877 1 094 3 257
1950 	
1949 	

4 For the period 1951-1964, see categories BE47-BE50 of the ICD abbreviated list of 50 causes for tabulation of
mortality.

For the period 1965-1968, see categories AE138-AE150 of the intermediate list of 150 causes for tabulation of
morbidity and mortality in the 1955 revision of the ICD.

For the period 1969-1973, see categories AEI38-AE150 of the intermediate list in the 1965 revision of the ICD.

The group of external causes was not affected by these changes.



Table A.4. Norway: endogenous mortality. Age-specific male
mortality not due to infective and parasitic
diseases, diseases of the respiratory system or
external causes, 1951-1973

(Per 1 million population)

Age groups (years)

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75 +

1973 	 430 1 407 5 054 13 840 35 983 97 916
1972 	 448 1 500 4 761 13 752 36 233 96 632
1971 	 494 1 584 4 955 14 338 35 741 99 348
1970 	 480 1 491 5 133 13 799 36 785 97 948
1969 	 541 1 517 4 798 14 294 37 179 99 035

1968 	 521 1 588 4 898 14 072 36 312 98 649
1967 	 543 1 651 4 923 13 515 35 905 97 573
1966 	 589 1 459 4 617 13 745 35 619 99 419
1965 	 618 1 806 4 891 13 748 34 201 98 325
1964 	 632 1 707 4 579 13 797 34 596 100 316

1963 	
1962 	
1961 	 609 1 552 4 443 14 041 33 224 101 835
1960 	
1959 	

1958 	
1957 	
1956 	 582 1 227 4 006 11 938 31 721 97 688
1955 	
1954 	

1953 	 637 1 255 4 157 11 047 30 487 93 790
1952 	
1951 	 631 1 266 4 189 10 390 27 995 95 920
1950 	
1949 	

NOTE. The figures in this table have been obtained by subtracting the data shown in tables A.I-A.3 from the
data for deaths from all diseases.
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Table A.5. Norway: age-specific male mortality from
diseases of the circulatory system, a/
1953-1973

(Per 1 million population)

Age groups (years)

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75 +

1973 	 104 630 2 761 8 007 23 404 65 062
1972 	 84 619 2 528 7 953 22 739 65 263
1971 	 113 710 2 777 8 070 22 206 65 425
1970 	 128 643 2 764 8 131 23 095 65 120
1969 	 171 672 2 519 8 434 23 317 65 456

1968 	 141 657 2 553 8 052 21 777 63 078
1967 	 140 674 2 561 7 743 21 978 63 149
1966 	 63 612 2 377 8 005 21 875 64 601
1965 	 112 719 2 400 7 864 20 530 62 541
1964 	 165 556 2 158 7 415 21 287 65 652

1963 	 72 599 2 263 7 702 21 619 68 031

1962 	 96 557 2 248 7 340 20 691 66 031
1961 	 137 585 2 238 7 296 19 317 65 476
1960 	 136 458 2 009 6 929 19 640 64 803
1959 	 120 513 1 987 6 475 18 955 60 433

1958 	 120 469 1 973 6 871 19 556 62 133

1957 	 104 426 1 824 6 287 18 125 58 051
1956 	 127 339 1 772 5 918 18 307 60 413
1955 	 127 387 1 813 6 009 16 981 55 806
1954 	 94 388 1 597 5 503 17 240 55 286

1953 	 97 366 1 631 5 508 16 307 53 771

• For the period 1953-1964, see categories B22-B24 of the ICD abbreviated list of 50 causes for tabulation of
mortality, plus categories A85 and A86 of the intermediate list of 150 causes for tabulation of morbidity and mortality.

For the period 1965-1968, see categories A79-A86 of the intermediate list in the 1955 revision of the ICD.

For the period 1969-1973, see categories A80-A88 of the intermediate list in the 1965 revision of the ICD.

The group of diseases of the circulatory system was not affected by these changes.
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Table A.6. Norway: age-specific male mortality from
neoplasms, a/ 1951-1973

(Per 1 million population)

Age groups (years)

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75 +

1973 	 158 428 1 318 3 931 9 041 17 333
1972 	 184 463 1 386 3 791 9 008 17 708
1971 	 210 427 1 304 3 709 8 873 18 340
1970 	 180 469 1 310 3 676 8 758 17 640
1969 	 180 425 1 228 3 689 8 918 16 653

1968 	 164 439 1 222 3 717 8 775 17 994
1967 	 173 445 1 204 3 358 8 313 16 482
1966 	 180 367 1 150 3 198 8 302 16 197
1965 	 195 460 1 313 3 586 8 357 16 285
1964 	 194 532 1 220 3 751 7 984 15 394

1963 	 155 409 1 196 3 743 8 175 17 046
1962 	 255 455 1 134 3 569 8 000 14 609
1961 	 170 380 1 017 3 860 8 250 14 841
1960 	 217 423 1 095 3 639 7 851 15 770
1959 	 195 395 1 148 3 807 7 775 15 767

1958 	 179 377 1 351 3 640 7 731 15 100
1957 	 213 465 1 203 3 471 8 038 15 322
1956 	 151 440 1 219 3 706 8 089 14 810
1955 	 179 426 1 223 3 845 7 649 14 442
1954 	 117 388 1 251 3 255 7 438 15 729

1953 	 220 434 1 309 3 292 8 159 15 008
1952 	 134 354 1 243 3 675 8 312 15 798
1951 	 163 366 1 298 3 216 6 818 16 402

• For the period 1953-1964, see category B18 of the ICD abbreviated list of 50 causes for tabulation of mortality.

For the period 1964-1968, see categories A44-A59 of the intermediate list of 150 causes for tabulation of morbidity
and mortality in the 1955 revision of the ICD.

For the period 1969-1973, see categories A45-A61 of the intermediate list in the 1965 revision of the ICD. In
the 1965 revision, deaths due to benign neoplasms and neoplasms of unspecified nature (category A61) were added
to the group.
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Table A.7. Norway: other endogenous deaths. Age-specific
male mortality not due to infective and parasitic
diseases, diseases of the respiratory system,
neoplasms, diseases of the circulatory system or
external causes, 1953-1973

(Per 1 million population)

Age groups (years)

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75 +

1973 	 168 349 975 1 902 4 538 15 521
1972 	 180 418 847 2 008 4 486 13 661
1971 	 171 447 874 2 559 4 662 15 583
1970 	 172 379 1 059 1 992 4 932 15 188
1969 	 190 420 1 051 2 174 4 944 16 926

1968 	 216 492 1 123 2 303 5 760 17 577
1967 	 230 532 1 158 2 414 5 624 17 942
1966 	 346 480 1 090 2 542 5 442 18 621
1965 	 311 637 1 178 2 298 5 314 19 499
1964 	 273 620 1 201 2 631 5 325 19 270

1963 	
1962 	
1961 	 302 587 1 188 2 885 5 657 21 518
1960 	
1959 	

1958 	
1957 	
1956 	 304 498 1 015 2 314 5 325 22 465
1955 	
1954 	

1953 	 320 455 1 217 2 247 6 021 25 011
1952 	
1951 	
1950 	
1949 	

NOTE. The figures in this table have been obtained by subtracting the data in tables A.5 and A.6 from the data
shown in table A.4.
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Table A.8. Norway: age-specific
infective and parasit
1951-1973

female mortality from
is diseases, 2/

(Per 1 million population)

Age groups (years)

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75 +

1973 	 8 20 25 156 180 508

1972 	 7 0 76 118 213 597

1971 	 4 10 56 80 102 489

1970 	 13 29 40 67 234 420

1969 	 19 24 48 90 157 451

1968 	 15 9 56 64 190 208

1967 	 5 13 24 120 152 125

1966 	 5 22 48 121 188 215

1965 	 10 21 61 118 107 332

1964 	 10 25 66 124 158 317

1963 	
1962 	
1961 	 10 75 55 123 237 371

1960 	
1959 	

1958 	
1957 	
1956 	 68 71 84 151 278 617

1955 	
1954 	

1953 	 182 178 219 275 432 741

1952 	
1951 	 327 317 288 309 503 658

1950 	
1949 	

• See table A.1, foot-note
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Table A.9. Norway: age-specific female mortality from
diseases of the respiratory system, a/
1951-1973

(Per 1 million population)

Age groups (years)

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75 -}-

1973 	 34 25 150 297 1 422 11 300
1972 	 16 55 82 271 1 636 11	 561
1971 	 17 45 72 282 1 474 11 295
1970 	 22 33 116 343 1 738 12 388
1969 	 24 99 144 384 1 731 12 594

1968 	 15 56 88 234 1 261 12 325
1967 	 15 26 40 222 1 086 10 407
1966 	 15 40 100 266 1 100 11 571
1965 	 25 21 52 242 1 217 11 028
1964 	 15 21 37 200 989 10 229

1963 	
1962 	
1961 	 20 39 38 247 904 9 759
1960 	
1959 	

1958 	
1957 	
1956 	 25 31 53 140 875 8 836
1955 	
1954 	

1953 	 24 16 46 193 1 093 9 501
1952 	
1951 	 15 41 70 179 934 9 500
1950 	
1949 	

• See table A.2, foot-note



Table A.10. Norway: age-specific female mortality from
external causes - accidents, poisoning and
violence, at 1951-1973

(Per 1 million population)

Age groups (years)

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75 +

1973 	 114 106 195 263 574 3 617
1972 	 134 130 178 271 576 3 525
1971 	 124 133 136 243 491 3 696
1970 	 99 154 191 277 669 3 554
1969 	 80 160 143 280 546 3 724

1968 	 54 123 147 255 593 3 581
1967 	 110 115 188 254 610 4 201
1966 	 70 125 209 233 588 3 903
1965 	 45 155 147 217 584 3 894
1964 	 75 99 152 205 567 3 942

1963 	
1962 	
1961 	 64 91 148 256 538 4 461

1960 	
1959 	

1958 	
1957 	
1956 	 34 130 173 173 507 4 398
1955 	
1954 	

1953 	 75 73 114 228 547 3 789
1952 	
1951 	 54 99 84 223 604 3 770
1950 	
1949 	

• See table A.3, foot-note



Table A,11. Norway: endogenous mortality, Age-specific
female mortality not due to infective and
parasitic diseases, diseases of the respiratory
system or external causes, 1951-1973

(Per 1 million population)

Age groups (years)

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75 +

1973 	 324 1 022 2 678 6 410 19 027 76 658
1972 	 313 946 2 686 6 667 20 064 76 669
1971 	 431 1 034 2 569 6 584 20 935 77 699
1970 	 305 1 067 2 588 6 647 20 612 76 763

1969 	 346 1 016 2 953 7 262 21 366 77 818

1968 	 374 1 064 2 659 7 235 22 029 79 989

1967 	 369 1 062 2 691 7 196 21 859 80 502

1966 	 413 1 093 2 702 7 179 22 074 81 945

1965 	 383 1 071 2 682 7 528 21 605 83 031

1964 	 458 1 158 2 685 7 520 23 537 88 665

1963 	
1962 	
1961 	 465 1 181 2 857 7 771 22 662 87 468

1960 	
1959 	

1958 	
1957 	
1956 	 589 1 132 3 140 7 822 23 790 88 349

1955 	
1954 	

1953 	 591 1 232 3 255 8 154 24 041 89 358

1952 	
1951 	 577 1 356 3 262 8 313 23 571 90 125

1950 	
1949 	

• See the note to table AA.



Table A.12. Norway: age-specific female mortality from diseases
of the circulatory system, a/ 1953-1973

(Per 1 million population)

Age groups (years)

23-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75 +

1973 	 57 187 669 2 483 11 170 53 825
1972 	 30 195 725 2 694 11 737 54 268
1971 	 64 232 634 2 731 12 365 54 982
1970 	 36 174 682 2 729 12 544 54 179
1969 	 52 184 766 2 863 12 574 55 240

1968 	 39 229 672 3 004 12 934 55 826
1967 	 55 182 771 2 997 12 915 55 329
1966 	 50 186 711 3 008 13 063 57 118
1965 	 50 235 698 3 116 12 835 57 412
1964 	 60 201 761 3 187 14 298 61 984

1963 	 70 275 810 3 348 15 544 67 368
1962 	 94 239 707 3 322 14 493 59 826
1961 	 78 228 730 3 182 13 655 59 118
1960 	 80 160 719 3 249 14 170 60 000
1959 	 88 178 828 3 424 13 848 59 684

1958 	 58 218 771 3 258 14 271 62 115
1957 	 78 195 802 3 185 13 768 59 868
1956 	 76 137 770 3 237 14 467 58 880
1955 	 53 199 796 3 446 13 665 57 420
1954 	 76 225 900 3 551 13 475 58 562

1953 	 79 230 931 3 266 13 780 53 875
1952 	
1951 	
1950 	
1949 	

• See table A.5, foot-note



Table A.13. Norway: age-specific female mortality from
neoplasms, a/ 1951-1973

(Per 1 million population)

Age groups (years)

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 64-74 75 +

1973 	 148 612 1 549 3 060 5 533 10 858
1972 	 173 530 1 524 2 995 5 655 11 026
1971 	 196 562 1 481 2 846 5 722 9 937
1970 	 161 675 1 499 2 912 5 220 10 737
1969 	 169 560 1 708 3 314 5 851 10 317

1968 	 156 590 1 519 2 913 6 028 10 841
1967 	 130 608 1 418 2 928 5 750 10 596
1966 	 90 601 1 379 2 878 5 781 10 860
1965 	 131 525 1 350 3 126 5 298 10 310
1964 	 186 611 1 420 2 967 5 603 10 273

1963 	 155 494 1 471 3 058 5 558 10 851
1962 	 134 578 1 586 3 029 5 167 10 326
1961 	 107 642 1	 511 3	 113 5 482 10 282
1960 	 198 638 1	 311 3 179 4 948 10 963
1959 	 129 702 1 524 3 197 5 727 10 342

1958 	 196 584 1 662 3 134 5 729 10 487
1957 	 226 582 1 382 3 307 5 856 10 763
1956 	 229 596 1 699 3 188 5 828 10 640
1955 	 234 650 1 685 3 186 5 648 11 350
1954 	 245 627 1 642 3 477 6 785 11 336

1953 	 186 590 1 671 3 272 5 924 11 567
1952 	 207 621 1 693 3 407 7 239 12 910
1951 	 195 588 1 479 3 386 6 378 10 420
1950 	
1949 	

• See table A.6; foot-note
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Table A.14. Norway: other endogenous mortality. Age—specific
female mortality not due to infective and parasitic
diseases of the respiratory system, neoplasms,
diseases of the circulatory system or external
causes, 1953-1973

(Per 1 million population)

Age groups ()ears)

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75 +

1973 	 119 223 460 877 2 324 11 975
1972 	 110 221 437 978 2 672 11 375
1971 	 171 240 454 1 007 2 848 12 780
1970 	 108 218 407 1 006 2 848 11 847
1969 	 125 272 479 1 085 2 941 11 261

1968 	 179 245 468 1 318 3 067 13 322
1967 	 184 272 502 1 271 3 194 14 577
1966 	 173 306 612 1 293 3 230 13 967
1965 	 202 311 634 1 286 3 472 15 309
1964 	 212 346 504 1 366 3 636 16 403

1963 	
1962 	
1961 	 280 311 616 1 476 3 525 18 068
1960 	
1959 	

1958 	
1957 	
1956 	 284 399 671 1 397 3 495 18 829
1955 	
1954 	

1953 	 326 412 653 1 616 4 337 23 916
1952 	
1951 	
1950 	
1949 	

• See the note to table A.7.



Table A.15. Norway: age-specific mortality from all other
respiratory diseases (A 96 or A 97)

(Per 1 million population)

Age groups (years)

Cause of death (lCD)	 25-34	 35-44	 45-54	 55-64	 65-74	 75 +

Males
A96

1973 	 ... ... ... ... ...
1972 	 8 0 12 28 165 474
1971 	 4 0 12 56 160 549
1970 	 0 19 12 81 168 520
1969 	 4 9 4 86 240 517

A97
1968 	 0 4 16 78 365 432
1967 	 0 0 12 99 385 596
1966 	 0 0 20 110 371 682

1965 	 0 4 33 112 356 505

Females
A96

1973 	 ... .	 . ... ...
1972 	 0 20 0 13 72 316

1971 	 4 0 8 40 79 199
1970 	 0 0 12 13 114 229
1969 	 0 0 4 32 99 259

A97
1968 	 0 5 16 32 59 336

1967 	 0 13 4 51 91 188
1966 	 5 13 8 42 125 280

1965 	 10 4 8 33 83 299
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Internal migration prospects

XVI. INTERNAL MIGRATION AND URBANIZATION AS FACTORS IN NATIONAL
POPULATION PROJECTIONS IN LESS 77VELOP T1D COUNTRITS

K.C. Zachariah*

Introduction 

Internal migration and urbanization do not change either the size of a
country's population or its age/sex composition their direct effect is on the
distribution of population within a country and/or the characteristics of
populations in geographical subregions. From this point of view, trends in
internal migration and urbanization will have no direct consequence on future
national population. However, there may be some indirect consequences.

Studies have shown that fertility and mortality rates of rural populations
are different from those of urban populations, and those of migrants are different
from non-migrants at origin or destination. These differences are pertinent for
future national population size and structure if migrants change their fertility
and mortality patterns. The relevant questions are: as a result of migration will
the family building habits of the migrant change? Will his/her risk of dying
increase or decrease? If so, from what level to what level? There are reasons to
believe that these risks do change as a result of migration, and future national
population growth will be influenced by the volume and characteristics of
internal migration.

Internal migration and external migration are often correlated. When
international migration is restricted, there is a tendency for internal migration
to expand. Conversely, when opportunities for internal migration diminish,
migrants find outlets in other countries, and external migration expands. Thus,
change in the volume of internal migration may affect future population size
through its influence on international migration.

It is with these indirect effects of internal migration on future po pulation -
through its effects on fertility, mortality and international migration - that this
paper is concerned.

Prospects for urbanization and migration

According to United Nations sources, the urban population of the world has
increased from about 715 million in 1950 to 1,552 million in 1975 and is expected
to increase to 2,918 million by 2000. The implied proportion of urban to total

* Development Economics De ,,Dartment, Population and 7uman Ecsources Division,
World Bank, Washington, D.C., United States of America.
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population is 29 in 1950, 39 in 1975, and
for the more developed and less developed
the decade 1975•1985 the urban population
projected to increase by 356 million. At
would increase from 27 per cent to 32 per

50 by the turn of the century. The data
countries are given in table 1. During
in less developed countries (LDCs) is
the same time, the proportion of urban
cent.

The components of this increase (natural increase, migration, reclassification)
are not readily available. It is somewhat surprising that while the demographic
literature gives the future population of the world for the next century and the
century following, an estimate of rural/urban migration even for the past decade
is not available among the mass of data turned out by the United Nations and other
organizations. One exception is an often quoted estimate for 1960 shown in
table 2. Two figures are instructive in that table. First, in the less developed
countries the rate of natural increase was more or less the same in rural
and urban areas: 22.4 and 22.5, respectively. Secondly, an estimate of net
transfer of population from rural to urban areas was 9 million in 1960.

Assuming as a first approximation that rural/urban differentials in natural
increase will remain the same and that urban and rural population will grow
according to the United Nations Medium Tempo Low projections, estimates of the
net transfer of population between rural and urban populations in LDCs as given in
table 3 may be obtained. The estimate for 1960-1970 (99 million) is only slightly
more than 10 times the United Nations estimate for 1960 (9 million).

Table 1. Urban population and proportion urban, 1950-2000

Region and year
Total urban population

(Millions)
Proportion urban

(Percentage)

World

1950 715 28.6
1975 1 552 "R9.3
1985 2 032 43.3
2000 2 918 49.9

More developed countries

1950 457 53.4
1975 781 69.2
1985 905 74.5
2000 1 064 81.3

Less developed countries

1950 257 15.7
1975 771 27.4
1985 1 127 32.4
2000 1 848 40.8

Source: "Trends and prospects in urban and rural population,
1950-2000, as assessed in 1973-1974" (ESA/P/WP.54, 25 April 1975).
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Table 2. Natural increase and net transfer of population
between urban and rural areas, 1960

Region Urtan	 Rural
(Thousands)

Rate per 1,000
Urban Rural

World

Natural increase 15 896 41 257 16.1 20.7

Net transfer 16 406 -16 406 16.9 -8.2

More developed

Natural increase 6 352 5 781 11.2 14.0

Net transfer +7 230 -7 161 +12.3 -16.6

Less developed

Natural increase 9 494 35 476 22.5 22.4

Net transfer +9 176 -9 245 +23.0 -5.9

Source: "Demographic trends in the world and its major regions, 1950-1970"
(E/CONF.60/BP/1), table 11.



Table 3. Net transfer from rural to urban areas in LDOs under
alternative assumptions about rural/urban
differentials in natural increase

(Thousands of persons)

Rural 2 per	 Rural 2 per
cent less	 cent more

Period	 Urban=Rural	 than in (2)	 than in (2)
(1)	 (2)	 (3)	 (4)

Rural 10 per
cent less
than in (2)

(5)

Rural 10 per
cent more
than in (2)

(6)

1960-1965	 45 322	 41 221	 49 422 25 136 65 555

1965-1970	 53 490	 48 963	 57 917 31 173 76 032

1970-1975	 65 014	 6o 357	 69 652 41 879 88 148

1975-1980	 76 910	 71 894	 81 701 52 158 101 948

1980-1935	 89 121	 84 655	 94 261 64 082 114 182

1985-1990	 103 601	 98 655	 108 782 78 284 128 894

7990-1995	 118 245	 113 634	 123 156 94 415 142 324

1995-2000	 132 897	 128 679	 137 401 111 025 154 924

Source:	 "Trends and prospects in urban and rural population 1950-2000,
as assessed in 1973-1974' (ESA/P/WP.54, 25 April 1975).

In actual practice, rural/urban differentials in natural increase may not be
zero. Urban/rural differentials in the death rate may be larger than urban/rural
differentials in the birth rate in the beginning of the demographic transition,
and urban natural increase may be higher than rural natural increase. Later,
when mortality declines gather momentum in rural areas, the rate of natural
increase may be higher in rural areas. Implications of deviations from equality
in either direction are also worked out in table 3.

The rural/urban transfer of population, which was about 100 million during
the 1960s would increase to about 142 million during the 1970s, 193 million during
the 1980s, and 251 million during the last decade of the century. The net
rural/urban transfer of population which was 2.8 per cent of the initial rural
population during 1960-1965, would increase to 5.1 per cent by the end of the
century. In relation to the urban population, the proportion of the rural/urban
transfer would decrease slightly from about 10.8 per cent during 1960-1965 to
8.4 per cent during 1995-2000. During 1960-1965, the proportion of rural/urban
transfer to total urban growth was about 47 per cent. This ratio would remain
more or less constant through the balance of the century.

During the following decade (1975-1985), the expected changes are:

The total urban population would increase from 771 million to 1,127 million;

The proportion of urban population would increase from 27.4 per cent to
32.4 per cent;
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The net rural/urban transfer of population would be about 166 million. This
is about 8 per cent of the initial rural population, about 22 per cent of the
initial urban population, and 47 per cent of the expected total growth during the
decade.

What are the implications of these changes on national fertility and mortality
rates? The extent of urban/rural and migrant/non-migrant differences in mortality
and fertility and the rapidity of assimilation of the rural/urban migrants are the
critical factors in these changes. Results of a few studies on the differentials
are summarized below.

Fertility 

Rural/urban differentials and migrant/non-migrant differentials in fertility
can arise from two considerations. First, rural/urban migration occurs as a
response to differential income opportunities and therefore such migration would
be selective of persons of lower than average fertility at the rural origins.
Secondly, because of the exposure to urban life, although migrants may have higher
or lower fertility rates when they arrive in cities than urban natives, they tend
to assume urban fertility patterns as their duration of urban residence increases.

Considerable data are now available on these two aspects of fertility
differentials, but not all of them agree on the direction or extent of the
differentials.

In a study of Thailand, Goldstein (1973) examined fertility levels of migrants
using both lifetime and five-year migration data. Among lifetime migrants,
urban/rural differentials were stronger than any differences between migrant/
non-migrant groups. Using the five-year migration status, Goldstein concluded that
within each category of residence, the fertility level of migrants was at least
20 per cent lower than the level of non-migrants. The extent of the differential
is strongest for the more urban categories. Age standardization did not change
the pattern, yet it reduced the differential in every category.

Examination of the age-specific fertility levels indicated that in Bangkok,
it was only among younger women that the fertility levels of migrants were
considerably lower. Older migrants, who might have completed child-bearing before
migration, had levels quite similar to those of the Bangkok natives. Assuming that
most migrants originated in the rural agricultural areas, it is important to note
that at all ages the fertility of Bangkok migrants was far below that displayed by
rural agricultural women. The fertility of all migrants was below that of
non-migrants in the rural agricultural areas. The comparisons using both lifetime
and five-year migration data suggested strongly that in Thailand movement from
rural to urban places is associated with considerable reduction in fertility, and
that this results both from the initial selection of persons with lower fertility
and from adherence to lower fertility levels than the non-migrant population in the
urban metropolis, at least in the period immediately following migration"
(Goldstein, 1973, p. 238)0

In the same article, Goldstein summarized the results from several other
studies on the relationship between fertility and migration, as follows: "Studies
of Latin America suggest, for exam ple, that to a great extent urban growth
represents the compound influence of the movement of migrants from rural areas and
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continuation within the urban setting of high birth rates among the migrant
population (Arriaga, 1968; see also Browning and Feindt, 1968; Martine, 1969 and
1972; Weller, Macisco and Martine, 1971; Zarate, 1967). On the other hand, research
on Puerto Rico has indicated that migration tends to depress fertility throughout
the child-bearing period (Myers and Morris, 1966; Macisco, Weller and Bouvier,
1971), but later research suggests that migration may be related to lower fertility
only if that migration takes place at a relatively early age so that the female
spends most of the reproductive period in urban surroundings (Macisco, Bouvier and
Renzi, 1969). Most analyses of United States (Kiser, 1963, pp. 157-182; Kiser,
Grabill, and Campbell, 1968; Westoff et al., 1961) and Canadian (Long, 1970)
fertility generally point to lower rates for migrants than for non-migrants, but
several studies have suggested that high urban fertility was clearly associated with
farm background and low socio-economic status (Goldberg, 1959; Duncan, 1965)."

In a study of fertility differentials in Manila City, Hendershot concluded that
migrants have lower fertility than natives even after standardizing for age and
marital duration (table 4). The mean number of children ever born of younger
women (under 30) was generally higher for migrants than natives; however, with
increasing age and marital duration, the fertility of migrants was lower,
regardless of parity on arrival. This evidence supports a social mobility model
whereby rural/urban migration is selective of persons with higher mobility
aspirations than natives in the place of destination. Thus migrants adhere to
urban pressure to limit family size.

Table 4. Unstandardized, age-standardized, and marriage-duration-
standardized mean number of children ever born to sample
women, by migrant status, Manila, 1966

Migrant status 
Type of mean
	

Native	 Migrant

Unstandardized 3.80 3.39
Age-standardized 3.89 3.36

Marriage-duration-standardized 3.67 3.43

Source: Gerry H. Hendershot, "Cityward migration and urban
fertility in the Philippines", Philippines Sociological Review (1971),
pp . 183-191.

In a study of migration of Greater Santiago, Elizaga (1966) found the
fertility of native married women whose husbands were present was higher than for
migrant women, after adjusting for age differences. The average number of children
born alive to women from 20 to 49 years old was 3.38 for native women and 3.19 for
migrant women.

On the other hand, in a study of six Brazilian cities, Iutaka, Bock, and
Varnes (1971) found that the mean number of children for married males was 2.4 for
natives and 3.8 for migrants. Higher fertility among migrants was maintained even
when the data were disaggregated by age at marriage, occupation, colour,
education etc.

•
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In India, the Sample Registration data consistently showed higher birth rates
and higher fertility rates for the rural population (table 5).

Mortality 

Because of the greater concentration of medical and public health services in
cities, mortality rates are generally lower in urban areas than in rural areas.
Numerous studies from different parts of the world are available to support this
conclusion.

Sample surveys conducted in several countries in Africa support a lower
mortality level for the urban population. "Despite poor urban living conditions,
infant and early childhood mortality is almost everywhere lower in and around the
towns of tropical Africa than in the rural areas" (United Nations, 1973).

In India in 1969, the death rate was 19.1 in rural areas and 13.1 in the
urban areas. Similar differentials were observed for later years for which reliable
data are available (table 5). Such differences were not due to differences in
age/sex composition. In each grou p , death rates were higher in rural areas (India,
1972).

Table 5. Vital rates of India by rural/urban residence, 1970-1974

Year
Birth rate Death rate

Rural Urban Rural Urban

1970 38.9 29.7 17.3 10.2

1971 38.9 30.1 16.4 9.7
1972 38.4 30.5 18.9 10.3

1973 35.9 28.9 17.0 9.5

1974 35.9 28.4 15.9 9.2

Source: Office of the Registrar General, Reports on Sample 
Registration System (New Delhi, various years).

Countries in Latin America also confirm a similar pattern. It is needless to
refer to more such studies where urban and rural mortality rates are compared.
Such differentials have relevance to this analysis only if rural/urban migrants have
typical rural mortality patterns. There are few studies which document the extent
and direction of mortality differentials between migrants and non-migrants and how
fast the mortality pattern of migrants and non•migrants converge.
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Implications for national fertility rates 

The main conclusion which emerges from the above analysis is that, in general,
urban fertility is lower than rural fertility and that rural/urban migrants have
lower fertility rates when compared with non-migrants at destination. The situation
with respect to mortality is somewhat similar. Urban mortality is lower than rural
mortality, but little is known about the mortality rates of rural/urban migrants
compared with non-migrants at origin and destination. Over a period of time • five
years, 10 years, or a generation, depending on the particular situation - the
migrants may be expected to assimilate urban patterns; the differentials which
existed at the time of in-migration disappear over a period of time. On this
basis, migration should tend to reduce national fertility and mortality rates. The
extent of reduction will, of course, depend on the magnitude of migration, initial
differentials, and the speed of assimilation. Some illustrative calculations are
given below.

For a typical developing country, urban fertility is about 25 per cent less
than rural fertility (United States. 1977). The total fertility rate (TFR) for
LDCs was estimated to be 5.1 in 1975 (United Nations, 1975). This gives a TFR of
5.5 for the rural population and 4.1 for the urban population. Presuppose that all
rural/urban migrants who move during 1975-1985 have rural fertility patterns before
migration and, on their arrival in urban areas, assume urban fertility patterns.
If the fertility rates remain the same over the 10-year period, and the urban
proportion changes from 27.4 per cent in 1975 to 32.4 per cent in 1985, the TFR
would change from 5.1 to 5.0, a decline of 1.4 per cent in a 10-year period.

Implied in this calculation is the assumption that the 166 million rural/urban
migrants who will raise the urban proportion to 32.4 per cent in 1985 will
immediately assume the fertility level of the native urban population. This
assumption is certainly unrealistic but is really not necessary to the results.
About 118 million migrants came to urban areas during the previous decade
(1965-1975), and several million migrated before 1965. They had lived in the urban
areas for several years - some one year, some five years, some 10 years or more.
They had had enough exposure to urban life to have experienced its impact on their
fertility patterns. If migrants who came to urban areas before 1975 change their
fertility patterns during 1975-1985, such changes would substitute for the assumed
changes among the migrants who move to the urban areas during 1975-1985. These
could even exceed the assumed changes for future migrants, but it is very unlikely.

The effect of rural/urban migration on national fertility in a typical LDC is
likely to be smaller than what is estimated above. The main reason is that
rural/urban migrants are selective of low-fertility groups in the rural areas.
The difference between fertility rates of the migrant and the natives in urban
areas may be smaller than the difference between the urban and rural populations.
Secondly, migrants will be a decreasing proportion of the total urban population.

Implications for projection methodology 

What is the significance of the above analysis for using internal migration
and urbanization as factors in national population projections? The main conclusion
which emerges is that the impact of migration and urbanization trends on fertility
and mortality rates is relatively very small, and therefore migration and
urbanization trends have limited use as factors in national population projections
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unless they are used as proxy variables for other socio-economic variables which
and mu/Lality rates. The reavn6 fur this conclusion are as

follows:

Although rural/urban migration is likely to increase in absolute terms,
its relation to the total urban population would most probably be decreasing, and
it would contribute a relatively stable proportion of the total urban growth;

Rural/urban differentials or migrant/non-migrant differentials in
fertility and mortality are relevant to future national fertility and mortality
rates only if rural migrants assume urban fertility and mortality patterns. Data
on this assimilation process are relatively scarce, and it is doubtful that they
can be used directly for estimating their fertility and mortality impact.

It must, however, be stressed that the analysis does not demonstrate that
migration and urbanization play an insignificant role in the long-term
transformation of a country's fertility and mortality rates, particularly because
it does not take into consideration the second-generation effect. Migration is
highly correlated with education, income, labour-force participation etc. Once
these variables are included in a fertility or mortality model, the independent
contribution of migration may not be very significant. In any case, reliable data
on period migration are less numerous than data on education, labour force
participation etc.

There is, however, one advantage to using migration as a factor in estimating
future fertility and mortality rates. The above analysis indicates that future
changes in national fertility and mortality rates will depend more on past 
migration trends than future trends. Migrants do not change their fertility and
mortality pattern on their arrival in urban areas; they take years to assume urban
patterns. The changes which take place in a particular year are contributed
mostly by past migrants. It is the number of past migrants that should be used as
an independent variable in estimating future fertility and mortality rates.
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International migration prospects 

XVII. FUTURE PROSPECTS OF MAGNITUDE AND TRENDS OF
INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION

Hilde Wander*

Problems of projecting migration

In spite of the prominent role that migration plays in the international
distribution of population, skills, knowledge and welfare, in population
statistics and projections it has been treated as subordinate to the other
components of population change, i.e., fertility and mortality. The reasons are
well known. Apart from the fact that the inflows and outflows of migrants are
compensative and frequently affect population trends very little, on balance,
there is the intricate problem of proper data collection. Contrary to the
remarkable achievements in fertility and mortality statistics, migration
statistics have remained scarce and incomplete, with few exceptions. Although
there is much scope for improvement, many definitorial and methodological
inconsistencies will always remain to limit historical and international comparison
of migratory movements. Moreover, both extremes - intensive liberalization and
strong control of border traffic - as practised in different parts of the world,
add to the difficulties of establishing and keeping up accurate records. In the
first instance, there is the problem of finding out from a large and ever-growing
number of arrivals and departures who is a migrant and who is not; in the second
instance there is greater inducement for clandestine movements.

As far as net-migration is concerned, data on migration are not absolutely
necessary it can be ascertained by subtracting natural from total population
growth. But this procedure requires highly reliable returns from censuses and
vital registration records, which are still lacking in many countries,
especially in the develo ping world. Clearly, without sufficient knowledge of
previous trends in even net-migration it is hard to speculate about future
prospects of magnitude and trends of international migration, quite apart from
the difficulties of appraising the impact of presumable social, economic and
political change. These few remarks may do to indicate that there is little scope
for ready improvements of population projections through better use of the
migration variable. The following discussion is therefore mainly intended to
explain the general pattern of current international migration, to examine the
most important types of flows, their specific determinants and characteristics and
to get, in this way, some idea of possible future trends.

In order to formulate a few relevant ouestions it may be useful to refer to

Institute of World Economics, University of Kiel, Kiel, Federal Republic of
Germany.
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the latest United Nations population projections. 1/ The first thing to note is
that net--migration has been taken into account in only 36 out of 155 countries.
The 36 are all highly or semi-developed countries of the western world, and all
have a long history of migration. The remainin g 119 countries, including the
socialist countries in Europe, are implicitly assumed to have zero net-migration,
although the latter group had quite sizable net outflows up to the present.
Leaving aside whether there is any better alternative to this approach, given the
shortage of statistics and other obvious problems, it is unrealistic, on
principle, to assume that immigration and emigration balance completely. As long
as any migration across national borders takes place net-migration can not become
zero except by chance. If a small balance results from small inflows and outflows
it is quite reasonable to disregard it. But, if it arises from large inflows and
outflows, is it still appropriate to ignore it? 2/

Net-migration denotes the gains and losses to total population from
migration over a given period but does not show how the various sex and age groups
are affected. Again, it is only by mere chance that all would gain or lose
proportionately. 3/ Available statistics indicate that international migration,
although highly sex- and age-selective, altered population structure only little,
unless the inflows or outflows were very large in relation to the host or home
populations and consisted predominantly of members of same sex or age. Similar
observation relates to the impact on fertility and natural growth. 4/ Can this
experience also guide us in the future under conditions of zero or even negative

1/ World Population Prospects as Assessed in 1973 (United Nations
publication, Sales No. E.76.XIII.4).

2/ In the United Kingdom in 1976, migration per 1,000 of the mid-year
population was:

Immigration	 3.21 (births, 12.08)
Emigration	 3.76 (deaths, 12.07) 
Net-migration	 -0.55 (natural growth, -0.09)

Source: Population Trends (1977).
3/ In the United Kingdom in 1976, net-migration by age, per 1,000, was:

Age (years) 

0-14	 -10.7
15-24	 + 8.6
25-44	 -24.0
45+	 - 4.6 
Total	 -30.5

Source: Population Trends (1977).
4/ Antonio Santini, "The effects of different migration models on age

structure and fertility" in International Migration. Proceedings of a Seminar on
Demographic Research in Relation to International Migration, Buenos Aires,
5-11 March 1974, pp. 170 ff.



natural growth? Will it be sufficient to rely on net-migration, in view of the
heterogeneous types of flows from which it accrues? 5/

This leads us to the general question of what purpose the projections are to
serve. If they are meant to outline only prospective trends in size and growth
rates of total population and its broader age groups over the next few decades,
some arbitrary but internationally consistent assumptions of the magnitude of
net-migration based on available statistical and other evidence will suffice. No
account needs to be taken of the different effects of the various in- and
outflows. Since almost no open space is left to attract large masses of permanent
settlers, international migration is almost bound to become still more diverse,
more compensative and, in turn, less effective, in total, than it is today. From
this point of view it is quite reasonable to expect the volume of net-migration to
decelerate with the passing of time. The question is, however, how steeply it
will turn down, and this cannot be answered satisfactorily without examining
separately the prospects of the most important in- and outflows.

If one intends to bring to light the specific impact of the most important
migratory currents on crucial population and labour force segments or on native
and foreign components, special projections on either a gross or net basis will be
necessary. Such an approach requires very detailed statistics on sex and age of
the relevant types of migrants and therefore does not readily qualify for large-
scale projections such as those carried out by the United Nations. Nevertheless,
it would be advantageous to try it out for countries that have the necessary data.
Migration statistics in the United Kingdom, Australia and the Federal Republic of
Germany make it quite clear that the various in- and outflows are very
differently composed in terms of nationality, demographic characteristics,
economic status and the like, that they are liable to different incentives and

5/ In the United Kingdom in 1976, migration per 1,000 persons by country of
origin and destination was as follows:

In Out Balance
Percentage of
total volume

Australia, New Zealand, Canada 40.1 63.3 -23.2 -22.4
Other Commonwealth countries 48.3 27.9 +20.4 +26.8
European Economic Community and

the United States of America 41.4 52.0 --11.3
Rest of the world 49.9 67.3 -17.4 -14.8
Total 179.8 210.4 -30.6 - 7.8

Source: Population Trends (1977).
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that it is therefore not reasonable to mix them together. 6/ A more detailed
approach conforms with the rapidly changing nature of modern international
migration and can very much improve our understanding of current and future
migratory events.

It goes without saying that migratory movements can not be predicted with
much certainty even over a short period and that the risk of error increases the
more one goes into detail. This problem concerns more or less any sort of
projection one always has to work on simplified assumptions. However, apart
from the intricate - if not futile - attempt to anticipate future migratory flows
"most realistically", there are many ways of employing appropriate hypothetical
assumptions to demonstrate, for example, the impact of movements deemed socially,
economically or politically desirable or undesirable. Such analysis can be of
great help to politicians and planners in devising or revising population and
migration policies as well as relevant development programmes. From all this, it
follows that intensive examination of the various migratory processes is
generally important for arriving at useful assumptions, disregarding whether
gross- or net-migration is used as projection variable.

Current and prospective patterns of international migration 

For the purpose of the following discussion we shall define ''international
migration'' to mean any movement across national boundaries except tourism and
orginary travelling for business or private purposes. Such broad coverage,
which includes seasonal and other short-terra movements of workers, seems to fit
the current migratory scene much better than the conventional definition based on
a minimum time of stay, generally one year. True, short-term movements have
little direct demographic effect s but if we want to trace out future trends we
must take them into account. All types of migration are linked with each other.
Depending on various circumstances which differ from country to country, short-
term movements tend either to broaden or narrow down the prospects for other
kinds of migration. Moreover, from a social and economic point of view it is hard
to decide whether a person migrating for one year once in his life means a
greater "loss' or "asset" than a person migrating every year for only a few
months. We must realize that present-day international migration involves not
just a flow of people but also of skills and other productive qualities and that
it tends to affect the pressure of population on physical resources much more
indirectly than directly, i.e., by altering the country's economic carrying
capacity rather than population size.

Kingdom in 1976, net-migration by occupation and6/ In the United
citizenship was:

Occupation
;lumber Number(persons

16 years +) (thousands) Percentage Citizenship (thousands) Percentage

Professional,
managerial -18.2	 -14.9

United Kingdom
Overseas

-50.8 -22.7

Manual, clerical -15.5	 -16.1 Commonwealth +15.1 +21.1
Not gainfully Aliens 4.9 + 5.2

employed +13.1	 +13.3 Total -30.6 -7.8
Total -20.6	 - 6.5

Source: Population Trends (1977).
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Any analysis of international migration must distinguish between voluntary
and forced movements. It is a sad fact that flights, expulsion and compulsory
transfers of people have always been part of the international migration scene and
sometimes even dominated it One need not go back to the times when masses of
slaves from Africa and indentured labourers from Asia were shipped to the New
World, our more recent history provides sufficient evidence. Thomas estimates
that in the decade following the Second World War no fewer than 45 million persons
left their home countries for "political" reasons, equalling the total number of
emigrants who moved from Europe to overseas in the hundred years preceding the
First World War. 7/ According to estimates by the World Council of Churches, 8/
another 4 million persons 9/ were forced out of their home countries in
consequence of the wars, revolutions and other political upheavals that plagued
many countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America over the past one to two decades.

These fatal movements cannot be taken as isolated events. Many have their
roots far in the past, and most will in one way or another influence future
migration. The victims of recent flights and expulsions were often members of
unassimilated ethnic or religious minorities, whose ancestors came as migrants,
sometimes centuries ago. The Indians in East Africa and the Chinese in
South-East Asia are cases in point. As shown by recent experience, compulsory
movements may have several consequences. They may give rise to new flights and
expulsions, as happened in the Middle East; they may condition a chain of further
(sponsored or non-sponsored) migrations, as holds true for the millions of
displaced persons from Eastern Europe who finally settled down in various
Western European and overseas countries; they may reduce living standards and
employment opportunities in the host country and in this way induce more natives
to emigrate; or they may assist to stimulate economic activity in the host
country and thus pave the way for more spontaneous immigration. The two latter
consequences were experienced in the Federal Republic of Germany at different
stages of economic reconstruction after the Second World War.

Forced migrations cannot be foreseen, but among the conditions that favour
them, social and economic segregation of ethnic minorities as well as
disintegration of refugees and migrant workers rank high. While it is
legitimate to disregard disastrous events and base migration projections on the
premise of undisturbed political and economic development, the number and
concentration of still uprooted and disprivileged former migrants should
nevertheless be taken into account, in every relevant instance, as a potential
source of various kinds of future migration.

We shall now examine the pattern of voluntary migration, which we define as
any movement across national boundaries, except tourism and ordinary travelling
for business or private purposes, which rests on the wilful decision of the
individual migrant or his family. We shall disregard the fact that many
decisions may be made under extreme economic pressure or that they are limited in
various degrees by prohibitive migration laws. Voluntary migration as we

7/ Brinley Thomas, "Economic factors in international migration" in
Population Growth and Economic Development in the Third World, Leon Tabah, ed.
(Brussels, Dolhain), vol. II, p. 441.

8/ Cited in Die Welt, 20 August 1977.

9/ A similar estimate is given in Alain Petit, "Les Problemes des refugies
dans le monde en 1975-1976 V °, AWR-Bulletin, vol. 15, Nos. 1-2 (1977), p. 2 ff.
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understand it implies that the individual has the power to decide for himself
whether he wants to move or to stay , contrary to forced migration, which does not
leave him such choice.

Voluntary migration is closely related to the process of economic, social and
demographic development in the world as a whole and in the individual sending
and receiving countries. The political barriers to international migration are,
in many ways, a reflection of the social and economic scene. They are meant to
favour or protect the national economy and the standard of national social
welfare and are thus part of the over-all set of incentives and constraints that
govern the flow of people between countries and continents. This general
framework presents a first starting point for examining present and prospective
pattern of international migration in the various parts of the world. Although
we shall mainly concentrate on economic migration, it must be realized that
non-economic migration, e.g., for reasons of education, marriage, health, climate
or other factors, is also intimately bound up with economic and social progress
in the sense that it depends on intensive social and economic contacts between
the sending and receiving countries as well as on sufficient financial resources
on the part of the migrants.

Concerning prospects for international migration over the rest of this
century, we assume that economic growth and social change will proceed along
conventional lines. Per capita income, industrial activity, levels of education
and skills, productive employment and urbanization are supposed to increase in all
countries but at different speeds, to the effect that large international
discrepancies in income, employment and skill levels will persist not only
between the highly developed and less developed countries but also among the
developing countries. We expect that the oil-producing countries as well as the
more advanced countries of the third world will undergo comparatively rapid
economic expansion, will further intensify their trade relations with the
industrialized countries and will absorb increasing amounts of international
resources in terms of capital goods and technical know-how. Concerning migration
policy we assume no basic change in Governments' general attitude in either the
capitalist or socialist countries. Governments of the receiving countries will
continue to keep immigration in conformity with national labour needs, while
Governments of the sending countries will attempt to exert more direct or indirect
control over the outflow of qualified workers that are in short su pply. This is
the general framework within which we shall evaluate, on a broader international
level, prospective trends in potential demand for migrants. It is clear that such
a general approach can give us only a very rough idea of future migratory flows.
Any more detailed assessment as required for population projections must by
necessity also take into account the specific conditions in every single sending
and receiving country. Concerning the latter task we must confine ourselves to
some brief remarks.

Examination on a country-by-country basis allows more appropriate
consideration of regional differences of prospective chances and obstacles in
economic, social and political development. It is true that many countries lack
suitable migration data. Nevertheless, whenever a migratory flow has gained
sufficient importance, its general characteristics will be known. Some
knowledge may relate to:

Main reason (work, education, marriage etc.)

Origin or destination (contiguous countries, other countries of same
continent, of other continents industrial, non-industrial country etc.)
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Duration (seasonal, other temporary, long-term or permanent migration)

Demographic composition (sex, age, marital status; individual or family
migration);

Labour-force status (economically active or non-active)]

Occupation (agricultural, non-agricultural workers);

Skill (professional, other qualified, non-qualified workers);

Legality (legal or clandestine migration);

Organization (international, multilateral, bilateral, and unilateral migration
schemes, unorganized spontaneous movements);

Source of finance (international organization, national Government, private
entrepreneur, individual migrant).

Wherever the one or other criterion stands forth, it will be known, even if
no records are kept. This general observation allows us to categorize the
respective movement and assess, on the basis of further information (as outlined
in the paragraphs below) whether its future trend is likely to go up or down.
Moreover, general knowledge of this kind can often be substantiated by statistics
(censuses or current records) available in the main receiving or sending countries,
records kept by the sponsoring organization (e.g., ICEM) and quotas stated in
bilateral agreements. For example, migrants from neighbouring countries identified
in the population censuses of the various Latin American countries give a good idea
of the intensity and main directions of migration within the South American
subcontinent. The same applies to intra-African migration, whose main pattern can
be assessed from statistical information on Africans living or working in Africa
outside their home country. Similarly, estimates made in the United States of
America on clandestine migration from Mexico, together with respective data from
United States immigration records, give some insight into the volume and pattern of
Mexican emigration. Last but not least, bilateral agreements on the temporary
exchange of labourers or on the permanent resettlement of ethnic minorities as
concluded between various Eastern European countries (e.g. German Democratic
Republic and Poland) or between Eastern and Western European countries (e.g., Poland
and the Federal Republic of Germany) can help to shed light on migratory movements
within and out of the socialist group.

Given current migration policy, the current stage of economic and social
development and current migration experience in the respective sending country,
examination of the following conditions is important in order to find out what
course the supply of potential emigrants is likely to take:

Presumable increase or decrease in the number of persons of sex/age groups
known to supply most of the migrants. Source: population projections:

Presumable trends in internal migration and urban growth as suggested by
current flows, projections of urban and rural population and patterns of economic
development. Source: population projections, national development plans;

(c) Presumable improvements in education and vocational skills, especially in
higher education and technical training, as anticipated in national planning.
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Prospective labour demand as indicated or implied in national development
plans;

Prospective trends in per capita income and in income distribution as
anticipated in the national development plans.

Increase in the relevant population groups, rapid urbanization and rising levels of
education and skills tend to raise the potential supply of emigrants growing
employment chances at home may reduce it. Increase in per capita income, on the
other hand, may put more persons into the position of financing their movement
abroad or may induce more persons to refrain from emigration, depending on the pull
exerted by the respective receiving countries.

The prospective demand of individual receiving countries for immigrants tends
to be influenced, inter alia, by the following conditions;

The intensity of natural population growth, density and regional
distribution of population

Trends in the national labour supply as suggested by demographic
development, changes in the average age of entry into or retirement from working
life, changes in the female labour-force participation, the volume of available
labour reserves (unemployed or underemployed persons)

Prospective fluctuations in the supply of young workers

Existing and prospective discrepancies in the supply and demand of
skills as suggested by changes in economic structure, training systems and labour
mobility:

The stage of social, economic and technical development° international
economic integration through trade and foreign capital investment

The flexibility of immigration policy.

Most of the present and prospective immigration countries are highly or
semi-developed. Their demand for migrant workers will decisively determine,
directly and indirectly, the over-all volume and pattern of international migration.
Many of them have sufficient statistical information on demographic and economic
characteristics to estimate future trends in native labour supply as well as basic
tendencies in the structure of labour demand. On the other hand, their economies
are liable to short-term business fluctuations which oppose any stable inflow of
migrants. Governments have the power to open and close the doors for immigrants
according to changing labour needs. Moreover, high wage levels in many of these
countries and the constant pressure for even higher wages exerted by powerful trade
unions are strong inducements for more speedy investment in labour-saving
techniques, thus reducing the need for unskilled foreign workers. And finally,
progressive shifts of workers from secondary to tertiary industry involve the loss
of many of the jobs (especially in the production sector) that are most suitable
for foreign workers, in favour of activities (e.g., administrative and clerical)
which require specific skills and Qualities not readily supplied by immigrants
(e.g., command of the native language, knowlege of national laws, regulations and
norms). These and similar obstacles to future migration are not of equal
importance to all present or potential immigration countries. We shall, therefore,
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consider separately the following groups: (a) traditional immigration countries;
(b) the industrial west and north of Europe; (c) southern Europe; (d) eastern
Europe; (e) Argentina; (f) East Asia; (g) South Africa; (h) oil-producing
developing countries. To simplify our analysis we shall specify the crucial
characteristics and determinants of present and future migration in a brief
synopsis (see annex I).

The results of our comparative analysis can be summarized as follows: In
addition to the main immigration centres in North America, Oceania and Western and
Northern Europe, others are likely to gain importance. Judged by trends in
population and labour force growth, some Southern and Eastern European countries
(especially Italy, Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic as well as
Japan may run into labour shortages, if rapid economic growth is to he maintained
in the future. These countries have comparatively small labour reserves in
agriculture and among inactive females. Oil-producing and other quickly advancing
developing countries can also be expected to attract more immigrant workers on
different scales, depending on the speed of economic growth and the volume and
quality of native labour supply.

All countries included in the analysis have a rising demand for prlfessionals,
highly qualified technicians and other well trained personnel, which suggests that
immigration will become even more selective than it is today. The industrialized
countries (groups (a) and (b)) will continue to be both receivers and suppliers
of highly qualified manpower. There will be exchange of such workers between
these countries as well as rising influx from and rising outflux to the
developing world. In the most prosperous countries of the latter category there
may also be much demand for migrants with medium and lower grades of skill from
nearby countries in addition to highly qualified workers. On the whole, there
will be rising competition for skills among a much greater number of countries.
The final outcome of this competition will have an important bearing on the speed
of economic growth in the sending and receiving countries and, in turn, on other
migratory movements, e.g., of ordinary workers. In this sense the international
flow of skills, althoUgh of comparatively small volume, will be a major
determinant of future magnitude and pattern of over-all international migration.

In accordance with our general assumptions concerning international migration
over the rest of the century, stated above, we expect that the supply of skills
will expand but remain generally short, especially in the semi-developed and less
developed countries. We further expect that the international flow of skills
will be predominantly temporary and will increasingly allow the sending countries
to profit from the backflow of workers who have improved their training abroad.
Given such a general course, the following chances may open up for potential
migrants in the various receiving countries:

Group (a). Highly selective demand for competent, adaptable workers with
family for long-term or permanent stay and work in secondary and tertiary industry.
Supply of wanted candidates from Europe limited and further decreasing.
Therefore, higher admittance of immigrants from other continents (e.g., South
America) possible. Continuous inflow of specialists and students on a temporary
and highly selective basis from an increasing number of sending countries.
Ongoing clandestine migration from Mexico, fluctuating with business cycles.
In general: no basic change from current volume and pattern.
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Group (b). Little demand. for immigrant workers from outside the German
Democratic Republic and the Scandinavian labour market over the next decade, from
then on slightly growing demand for qualified workers with and without families
for long-term stay; more steeply rising demand after 2000 possible in consequence
of deficient natural growth. Increasing possibilities and needs for migration of

qualified personnel between countries of the grou p . Requirement: equalization
of training and employment standards. Fluctuatin g demand around a rising trend
for temporary immigrant workers with high emphasis on skills, especially after 1985.
Continuous influx of students and trainees from developing countries for temporary
stay. Possible increase in illegal immigration.

Group (c). Growing efforts to draw back former emigrants. Slightly increasing
demand for ordinary workers in agriculture, industry and tourist services on
seasonal and temporary basis from countries of same group and North Africa. Possible
rise in clandestine migration from North Africa, Increasing attraction of
well-to-do pensioners from industrial countries with little demographic, but
stimulating economic, effects.

Group (d). Growing possibilities for migration of single workers on temporary
contract from lower to higher developed countries of this group.

Group (e). Potential chances for admission of qualified immigrants with
family for permanent settlement. Obstacles: shortage of qualified candidates;
lack of attractive and promising settlement schemes. Immigration from neighbouring
countries likely to increase with better supply of skills and decentralization
of economic development.

Group (f). Growing potential for temporary employment of ordinary immigrant
workers from neighbouring countries towards the end of this century. Scope for
realization possibly small. Rotionalization of production process and more
efficient use of indigenous work force is likely to limit effective demand for
immigrants.

Group (g). Continuous demand for contract workers from neighbouring countries
on seasonal and short-term basis, fluctuating around declining trend.

Group (h). Rapidly increasing demand for skilled personnel of various levels,
as well as for ordinary immigrant workers for employment in large-scale development
projects, mainly on temporary contract basis. May help to stimulate economic
development and employment in neighbouring countries, if remittances and work
experience of returning migrants are productively used.

On the whole we may expect international migration to become more transient,
more skill-oriented and more closely connected with internal migration. A highly
integrated system of manifold multiway flows within and between continents tends
to replace speedily the more uniform pattern of conventional long-term migration.
These flows are likely to involve large masses of people and to bring about
extensive population "exchange" within smaller or wider areas. Although they will
largely balance and affect population size only little, their indirect impact on
mortality and fertility trends may well become stronger, due to their more intimate
role in economic and social change.
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Some conclusions concerning nopulation projections 

Since migration patterns differ from country to country, only detailed and
frequently repeated analysis can provide a clearer nicture of current and emerging
trends in international migration. Immediate prospects for improving the 7quality"
of population projections may be small in most instances, but closer investigation
of the various migratory flows and their possible implications can add a new
dimension to appraising their returns.

Intensive examination of the demographic and economic impact of various types
of migration in countries that have good statistics is of particular use. It can
serve, inter alia, to construct models representing specific movements (e.g.,
temporary migration of ordinary workers or of skilled personnel) which - with
appropriate adjustments and in appropriate combination - coulr eventually be
applied to a wider range of countries. An exam ple of such a model demonstrating
the impact of continuous migration of Italian workers of given sex/age structure
to the Federal Republic of Germany is presented. in annex II. It shows that even
constant "rotation" of migrants with a zero balance may alter the age composition
of the home and host population quite noticeably, if the inflows and outflows are
substantial and if natural growth in the sending and receiving areas is slow.

Host western and northern European populations have literally stopped growing
for natural cause, and some are already experiencing rapid decline. Immigration
on an increasing scale may sooner or later regain importance in order to prevent
r -rte live shrinl:ing of the population and labour force. These movements may
become very ^^ ; veand should be taken into account in population projections
that extend into the nc,:, ,-ntury.
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Annex II 

COMPARATIVE AGE COMPOSITION OF STABLE POPULATIONS WITH EQUAL MORTALITY
BUT DIFFERENT RATES OF GROWTH FROM BIRTHS AND IMMIGRATION

(Stationary population = 100)

Continuous rotation: every immigrant stays five years and then returns

(Natural growth and net-migration are both zero)

	

r = 0
	

r = 0
	

r = 0
	

r = 0
	

r = 0
Age group	 = 0
	

i = 0.002
	

i = 0.004
	

i = 0.006
	

i = 0.008
(years)
	

e = 0
	

e = 0.002
	 e = 0.004
	

e = 0.006
	

e = 0.008

	0-19
	

100.0
	

100.0
	

100.0
	

100.0
	

100.0

	

20-39
	

100.0
	

101.2
	

102.4
	

103.8
	

105.0
	40-59
	

100.0
	

99.4
	

98.9
	

98.4
	

97.9
6o+
	

100.0
	

99.2
	

98.0
	

96.8
	

95.6

Dependency ratio a/	 100.0
	

99.7	 99.3
	

98.9	 98.5

One-way immigration

(Natural growth = 0)

Age group	 r = 0
	

r = 0.002
	

r = 0.004
	

r = 0.006
	

r = 0.008
(years)
	

= 0
	

i = 0.002
	

i = 0.004
	

i = 0.006
	

i = 0.008

0-19
	

100.0
	

97.8
	

95.6
	

94.2
	

92.8
20-39
	

100.0
	

101.4
	

102.6
	

104.2
	

105.7
40-59
	

100.0
	

102.1
	

103.9
	

106.0
	

107.7
60+
	

100.0
	

98.5
	

97.5
	

94.4
	

92.2

Dependency ratio a/	 100.0
	

98.4	 96.9
	

95.2	 93.8

No immigration
	 1-

Age group
(years)
	

r = 0
	

r = 0.002	 r = 0.004
	

r = 0.006	 r = 0.008

	0-19
	

100.0
	

105.5
	

111.1
	

116.7
	

122.4

	

20-39
	

100.0
	

101.4
	

102.5
	

103.5
	

104.3

	

40-59
	

100.0
	

97.4
	

94.7
	

91.9
	

89.0
6o+
	

100.0
	

93.5
	

87.2
	

81.3
	

75.6

Dependency ratio a/ 	 100.0
	

100.6	 101.3
	

101.2	 103.2

Source:
Mobilitat und
der Deutschen
Evangelischen

a/ Ratio

r = rate
i = rate
e = rate

Die Auslander in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Ursachen und Auswirkungen ihrer 
deren Bedeutung fur die BevOlkerungsvoreinge, bericht fiber die Jahresarbeitstagung
Gesellschaft fUr BevOlkerungswissenschaft e.V. vom 4. bis 8. April 1972 in der
Akademie in Arnoldshain/Taunus, p. 176.

of total population to population of from 20 to 60 years.

of population growth
of immigration
of return migration



Annex III 

COMPARATIVE AGE COMPOSITION OF STABLE POPULATIONS WITH EQUAL MORTALITY
BUT DIFFERENT RATES OF GROWTH FROM BIRTHS AND EMIGRATION

(Stationary population = 100)

Continuous rotation:	 every emigrant stays five years and then returns

Age group
(years)

r = 0.010	 r = 0.010
e = 0	 e = 0.002
i = 0	 i = 0.002

r = 0.010
e = 0.004
i = 0.004

r = 0.010
e = 0.006
= 0.006

r = 0.010
e = 0.008
i = 0.008

0-19
20-39
40-59
60+

Dependency ratio a/

	

100.0	 100.0

	

100.0	 98.8

	

100.0	 100.5

	

100.0	 101.7

	

100.0	 100.5

100.1
97.7

101.0
103.0

100.9

100.1
96.7
101.6
104.2

101.2

100.1
95.7

102.1
105.4

101.6

One-way emigration

(Natural growth = 0.01)

Age groups r = 0.010	 r = 0.008 r = 0.006 r = 0.004 r = 0.002
(years) e = 0	 e = 0.002 e = 0.004 e = 0.006 e = 0.008

0-19 100.0	 102.2 104.4 106.6 108.8
20-39 100.0	 98.4 96.8 95.3 93.7
40-59 100.0	 97.4 95.0 92.5 90.1
60+ 100.0	 101.9 103.4 104.8 106.2

Dependency ratio a/ 100.0	 102.1 104.2 106.3 108.6

No emigration

Age groups
(years) r = 0.010	 r = 0.008 r = 0.006 r = 0.004 r = 0.002

0-19 100.0	 95.5 91.1 86.6 82.3
20-39 100.0	 99.4 98.6 97.7 96.6
40-59 100.0	 103.4 106.7 110.0 113.1
60+ 100.0	 107.7 115.9 124.3 133.3

Dependency ratio a/ 100.0	 98.9 97.9 97.1 96.5

Source: Die Auslinder in der Bundesrepublik Duetschland. Ursachen und Auswirkungen ihrer 
Mobilitat und deren Bedeutung fur die BevOlkerungsvorgange, bericht fiber die Jahresarbeitstagung
der Deutschen Gesellschaft fOr Bevalkerungswissenschaft e.V. vom 4. bis 8. April 1972 in der
Evangelischen Akademie in Arnoldshain/Taunus, p. 180.

a/ Ratio of total population to population of from 20 to 60 years.

r = rate of population growth
e = rate of emigration
i = rate of return migration
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